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This study is concerned with the use of pottery by late precontact Cree people occu- 

pying Bushfield West. a site located on the Saskatchewan River in east-central Sas katch- 

ewan. The pottery is an important hallmark of the Selkirk Composite. whose archaeo- 

logical sites have been studied in western Canada for over 40 years. Most Selkirk-related 

research has dealt with the pottery from a stylistic. cultural-historical perspective. relying 

on the use of pottery from sites that are usually small and poorly preserved. There has 

never been an opportunity for archaeologists to determine the actual range of stylistic 

variability within a single Selkirk component. nor has there been any attempt to under- 

stand how and where pottery was used on a site, nor whom used it. 

The Bushfield West archaeological component revealed intact. distinct artifact 

clusten resting on a contiguous occupation surface. Many of the clusters yielded pottery 

sherds of sufficient integrity to enable reconstruction of 98 pottery vessels, 49 from in 

situ contexts. The finely preserved archaeological site, with its nch cerarnic assemblage, 

presented an opportunity to explore the relationship between pottery use and Selkirk 

Composite site occupation. 

Large scde examination of the site's discrete occupation using specially devised 

material clustenng analysis methods enabled the artifact clusters to be individually de- 

fined and intensively examined to determine the kinds of activities that took place. Inter- 

preted activities were linked to activity complexes which were hypothesized to have been 

the physical rernains of shelters (residences) or outdoor workshops occupied in the late 

spring of the year. The interpreted activities that took place within each of these shelters 

and workshops suggested that most were devoted to general domestic tasks usually 

involving subsistence, but that a few appeared to reflect ceremonial behaviour. Interpre- 

tation of the tasks carried out in each area suggested that some residences/workshops 

were occupied andor used principally by men, some by wornen and a few by mixed 

gender. Various kinds of evidence indicated that most of the residences were occupied 

synchronically, suggesting that the occupation was representative of a seasonal band 

aggregation. 



The Bushfield West vessel assemblage was stylisticaily homogeneous. As a conse- 

quence, the pottery was analyzed in a non-traditional way in order to discern patterns of 

vessel construction, f o m  and use, primarily from the perspective of a tool class, rather 

than as artifacts bearing information about style. Detailed qualitative and quantitative 

treatment of the collection indicated that significant variation occurred within characteris- 

tics which could have been affected through vessel use. determined principaliy through 

examination of the residue found adhering to a vessel's paste. Using vessel use criteria, 

four classes of pots were identified in the Bushfield West assemblage: heavy cooking, 

light cooking, boiling and utility. There was evidence that the shape of a vessel may have 

varied slightly with its function. 

Vesse1 uses appeared to correlate with specific behaviours interpreted to have taken 

place in the various activity complexes on the site. Heavy and light cooking vessels were 

found in areas where activities associated with women were identified. Utility and boil- 

ing vessels were found in special areas where male behaviour was identified. Based on 

site data. it appeared that men preferred to use pottery for specific functions such as wet 

and dry storage, and for rnaking hot beveraps. Wornen used pottery for cooking and 

specialized bone rnarrow rendering. In areas interpreted to have been commensal resi- 

dences, both cooking. boiling and utility vessels were recovered. It appews possible to 

obtain more detailed interpretations about past human activities and social behaviours 

from the remains of Selkirk components. especially if careful consideration is made of 

the context of each component's remains, and how the artifacts from them were used. 

Based on the pottery remains from Bushfield West. stylistic variability of pottery 

associated with a single Selkirk band appears to be minimal. This has important irnplica- 

tions for the identification of discrete complexes within the Selkirk Composite. As a 

consequence, the Bushfield West cultural remains. formerly considered part of the 

Pehonan Cornplex. appear to be representative of a newly identified Selkirk complex 

narned Keskatchewan. 
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This study is concerned with the use of pottery by late pre-European contact Cree 
people occupying a site on the bank of a river in east-central Saskatchewan. As will be 
explained. the focus on pottery of the pre-contact Cree (whose collective cultural remriins 
are referred to as the Selkirk Composite in Western Canada) is nothing new: Selkirk 
pottery is virtually the exclusive hallmark of these people and it has been heavily studied 
for over 40 years. Al1 of these studies have dealt with the pottery from a stylistic, cul- 
tural-historicai perspective. The quality of the stylistic analysis has been quite vanable, 
primarily because the pottery has been recovered from a northem forest environment. 
which means that the sites are usually srnail and poorly preserved. often yielding mixed 
artifact assemblages. The result is that archaeologists have no firm idea about the ce- 
ramic stylistic variability that cm be found within a single-component Selkirk site. 

In the Iast 15 years. there has been a growing awareness that pottery served a function 
in the life of those who made use of it. Archaeologists have become aware that if they 
want to recreate the livestyles of pottery users frorn their discarded or lost vesse1 remains. 
they have to gain some understanding about how the pots were actually used on archaeo- 
logical sites. Up until the present time. there has been no atternpt to apply functional 
studies to Selkirk ceramics, again because the archaeological associations of most of the 
pottery have been less than ideal and assemblage sizes have been very small. 

Nevertheless, archaeologists need a more thorough understanding of the potential 
ceramic stylistic variability within a single Selkirk component, and they need furthermore 
to understand better how pots were used within that cornponent. Until the present time 
there has been no opportunity test ceramic variability within a single cornponent. and 
there has been no attempt to build a theoretical mode1 of pottery use which could be used 
to tie together the disparate, widely distributed Selkirk assemblages in Western Canada. 

This changed with the discovery of a Selkirk site called Bushfield West. which exhib- 
ited many of the characteristics which the preceding research objectives demanded. 
Before addressing the unique charater of this site, and its impon to Selkirk studies, an in- 
depth discussion of the Selkirk Composite will be presented. 

Identification of Selkirk Composite components and assemblages (cf., Syms 1977:70) 
is based almost exclusively on the presence and stylistic variation of Selkirk pottery 
(Meyer and Russell 1987: 4). Spatial separation of Selkirk ceramic variants has conse- 
quently been used to devise hypothetical regional distributions of Selkirk populations. 
These population divisions are referred to as b'complexes," of which at least five are now 
recognized (ibid: 4.5). Using arguments of ethnographie analogy and chronology, ar- 



chaeologists have argued ihat the hypothetical complexes represent distinct groups of 
ancestral Cree. essentialiy living in discrete "temtories" rnostly in the forested regions of 
Western Canada. 

In essence. following the tenents of this argument. if Selkirk pottery from northem 
Manitoba is significantly different in form and decontion from pottery found in south- 
eastem Manitoba. then it is permissable to define a separate Selkirk complex (Smith 
198 1: Meyer and Russell 1987). Being largely restricted to ceramics to interpret the 
archaeological record. one must assume that regionai ceramic variability c m  be equated 
to the existence of regionally distinctive groups of people. This working premise inevita- 
bly becomes less workable as the space between the complexes diminishes. The main 
problem is that stylistic differences separating Selkirk wares are usually subtle. and not 
infrequently grade into one another. When the complexes begin to overlap archaeologi- 
cdly, stylistic definition becomes problematic. As a consequence. archaeologists must 
wrestle with apparent "multi-assemblage" Selkirk components that have ceramic at- 
tributes of several complexes. Does the mixing entail occupation by distinct cerarnic- 
bearing bands at different tirne periods. at the same time. or does the combination of 
ceramic traits indicate a hybridization of styles within a single group, as the result of 
borrowing or even exchange of personnel within the band? 

In f ~ t .  archaeologists appear to be unsure of the breadth of ceramic stylistic variation 
attributable to a single Selkirk complex. As Binford (198355) has noted. "although a 
culture might be relatively stable and unchanging, the archaeological record generated by 
such a system rnight well be variable and differentiated". No study of a Selkirk Compos- 
ite component has attempted to address this problem with reference to ceramics. In 
essence, insufficient attention has been placed on the potential variability which c m  be 
expected in a complete Selkirk ceramic assemblage when archaeological sites are as- 
signed Selkirk complex affiliation. Consequently. archaeologists may be unable to 
distinguish inter-cultural variability from intra-cultural variability when addressing 
Selkirk archaeological materials. 

This fundamental weakness is underscored by the absence of archaeological rnodels 
available to reconstruct prehistoric relationships between identified Selkirk compiexes. 
With the exception of the Pehonan complex, which has been postulated to be in contact 
with as yet unidentified Plains complexes (Meyer 198 1. 1984; Meyer and Russell 1987). 
most Selkirk complexes are too poorly defined to be placed into a larger theoretical 
framework which could explain their relationships. Cenainly. a concept such as the CO- 
influence mode1 (Syms 1977. 1980), which has been applied to the grasslands and forest/ 
grassland transition zones of Nonh Dakota, Minnesota, and Manitoba (ibid.; Michlovic 
1983; Nicholson 1987) could not be used for Selkirk because the complexes. as now 
understood. are essentially static areas maintained by Cree groups. If a group moves 
outside of its defined core area (which they will. according to the CO-influence mode1 
{Syms 19775-8)) their new archaeological record could be recognized as a new complex 



and therefore the people would be defined as a newly identified group. 
Just what is the ceramic variability expressed within a single ancestral Cree group? 

Unfonunately. the lack of cerarnic continuity between the pre-European contact and post- 
contact period underlies our poor knowledge of pottery stylistic variation in the Selkirk 
Composite. It is only with the greatest difficuity that archaeological data representing 
Selkirk can be integrated with known Cree ethnohistorical and ethnographical data. 
Historic Cree data demonstrate the diversity and nchness of the non-material culture. yet 
those aspects of material culture that most frequently survive in the Selkirk archaeologi- 
cal record. Stone and ceramic industries. are not manifested in existing societies. and 
apparently ceased to be part of the Cree culture very quickly after contact with Europe- 
ans. Consequently. current material culture analyses that are derived from 
ethnoarchaeological study of contemporary boreal forest people are of limited use for the 
study of Selkirk remains. 

In the early 1960s. while excavating the Francois-Finlay fur trade post. staff of the 
Saskatchewan Museum of Natural history conducted a surface examination of the land 
surrounding the site. There had been no previous professional archaeological survey of 
this region, which was located on the upper waters of the Saskatchewan River near the 
town of Nipawin. Saskatchewan (Figure 1.1). To the nonh of the fur post. they discov- 
ered a surface scatter of lithics and bone on a cultivated field. The remains were recorded 
as part of archaeological site FhNa- 10 (Figure 1.2. 1.3). but were otherwise unreported. 
The site received no other professional interest until 1976. when it was re-exarnined 
during an impact assessment of the "Axis 4" power dam development being proposed by 
the Saskatchewan Power Corporation. The artifact scatter. upon re-examination. ap- 
peared to be more extensive than originally reponed. possibly as a consequence of sur- 
face erosion (Meyer 1977. 1982). Artifacts were collected. including a projectile point 
and several pottery fragments. which appeared to associate the site to the late prehistoric 
Cleiinvater Lake complex (ibid. 1977). 

Construction of the Axis 4 developmen t, renamed the Francois-Finlay dam project. 
was initiated in 198 1. The Saskatchewan Research Council was commissioned to under- 
take an archaeological mitigation program to assess and mitigate potential impacts to 
cultural resources affected by the dam construction and eventual filling (B urley et al. 
1982:iii). FhNa- 10, renamed Bushfield West. was intensively assessed, revealing an 
intact archaeological occupation beneüth the plough zone. Test excavations revealed that 
archaeological remains rested on a thin paleosol buned approxirnately 15 cm below the 
ground surface (Prentice 198225257) ,  The test results indicated that iurther excava- 
tions were warranted. 

Between 1982 and 1984, under field direction of the author, intensive site assessment 
and excavation cornmenced. The assessrnent program consisted of large scale grid- 
ofiented shovel testing, instituted to determine the limit of site extent, integrity and cul- 







Figure 1.3. BushfieldWest (FhNa- 10). showing perimeter and areas excavated from 
198 1 to 1984. 



turd content (Gibson 1983a). ln areas where undisturbed high density recoveries were 
made. magnetic assessrnent techniques were used to Iocate buned features (ibid. 1983a. 
1986~).  Excavation entailed large scale exposure of the site's uchaeological component 
in order to secure statistically significant collections of archaeological materials from 
separate areas of the site (Gibson 1983a:7). At the completion of excavations in 1984. 
625 square metres of occupation surface had been exposed and recorded. Approximately 
750.000 artifacts were collected. The most interesting artifact class was pottery, of which 
nearly 10.000 sherds were recovered from disturbed and undisturbed contexts. Al1 but a 
few sherds bore resemblance to pottery associated with the Selkirk Composite (Meyer 
and Russell 1987). 

The occupation surface appeared largely undisturbed and very well preserved. In a 

number of areas cultural remains were found in discrete clusters. often surrounding 
hearth remains. Remarkably, many of these hearths and associated arti fact c lusters 
appeared to be self-contained. surrounded completely by stenle occupation paleosol. The 
lack of blumng in these areas suggested that the remains represented short duration 
occupation events, possibly occunnp during a single season or less. 

From a cultural-historical perspective. the data from Bushfield West. though rich and 
varied. said nothing new about the Selkirk Composite. No new vesse1 fomis were identi- 
fied; in fact. the pottery looked very much like pottery frorn other sites on the Saskatch- 
ewan River al1 the way to the Manitoba border and beyond. No hitherto unrecognizable 
activity behaviours were identified anywhere on the site. Though many kinds of activi- 
ties were represented. every one of them was replicated on other Selkirk sites excavated 
in the immediate locality and for the most part were represented on many other Selkirk 
sites throughout parts of Northwestern Ontario. Manitoba and Saskatchewan. At the 
"standard" descriptive level. the site appeared to represent simply more of what was 
already known of the Selkirk Composite. 

The unusual aspect of Bushfield West was its archaeological component. which was 
well-preserved and rested on an accurately defined occupation surface (Figure i A). On 
most Selkirk archaeological sites, artifacts are found in "zones" of occupation. often 
defined in arbitrary levels of five cm or more. Artifacts contained within these zones are 
assumed to be put of a cultural horizon. but whether this horizon represents occupation 
by a single group of people over a short time. or re-occupation a number of tirnes by the 
same people or subsequent occupation by an entirely different group of people is usuaily 
a muc h-debated point among archaeologists. Excavation of the Bushfield West archaeo- 
logical component, on the other hand. produced strong evidence that individual occupa- 
tional events could be isolated and identified on the site. The stratigraphie integrity of the 
archaeological deposit and the apparent horizontal separation of clustered archaeological 
remains (Figure 1.5) indicated that many past activities had not overlapped spatially. and 
were in fact reasonably discrete. Individual and small group activities could be isolated 
by exarnining Bushfield West's archaeological component in detail, using intrasite- 



Figure 1.4. Sweeping exposed living surface in an excavated area of Bushfield West. 

Figure 1.5. Remains of several pottery vessels found smashed in place on Bushfield 
West 



oriented analytical procedures. 

For any site. intrasite analysis of an asynchronous archaeological component yielding 
a large number of reconstmctable pottery vessels provides an ideal situation for evaluat- 
ing cerarnic stylistic variability. If, as will be demonstraied, Bushfield West's archaeo- 
logical component refiects these conditions, stylistic variability and vesse1 function 
within the pottery assemblage should be a reflection of the range of pottery styles and 
functions observed in the pottery of a typical ancestral Cree group. Presurnably, rnany 
different kinds of activities would be documented in the intrasite analysis. If pot remains 
were recovered in those activity areas, pot style and function should theoretically corre- 
spond with the interpreted behaviours of those areas. 

Uniting a well-represented pottery assemblage with a well-understood site structure 
presents a means of addressing man y theoretical problems which harnper the understand- 
ing of the Selkirk Composite. Through study of the distribution and use of Bushfield 
West cerarnics within the context of Bushfield West campsite behaviour. the foundation 
of Selkirk studies. that is. the use of ceramics as a means of identifying and characteriz- 
ing Selkirk archaeological components. will be examined. 

This kind of analysis requires a rigourous analysis of Bushfield West's archaeological 
component, and a comprehensive ÿnalysis of the stylistic and functional variability found 
within the component's ceramic assemblage. In fact. three separate studies were required: 

1) Intrasite Analysis 
The relationships between people and space from an archaeological perspective have 

received increasing emphasis during the past three decades (for examples see Carr 1984. 
1989: Gron 1987. 1995; Hietala 1987; Kent 1984. 1987). This perspective is reflected by 
the growing number of studies that seek to reconstmct past human behaviour. principally 
by investigating the spatial organization of remains left on archaeological sites. Early 
attempts in this regard raised great expectations that such an orientation would enhance 
explanation of the arc haeological record. illuminating social be havioun and relationships 
thought unattainable through the study of material culture (e-g., Deetz 1965; Hill 1966. 
1970: Longacre 1964, 1968. 1970). This pioneering work was subsequently critically 
evaluated and found wanting. The primary objections raised were not of the study goals. 
nor even the methodology; rather, critics discounted the studies' founding assumptions, 
questioning their reliability and dismissing their applicability to the interpretation of 
material culture (Allen and Richardson 197 1 ; Baldwin 1975; Stanislawski 1973). 

Subsequent spatial studies adopted the goals of these early studies, but placed much 
more emphasis on developing methodology and explicating research assumptions. In an 
attempt to generate models of site formation, archaeologists begm considennp the effect 
of depositional processes on archaeological interpretation in order to differentiate "cul- 



tural" from "natural" archaeological accumulation on sites (Binford 1987: Schiffer 1972. 
1976). Many initiiited detailed studies of existing ethnic groups. studyin, 0 their material 
culture and the process of its relegation to the uchaeological record. determining how 
this transferral was modulated by group social organization and operation. This type of 
archaeological research. referred to as "living archaeology" or more commonly as 
"ethnoarchaeology" was conducted throughout the world on a variety of social systems 
(Binford l978a. I978b: Gould 1978; Hanks and Winter 1983. 1986; Janes 1983: Kent 
1984: Kramer 1979: Yellen 1977). There was also sorne attempt to duplicate the results 
of past human activity in space through expenment. Some studies went well beyond 
replication and imitation of behaviour to tests of method and technique and the theoreti- 
cal pnnciples relating to them (Ingersoll et al. 1977:xii). 

Despite the plethon of methodological approaches now in use by most archaeolo- 
gists. and their cornmitment to explaining behavioural variation as manifested in the 
archaeological record. there has been only modest success in using thüt record to under- 
stand the social dynamic of the past (Binford 1977: Meltzer 1979; Moore and Keene 
1983). One of the more crucial reasons for the disappointing show is that variability of 
the archaeological record is recognized to be much greater than originally believed 
(Moore and Keene 1983:4). This situation meant that even the simplest interpretations 
made by many studies were largely inapplicable to other prehistoric components. which 
severely limited cornparisons except at very general levels. Isolation and identification of 
site behaviours was seen as only part of the task of interpreting the archaeological record. 
The greater task was to develop operational "rules of thumb" or middle range theory 
(Binford 1977) so that the organizational framework within which behaviour was ex- 
ecuted could also be documented (Binford 1987:452) and used as the basis for compari- 
son. 

One cogent explanation for the inability of archaeologists to explain variability be- 
tween sites was that their research was focussed at higher levels of cornparison. Sophisti- 
cated comparative methodologies have usually nddressed site behaviour from a broad. 
modal. social perspective. through concepts such as ethnicity. kinship, residence and 
political organization. As Brooks (1982:67) points out. archaeologists have failed to 
consider the distinctions between individual, small group and community level activities, 
particularly as these activities pertain to site structure analysis. Most archaeological 
remains are the product of individual or team actions. through individual events and team 
multiple-events or episodes (ibid:68). The events and episodes constitute the elements 
which archaeologists must discern (Brooks 1982). fit into an organizational framework 
(Binford 1987) and compare. These data c m  be secured from well-structured events such 
as houses, burials and refuse areas (Brooks 1982:68,69), or, as others have suggested. 
smalI sites (Pokotylo 1982). 

In many ways the conditions exemplified üt Bushfield West are ideal for this type of 
interpretive approach. Although the site is Iarge. it is readily broken into small analytical 



units Or "components" consisting of features and surrounding artifact clusters. The 
components appear to be well-suuctured (most were the product of residential behaviour) 
ÿnd each component considered individually may be analogous to a small site. Excellent 
preservation and apparent minimal inter-component mixing suggests that each component 
c m  be rxamined €rom the point of view of the individual and the small group. 

Examining each component from this point of view required the de finition of models 
of site use to compare activities and deduce behaviours taking place on Bushfield West. 
Development of site use models in turn is critically dependent upon the interpretation of 
the arti fact assemblages recovered from the site. in particuliir how those assemblages are 
formed on the occupation surface. 

Behavioural modeling of hunting and gathering site activities has not been exten- 
sively undertaken. The most frequently cited exarnple is Binford's "Drop/Toss Zone" 
model ( 1 978a. 1983). which was based on an ethnoarchaeological study of the Nunamiut 
Eskimo of north central Alaska. Certain elements of this model were adapted by 
Stevenson ( 1982, 1986, 199 1 ) for application to living floor interpretations analogous to 
those found at Bus hfield West. These models particularl y addressed site formation from 
the perspective of tool manufacturing. for which there was ample evidence at Bushfield 
West. Neither considered pottery assemblage formation. which is of particular concem 
for this study. 

Cenainly, devising some forrn of site formation model to explain the anomülous 
clustering on Bushfield West was desinble. Unfonunately. analogues on which to begin 
to construct the model were not easily applied. Al1 evidence suggested that the site was 
of anscestral Cree origin. which argued that a fairly specific behavioural rnodel was 
needed to order and compare the remains reliably. This model would have to account for 
episodes of stone and bone tool manufacturing, clothing manufacturing. Food prepantion 
and consurnption. and ceremonial activity. Based on archaeological recoveries. it wüs 
apparent that these activities often took place within one area. usually in proximity to one 
or several fire hearths. Complicating this situation was the observation that certain 
remains (particularly lithic debitage) were extreriiely numerous. and could not be feasibly 
examined on an individual basis. Often multiple classes of remains of widely varying 
frequencies CO-occupied a single provenience unit. making it difficult to determine the 
relative significance of any particular item. 

A basic strategy to address these conditions was formulated in a sy  stematic, proce- 
dural manner. The strategy entailed: (1) Development of a site formation model tailored 
to the conditions observed at Bushfield West; (2) isolation of discrete artifact cluster 
areas, since these were inferred to be the loci of significant human behaviour; (3) charac- 
terization of the activities that produced the clusters by descriptive and statistical means; 
(4) classification of the activities according to deduced behaviour using the site formation 
model. and (5) grouping of the deduced behavioural units into a social model. Using the 
hypothetical cluster constellations described above, one would (1) isolate anifact clusters 



within the activity constellations using a method of cluster analysis (2) determine the 
activity or activities responsible for the cluster (tool making. coolung. bone processing). 
(3) determine what behaviours are represented (manufacturing, subsistence. ceremony). 
and (4) produce a social representation of the behavioun (male-oriented ceremonial 
activities. nuclear family residence. etc.). 

Excavation of the Bushfield West archaeological component produced ovenvhelming 
evidence that individual events could be isolated and identified on the site. The 
stratigraphie integrity of the archaeological deposit and the apparent horizontal separation 
of clustered archaeological remÿins indicated that many past activities had not overlapped 
spatidly. and were in fact reasonably discrete. Isolation of individual and small group 
behaviours could be effected by exarnining Bushfield West's archaeological component 
in detail. using inuasite-oriented analytical procedures. 

A single occupation of this extent and preservation has seldom been available for 
detailed archaeological analysis. certainly not one apparently related to a well-defined. 
geographically wide-spread archaeological manifestation such as the Selkirk Composite. 
Although a detailed description of the intra-site behaviour taking place on Bushfield West 
would be a significant contribution to the understanding of Selkirk site dynamics. certain 
aspects of the assemblage suggested that more than campsite lifeways could be secured 
from pursuing an intra-site research perspective. 

2) Ceramic Stylistic Anatysis 
Since intra-complex ceramic variability is a primary focus of this study. ceramic 

analysis will be emphasized. As has been suggested. pottery variability has been rit the 
centre of Selkirk studies up to the present time; in hct. the artifact class has been used as 
the basis for defining Selkirk complexes. and is the primary artifact used to associate 
archaeologica1 components within the Selkirk Composite. As will be established below. 
pottery cornparisons have been largely based upon stylistic analysis. The ware is stylisti- 
cally simple: styles defining complexes possess specific traits which become key indica- 
tors of a ware type. Style becomes the chief means of associating sites through time, or 
through space. This is a cornmon rnethodological approach in the analysis of ceramics on 
archaeological sites (Plog 1980: 1). An alternative means of comparing sites is through 
ceramic materials analysis, as proposed by Hanna ( 1983). Both of these analytical ap- 
proaches have already been used to surnmarize sorne cermic data from Bushfield West 
(Gibson 1984. 1986b; Malainey 1985; Meyer 198 1. 1984: Meyer and Russell 1987 ). 

As will be shown. stylistic variation among Bushfield West's many vessels was not 
significant. Athough relatively complete vessels were well-represented, few exhibited 
significantly different decorative motifs. Malainey ( 1985) conducted a feasibility study 
of vessel material analysis on one Bushfield West vessel to determine if detailed minera- 
logical analyses could be applied to the cerarnic assemblage. Her results indicated that 
such an approach would be feasible, but she did not pursue study of the entire Bushfield 



assemblage. As part of her on-going research Tisdale ( 1987) analyzed sherds from 20 
vessels from Bushfield West. The results of her research have not yet been released. 

3) Ceramic Func tional Analysis 
The third study also involves examinütion of the cenmic assemblage. but from a 

functional rather than stylistic perspective. As an alternative to style and materials analy- 
sis, the pottery from Bushfield West will be considered in tems of functional differentia- 
tion. Most pots recovered from Bushfield West were probably utensils to be used. rather 
than objects of decoration or art. On Bushfield West al1 evidence suggests that pots were 
used as containers. However. there are indications that certain types of vessels may have 
been used in different situations by different personnel. This possibility suggests that 
specific types of vessels rnay be used to infer behavioural characteristics if vessel func- 
tion is assessed in relation to its deduced acrivity. For exarnple. a pot may have been 
used to cook food. or it may be used to hold liquefied paint. The function may be indica- 
tive of a specific social behaviour taking place on the site. 

The adoption of this approach to vessel analysis is concordant with the site structure 
analysis undertaken on Bushfield West. Within this study, the Bus hfield West ceramics 
will be treated as a collection of variable-purpose containers that served different func- 
tions (Braun L983, Skibo 1992). Vessels will be conelated between areas of the site in 
tems of their relationship to overall site behaviour rather than as media bearing messages 
of style (Sackett 1986269; Weissner 1983; Wobst 1977). This methodological strategy 
has significant import for al1 Selkirk archaeological studies. which, as will be shown. are 
very dependent upon ceramics for most archaeolog ical interpre tût ions. 

Bushfield West yielded an unusually complete ceramic assemblage. Most in sir[( 
pottery recoveries were discovered in clustered association with other sherds, cither than 
as isolated specimens. The clusters often represented portions of a single vessel, which 
greatly simplified vessel reconstruction. Crossmending of isolated sherds and sherd 
clusters enabled 98 vessels to be identified, 49 from h situ contexts. More than half of 
the vessel reconstructions include the rim, neck and shoulder, permitting vessel forms to 
be accurately depicted. 

The ceramic assemblage was part of a nch archaeological component representing a 

possibly asynchronous human occupation. Individual vessels were found associated with 
clustered artifacts and features which would be expected to be found on a typical hunting 
and gathenng band campsite. As will be shown, certain aspects of the ceramic assem- 
blage, particuarly vessel function, can be correlated not only with the activities which 
were interpreted to have taken place on Bushfield West. but also with certain aspects of 
the social structure exhibited by the site's inhabitants. 

The finely preserved archaeological site, with its rich ceramic assemblage. presents a 
rare opportunity to explore the relationship bctween pottery use and Selkirk Composite 



site occupation. As will be shown. such a relationship extends beyond CO-functional 
associations of vesse1 classes with subsistence activities. and can in fact be comelated 
with certain kinds of social organization. including gender-specific pottery use. 

To conclude this introduction. a general description of how this study is organized is 
probably in order. Chapter 2 surninarizes the historical development of the current con- 
cept of the Selkirk Composite. and also provides some insight into the ethnohistoncal 
background of the western Cree, who are believed to have been direct descendents of the 
people responsible for Selkirk achaeologicaJ remains. Chapter 3 describes the geographi- 
cal context of Bushfield West, especially site formation processes and dating. Chapter 4 

describes the methods used to excavate the site. and to process and catalogue the artifacts. 
The andytical irmework of the non-ceramic artifact analysis is explained. as is the 
method used to identify activity areas on the site statistically. Chapter 5 describes the in 
situ recoveries from the site. by excavation block and activity area. Although somewhat 
detailed. it lays the foundation for developing general and site-specific settlement models 
and activity area interpretations. which are extensively examined in Chapter 6. 

Chapter 7 digresses from the discussion of Bushfield West's site remains by describ- 
ing in detail the cerarnics recovered from Bushfield West. and the methods used to under- 
take a comparative analysis of the vessels. Chapter 8 describes the results of the ceramic 
analysis. and develops models and hypotheses about pottery use on Bushfield West. 

Chapter 9 fuses the theoretical site settlement models and hypotheses of Chapter 6 
and the pottery use models and hypotheses of Chapter 8, providing an in-depth recon- 
struction of the activities of the people who occupied Bushfield West, and their selective 
use of pottery on the site. Chapter 10 concludes this study, assessing the relevance of 
ceramics as a means of interpreting behaviour on archaeologial sites with pottery. The 

site behaviour and cenmic analysis approach is compared to those approaches used in 
past and current studies of Selkirk archaeological sites. and some recommendations are 
made for future Selkirk archaeological work. 



OVERVIE~): OF THE SELKIRK CO~IPOSITE 

H~STORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE CONCEPT OF THE SELKIRK COMPOSITE 

Archaeologicd work on late precontact sites in Westem Canada began with the work 
of R.S. MacNeish. of the National Museums of Canada. In 195 1. 1952 and 1953 he 
excavated eight sites in southeastem Manitoba. eventually defining a number of archaeo- 
Iogicd units or "foci" through which he was able to bring some order to the archaeologi- 

cal recoveries. One of these units dated to the "terminal late prehistoric" penod. which 
he named "Selkirk" (MacNeish lW8:67-7 1). The Selkirk focus was charactenzed by 
smüll side-notched and triangular projectile points. and by globular pottery vessels with 
constricted necks and normally outflaring rims. The pottery proved to be the most diag- 
nostic ürtifact class and was initidly called "Winnipeg Fabric-impressed Ware." because 
its most distinctive feature was a smoothed fabric finish impressed over the exterior of 
each vessel. By consensus the üwkward name coined by MacNeish was eventually 
changed to "Selkirk Ware" to conform with the focus which it represented (Dickson 
19805 1). 

Forty-five years of archaeological survey and excavation have greatly expanded the 
regional extent and complexity of Selkirk. Needless to Say. the original concept of the 
Selkirk focus has been modi fied significantly. A prolonged analysis and reassessment of 
Selkirk was carried out by David Meyer and Dale Russell of the Saskatchewan Research 
Council. beginning in the mid 1980s. Their comprehensive treatment of the subject 
(Meyer and Russell 1987) remained the definitive published work on Selkirk until rela- 
tively recently. Subsequently, Lenius and Olinyk ( 1990) suggested a minor reoganiza- 
tion of the Selkirk Composite. and Paquin (1995) provided detailed information on one 
poorly understood complex of the composite. 

The "Selkirk Composite" refers to a set of sirnilar technological and stylistic traits 
identificd in archaeological recovenes found over a significant portion of Westem 
Canada, from northwestem Ontario to the Alberta/Saskatchewan border (Lenius and 
Olinyk 1990:78, Meyer and Russell 1987:4. Syms I977:7 1). The most commonly ac- 
cepted classificatory structure used to bring order to these cultural remains is the Taxo- 
nomic System devised by Syms ( 1977:70-72). Following the Syms taxonomy, comrnon 
archaeological "assemblages" (from specific site components) are grouped into sepürüte 
"complexes". which in tum are subsumed under "composites". which finally collectively 
make up a "configuration". 

The Selkirk Composite is considered to be part of the Western Woodland Algonkian 
Configuration. A related composite within the configuration is the Rainy River Compos- 
ite. Archüeological components identified as Selkirk have been discovered in the boreal 
forest regions of northem Manitoba and Saskatchewan, and have also been identified in 
the southern boreal forest/parkland transition zone of eastem Saskatchewan. A typical 



Selkirk Composite assemblage consists of small side- and corner-notched projectile 
points. numerous varieties of stone and bone tools. and the distinctive fabric impressed 
ceramic ware with a single row of punctates which is really the key indicator of the 
archaeological manifestation. 

Based primarily on pottery variation, at least four archaeological "complexes" have 
been identified (Lenius and Olinyk 1990:78, Meyer and Russell l987:j). These are 
called Clearwater Lake. Karne Hills. Kisis and Pehonan. Meyer and Russell originally 
included a fiRh complex. Winnipeg River. with the Selkirk Composite. but recognized 
that its ceramics were sufficiently distinct to warrant it being associated with another. 
southem complex yet to be identified. Shortly thereafter. Lenius and Olinyk ( 1990: 103) 
defined the Rÿiny River Composite. and included the Winnipeg River Complex within it. 

The archaeological data representing each Selkirk Composite complex Vary consider- 
ably in quantity and quality. Clearwater Lake. the first complex to be identified as a 
regional variant of Selkirk. is primarily represented by surface collections of artifacts 
recovered from a number of sites located in central western Manitoba and northern Sas- 
katchewan (Hlady 197 1). The most abundant pottery type. Cleanvater Lake Punctate. 
characteristically bears a smoothed fabric impression. and a single row of punctates 
around the exterior rim or neck. Pottery closely resembling Cleanvater Lake Punctate 
has been found in some sites in adjacent northern Ontario. suggesting that the Clearwater 
Lake complex may be represented there as well (Meyer and Russell 1987: 12). There 
have been no major excavations of Cleanvater Lake components. 

The Karne Hills compiex was recognized during analysis of archaeological remains 
excavated from a number of sites in the Southem Indian Lake region of nonhern Mani- 
toba. The primary component used to identify the complex was excavated at Kame Hills. 
a prolific multicomponent site which yielded 129 Selkirk vessels (Dickson 198056). 
Many vessels from this complex outwardly resemble Cleanvater Lake Punctate pottery. 
including its single row of punctates. although important decorative differences are 
apparent. However. the rnost important attribute of the K m e  Hills complex is the large 
proportion of distinctive ceramic plates (approximately 50%) represented in the regional 
collection (ibid58). Using the plates. which still bear single rows of punctates. as a key 
artifact type. the complex is geographically restricted to Southem Indian Lake. the Rat- 
Bumtwood River system and Big Sand Lake. Iocated neürly 100 km nonhwest of South- 
ern Indian Lake (Meyer and Russell 1987: 15). 

Kisis complex materials come from nonh central Saskatchewan, principally Peter 
Pond and Churchill Lakes. Several sites have been excavated (Millar 1983) and surface 
collections made on nearby lakes (Smith 1984). Kisis pottery resembles the Cleanvater 
Lake Punctüte type. A significant difference is the presence of decorated shoulders. and 
the application of crushed temper on the exterior of some vessels, roughening the 
smoothed fabric finish (Meyer and Russell 1987: 19). The Kisis complex has only re- 
cently been identified although recent archaeological excavation of one of its main sites 



(Rollans 1992) has yielded sufficient data for a comprehensive study of the complex to be 
conducted (Paquin 1995). 

Meyer ( 198 1)  initially defined the Pehonan cornplex on the basis of cornponents 
surface-collected or partially excavated in the Saskatchewan River valley. near Nipawin. 
Saskatchewan. Substantial excavations had been carried out on five sites. with smaller 
components discovered on at least four others. The largest site excavated was Bushfield 
West. Of the approximately 200 vessels eventually recovered in the valley near Nipawin. 
nearly al1 appeared similar to Cleanvater Lake Punctate pottery. Significant differences 
were apparent in vesse1 form and decoration for only a few vessels. ail of which exhibit 
strong S-shaped rim profiles, where the rim is incurvate or extemally thickened. Other 
vessels have angular shoulders: some shoulders are also decorated (Meyer 1984:43). 
Meyer (198 1:33) interpreted the complex to be a basic Selkirk affiliation strongly modi- 
fied as a result of Plains contacts. After more cerarnic data were recovered from within 
and outside the Saskatchewan Valley, Meyer (1984) re-evaluated the geographic extent of 
the Pehonan Complex. suggesting that it did not centre on the southem edge of the boreal 
forest as he had originally suspected. He and others now suspect that the manifestation 
extends throughout the southem fringe of the Saskatchewan boreal forest and into the 
northern edge of the parkland (Meyer and Russell 1987: 17). 

Assessing the characteristics and geographical distributions of these complexes. 
Meyer and Russell ( 198725. 26) have concurred with the original ideas propounded by 
MacNeish (L958:4749) and others (Wright 197 1: Hlady 197 1) that Selkirk materials 
represent the precontact remains of people corresponding to the histoncally known Cree. 
Carrying the ethnic identification further, Meyer and Russell have noted the surprising 
coincidence of historically documented band locations with the geographic distributions 
of the nonhem Selkirk complexes. Noting that several historically known bands are not 
represented in the archaeological record. they have suggested that continued research in 
their former documented temtories (which currently are not well known archaeologi- 
cally) may reveal new Selkirk complexes associated with these latter groups. 

BUSHFIELD WEST AND THE SELKIRK CO~IPOSITE 

Bushfield West and several other sites in the Nipawin area were tentatively linked to 
the Selkirk Composite while only represented as surface collections (Meyer 1977). The 
diagnostic items were small side-notc hed projectile points and distinctive cerarnics. the 
pottery sherds being the principal hallmark. 

The Selkirk materials in  the Nipawin area were seen as something of an anomaly. 
eventually leading to the definition of a new archaeological complex within Selkirk (the 
Pehonan Complex; Meyer 198 1). That srnall surface collections of artifacts could be 
affiliated with a regional archaeological expression such as Selkirk, and yet be suffi- 
ciently distinctive so as to require the definition of a new subdivision within that expres- 
sion. bespoke the suength with which certain artifact classes were associated with Sel- 
kirk. 



The significant advances in the interpretation of Selkirk culture history dunng the 
past 20 years have not generally been matched with an irnproved understanding of the 

process by which this history has come about. Archaeological studies of Selkirk have 
not as a rule focused on the less easily solved problems such as subsistence stntegy. 
seasond movement and prehistoric ethnic interaction. except in a superficial manner. 
Despite years of study, the concept of Selkirk predorninantly consists of culture histoncd 
interpretations. with few studies able to address many basic questions about group life- 
styles. or of cultural processes. 

That these questions have rarely been addressed is not surprising. There has been 
little attempt at addressing Selkirk variation beyond the "community" level. Selkirk 
comparative studies have been based at the site level; rarely have elemeiits within the 
sites been investigated. Thus, we lack awareness of the full range of archaeological 
remains. the behaviours they represent. that cm be found on a Selkirk site. In fact. there 
is little docurnentary evidence available to reconstmct prehistoric Selkirk band activities 
within any kind of site. Most intrasite analyses are restricted to deriving simple func- 
tional interpretations. such as hypothesizing "cooking" if a heuth is discovered or "bone 
smashing" when quantities of broken bone are collected. 

The primary reason for the dearth of intrasite analysis rests with the poor preservation 
conditions characteristic of nearly ail Selkirk sites. a cornmon factor affecting nearly d l  
Subarctic archaeological resources (Anindale et al. 1989:57). Most sites are in the boreal 
forest, in regions where the ground surface consists of bedrock overlain with thin soils 
that have developed over many millennia. The environment fumishes little depositional 
material to cover one episode of human activity and seal it from a succeeding visitation. 
This situation leads to the dilemma of "compressed stratigrüphy" (Rajnovich 1983:9). in 
which archaeological strata are piled one atop the other in extremely thin layers. requiring 
exacting excavation procedures to separate them. Unfortunately. the environment con- 
spires to obscure any recognizable order in this stratigraphically sensitive situation by 
introducing tree roots and uprooting, rodent activity, frost heave. and periodic fire and 
water disturbances (Wood and Johnson 1978). Compounding mechanical disturbance is 
the chemical destruction usually associated with a boreal forest regime that affects or- 
ganic remains, rapidly disintegrating them in the acidic soils. This process effectively 
eliminates the critical botanical and zoological data component h m  the archaeological 
record. 

Many archaeological excavation methodologies contribute little towards sorting out 
boreal forest suatigraphy. Often, sites are excavated in arbitrary levels which cut through 
and fortuitously mix archaeological horizons (Reid and Rajnovich 1985:9). This practice 
was particularly common in early excavation projects in the region. Today. there is a 
general comrni tment to excavate in natural levels, but most perceptible stratigraphie 
horizons simply represent the remnants of natural soi1 formation processes rather than 



former stable ground surfaces. I t  is very rare indeed to encounter a buried soi1 horizon 
such as a paleosol. and even rarer to find artifacts associated with a paleosol. 

Given the unfavourable stritigraphic conditions often found in the boreal forest. 
rnuch archaeological analysis is directed toward sorting out the remains of many occupa- 
tions which can span hundreds, if not thousands of years. These mixed assemblages 
obligate archaeologists to develop ingenious methods to separate cornponent parts into 
some semblance of order so that basic culture history cm be reconstmcted (Dickson 
1980: Hanna 1975: Wiersum and Tisdale 1977). 

It is difficult to determine the hiIl range of cultural materials which are associated 
with a single Selkirk assemblage because of the unavoidable multicomponent nature of 
these sites. On the other hand, if single components are isolated with some confidence 
they rarely can be expected to reflect the total range of human activity responsible for 
generating the archaeological remains. because very few excavations have been large 
scale. and even fewer have employed block excavations through which activity areas are 
spatially related and interpreted. Checkerboard excavations, trenches and randorn test 
units are fine for site assessrnent. but block excavations are a prerequisite when examin- 
ing site structure. The necessity of adopting such a methodological approach in the 
region has been suggested by Reid and Rajnovich ( 1985). who point out that the only 
way to End and identify positively boreal forest habitation areas is through excavation of 
large site areas (ibid.: 9.10). 

That is not to say that al1 Selkirk boreal forest sites are suitable for "site level" analy- 
sis only. There are sites where large samples of artifacts have been recovered. and a large 
proportion of the site has been excavated. There are also sites that are relatively well- 
preserved, so that animal bone, anifact clusters and even structurai features have re- 
mained sufficiently intact to be identi fied in archaeological context. Unfortunately. few 
Selkirk sites have the combination of good preservation and large artifact sample size. 
and have been extensively excavated. Very few have possessed these attributes and 
represented a single cornponent associated with an occupation which appears to represent 
a specific regional prehistoric population. 

Selkirk sites which have exhibited some of these desirable characteristics have 
yielded significant information. The type site for the Kame Hills Cornplex. Karne Hills 
(HiLp- 1). located on the West side of Southem Indim Lake, was excavated by Dickson 
(1975, 1980) for three field seasons. Over 20,000 artifacts (including 129 pottery ves- 
sels) were recovered frorn 1480 square metres of excavation, which included a block 
excavation over 20m x 30m in size (Dickson 1980: 10. 1 1, 16). At least 47 hearths were 
exposed (ibid: 23). The very large ceramic assemblage appeared to be remarkably homo- 
geneous in appearance. and approximately half of it consisted of unique ceramic plates 
found in no other region of the boreal forest. 

Unfortunately, stratigraphy, or apparent lack of it. was a complicating factor on the 
site. The block excavation was contarninated with non-Selkirk materiais (some dating as 



eariy üs 3300 B.P.). and there was strong evidence that the site had been revisited con- 
tiniially over a long period of time. Despite the size of the main excavation block. there 
was no aitempt to try and establish any forrn of living pattern on the site. 

A second significant Selkirk component is the Lloyd Site. located on the nonh side of 
the Saskatchewan River less than 2 km from Bushfîeld West. The site was assessed in 
198 1 (Burley et. al. 1982) and excavated in 1982 by Quigg (1983). A wide range of 
archaeological materials and features (more than 17.000 artifacts and 10 hemhs and pits) 
were found associated with a three cm thick paleosol buried between 10 and 35 cm below 
the ground surface (Quigg 1983:74). One aspect of the research plan developed for the 
site was to obtain data on intragroup settlernent patterning for the Pehonan Complex 
(ibid: 76). The site was considered to be a relatively small one in comparison to other 
Selkirk sites such as Bushfield West. yet was expecied to yield a rich and varied artifact 
assemblage. Therefore. the intent was to sample a large proportion of the intact occupa- 
tion using block excavation methods in an effort to reveal remains of a wide variety of 
settlement activities. Although there was no attempt to expose contiguous portions of the 
living floor. al1 features were rnapped. and wall profiles were drawn to trace the occupa- 
tion paleosol throughout the excavation block. 

Nearly 105 square metres were excavated in three block units. the largest of which 
was approximately 70 m' (Quigg 1983204). Although no direct evidence was found for 
the remains of a residence. the pattern of artifact and feature distribution appeared to 
represent a tipi-like structure containing a hearth. with a refuse pile located within the 
dwelling. Associated with this structure area was a second refuse pile and one or more 
boiling pits (ibid. 20.5. 206). Analysis of the faunal remains suggested the campsitr was 
occupied in the spring. representing a single household. although the lirnited size of the 
excavation did not preclude the presence of additional associated residence remains 
(ibid.). 

The Lloyd site remains are signifiant for their similarities to the Bushtïeld recover- 
ies. suggesting the sites were the product of the same cultural group. However. there are 
a few differences in the artifact assemblage. particularly in the cerarnics. which indicate 
that the site rnay not have been occupied by exactly the s m e  group of people. 

More evidence of Selkirk habitation rernains cornes from Lake of the Woods in 
northwestem Ontario. There, Rajnovich (1983) exposed the floors of two and possibly 
three structures at the single component Spmce Point Site. They were identified on the 
basis of soi1 compaction anomalies associated with hearths and pits (ibid: 10-14). 
Rajnovich was able to correlate artifact distributions with features, hypothesizing that the 
remains reflected living quarters or residences (ibid: 12). Refemng pnmarily to ethno- 
,or~phic data for cornpanson, she suggested that the floor of each structure resembled the 

living uea  of multiple family dwellings of the Mistassini Cree, with sufficient living 
space for 7 to 1 1 people (ibid: 66). She could nor detect specialized activity areas within 

the dwellings, other than to rernark that the living areas were kept clean, with refuse 



artifacts clustering in heÿnhs. pits. and dong the margins of walls (ibid: 62.63). Using 
tests of statistical sirnilÿrity between ceramic vrssels. she suggested that two of the stmc- 
tures were contemporaneous (ibid: 58). She did not comment on inter-residence differ- 
ences. 

Selkirk studies have been lirnited by the incomplete nature of the archaeological 
resources with which they deal. However. the Selkirk Composite does appear to have an 
ethnohistorical correlate in the Cree. who are hypothesized to have inhabited the region in 
the late pre-European contact period. Consequently. there has been some attempt at 
utilizing the sizable ethnohistoric record provided by early European explorers and trad- 
ers to augment the few social interpretations available from archaeological investigation 
of the Selkirk Composite. Despite the histonc importance of this record, from the per- 
spective of site structure. the ethnohistoric data are disappointingly meagre. What data 
are available often are of little use in archaeological studies because they have no corre- 
lates in presewabie material culture (Anindale et. al. 1989: 87) or in campsite organiza- 
tion. In fact, the ethnohistory seems to be more applicable to studies of past migmtion as 
a function of the early fur industry. rather than a reflection of aboriginal lifeways as they 
were before significant Eurocanadian contact. This seems to be particularly the case for 
the Western Cree. who were originally believed to be histone immigrants to the Saskatch- 
ewan River area (Mandelbaum 1979). but who now appear to have preceded the Euro- 
Canadians by severd generations at least (Smith 1979: Meyer and Russell 1987). 

There is a fairly rich ethnological and ethnographical literature with respect to a few 
groups of Cree who until fairly recently followed an Iifestyle possibly analogous to that 
of their prehistoric ancestors. The information from these studies is not concerned with 
ethnoarchaeological matters. but certain aspects of the data are of archaeological applica- 
tion. As such these data may be useful in building models ofarchaeological site forma- 
tion, particularly as exhibited on Bushfield West. They will be discussed in subsequent 
chapters. 



SITUATION, STRATIGRAPHY AND DATING 

Situation 
Bushfield Flat. the broad flood plain on which Bushfield West sits. is an alluvial 

terrace situated approximately 10 rn above the shoreline of the Saskatchewan River 
(Figure 3.1. 3.2. 3.3). At the tirne of excavation. between 198 1 and 1984, the entire 
western half of the Rat with the exception of the few metres bordering the terrace edge 
was under cultivation. Although the exact date of land clearing has not been established. 
it is known that this area was among the f int  of the terraces within the Nipawin area to 
have been broken for agricultural purposes. A minimal age for cultivation for some pans 
of the tlat is in the vicinity of 80 years. However. the area where Bushfield West was 
situated was probably not cultivated until the 1950s. 

Figure 3.1. Bushfield Flüt after spring break-up. Photo looking south. 
Dotted line shows approximate area of Bushfield West site. 

Despite being entirely cultivated by the time of excavation. the flat was probably 
heavily forested in the past. Floodplains resembling Bushfield Flat and located only a 
few kilometres upstream on the Saskatchewan River still maintained dense forest at the 
time of reservoir construction. Air photographs from the early 1930s show Bushfield Flat 
aimost entireIy under forest cover. However, periodic ice jaiiming in the Saskatchewan 



Figure 3.2. 1983 aerial view of Bushfield Flat. after tree cutting in the 
reservoir area. Photo looking north. Dotted line shows Ioca- 
tion of site. 

Figure 3.3. 1980 airphoto of Bushfield Hat, prior to tree cutting and ex- 
tensive gnvel quarrying in the reservoir area. 



River at varying times caused Bushfield Rat to be inundated and occasionally subjecr to 
ice scouring. which tended to devastate the forest environment on the flat. This wüs 
probably an irregular but not uncornmon phenomenon. For example. in the early 1950s. 
severe spring mn-off caused the river to overfiow its banks and tlood large parts of the 
tlat. At that time much of the landform was still forested, particularly on the south end. 
Informants state that river ice was swept over the banks and scraped most of the vegeta- 
tion away. When the flood waters subsided. the flat was scoured clean and covered with 
river mud and sand. It was apparently after this event that the whole western ponion of 
the flat was put under cultivation. 

It is evident thüt. at the time of occupation. sorne parts of Bushfield West may have 
been forested while others were apparently more open. Vegetationai studies of Bushfield 
Flat suggest that aspen probably dominated much of the terrace on which Bushfield West 
was situated (Abouguendia and Godwin 1983: 17. 18). Dunng excavation. rernnant tree 
root networks were exposed and mapped throughout the living floor of Block 3 (Figure 
3.4. 3.5). The forest suggested by these roots rnay have been contemporaneous with the 
block's occupation. A few tree roots were exposed in the nonh half of Block 2, and none 
were found in Block 1. suggesting that the area in the vicinity of the river edge rnay have 
been relatively open. resembling a rneadow. This hypothetical clearing could not nor- 
mally have been naturally caused. based upon rnodels documenting the relationship of ice 
action to vetgetation development on alluvial terraces found on the Saskatchewan River 
in the Nipawin area (ibid.20). It is possible that some form of clearing rnay have been 
purposefully made through intentional buning by humans. since occupation would have 
been more amenable in open areas in which breezes would keep insects away and a view 
of the river could be maintained. Alternatively, unusual ice formation or breakup may 
have cleared vegetation in the nonhwest portion of the tlat. Whatever the case, the 
densest archaeological deposits appear close to the river bank edge. A large quantity of 
gastropod remains were recovered from the occupation paleosol of Block 7 and Block 3. 
Although they have not been analyzed at this time. they may provide important informa- 
tion on the environmental characteristics of the two areas (Bobrowsky 1986. personal 
communication). 

Stratigraphy 
Sporadic springtirne flooding has led to an alluvial build-up which is evident in a 

buried paleosol sequence on exposed cutbanks. As previously described, extensive ice 
jamming subjected a considerable portion of the tlat to innundation and some surface 
scouring by ice. Assurning that severe ice jamming regularly occurred on the river in the 
late precontact and early historic periods. the stntigraphy of most of Bushfield Flat c m  
be confidently explained. 

Rekmng to Figure 3.6. Bushfield Flat from surface to 80 cm below surface is charac- 
terized by a series of dark. silty loam strata sandwiched between a somewhat hornogene- 
ous tan coloured fine-grained sand deposit. These strata hypothetically represent stable 
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soil surfaces where plants took root and initiated normal soil pedogenesis. This process 
was repeatedly halted when alluvial sand w u  dumped over the gound surface: presum- 
ably during the ice-jarnming episodes which caused water to pond over the flat. Occa- 
siond svata of coarser sand appear in the profile. This sand has been associated with 
iurbidity. that is. moving rather than standing water. Indeed, it is possible, given the 
presence of such evidence. that flooding of the Aat may have eroded some stable soil 
surfaces (hereafter called paleosols). eliminating al1 trace of them in the soi1 profile. 

Figure 3.5. Occupation paleosol being exposed in the vicinity of 182s. 69E. in Excava- 
tion BIock 2 on Bushfield West. 

The soil stratum of rnost interest occurs nez- the top of the profile (Figure 3.5. 3.7). It  

is 3 to 5 cm thick. and consists of a silty black, very fine grained sünd that appears to 
extend over much of the nonhwestern part of Bushfield Flat. This was the only stable 
soil surface on which evidence of human occupation was found. In fact, in areas in 
which occupation was cspecially evident. the paleosol became even thicker, and acquired 
a reddish tinge. In rnost areas the deposit above it was a tan coloured sand of fine con- 
sistency. In a few nreas on the site. however, the sand was overlain by one or more thin 
dark bands approxirnately 1 cm thick (Figure 3.8). They may have represented other 
short-lived stable soil surfaces. Unfortunately, these more recent surfaces were largely 
obliterated by cultivation. In some areas cultivation penetrated through the overlying 
stenle sand layer and contacted the occupation paleosol. When this happened. cultural 
material was spread throughout the plough zone, resulting in the appearance of artifacts 
on the ground surface. 

The occupation paleosol appears to have been a nearly continuous layer spanning a 
significant portion of the site. A detailed test assessment prograrn undertaken on 
Bushfield West succeeded in mapping its local extent. and also demonstrated that parts of 
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Figure 3.8. Vertical profile from Block 12, showing more complicated 
stratigraphy found near cliff edge on Bushfield West. 

the occupation had apparently been disturbed by flooding (Gibson 1983b). The erosion 
appears to be associated with a couse fluvial deposit that overlies the occupation 
paleosol over the southeastem half of Bushfield West (Figure 3.9). This deposit is shown 
in the bottom profile in Figure 3.6. In several discrete areas of the site this anomalous 
straturn was found to contain many larger-sized artifacts. especially pottery and faunal 
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Figure 3.9. Vertical profile from Block 3 ,  showing complicated 
stratigraphy found in ice-push depressions where thick depos- 
its of artifact-laden Reworked Sand were encountered. 

remains. 
There are several lines of evidence that suggest that the tluvial deposit. called the 

Reworked Sand. originated in areas in which the occupation paleosol was missing. The 
strongest evidence is based on the direction in which the deposits were likely to have 
been laid down. During excavation of Block 3 a large portion of the occupation pdeosol 
was exposed. The generally smooth paleosurhce was intempted by elongated depres- 
sions hypothesized to have been caused by large water-borne ice blocks tumbling end 
over end. wedging angular impressions into the loosely consolidated sand surface. These 
ice-push features were aligned in a northwest-southeast direction. suggesting that the ice 
creating them was propelled from a southwest direction. The features, though pre-dating 
the occupation paleosol. indicate that the predominant flow of flood water came from the 
southwest. Refemng to Figure 3.4, this pattern is consistent with the trend of the river 
valtey upstrearn. 

A second indication of the sand's origin was its contents. In certain parts of the site 
the deposit contained a rich assemblage of waterworn artifacts. The artifact-laden sand 
was screened through 6 mm mesh, yielding several thousand artifacts. Much of this 
material was recovered when the overburden was rernoved from Block 3. The most 
common cultural materials consisted of large fragments of butchered animal bone. A 
significant quantity of pottery and a number of Stone tools were also recovered. Not 
surprisingly, the deposit was discovered nonheast of the area where the occupation 
paleosol was found to be missing. consistent with the hypotheticd flood direction sug- 
gested by the ice push features. 

Extensive examination of the Reworked Sand deposit overlaying the Block 3 occupa- 
tion revealed several anomalous features that suggested much about its character. During 
excavation and screening of the deposit a section of intact occupation was exposed in the 
matnx 7 cm above the actual occupation paleosol. The dislocated feature consisted of a 



block of pdeosol approximately 50 cm square bearing ÿrtifactual material and a quantity 
of ash on its underside. suggesting that the entire block of material had been tlipped 
upside down. Sectioning of the disconformity revealed that the block was 10 to 15 cm 

thick. with the artifact bearing paleosol being the lowermost. This tind indicates that the 
flooding that produced the materials in the Reworked Sand was highly erosive md prob- 
ably associated with significmt ice scouring. Rising over the edge of the flat. the ice 
gouged out large chunks of the ground surface. which were borne away in substantid 
water turbulence. The fact that intact portions of the occupation were not only produced 
as a cohesive unit. but obviously tumbled about intact in the flood. strongly suggests that 
the ground was firmly frozen. This conclusion places the time of the tlood in late winter 
or early spring. 

Excavation elsewhere on Block 3 revealed an articulated section of a bison humenis 
and radioluha Iocated directly within the Reworked Sand. This element had been butch- 
ered. both the humerus and radius spirally fractured. Lt is possible that the elements may 
have been frozen together and displaced as a unit without becoming disarticulated. al- 
though it is difficult to see why the elements would be separated from the paleosol so 
easily and still remain joined. A more convincing explanation is that the elements re- 
mained together because they were still joined by connective tissue that had not corn- 
pletely decornposed. This pattern would indicate that the innundation which displaced 
the occupation occurred within a year or two of the animal carcass being butchered, since 
ligaments would have presumably disintegrated after that length of time. 

The erosive event that displaced the occupation on the southwest portion of Bushfield 
West did not affect the dense cultural deposits located to the nonh. The latter area was 
evidently higher in elevation. This conclusion was demonstmted when the gates of the 
newly completed Francois Finlay dam were closed in 1985. As the tlood waters gradu- 
ally closed over the flat. the nonhern portion of Bushfield West was the last part of the 
site to be tlooded. 

Dating 
Three radiocarbon dates were obtained from cuttural materials recovered from the 

occupation. one from the occupation paleosol. and two more from paleosol strata located 
between 1 and 2 metres below ground surface of Bushfield Flat. Ln a recent recompilation 
of radiocarbon dates from Saskatchewan. Morlan (1993) evduated the dates. providing 
calibrations based on the CALIB computer program (Stuiver and Reimer 1986). The 
uncorrected dates for al1 samples. and corrected means for each of the occupation-related 
samples. are shown in T~ble  3.1. Radiocarbon based chronologies have proven to be 
imprecise when dating relatively recent archaeological components in the Nipawin region 
(Meyer 1986, personal communication). Nevertheless, Merlan suggests an average date 
for the four samples of 422.7 f 40.0 rcybp (503 radiocarbon yeûrs BP cdibnted: Merlan 

1993: 3 1. 69). After reconsideration. Morlan normalized the dates following criteria 
given by Stuiver and Polach (1977: 355-363). The normalization resulted in the charcoal 



Sarnple Measured BP Calibrated BP Material Commen ts 

5-2771 175 t 60 518 paleosol occupation paleosol 

S-2203 415 I 65 580 bone from fire pit south of Block 1 

5-2363 355 f 155 461 charcoal hearth charcoal Block I 

AECV-ISIC 280i120 388 bone from fire hearth in Block 2 

Tiible 3.1. Radiocarbon dates secured from various localities associated with the occupa- 
tion paleosol on Bushfield West. Uncalibrated dates are uncorrected and error is 
1 S.D. Normalized. calibrated dates are corrected means. Original calibrations 
were provided by Morlan ( 1993:3 1 :69). Morlan subsequently normalized the 
dates prior to cülibration. resulting in the two bone dates being 80 years older 
than originally published (Morlan. personal communication. 1997). 

Sample Measured BP Normalized BP Material Cornments 
5-2511 7795I 105 8120k110 paleosol 2.75 m depth, carbonate 

fraction, rejected 
S-25 12 4455 I 80 4455 I 80 paleosol 2.75 m depth, organic fraction 
5-2287 3350 k 220 3350 I210 organic silt 2.45 rn depth 
S-2615 3325 I 105 3325 k 105 paleosol 1.12mdepth 
5-2288 2860 i 190 2860 k 190 organic si1 t 1.7 m depth 
5-2625 2175k205 2175I205 paleosol 1.33 rn depth 
5-2624 2090 I 195 2170 + 200 bone 1.33 rn depth 

Table 3.2. Radiocarbon dates secured from a stratigraphic backhoe trench on Bushfield 
West. Dating information provided by Morlan (persona1 communication. 1997). 

and paleosol dates remaining unchanged. but the bone dates becoming 80 years older. 
The calibrated average became 462.5 + 42.2 rcybp. with a calibnted intercept of 5 14 BP 
(Morlan. persona1 communication. 1997). Taken from a broad perspective. the Bushfield 
Flat occupation floor was possibly established approximately 500 years ago (dunng the 
mid 1400s) and was presumably habitable for a number of years. considering its thick- 
ness and the nurnber and size of tree roots it supported in several areas of the site. 

Table 3.2 provides a suite of radiocarbon dates taken from a stratigraphic backhoe 
trench placed 200 m upstream of Bushfield West. on the temce facing the river. Al1 are 
from paleosols situated well below the occupation layer. According to Richard Morlan 
(personal communication. 1997). the dates "show that this liindform was actively 
aggrading throughout the middle Holocene ... These dates record at least five episodes of 
paleosol formation older than the pdeosol that contains the Selkirk occupation". Morlan 
also suggests that the dates indicate thiit the occupation of Bushfield West could not have 
had a great time depth. 



Although speculative in some aspects. a recent history of environmental change and 
human occupation of Bushfield Fht can be summarized. Sometime around AD 1400 
Bushfield Flat was severely flooded. In the process the predominantly aspen forest was 
stripped away leaving a somewhat barren land surface covered with sand and silt. In the 
ensuing years the Rat stabilized and began supporting vegetation. becoming forested once 
more. In the northwest part. possibly in more open areas where trees had not entirely 
overgrown the area. a human encampment was established for a shon time. Occupation 
activities hastened deforestation of the northwest part of the flat. 

The encamprnents. seasonid in duration, were revisited for an unknown number of 
years. perhaps in the rnid to late 1500s. Within a year or so of the last occupation another 
spnng flood inundated the flat. It was especially severe on portions which were lower in 
elevation. Water was swiftly channelled through those areas. bearing ice blocks that 
ripped up the ground surface in chunks. transporting the debris hundreds of metres in a 
nonheasterly direction. Losing force as the channel widened. the tlowing water dropped 
heavier sand and alluvium containing cultural materials, carrying the lighter silts Pirther 
into the interior of the flat. Water ponded over the site. sealing the redeposited materials 
and the undisturbed ground with fine sand. 

The flat in the vicinity of Bushfield West was not re-occupied irnmediately after the 
flood, probably because the area was not very hospitable for camping. A new living floor 
was established, and within a few decades Euro-Canadian traders set up trading posts at 
the southern end of the tlat. At the s t m  of this century Bushfield Flat was partially 
cleared and cultivated. pt-imady in its central part. A particularly severe flood again 
devastated the north end of the tlat in the early 1950s. enabling cultivation to be ex- 
panded to that areü. This activity exposed archaeological materials on the ground surface 
and the site was discovered shortly thereafter. 



Chapter 4 
BUSHFIELD WEST EXCAVATION AND ANALYSIS ~ ~ E T H O D O L O G Y  

Since analysis of site structure is an integrd part of this study, it is necessary to dem- 
onstrate the logical consistenc y between the data recovery methodology, the analy tical 
units defined to describe the data, the technical means of isolating those units and the 
explanation of the "phenomena of interest" (Carr 19899). Due to the nature of the 
excavation and analysis program. certain strategic decisions were made that had an 
impact upon the accuracy of information recovery and consequently lirnited the kinds of 
analyses that could be undertaken. Bushfietd West was excavated under the constraints 
of a culturd resource management program. Field excavations were lirnited by time and 
labour resources. Laboratory analysis and report preparation were not time-lirnited. 
although a professional and legal liability rernained with the contractor (Saskatchewan 
Researc h Council [SRC]. subsequentl y trans ferred to Western Heritage Services Inc.) and 
the excavation permit holder (the author) to produce a final report. Labour resources for 
analysis were also lirnited. Since the research orientation adopted for Bushfield West was 
not specificdly proposed in the Nipawin Reservoir Heritage S tudy proposal accepted by 
the proponent (Saskatchewan Power Corporation), the additional work engendered by the 
revised research strategy was borne by the author, with assistance from various institu- 
tions and many volunteers. 

As a consequence of this situation. many techniques and methods of site investigation 
that could have been applied to the analysis of Bushfield West's site assemblage and 
structure were not undertaken. Several specialized analytical techniques were undertaken 
by students as feasibility studies, but were never fully incorporated into the site investiga- 
tion because they would have taken too much time to do, the students subsequently used 
the techniques on other sites of direct interest to them. or the students graduated. Some 
studies are in progress (or currently dormant) and have not yet produced results relevant 
to this study. Two have recently been completed (MacLean 1995; McKeand 1995). and 
the results will be addressed at the concIusion of this work. 

Excavation 
Ali of Bushfield West's in situ cultural materials rested on the surface of an easily 

discemed thin paleosol. Since the remains were not spread vertically throughout the soi1 
profile, large scale exposure of the site occupation floor could feasibly be undenaken, 
using excavation strategies normally employed on sites containing structural features. 
Though covered by 25-50 cm of overburden. most of the occupation could be easily 
exposed using block excavations ranging from four to 300 square metres in size. 

Al1 features and artifacts were located using an absolute coordinate system. The basic 



unit of provenience for excavation was the 50 cm square. which was designated by the 
location of its nonhwest corner. Most artifacts recovered from Bushfield West were 
provenienced within this subunit. Artifacts that were given a point provenience were 
measured to the nearest centirnetre. 

Recording vertical provenience was simplified by the uncomplicated stratigraphy. 
Preliminary field work demonstrated that al1 cultural materials originated within a single 
cultural stratum synonyrnous with a specific paleosol in the site's profile. In sin[ materi- 
als were found to have been moved either by natural or artificial means to the Reworked 
Sand stratum, the plough zone. or the site surface. Consequently. four vertical 
provenience levels were designated: level O (surface). level 1 (plough zone), level 2 
(Reworked Sand) and level 3 (occupation). A detailed description of the stratigraphie 
component contents is provided elsew here (Gibson 1993). 

Levels 1.2 and 3 will be used throughout this study to refer to the plough zone. the 
intervening "Reworked Sand" stratum and the occupation. No artifacts or cultural fea- 
tures were round below level3. 

Excavation techniques entailed bulk removal and discard of the plough zone and 
sterile snnd stratum. Shovel shaving was carried out until near contact with the paleosol. 
then hünd trowelling was employed to expose the artifact-laden stratum. With the over- 
burden remnants removed by delicate trowel work, the actual living fIoor was brushed to 
remove obscuring dust and debris. The exposed noor was then hand- and photo-mapped 
in detail. with artifacts and features remaining in situ on the exposed paleosol surface. 
After the recording process. the artifacts were collected in 50 cm x 50 cm provenience 
units (herein termed a "50 cm square"). 

Despite the wide range of materials collected. there was very little difference in the 
kinds of materials found in each area. For purposes of intra-site analysis, al1 material 
culture was categorized into seven basic kinds of rnaterials: ceramics. tools, cores, 
debitage. microdebitage. fire-cracked rock and faunal remains. The definitions of these 
classes are shown in Table 4.1. Most of the class definitions are sufficiently generalized 
so as to be comparable to other kinds of materials found on other excavated northern 
plains and southem Subarctic sites. The definition of microdebitage does. however, differ 
from other contemporary studies (nadmark 1982: Hull 1987) in which microdebitage is 
considered to be any iithic flake less than 1.0 mm in maximum dimension (Hull 
1987:772). For Bushfield West, no materials less than 2 mm were examined. Insterid, the 
category was composed of lithic flakes and shatter which would pass through a 6 mm 
mesh screen. but be caught by a 2 mm mesh barrier. This procedure enabled small flakes 
(estimated to be greater than 140,000 in number) to be enumerated without the necessity 
of examining a large sample using a microscope. This definition of small flakes, which 
has been applied elsewhere (Metcalfe and Heath 1990), proved useful in identifying 
certain kinds of activity area behaviour at Bushfield West (Chapter 5). 

Artifact recovery proved to be a time-consuming process, because of the immense 



Ceramics 

Tools 

Cores 

Debitage 

Microdebitage 

Fire-cracked Rock 

Fauna 

Fragments which are parts of baked clay vessels or 
other objects manufactured for functionai purposes 

Artifacts of stone, bone or wood manuhctured for 
functional purposes 

Residual objects of lithic materid resulting from 
the primary production of flakes 

Waste lithic material 6 mm or greater in size, 
formed during intentional stone tool working to 
manufacture tools 

Waste lithic material less thm 6 mm but greater 
than 2 mm in size. resulting from the production of 
flakes or stone tools 

(FCR) Stones which have fractured as a result of 
being heated and subsequently cooled. resulting 
from cooking or other functions 

Hard parts (bone, antler. shell) of al1 organisms 
with the exception of humans 

Table 4.1. Definition of principal artifact classes defined in this study. 

quantities of materials which were often encountered. It was not uncommon to expose 
over 5,000 pieces of microdebitage in a single 50 cm square. Normally. most of this 
material would have been lost through a 6 mm screen mesh. Recovering this material 
without sacrificing excavation efficiency required water screening, which could not easily 
be carried out on the site. Fortunately, ail cultural material was recovered on top of or 
embedded within the thin paleosol. This stratum and its contents was therefore collected 
as bulk samples from each 50 cm square, removed to the field lab, and screened through 
2 mm mesh using a high pressure water hose. The large quantity of materials recovered 
necessitated the adoption of an automated computer-büsed artifact inventory system for 
cataloguing and analysis. These rapid and detailed recovery and artifact inventory tech- 
niques permitted 624 square rn  of occupation fioor to be exposed, recorded and collected. 

SITE ANALYSIS 

The Nipawin Reservoir Heritage Study program was pursued with a rnulti-problem 
research design as its focus (Burley and Meyer 198 1). One of the problems to be specifi- 



caiiy applied to site investigation was the determination of settlement patteming. Re- 
searcb designs for a few site excavations were to address individual occupation units and 
intra site occupation mangements (Eurley 198256). When initi;illy assessed in 198 1, 
Bushfield West was thought to be largely destroyed. Subsequent testing demonstrated 
that the site occupation was intact. bearing characteristics which made it a likely candi- 
date for the pursuit of an intra-site research approach. This methodological orientation 
required that Iarge blocks of the site be excavated, and that the extent of the site be deter- 
mined. 

Emplacement of these blocks was guided by the desire to sample many areas of the 
site. Therefore. a major testing operation was implemented in 1982 to m e s s  site areas in 
which block excavation would be potentially productive (Gibson 1983a: 1994). A grid of 
50 cm square test holes spaced 6 rn and 12 m apart were excavated over a 15.000 m h e a .  
This operation succeeded in defining the limits of the human occupation. Located areas 
where productive excavation could be camed out. and also provided important data 
regarding site stratigraphy. 

Using information derived from the test assessrnent program. several areas, located 
where tests were very prornising, were twgeted for detailed examination. The first. Block 
1. was a continuation of the excavations begun in 198 1 at the edge of the river bank. 
Block 2 was established approximately 25 m northeast of the river bank. very n e u  Block 
1. 

Block 3, located over 100 m southeast of blocks 1 and 2,  was established in an area in 
which a few discontinuous shovel tests suggested significant buried occupation was 
present. The areü. poorly defined by the traditional testing rnethodology. was re-assessed 
using rnagnetic survey in an effort to locate hearths and pottery concentrations. The 
prospection methodology. following techniques suggested by Gibson ( 1982). located 
several potential hearth and pottery targets. which were eventually excavated in one large 
10 x 20 m area called Block 3 (Gibson 1986c; Bobrowsky et al. 1989). 

Several other small blocks were excavated in areas in which test data were promising. 
Data from Blocks 5 ,  8 and 17, which al1 contained significant ceramic remains. will be 
discussed. The locations of al1 blocks are shown in Figure 3.4. 

During the final season a grader was employed to strip as much of the site overburden 
as possible away from the occupation paleosol in the south part of the site so that any 
features missed by the testing program could be discovered. This procedure resulted in 
the isolation of a few hearths, al1 badly disturbed by erosion and cultivation. yieiding 
little cultural data. 

Definition of Activity Areas 
Most in sir[< cultural materials on Bushfield West were found deposited in discrete 

clusters, presumably the residue of spatially distinctive human activities. These clusters 
varied considerably in their nature and density. Some were represented by accumulations 
of lithic debitage and microdzbitage. apparently resulting from tool manufacture or 



maintenance. Others were composed strictly of faunal remains. and appeared to be the 
remains of butchering activity. Many clusters consisted of mixed classes of materid, 
such as hunal rernains. debitage and fire-cracked rock. These clusters defied simple 
interpretation of cultural activity, requinng a more in-depth study of relative concentra- 
tions of each class. 

Variations in artifiict density within the site occasionally complicated the delineation 
of significant clusters. In most portions of the site discrete accumulations of such classes 
as debitage and fire-cracked rock (FCR) were easy to identify and demarcate on a map. 
It was much less obvious to determine if there was significant clustenng of less cornmon 
classes. such as stone tools or cores. since these items could not be discerned reliably 
when mapped. As well. it was quite plausible that significant behaviour on certain pans 
of the site would be ignored or minirnized if reliance was placed on frequencies of indi- 
vidual classes alone. without considering their associations with other class clusters. 
Obviously. what was needed was a way of objectively identifying single and grouped 
artifact classes in terms of density for al1 parts of the site. As well. a value was required 
which would establish the concentration of each artifact class per unit area, and enable 
multiple class density values to be merged into a single artifact density value per unit 
area. This procedure would enable significant unit areas to be delineated objectively for 
interpretation of prehistoric human behaviour. 

This focus. termed 'compositional patteming' by Femng ( 1984: 116) is, "the density- 
free differential spatial distribution of selected categones of artifacts or ecofacts within 
the minimally dated horizon". Although compositional patteming can be investigated 
without regard to the clustering tendencies of artifacts. it is also possible to use the meth- 
odology to compare isolated clusters as if they were separate assemblages (ibid.: 117). 
Behaviourally. a cluster represents the rernains of an activity. and is defined in this study 
as an activitv area. Clusters of apparently related activities are termed activity com- 
W. An activity complex would include separate but related activities as would be 
found associated with residence areas, butc hering areas and cooking areas. 

Cluster Definition 
Al1 of the in situ archaeological materials recovered from Bushfield West were found 

on a well-defined, continuous occupation floor. This stratigraphic simplicity. in combina- 
tion with the excellent visibility attained when the features and their artifacts were swept 

of dust, made the visual definition of distinct artifact clusters a relativeiy easy task. 

Unfortunately. as the paleosol around the features was removed for fine screening, it 
became apparent that the arbitrarily outlined debris accumulations did not accurately 
reflect the clustering of many artifact classes. For example, although debitage. pottery 
fragments and faunal material could be seen on the paleosol surface. tiny remains of 
microflaking were concealed beneath the outer surface of the deposit. These remains did 
not reflect the deposition patterns of larger items, which were arbitrarily used to define a 
mapped cluster area. The clustering of such classes as tools and cores was also diîfïcult 



to map. because they were in such low numbers that clustering was not apparent. and 
they were rarely identified until rhey hrid been removed from the living floor during 
arti fact collection. 

A second problem was that the large size of the excavation blocks obligated the 
excavators to expose only small areas of the living floor at any one time. This procedure 
ensured that delicate materials such as bone tools or faunal remains would not be exposed 
to the elements for prolonged periods. Opening the block in piecemeal fashion rendered 
the definition of clustering more difficult because cinifact accumulations were often split 
between exposed and unexposed portions of the block. 

Once the materials were coilected and tabulated. the sirnpiest means of defining 
clusters was to plot the distribution of major artifact classes on maps. Al1 in situ materi- 
ais on Bushfield West were collected in 50 cm square provenience units. Therefore. to 

produce a class distribution müp each 50 cmsquare of the target grid was inspected for 
the frequency of occurrence of a material. An arbitrarily defined isoplethic scale was 
used to quantify the ceIl frequency. much like a contour map. This method of defining 
clusters was quite effective when dealing with a single artifact class. but it became un- 
wieldy when dealing with a number of artifact classes. Since each artifact class was 
represented by a different proportional frequency. each plot had to be contoured at a 
different interval. Cornparhg multiple maps plotted at differing intervals proved to be a 
difficult task, because rnap clusters tended to merge into one another when directly over- 
laid. The method was unsatisfactory, because it relied on visual inspection as a means of 
detecting clusters. For a single clÿss. it worked well enough. but visual inspection was 
prone to g r o s  impressionistic error when multiple class distributions were overlaid. 

A number of spatial analysis studies have attempted to isolate and characterize artifact 
clustering using quantitative analytical techniques ( C m  1989: Clarke i 977: Hietala and 
Stevens 1977: Hodder and Orton 1976: Whallon 1973. 1974). Many of these techniques 
are concerned with defining the boundaries of clusters, some with reference to multiple 
ÿrtifact classes (Beny et al. 1984; Ives 1977, 198%). Few deal with delimiting the 
boundaries of a rnulti-class cluster while providing a characterization of that cluster: that 
is. compositional patterning. Consequently. the unique conditions offered by Bushfield 
West required the development of a new quantitative method to define and characterize 
multi-class clusters. The method used is distantly related to 'Local Density Analysis' as 
described by Johnson (1984). although it does not involve filtering of grid data or require 
estimations of site area (Johnson 1984: 83-85). 

The Cumulative Concentration Statistic 
The primary assumption in the method involves viewing the in situ artifact recover- 

ies from Bushfield West as a quasi-statistical bgpopulation" occupying a bounded area. 
The arnount of in situ occupation exposed on the site was 622 m'. or 2488.50 cm 
squares. Seven major classes of archaeological materials are defined for inclusion in the 
statistic : ceramics (also termed "pottery"), lithic and bone artifücts (summed together as 



one class. '-tools"). cores. debitage, microdebitage. FCR and hunal material (see Table 
4. I for definitions). The item frequencies of each class recovered in situ. with the excep- 
tion of FCR and bone. are tabulated globally. The latter two classes, because of their 
tendency to fragment, are quantified by weight (grams). Ceramics fragmentation was 
also cornrnon. but sherd size was felt to be more homogeneous than for either bone or 
fired rock: thus cerarnics are documented by sherd frequency rather than weight. By 
dividing the global class count (frequency or weight) by the total number of squares 
excavated. an average or "expected density for each class per 50 cm square can be 
evaluated. This density is termed the "Bush field West Base Concentration." Base Con- 
centrations per 50 cm square for each class are tabulated in Table 1.2. 

The Base Concentration indicates that, given the arnount of material found on 
Bushfield West. one would expect to recover 13.56 pieces of debitage or 47.7 1 g of 
faunal material within an average 50 cm square. This is a nul1 hypothesis based on an 
assumption of random. non-purposeful behaviour by the occupants of Bushfield West. 
resulting in a random distribution of artifacts over the site. This relationship is more fully 
developed below. 

Table 4.3 provides an example of a one metre square area excavated on the site. The 

Class # Class Freq Wt (gr) Base 
1 Crrnnrics 8907 3.58 
2 Tools 656 0.26 
3 Cores 569 0.23 
4 Debitnge 33732 13.56 
5 Microdebitnge 140253 56.37 
6 FCR 219829 88.36 
7 Fmi~ral 118711 17.71 
# cells = 2488 

Table 4.2. Calculation of Base Concentration or "Base" for Bushfield West. 

averüge concentration per 50 cm square for each artifact class is taken directly from Table 
4.2, and called the "Base". The "Expected" value is this Base multiplied by the number 
of 50 cm squares, or cells. In the exarnple, the number of cells (0.5 m x 0.5 m 
provenirnce units) sampled is four. Thus, the "Expected value would be equal to the 
four times the Base. "Actud" represents the actual frequency or weight of materials 
recovered for each class within the sample excavation. The "Concentration," also known 
as the "Concentration Coefficient" or "CC" (Gibson 1990). is equal to the Actual recover- 
ies divided by the Expected recoveries. The "% Concentration" (or %CC) documents the 
percentage of each class represented in the 4 cells. as detennined by their Concentration 
Coefficients. The CC equates the relative abundance of each artifact class per unit area. 
Examination of the %CC pemiits multi-class artifact clusten to be directly compared 
between areas without regard to area size or productivity. 

Calculating the Concentration Coefficient of a single artifact class for each ce11 in a 



Class Base Expected Actual Concentration %oncen 
Cermrlics 3.58 14.32 12 0.84 3.95 
Touls 0.26 1 .O4 2 1.92 9.07 
Cores O -23 0.92 2 2.17 20.25 
Debitnge 13.56 54.24 388 7.15 33.73 
Microckbitnge 56.37 225.48 1821 8.08 38.08 
FCR 88.36 353.44 88 0.25 1.17 
Fmrznl 47-71 190.84 152 0.80 - 3.75 

21.21 100.OOO/o 
# cells: 4 

Tible 4.3. Example calculation of the Cumulative Concentration statistic (CCs). 

bounded area produces a "Concentration Coefficient mauix." or CC matrix. Plotting 
such a matrix is simpler than plotting a rnatrix of raw frequencies per cell, since the 
plotting parameters are the sarne no matter what lirtifrict class is being examined because 
raw frequencies are reduced to "probability" coefficients of a Concentration. ranging 
from O to 12 times the Base Concentration for that class. 

The CCs (Cummulative Concentration statistic) represents the Concentration Coeffi- 
cient summed for al1 classes. then divided by the number of classes. In Table 4.3. the 
sum of al1 seven class CCs' is 2 1.2 1. Dividing the accumulated CCs by the number of 
classes (7) results in the CCs for the unit area, which is 3.03. In Table 4.3. the CCs 
suggests that. given the average recoveries from Bushfield West. there is a concentration 
of materials 3.03 times in excess of what "should" be found in the four ce11 ( 1  m square) 
area. This statistic becomes significant if it is calculated on a ce11 by ce11 basis for a large 
area. producing a "CCs rnatrix." The result is a statistical representation of multi-class 
material concentration for that area, documented for each cell. Plotting a CCs matrix 
will provide a spatial surnmary of general artifact clustering. and is extremely useful in 
delineating areas of artifact clustenng once a level of significance is defined. 

Concentration Coefficient maps are interpreted in exactly the s m e  manner as normal 
ce11 frequency maps. except that the isopleth or 'contourT interval is norrnally "1." For 
interpretive purposes. the interval usually starts at "2." so that cells showing "normal" 
(i-e.. expected) or lower than normal artifact concentration are not plotted. This proce- 
dure greatly simplifies interpretation of the plot distribution. 

As a concrete exarnple of the technique. frequencylweight data are presented for 
Block 7 of Bushfield West in Figure 4.1. Five standard distribution plots (A-E) are 
shown, For Tools. FCR (in grams), Faund remains (in grarns), Debitage and Cores. 
Microdebitage and Ceramics are not plotted in this exarnple because they were insuffi- 
ciently represented in the block. The five plots show that clustenng is apparent for sorne 
classes. but is difficult to correlate between classes. because because each class is as- 
sessed by a different frequencylweight interval. making it impossible to compare clusters 
quantitatively. The example highlights the fundamental problems associated with a 



simple cluster analysis approach involving analysis of multiple classes of artifms. There 
is no standard interval that can be applied in plotting of any particular artifact class. 
Without a plotting standard. there is no way to compare frequencylweight distributions 
between classes. Finally. if one cannot reliably compare classes for a given activity area 
one cmnot arrive at any conclusions about compositional patterning for activity areas. no 
matter if they are determined through visual inspection or statistical cluster analysis. 

In Figure 4.2 (A-E) Concentration Coefficients are generated on a ce11 by ce11 basis 
and plotted as separate maps. The examples show how the CC is especiaily amenable to 
graphic display. When used to transform a matrix. the residual is a direct display of the 
"departure" from probability of class occurrence in space. Using the simple ordinal scale 
cstablished for the statistic. cells displüying a Concen~ütion Coefficient of frorn 0.50 to 
1.49 (for graphic display the statistic is normally rounded up and down to a whole 
nurnber) possess the "average" or Base frequencylweight. This Base interval ( 1)  is 
removed from the plot. Al1 cells with a CC greater than or equal to 1.50 are plotted. For 
example. those cells displaying a "6" contain from 5.50 to 6.49 times the average amount 
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Figure 4.1. FrequencylWeight distributions for five major artifact classes in Block 7 of 
Bushfield West. 

of material found in situ on Bushfield West. In Figure 4.2. the most dramatic change in 
clustering is apparent when dealing with debitage (D). Although the frequency plot 
would suggest othenvise (Figure 4.1. D), debitage appears in significant quantities only 
in two cells. 

Concentration Coefficient matrices are plotted at the s m e  interval from data compa- 
nbly derived for different classes. This procedure means that the plots can be physically 
overlaid (using transparencies. for example) and significant clustering compared. A more 
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re 4.1. Concentration Coefficient distributions for five major artifact classes in Block 
7 of Bushfield West. Diagram F shows the result of combining the five class 
Concentration Coefficient plots into a single plot. cailed the Curnrnulative Con- 
centration statistic (CCs). 

efficient and powerful comparative tool is derived. however. by cornbining the sepante 
matrices into a single statistic. the previously defined Cumulative Concentration statistic 
(CCs). This is done by adding the concentration stütistics of each class for eüch 50 cm 
square. and dividing by the number of classes. The result of this manipulation for Block 
7 is shown in Figure 4.2 F. The CCs residual plot provides a succinct surnrnary of the 
multi-class clustering for the entire grid. Through its examination. cells displaying 
significant concentration (i.e.. greater than 1.49 x the average concentration) are isolated 
into "cluster regions." This cluster isolation procedure is undertaken in a simple manner. 
Significant cells locüted directly adjacent to one another on a side are considered to be 
part of the same clustzr. If the cells abut one another on a corner they are not normally 
considered related. unless they are linked indirectly by a third ce11 (referred to here as 
"contagious abutment"). For the purposes of this study (and for simplicity of definition). 
cluster regions are always defined in rectangular units. rather than in many-sided poly- 
gons as would norrnally be defined for cluster reg ion 3. for example (Figure 4.2 F). An 
example of the cluster definition is provided in Figure 4.3. Once defined the clusters can 
be characterized through objective examination of their content. as shown in Tables 4.4 
and 4.5. 

Conclusion 
The Concentration Coefficient is a useful technique to de fine and characterize each of 

many classes of artifacts distributed non-randornly about an area. The preceding exam- 



ples suggest that the statistic can be used to define areal clusters for single classes. and 
through combination (using the Cumulative Concentration statistic. CCs) to isolate multi- 
class clusters. As well. clusters clin be examined statistically to determine individual 

Figure 4.3. An example showing how cluster regions are detined in this study. Signifi- 
cant cells (hatched) which abut one another or are linked through contagious 
abutrnent are grouped as regions. Those that do not abut are considered 
separate. In the example Cive cluster regions are defined. 

Class Expect Actual C % C 
Cerarnics 28.64 1 0.03 0.32 
Tools 2.08 7 3.80 35.04 
Cores 1 A4 2 0.96 8.86 
Debi tage 108.48 75 0.69 6.37 
Microdeb 450.96 O 0.00 0.00 
FCR 706.88 710 2 .O0 9.25 
Faunal 381.68 1664 4.36 40.26 

Table 4.4. Concentration statistic summary for Activity Area 7.3. 

Class Expect Actual C O/O C 
Ceramics 7.16 O 0 .O0 0.00 
Tools .52 4 8.70 65.58 
Cores A6 O 0.00 0.00 
Debitage 27.17 20 0.74 5 .56 
Microdeb 112.74 O 0.00 0.00 
FCR 176.72 241 2.36 10.28 
Faunal 95.42 235 2.46 18.57 

# cells= 2 
CCs = 1.89 

- - 

Tdble 4.5. Concentration statistic summary for Activity Area 7.6. 
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class content so that behaviour forming the cluster can be inferred. 
There are limitations in the application of the Cluster Coefficient and Cumulative 

Cluster Coefficient methodology. The statistics are heavily dependent upon the resolu- 
tion of the grid. For exarnple. empirical testing of the method by repiicative studies 
demonstrated that artifact clusters that approached the grid resolution (50 cm) could be 
bisected or even quartered. so that their "significance" was artificially minimized (Gibson 
1986b; 1990). It was found that. when dealing with small areas. carrying out cluster 
interpretations solely on the basis of relative composition of classes was an untenable 
analytical procedure. At that level, other sources of data were recommended when the 
cluster composition was interpreted (ibid.: 27). Also. the method may hi1 if it is applied 
to sites in which archaeological components generally overlay one another. Clustering on 
living floors characterized by multiple occupation c m  be defined. but the clusters cannot 
be reliably interpreted. This fxtor  is a fundamental limitation of compositional 
patterning in general. Clustering in dense living areas. in which material concentrations 
may overlap or be small in size. will render the statistic less useful in defining single or 
multiple class clusters. Thus the Cluster Statistic is particularly suited to the "feature" 
approach (Johnson 1984). presupposing a distinct. unique site occupation. or of repetitive 
occupations with replication of patteming (ibid.:77). 

The statistical validity of the method rernains to be determined. The statistic is sim- 
ply used as a descriptive utility: terms such as "significant" and "clustering" are not 
meant to have any formal statistical meaning except with respect to this study. Many 
valid statistical procedures could have been applied to the Bushfield West deposits to 
isolate clusters. 1 would argue that most would be ill-suited to this study's focus. being 
particulwistic in their application and unwieldy when applied to the enormous quantity of 
information availablc on the site. However. the techniques would be quite applicable to 
certain artifiact classes. and may be attempted in the future. 

For the most part. anifact analysis followed the guidelines established by the Nipawin 
Reservoir Heritage Study (Finnigan and Burley 1982). Stone and bone tool analytical 
criteria were somewhat revised after publication of the analysis guidelines by the author 
and staff of the Saskatchewan Research Council in late 1982 and early 1983. chiefly to 
bring them into accordance with the project's new computer cataloguing and anaiysis 
system implemented about that time (Gibson et al. 1984. Gibson and Finnigan 1985). 
Although more detailed artifact descriptions are available elsewhere (Gibson 1994). for 
purposes of this study artifact analysis will largely be restricted to the basic categories 
described in Table 4.1. Ceramic analysis of Bushfield West was greatly modified from 
the Nipawin guidelines. as detailed in chapters following. 



The Bushfield West artifact assemblages were recovered from a large site area. and 
consisted of surface finds. plough zone and water-transported screenings. and in situ 
recoveries. mostly in archaeological context. Detailed site assessment demonstrated that 
the occupation paleosol extended throughout most of the site area. but that significant 
archaeological remains were largely confined to the north half, and especially the nonh- 
West portion of the site. It was in this area that intensive exposure of the occupation 
living floor was undertaken. Excavation areas. called Blocks. were of relatively large 
extent where paleosol conditions warranted extensive exposure. Eighteen blocks were 
opcned. I l  in the nonh half and nine in the northwest corner (Figure 3.4). A summary of 

each of the blocks in shown in Table 5.1. 

Only 8 blocks ( 1.2.3.5.8.10.1?.17) yielded sufficient ceramic remains to identify 

Block Area (m2) Vessels Feature or Interpreted Activities 
1 85 9 Dornestic residence, bone boiling 
2 234 32 Domestic residences, bone boiling, butchering 
3 200 1 Domes tic residence 
4 4 O Sweat Lodge 
5 13 3 Disposa1 
6 4 O Unknown 
7 25 O Disposal, bone smashing, butchering 
8 1 0 3 Domes tic residence 
9 4 O Hearth (severely disturbed) 
10 8 3 Disposa1 
II  4 O Unknown 
2 2 IO 1 Unknown 
13 1 O Hearth (severely disturbed) 
14 1 O Hearth (severely riisturbed) 
15 20 O None (sterile paleosol) 
16 10 O None (sterile paleosol) 
17 1 1 Disposa1 
18 10 O None (sterile paleosol) 

To ta1 6 4  55 

Table 5.1. Summary of ceramic recoveries and interpreted activities from excavated areas of 
Bushfield West. 

individual pots reliably . As this study is specifically concerned with pottery and site 
structure, only those blocks that yielded identifiable pots within sufficiently identified 
activity areas will be discussed. Furthemore, within large blocks, only those areas that 
produced pottery will be examined in detail. A cornplete andysis of the entire Bushfield 
West assemblage is available in a separate volume (Gibson 1994). which contains de- 
tailed descriptions of the faunal and lithic assemblages. 



In the interest of descriptive brevity. critical information about general ÿnifact recov- 
eries. and Stone and bone tool recoveries is summarized in Tables 5.2 and 5.3. Where 
necessq,  portions offable 5.2 are reproduced elsewhere in this chapter. As well. de- 
tailed information about individual activity area content can be found in Appendix A. and 
a sumrnary of the faunal recoveries is found in Appendix B. 

610ck A c t .  Area Ceramics ToolsCores Debitage Microdeb PCR Faunal 

8.2 648 22 6 565 O 762  1 , 6 8 4  

8 .3  19 O 4 59 O 2 , 4 7 2  207 

Total 7 , 3 5 4  4 1 0  234 23 ,358  1 2 5 , 0 4 9  4 7 , 8 3 3  5 6 , 6 9 3  

Grams - 

Table 5.2. Summary of artifact recoveries by defined activity area from excavated portions of 
Bushfield West. 



1 ~ r o j e c t i ï e  Point 

Biface Tu01 

Unif ace Toul 

B ~ O C ~  A c t .  A r e a  Q Total 

T o t a l  

Table 5.3. Summary of Stone and bone tool recoveries by defined activity area from excavated 
portions of BushfieId West. 



Just over 85 square m of occupation were exposed in Block 1. Several fire herinhs 
and rock clusters. and several discrete artifact clusters were revealed. Using the Concen- 
tration Coefficient Statistic. 16 discrete activity areas were defined (Gibson 1994). of 
which three (AA 1.3. 1.4 and 1.5) are considered pertinent to this study (Figure 5.1). 

Block 1 was the first major area excavated on Bushfield West. Several rninor artifact 
classes were consequently not dealt with in an manner comparable to that of later block 
excavations. notably recoveries of egg shell and ochre. Ochre was collected. and larger 
accumulations were noted during removal. Unfortunately, the material was not docu- 
mented sufficiently in the catalogue to be quantified objectively. Egg shell was ais0 
insufficiently documented until it was found in quantity during the cataloguing of rini- 
facts from Block 7. Nevenheless. it seems probable that very little egg shell was present 
in the block. 

Despite these minor problems, considerable quantities of other remains were recov- 
ered. as documented in Table 5.4. 

Pottery 
Over 650 pottery sherds were recovered Crom Block 1. Crossmending of many 

fragments produced the rernains of nine vessels. ranging from nearly completely recon- 
structed pots to smdl rim sherd remnants. Figure 5.3 shows the distribution of the nine 
vessels (Vesse1 2.4.9, 12. 17. 22.48. 65, 66) within Block 1. Most of the pot remains 
clustered near hearths or in defined activity areas. Remains of three vessels (V 9. V 17 
and V 48) were found outside of activity areas discussed in this study. 

Lithic Debris 
Within Activity Areas 1.3. 1.4 and 1 S. a considerable quantity of lithic debris in the 

f o m  of cores and debitage was documented. Most of this debris was composed of Swan 
River chert (Gibson L994). About half of the cores and debitage from the entire block 
came from Activity Areas 3.4 and 5. Very little microdebitage was collected anywhere 
on the living floor in Block 1. Although 2 mm mesh water-screening of matrix was not 
carried out in al1 parts of the block, the matrix was carefully trowelled. What 
rnicrodebitage was encountered during excavation was collected. Very little would have 
been permitted to reach the standard 6 mm mesh o r d i n d y  used to screen backdirt exca- 
vated from the block. Thus, the low proportion of microdebitage recovered from this 
area did not appear to be a function of the altered recovery method. Al1 but L 1 % of the 
class was collected within the first three designated activity areas. 

Stone and Bone Tools 
Sixty-nine percent of the Stone and bone tools found in Block 1 were recovered 



Figure 5.1. Activity Areas defined within Block 1, using the Cumulative Concentration statistic. 
Stippled line shows areas of interest. 



Vessels 9 
Sherds 66 1 

Stone Tools 52 
Worked Bone 12 

Oc hre ? De bi tage 2822 
Clam shell 37 Microdebitage 146 
Egg sheH ? Cores 70 

Bone (trams) 17,902 FCR (grams) 5 1.5 13 
- - - - -- - . - - . . - - 

Table 5.4. Major artifact recovenes h m  Block 1 (Area=85.5 m". 

Vesse1 9 

Ash 

Burned Soi1 

Ochre 

Broken Bone 

: Potterv Cluster 
J 

203 
Hearth 

Rock 204 

Rock Pit metres - 205 
Lnterpreted Area 0 1 2 3  

Figure 5.2. Prirnary features and ceramic crossmends of Block 1. 

directly from defined activity areas (Table 5.4: Figure 5.3). Many of the remaining tools 
were found adjacent to the small statistically defined blocks. Most of the stone tools 
were bifaces of various types (primarily knives). uniface scrapers and retouched flakes. 
Only two projectile points were recovered from a defined activity ûrea pertinent to this 
study. 

A number of worked faunal objects were recovered. including severd partially drilled 
shell blanks. a harpoon fragment and an awl. The most interesting recovery in the block 



Figure 5.3. Projectile points. drill and harpoon fragment from Block 1. 

was a 17 cm long fragment of a iarge bird Long bone which had been polished and bore 
the partiai remains of a dd led  hole on one side. The hollow reed-Iike cylinder was 
tentatively identified as the remains of a whistle. with the polished drill hole probably 
serving as one of sevenl finger holes for making various musical notes on the instrument. 
However. this tool was not found in an area discussed in this study. 

Fire-cracked Rock 
A large quantity of fire-cracked rock wüs recovered from the block. Much of this 

material was found clustered in a few features. 

RareExotic Recoveries 
As previously discussed. the recovery and analysis methodology used for this block 

was not as t-igorous as that used on subsequent excavations. Consequently, egg shell and 
ochre recovenes (generally considered rare across the site) were not consistent1 y quanti- 
fied. In fact. no egg shell was identified from this block. and the amount of ochre was 
not quantified. However. most of the latter materiül was recovered in small, discrete 
clusters, in the form of lump rernnants. In an area several metres nonhwest of the main 
hearth a small 15 cm diameter parch of the material was discovered to have penetrated 
into the paleosol for at least 3 cm depth. This distribution suggests that this was a spiil of 
liquefied ochre. 

Despite the large area excavated in Block 1, only 37 pieces of clam shell were recov- 
ered from the block, primarily in association wiih activity areas surrounding hearths. 

Faunal Remains 
A large proportion of the faunal remains from Block 1 were examined. with the 



exception of bone recovered from units excavated during the first year of testing ( 198 1). 
Some müterial otherwise identifiable could not speciated because of the lack of cornparü- 
tive materials. Fish rernains in particular could not be identified and are thus excluded 
from quantification in this study. 

In general. faunal materiai was recovered in relatively good condition. Unlike in 
some other blocks. a significant proportion of the material was not intensively smashed 
up into small. unidentifiable pieces. In certain areas of the block some whole bone ele- 
ments were exposed with little evidence of breakage apÿn from natural taphonomic 
detenoration. Secondary damage from burning. weathering and carnivore depredation 
was found in less than a third of the speciated bone elements. Of those items that did 
evidence some form of secondary damage. erosion was the most common cause. possibly 
indicating some exposure to the open air prior to the exposed living floor being buried. 
Bumed specimens of bison, beaver and canids were recovered. The charring suggests 
that the bones were burned in a hearth. since there was no evidence that the living floor 
had been subject to natural bums from tree or grass fires. 

Estimates of maturity for the speciated elements yield important data about 
seasonality of occupation for B lock 1. Although many of the specimens for al1 species 
could not be reliably aged. a sufficient quantity representing the two rnost comrnon 
species (bison and beaverj indicates that a significant proportion of the elements were 
either foetal or immature. These data provide a fairly coherent target for estimatint the 
seasonal occupation of BIock 1. Bison calves are usually bom in middle to late spring. 
generally in late April and early May (McKeand 19952.16). Beaver kits are born in late 
April to late June (ibid.). The recovery of foetal bison remains intact suggests that the 
cows were in their late stage of pregnancy, sometime between late March and early May. 
Immature beaver remains would be expected to be recovered after the April birthing 
period. probübly in mid May. The overlapping time between the two species is the April/ 
May period. These data strongly indicate that the occupation of the Block 1 area oc- 
curred in mid to late spring. a time which correlates with the recovery of bird egg  shell 
from other blocks. 

Context of Remains 
The northwest corner of Block 1 bore evidence of considerable human activity. The 

central feature was a small. artifact-laden hearth surrounded by dense, localized accumu- 
lations of lithic debris, many Stone and bone tools. piles of broken pottery. scatters of 
fragmented and pxtially fractured bone and small clusters of fire-cracked rock (Figure 
5.1). This sort of debris configuration was observed in many other blocks. but certain 
aspects of the artifact composition were unique to Block 1. The most significant concen- 
trations of materials appeÿred in Activity Areas 1.3, 1.4 and 1 S. They are surnmarized 
statistically in Figure 5.4. 
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Figure 5.4. Concentration coefficient statistics for selected activity areas in 
Block 1. 

Activiiy Arta Descriptions 

Aciivi? Areo 1.3 - A glance at Figure 5.4 indicates that this activity area harboured 
the greatest concentration and diversity of archaeological remains for the entire block. 
The area contained a particularly dense accumulation of artifacts in the vicinity of 198 
south. 45 east. Around this locality pottery, Hakes and bone fragments were found piled 
on top of one another, resembling a midden accumulation. This accumulation was nearly 
five cm thick in places. At the centre, and overlain by some of this artifactual debris, was 
an ash lens surrounded by fire-reddened soil. The ash contained great quantities of 
bumed bone fragments. many lithic items and some pot sherds. This hearth was approxi- 
mately 60 cm in diameter, although only a few cm thick. 

The nearly 500 potsherds found in the area represented five vessels (V 2.4.23. 65 
and 66), although most of the sherds were part of Vessels 2 and 4. which were largely 
reconstructed. Most of these vessel remains were found in proximity io, or overlying. the 
heanh ash. Sherds tended to cluster into discrete piles. For example. many fragments of 
Vessel 2 were found articulated, though cracked. so that part of the vessel could be recon- 
structed right in the field. It was apparent that the pot had been smashed in place. Re- 
mains from Vessel 4 were also found in several discrete piles, permitting the pot to be 
reconstmcted relatively easily. 

Activity Area 1.3 appears to represent a multi-purpose working area. of which the 
hearth was the central focus. Cooking was a major activity, judging by the range of 
faunal remains recovered in the vicinity. Animals represented included hare. squirrel. 
bear and elk, along with the apparent staples of beaver and bison. Some beaver (and 
possibly bird) pieces were roasted. Most animal remains were probably boiled. likely in 



clay pots. of which the remains of several bexing cooking residue stains were found in 
the heÿnh and beside it. A quantity of fish rernains were found as well, including one 
articulated vertebral column. dthough these remains were analyzed as part of mother 
study (McKeand 1995). 

Tool recovenes suggest hide processing and clothing manufacture was also an impor- 
tant activity. Perforating and scraping implements outnumbered knives. and the whole 
tool assemblage was dominated by retouched flakes. A straight-edged piece of fomed 
bone may have served as a scraper or hide beamer. Some of the perforating tools rnay 
have been used to whittle shell. since two shell bead blmks recovered near the fireplace 
had evidently been partially bored through. Only two poorly formed points were found 
in the area. At least one may have served as a perforator as well. since its base was too 
poorly formed to have been hafted very easily. 

Although a significant quantity of debitage wüs collected, hardly any microdebitage 
was found. The extremely low frequencies can only be partially attributable to excava- 
tion technique. Had microdebitage been encountered in even a fraction of the quantities 
found elsewhere on Bushfield West, 2 mm mesh water screening would have been camed 
out. The quantities collected by hand in this activity area seem to be what would be 
expected to occur during core reduction. although this is a subjective opinion based on 
some replicative studies with similar types of stone materal (cf.. Gibson 1986b; 1990). [t 

seems definite that tool making did not take place in the area, although expediency tools 
(retouched flakes) may have been münufactured. Cores may have been reduced in the 
area simply to create tlakes for making the many expediency tools. thus accounting for 
the quantity of debitage around the fireplace. 

Acrivip Areri 1.4 - This area represents a cluster of materials located directly south of 
area 1.3. bordered on the southwest by the crumbling cliff edge which marked the west- 
ern boundary of Block 1. Consequently, the activity area is not completely represented. 

Ceramics recovered were for the most put recovered in area 1.3 as well. consisting of 
conjoined rims and body sherds. A number of sherds could not be directly crossmended 
and may relate to unrecognizable vessels with characteristic elements (primady rims) not 
found in the block. 

This area appears to represent a pile of refuse which originated in Activity Area 1.3. 
The scatter of debitage and cores (with no microdebitage) does not appear to have been 
created in situ. Similarly, tool remains reflect the character of those from AA 1.3 (hide 
working). and vesse1 remains crossmend with that area as well. 

Acrivi'y Area 1.5 - This small activity area consisted of clusters of pottery and 
debitage. with several tools. This area appears to have been used for discard. Although 
there were no ceramic crossmends with AA 1.3. the material probably came from that 



Introduction 
Portions of Block 2 were rxcavated simultaneously with Block 1. Once the first few 

square metres of occupation were exposed. it became apparent that the cultural remains 
were significantly different from those of Block 1. The prirnary difference was one of 
density: excavation of six square metres of paleosol in Block 2 produced as much cultural 
material as over 50 square metres in Block 1. Also. a preponderance of debitage smaller 
than the six mm mesh size of the standard matrix screen was encountered. To be retained 
for andysis. the upper portion of the occupation paleosol had to be collected dong with 
the rnicrodebitage. and water-screened through two mm mesh. This collection procedure 
resulted in the retention of many thousands of flakes. tiny bone fragments and clam and 
egg shell pieces per square rnetres of exposed occupation. 

The following field season major portions of Block 2 were exposed in one large block 
excavation extending from grid coordinates 59 to 76 m east and from 176 to 192 m south. 
On the nonh side. and in the nonhwest comer. much of the paleosol had been destroyed 
by grave1 quarrying and could not be excavated. Neverthelrss, a vast quantity of materi- 
als was recovered. surrounding many features. as s h ~ w n  in Table 5.5 and Figure 5.5. 

Vessels 32 Stone Tools 417 
S herds 5,867 Worked Bone 344 
Oc hre 390 Debitage 25.028 
Clam shell 468 Microdebitage 129.8 15 
Egg shell 190 1 Cores 389 
Bone (grams) 63.485 FCR (grams) 88,360 

- 

Table 5.5. Major artifact recoveries from Block 2 (Area=234 m'). 

An analysis of the entire block using the Concentration Coefficient Statistic defined 
42 activity areas (Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7). These areas tended to cluster into three 
sepante pans of Block 2. in areas where significant features (and clusters of pottery) 
were present. For this study. each of these three areas, referred to as sub-blocks. was 
intensively analyzed. They are described in the following sections. 

SUB-BLOCK 2.1 

Sub-Block 2.1 was located in the southeast comer of Block 2, surrounding several 
hearths and an extremely dense artifact scatter (Table 5.6). The artifact content for this 
sub-block was the lxgest of any found on Bushfield West. Although the debris appeared 
to be segregated spatially when exposed on the living floor (Figure 5.8). cluster analysis 
dernonstr~ted that most of the inaterial was apparently part of a single luge activity area 



Figure 5.5. Block 2. showing locations of features, visible anifact scatters. disturbed 
areas and sub-blocks. 



0 locations of Figure 5.6. BIock 2 Cumrnulative Concentration Statistic plot. showin, 
designated activity areas and sub-blocks. 





Vessels 14 
S herds 3.035 
Oc hre 182 
Clam shell 95 
Egg shell 19 
Bone (grams) 13.295 

Stone Tools 126 
Worked Bone 1 
Debitage 1 1.340 
Microdebitage 76.240 
Cores 170 
FCR (trams) 13,441 

Table 5.6. Major artifact recoveries from the cerarnic area of Sub- 
Block 2.1 (7 1-76 rn E 1 183- 1% m = 45 m') 

surrounding the largest hearth. called AA 2.43 (Figure 5.8). Two smaller activity areas 
were also discemed, AA 2.27, AA 2.38 and AA 3-43. A third srnaII area (AA 2.38) was 
located in the northwest comer of the sub-block. However, most of its materials ap- 
peared to come from outside of the block in Sub-Block 2.3. AA 2.38 is therefore dis- 
cussed when this sub-block is addressed. 

Pottery 
Over 3,000 pottery sherds were recovered from the this sub-block. Many of these 

sherds were reconstructed into nine separate vessels. They were V 3. V 11. V 15. V 19.V 
25.V 28.V 5 1, and V 52. Al1 of these vessels were found within AA 2.43. Their distribu- 
tion is shown in Figure 5.8. 

Lithic Debris 
Flakes and tiny microflakes were recovered in discrete clusters on the nonh and south 

side of Sub-Block 2.1. and in general profusion in the centre. In the area surrounding the 
large hearth at the centre of the block. in Activity Area 2.43. debitage was recovered in 
several layers, some approaching five cm in thickness. Debitage was usually mixed with 
microdebitage, bone and broken tools. Neürly 75.000 pieces of microdebitage alone were 
recovered. over 98% from AA 2.43. One hundred seventy cores were also found. nearly 
al1 from Activity Area 2.33. 

Stone and Bone Tools 
Sub-Block 2.1 yielded 11 13 stone tools (Figure 5.9). Nearly 9 0 8  were found in 

Activity Area 2.43. Al1 tool classes were represented with the exception of stone celts 
and bone tools. 

Fire-cracked Rock 
In general. little fire cracked rock was collected from this sub-block. A srnall quantity 

was exposed south of the large central hearth and around the second hearth in the sub- 
block's north-east corner. The remainder of the material was scattered over the area, 
showing no particular clustering. 
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Figure 5.8. Primary features and ceramic crossmends of Sub-Block 2.1. 



Figure 5.9. Projectile points. end scraper and miscellaneous uniface from Sub-Block 2.1. 

Rare/Exotic Recoveries 
A few important exotic recoveries were found in Sub-Block 7.1. Three pieces of 

dentaliurn shell were recovered approximately one metre nonheast of the hearth ( 187 
south. 74.5 east) in a dense debris cluster. This was the only place on Bushfield West 
where this exotic. imponed shell wüs found. Local clam shell was a very minor recovery. 
although a few pieces of shell bore drill holes. These artifacts were regarded as part of 
the bone tool class. 

Only a few pieces of egg shell were recovered during excavation. However, as this 
was one of the original areas excavated. some egg shell may have been accidently dis- 
carded or misidentified. Ochre was not recovered in clusters as in other areas of 
Bushfield West. Rather. much of the pigment was found as discrete pebbles distributed 
within the general debris scatter surrounding the large hearth of AA 2.43. 

Faunal Remains 
The only fauna analyzed in detail for this sub-block came from Activity Area 2.43. 

Therefore. the following summary penains to the material recovered from that large 
activity area. 

Bone material had been intensively srnashed, leaving few whole or even partial 
elements present. This process made identification difficult. The three most commonly 
represented species by NISP were bison, beaver and grouse. Most other species were 



only nominally represented. with the exception of unspeciated canids and muskrat. 
Maturity data were inconcIusive in regards to sertson of locality use. With reference 

to bison and beaver specimens. there were no foetal elernents for either species. and a 
small number of immature bison and beaver elements. The immature beaver specimens 
suggest that sub-block occupation may have occurred in the late spring. 

Context of Remains 
This block was Iocated in the southeast corner of Block 2. Several hearths and a 

dense artifact scatter were encapsulated within it. Four separate activity areas were 
identified. although the bulk of the artifacts. including the pottery. came from one large. 
dense scatter. Activity area content is shown in Figure 5.10. 
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Figure 5.10. Activity Area content (Concentration Coefficient) for Sub-Block 2.1. 

Activih Aren Description 

A c t i v i ~  Arm 2.27- This 50 cm square contained a small quantity of unrecognizable 
bone fragments. a few flakes and three tools. This cluster of material, displaced to the 
south of the main cluster of debris in the block by more than a metre, probably repre- 
sented secondary discard from AA 2.43. 

A c t i v i ~  Aren 2.42- This tightly defined activity area surrounded a hearth located in 
the nonheast corner of Sub-Block 2.1. centring at 183.6 m south. 75.2 m east. The hearth 
was small, less than 50 cm in diameter. It consisted of debitage and broken bone laden 
ash overlying a red-orang bumed soi1 lens. Surrounding the hearth on the north. south 
and west sides was a general scatter of debris, including debitage. microdebitage and 
faunal material. The east and northwest sides were relatively stenle. A loose cluster of 
fire cracked rock appeared south of the hearth. with fragmented bone in association. 



Some pottery sherds were aIso found, in the area south of the hearth. 
There is little evidence that this activity area is functiondly related to AA 1.43. Even 

the ceramic crossmends are too distant from the area to argue for a link. The heanh is 
small and appears to have been the centre of severai activities, the most significant being 
Stone knapping. tool manufacturing and perhaps some bone smashing. The strongest 
evidence for tool making is the coincidental presence of a quantity of locally obtained 
aitered felsic lava tlakes with two broken tools of the same material. This work resulted 
in the creation of a batch of waste flakes and the manufacture of several tools. which 
probably accounted for the presence of the large quantity of rnicrodebitqe. This exercise 
apparently took place adjacent to the fire, for the area surrounding the debris scatter was 
relatively sterile. The limited extent and quantity of the recovenes and the srnallness of 
the fire suggest that this area represented an outdoor fireside workshop in which one or 
two individuals were present. 

Acrivify Aren 2.43- Activity area 2.43 was the most prolific of any on Bushfield West. 
Culturd debris was literally piled high around a large fire hearth located at 188 m south. 
73 m east. Surrounded by white and yellow ash, charcoal and piles of debris, the feature 
was packed with more ash. charred bone. potsherds and flakes and underlying it a thick 
layer of red-orange soil. suggesting that it had been fired intensely. Very few fire-cracked 
rocks were found in association. Extending to the southeast of this hearth were extremely 
dense clusters of smashed bone. lithic detritus and pottery. 3 n  the north side two pottery 
clusters and a dense cluster of lithic debitage were also uncovered. The densest artifact 
concentration appeared on the nonheast side of the hearth. slightly apart from the south- 
east trending artifact distribution. In portions of this cluster potsherds, flakes, formed 
tools and bone were thickly accurnulated, especially in the area of 186 m south. 74-75 m 
east. These artifact clusters consisted of every kind of refuse mixed together with silt and 
heaped into shallow rnounds on the paleosol surface. The "middens" were in places 
several rnetres in areal extent. Their excavation reveded no discemible stratigraphic 
layering. Northwest and West of the hearth. the living tloor was much less densely cov- 
ered, yielding only moderate arnounts of pot sherds. bone splinters and tlakes. 

Although there üppeared to be distinct clusters of debris within the general artifact 
scatter incorporated by AA 2.43, it was difficult to define these areas objectively using 
the cluster analysis methodology. The concentration of materials tended to overload the 
statistic. so that nearly the entire area appeared significant. Four areas of extreme artifact 
concentration were isolated. however. and designated sub-activity areas 2.43A to D (see 
Figure 5.6 for their locations). Unfortunately. their arbitrary definition (al1 cells with a 
concentration of 10 times expected or greater) did not make them especially amenable to 
detailed analysis of activity area behaviour. Nevertheless. the sub-areas are referred to 
occasionally in the following analysis. 

A vast quantity of debitage was recovered from AA 2.43. Evidently, intensive core 



reduction was taking place in this locality. especially on the south and West sides of the 
fire. Detritus from this activity was apparently discarded in area A. located nonheast of 
the heÿrth. This processs probably accounts for the high proportion of cores and flakes 
recovered from that area. Microdebitage. probably the product of tool making. was 
recovered in abundance in the AA 2.43. especially on the southeast and nonhwest sides of 
the hearth in subareas B and C .  

Based upon breakage patterns and tool distribution information, bifaces and points 
(nearly al1 fractured) were apparently manufactured in the vicinity of the hearth (Subarea 
B), and discarded when broken. On the other hand. few unifacial tools were recovered 
broken. Most unifaciai tools were distributed throughout the activity area in a largely 
unbroken state. They may have been on-the-spot discards or losses. suggesting that hide 
preparation work was carried out in the area. perhaps concurrent with flinrknapping 
activities. 

Subarea A. located away from the fire. yielded fewer tools. and in different propor- 
tions than area subareu B. Most of the tools were complete. and of diverse functions. 
suggesting that tool making was not the primary activity in this subarea. In fact. it is 
probable that most tools were discarded. augmenting the hypothesis that subarea A was 
used for disposal, either primary for waste material. or defacto (cf., Schiffer 1972) for 
complete, unbroken toolsl. Only a few tools were recovered in subareas C and D. 

The analyzed faunal remains from Sub-Block 3.1 largely pertain to Activity Area 
2.43. The hearth and its surrounding features contained a diversity of species remains. 
although only beaver. bison and grouse were significantly represented. The large number 
of grouse remains was an anomaly exclusive to this activity area. Bison and beaver 
carcasses were disproportionately represented in the area. In the case of beaver. unusu- 
ally large numbers of skull pieces (principally teeth) and phalanges were found. scattered 
throughout the area. The low number of appendicular elements may indicate that only a 
few individual beaver carcasses were processed in the activity area. Bison specimen 
counts tended to be the reverse of those of beaver. A majority of front and hind elements 
were identified. with only smail numbers of axial elements. The large number of front 
and hind appendicular specirnens suggests that parts of severai animals were processed in 
the area. Apart from being intensively broken up. few bison specimens exhibited any 
signs of direct butchering. and none bore evidence of firing, despite the presence of the 
hearth in the activity area. and the fact that it contained a great quantity of calcined bone. 
Obviously. roasting of larger pieces of bone was not undertaken, as was apparently the 
case with other activity complexes in other parts of Bushfield West. 

Most of the bison and beaver remains in AA 2.43 were from adult individuals. A 

I In this chapter I have made use of a simplified artifact deposition terminology first set Forth by Schiffer 
( 1971: 1976) to describe debris distribution. In the subsequent chapter. when certain activity areas are re- 
exaniined. more complex depositional models will be developed and used to interpret the archaeological 
remains. 



significant nurnber of immature beaver specimens were also enumerated. As indicated 
above. this pattern suggests that the activity area rnay have represented a Iate sprindearly 
surnmer occupation. This is in accord with the recovery of egg shells in the area. The 
absence of foetal bison bone is perturbing, however. since foetal bison elernents were 
found in most other activity complexes. This absence may indicate that the Block 2.1 
was occupied later in the season than the other blocks. or sirnply that pregnant bison were 
not processed in the area. 

The nearly 3,000 pottery sherds collected in the activity area could be mended into 
nine identifiable ceramic vessels. None of the vesse1 remains were found in any other 
activity ÿrea in Block 2. or even within Sub-Block 2.1. This distribution suggests that AA 
2.43 was the locus of use for al1 but the most poorly represented pots. In fact the most 
completely represented vessels (V 3. V 15 and V 19) were recovered almost entirely 
within the dense debris scatter northeast of the hearth in sub-area A. 

This area cornprised the excavated portion of the West edge of Block 2. It enclosed 
several dense artifact concentrations, two hearths and a rock pit (Table 5.7). Cluster 
analysis objectively defined 1 1 activity areas (AA 2.1 to AA 2.1 1 ). most of which appear 
to be related to the areas surrounding the hearth/rock pit features (Figure 5.6, 5.7, 5.11). 

Pottery 
Portions of 14 pots were reconstmcted from nearly 2.000 sherds recovered from this 

sub-block (Figure 5.11). The vessels were: V 6, V 10, V 18. V 38. V 39. V 40. V 41. 
V42. V 43, VU, V 45. V.19. V61 and V 62. Most vessels were found spread through 
many activity areas within the sub-block. but were not found beyond its ÿrbitrarily de- 
fined boundary. 

Lithic Debris 
Debitage and microdebitage were recovered in discrete c lusters throughout the sub- 

block. but were especially abundant in the area west of the hearth and rock pit features. 

Vessels 14 Stone Tools 9 L 
S herds 1826 Worked Bone 16 
Oc hre 48 Debitage 3,727 
Clam shell 54 Microdebitage 15,694 
Egg shell 289 Cores 76 
Bone (grams) 28.449 FCR (grams) 23,337 

Table 5.7 Major artifact recoveries from the cerarnic area of Sub-Block 2.2 (59-65 m 
E/ 183-192 m S -Area=54 m2). 
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Figure 5.1 1 .  Features. artifact distributions and cerarnic crossmends of Sub-Block 2.2. 



Over 3.500 tlakes and 15.000 micro tlakes were collrcted. plus 77 cores. 

Stone and Bone Tools 
Ninety-one Stone tools and 16 bone tools were collected from the sub-block. These 

tools were spread fairly evenly throughout most of the activity areas. Al1 tool classes 
were represented: the only celt found in Block 2 carne from this sub-block (Figure 5.12). 

Figure 5.12. Projectile points, drill bit and celt (ground adze) recovered from Sub-Block 

Fire-cracked Rock 
Not surprisingly. of the approximately 23 kg of rock recovered from the sub-block. 

most came from the single rock pit located in AA 2.2. In other areas such rock was 
ubiquitously scattered about as small fragments, usually mixed in with unidentifiable 
bone and Iithic debris. 



RarefExotic Recoveries 
A considerable quantity of erg shell and clam shell wüs found. primarily in the area 

West of the hearth and rock pit features. No discrete dumps or patches of ochre pigment 
were discovered in this sub-block. Although many srna11 fragments were collected. they 
tended to be randomly distributed throughout its boundaries. 

Faunal Remains 
Over 38 kg of finely smashed bone were collected. dorninated by bison and beaver 

specimens. Among the many faunal fragments identified was a single foetal bison speci- 
men and many immature beaver elements. 

Context of Remains 
This sub-block was located West of Sub-Block 2.1, on the West side of BIock 2. A 

number of activity areas were identified within it  (Figure 5.13). A considerable quantity 
of pottery. yielding many reconstructable vessels. was recovered. This locality was 

unique in thüt it exhibited charactenstics which suggested that it was a residence. and 
ülso the centre of food processing activities which are normally believed io have been 
canied out in an unsheltered area. 
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Figure 5.13. Summaxy of Activity Area content for Sub-Block 2.2. 

Activity Area Description 

A c t i v i ~  Aren 2.1- This area was defined by the contents of three one m7 units situ- 
ated on the edge of the excavation block. Although portions of this area may have been 
disturbed by heavy equiprnent blading, no features could be discerned. other than a dense 
accumulation of many types of artifacts. A quantity of sherds representing parts of Ves- 
sels 18,4 1.42 and 6 1 were recovered. With the exception of V 6 1, these vessels were 



found in AA 2.1 as well. Nine lithic tools were collected. including a complete Plains 
Side Notch projectile point. With the exception of the point and the hammerstone. al1 
items appeared to have been broken. either during use or manufacture. 

The material content and its homogeneous mixture suggests that the luea was used 
for secondary disposal. The source of the materials. based upon cerarnic crossmends. 
appears to have been Activity Area 2.2. 

A c r i v i ~  Area 2.2- AA 2.2 was the Largest defined activity area in Sub-Block 2.2. A 
very dense deposit of artifacts was exposed in the north-west portion of the area. with 
lesser but significant scatters of material appearing elsewhere. Dominating the ares's 
centre was a rock filled pit and two fire hearths. The pit was approximately 50 cm in 
diameter and over 20 cm deep. It contained about a score of large and small complete 
and fragmented quartzite cobbles. Apan from a few small pieces of bone. there was little 
else. Although the pit was located adjacent to the two hearths, detailed excavation of the 
three features demonstrated that the pit overlapped the West hearth, and may dso  have 
intruded on the south one as well. The two hearths did not appear to intrude on one 
another and seemed to be surrounded by a comrnon ash layer, which actually overlay the 
top of the rock pit as well. This pattern suggests that al1 three features may have been 
relatively contemporaneous. 

Nearly 1,000 potsherds representing 10 vessels were found in the activity area. The 
vessels were V6, 1 8. 39. 40.4 I,42,33,44 and 45. Few of the vesse1 remains were 
restricted to this area. although the majority of the crossmended fragments associated 
with nearly al1 of the pots came from within the area. 

Nearly half the tools for the entire block were found in this one area. Nine projectile 
points were recovered. Al1 but two were broken. consisting primarily of medialltip 
sections or side-notched bases. The area contained a large amount of fire-cracked rock. 
most corning from the rock pit. Large and small pieces of fired rock were found scattered 
throughout the area. particularly dong the north edge. in no particular cluster. The 
hearths contained very little FCR. 

In this area tool making and food processing activities dominated. There may also 
have been some hide and clothing repüir. although it is difficult to sort out the tools used 
for this work from those that were being manufactured. Cooking was important. since a 
number of broken pottery vessels were recovered in an area in which two large hearths 
and a rock pit were located. Also, 14 of the 7 1 identifiable bone fragments had been 
charred, suggesting that some roasting took place rhere. Although the rock pit was inuu- 
sive to at least one of the two hearths, there was little evidence to suggest that the pit 
represented re-occupation of the locality at a later date. Rather, it appeared that it was 
constmcted after the Iÿrger. West hearth was already in use, and that the same hearth was 
used again in conjunction with the south hearth, perhaps to heat rocks for the new rock 
pit. 



Activify A r m  2.3- This 1 x 1 m3 area was located imrnediately east of the rock pit in 
AA 2.2. When exposed. an accumulation of bone fragments. tools and debitage was 
noted on the paleosol. apparently functionally unassociated with the pit feature. Only a 
few pottery body sherds were retrieved from the area, none crossmendable with defined 
vessels from the site. This small cluster of materials was probably discarded debris from 
AA 2.2. 

Activ- Area 2.4- This activity area was centred over a cultural debris scatter located 
one rnetre southwest of the major artifxt cIuster associated with the fire hearths in AA 
7.2. The debris was piled to a depth of nearly six cm into an elongated, shallow depres- 
sion on the occupation floor. The depression, apparently a naturai hollow in the paleosol 
surface. also contained charcoal. Parts of the feature surface appeared to have been 
reddened by firing. although no ash was noted. The occupation floor irnrnediately to the 
West of the depression rose up considerably in the profile, and had been truncated by 
grader blade. It is possible that the somewhat restricted are? of the cluster may have been 
luger in extent, and extended significantly to the West into unexcavated ground. 

Twenty-six pottery fragments recovered from the depression included parts of Vessel 
39. the majority of which was found in AA 3.2. A considerable quantity of faunal re- 
mains was found in the shailow depression. The bone was in a fragmented condition. In 
addition to the bone debris, a small amount of Cire-cracked rock were recovered. 

As in the case of AA 2.3, this area, based on the presence of the ceramic crossmends. 
was probably at least part of a durnp from AA 2.7. 

Activis Arro 2.5- This activity area. located about one metre southwest of the hearth/ 
rock pit features in AA 2.1, encornpassed a densely packed deposit of cultural debris 
similar in chmcter to that found in AA 2.1. The only significant feature was an ash patch 
located at the centre of the area. containing finely smashed bone and flakes. 

Over 100 pottery sherds were recovered from the area, although only three vessels 
could be identified. Part of Vessel 62 was found in the scatter, crossmending with a 
fragment found north of AA 2.2. Another vessel. V 38. crossmended with fragments 
from AA 2.8 and AA 2.9: both activity areas located adjacent to AA 2.5. The third vessel 
was a tiny miniature, V 10. It was found entirely within the activity area. 

Some of the non-faunal debns from this area appears to comprise some form of 
discard, possibly from AA 2.2, although ceramic conjoins seem to suggest from the south 
as well. The presence of microdebitage and debitage clusters indicates that tool making 
(or repairing) also took place in the area. The faunal remains. predorninantly beaver and 
bison. may have been broken up directly in the locality. using the rock and the large 
hammerstone that was abandoned there. 



Act i r in  Area 2.6- Within this activity area cultural debris was scattered about in 
much the same manner as in AA 2.5; however the material was much less densely distrib- 
uted. This area contained about half as much debitage and rnicrodebitage as was found in 
AA 2.5. No specific lithic debris cluster was noted in the activity area during excavation. 
although a dense artifact cluster was exposed in the SE quater of 187s. 63E. No signifi- 
cant features were observed within the debris. Although nearly 200 pottery sherds were 
recovered from the area. only parts of Vessel 44 could be recognized in the collection. A 
large circular anvil was recovered within a scatter ûf finely smashed bone pieces. 

This area was probably a cornbination dump and bone srnashing area. like AA 2.5. 
located adjacent to it. Bone was not smashed as intensively in the area. however. Since 
there were no specific clusters of debitage, this matenal was probably scattered about as 
part of generd waste disposai, probably from AA 2.2. or even AA 2.5. 

Activify Aren 2.7- This activity area was located on the West edge of Sub-Block 2.2. 
It was characterized by a general scatter of large bone pieces. large rock fragments and an 
occasional tlake. A shdlow hollow in the paleosol surface was present in the south half 
of the area. Smaller bone fragments and a few lithics had accumulated in the natural 
depression. No other significant feature was observed in the area. 

Only five pottery sherds were found in the activity area: none conjoinable to defined 
Bushfield West vessels. A number of large fired rocks. and a few unfired cobbles were 
found in the artifact scatter. It is probable that they were used for bone smashing. 

Like Activity Areas 1.5 and 2.6. this area was also a dump site and bone smashing 
locality. 

Activiiy Aren 2.8- This area contained the remains of several debris distributions 
located on its West, nonh and east sidrs. Although no significant features were found. 
debris was generally heavily deposited throughout the area. Fifty pot sherds were col- 
lected but only Vessel 38 was represented among them. As in most of the other activity 
areas. the floor of this area was strewn with a quantity of smashed bone. The bone tended 
to be less fragmented than in areas to the nonh. nearer the hearths. 

Although there was a considerable variety of materials distributed within this area. no 
significant cluster of the non-faunal remains was apparent. It appeared that flakes. cores 
and tools had been scattered about the area in no particular pattern. Thus the area was 
probably used for bone smashing and secondary discard. as had the other areas located 
south of AA 2.2. 

Activify Area 2.9- This activity area almost completely encompassed another dense 
cultural debris scatter rneasuring several metres in diameter. The scatter included a 
quantity of smashed bone, broken pottery (some vesse1 sections only partially scattered) 



and lithic debitage. Although the material appeared ro mound up in a k w  discrete areas. 
the density did not approach that found in AA 2.2. Nearly 170 pottery sherds were col- 
lected from the area. Despite this number. part of only two vessels was represented. V 38 
and 43. Conjoins for these vessels were found in adjacent areas. and one from AA 2.1 as 
well. 

The artifact scatter yielded three projectile points. including two complete Plains Side 
Notch specimens. As well. three bone scraping tools were recovered. These were a 
complete and a broken bone flesher and a fragment of a possible bone scraper. 

As in the other surrounding areas. this area was used for dumping and bone smashing. 

Acf iv i~  Aren 2.10- This activity area consisted of a small discrete collection of a 
variety of artifact classes. hunal remains and fired rock. Twenty-one pottery pieces 
included some fragments from V 43 (some of which was recovered in AA 2.1). One 
small hammerstone was recovered in the debns. Despite the presence of several large 
fire-cracked rocks. there was no indication of any burning in the immediate area. 

This area was probably a secondaq discard locality. possibly coming directly frorn 
AA 2.2. 

Acrivi~  Arrn 2.11- This area was located several m southeüst of the main artifact 
cluster. on the edge of the assessment block. Several large bone fragments and a large 
chunk of lire-cracked rock. plus a srnall cluster of cultural debris chancterized this area. 
Only one potsherd was found, associated with Vesse1 45, most of which was found in AA 
7.3. A side-notched projectile point base was recovered in the small cluster of debris. 

Although somewhat separateci from the other southern activity areas, this area was 
also apparently used for discard. The one ceramic conjoin suggests the debris source may 
have been AA 2.2. 

Sub-Block 2.3 was a 5 x 8 rn area bounding two major artifact scatters and at least 
three hearths (Figure 5.14). The artifact distributions consisted of a quantity of lithic 
debitage and srnashed bone clusters within which were mixed many potsherds and stone 
and bone tools. One of these distributions covered much of the northern half of the 
block. The other scatter covered the southem third. Two hearths were Iocated within one 
rnetre of one another in the southern half of the block. The partially destroyed remains of 
a third were exposed in the southwest corner, in an area badly disturbed by construction 
equipment. A large burn area containing a small amount of ash was discovered in the 
centre east side of the block, beside a large patch of red ochre. 

Artifact recoveries. although not nearly as plentiful as those from Sub-Block 2.1, 
were nonetheless very significant. As shown in Table 5.8. a very large amount of Iithic 
debris and over 100 stone tools were recovered, most in association with the hearths. The 
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Figure 5.14. Prirnary features and ceramic crossrnends of Sub-Block 2.3. 



Vessels 6 Stone Tools 111 
Sherds 776 Worked Bone 6 
Ochre 82 Debitage 6,316 
Clam shell 225 Microdebitage 30,025 
Egg shell 1213 Cores 81 
Bone (grams) 13,761 FCR (grams) 11,769 

Table 5.8- Major artifact recoveries from the cerarnic area of Sub- 
B10ck 2.3 (67-72 m E / 179-187 m S - Area = 40 mZ). 

remains of six pottery vessels were also found. Most of these zirtifacts were located 
within eight defined activity areas (2.29, 2.34.2.35.2.36. 2.37.2.38, 2.39 and 2.40. 

Pottery 
Nearly 800 pottery sherds were recovered from Sub-Block 2.3. A number of these 

pieces could be crossmended. resulting in the partial refabrication of six identifiable 
vessels. They were V 20. V 2 1, V 27, V 34. V36 and V37. Sherds from Vesse1 37 were 
widely distributed throughout the block in several activity areas. plus a large portion 
outside of the sub-block to the West. Vesse1 20 sherds were distnbuted widely outside of 
the sub-block. especially to the northwest. Only a few sherds were found within its 
defined boundaries. The rernaining vessel-associated sherds were confined to Sub-Block 

Lithic Debris 
Nearly 6.000 pieces of debitage were recovered throughout Sub-Block 2.3. The bulk 

of this material was found in Activity Areas 2.37 and 2.40. An immense quantity of 
microdebitage was recovered in three separate areas of the sub-block. The lÿrgest collec- 
tion came from an area about 3 m in radius. centring on the large hearth in Activity Area 
2.37. Two other clusters appeared in the northwest and northeast corners of the block. 
Cores appeared to be more uniformly distributed throughout Sub-Block 2.3 than in the 
case of debitage and rnicrodebitage. 

Stone and Bone Tools 
Block 2.3 yielded an abundance of tools. in great variety (Figure 5.15). Only the celt 

class was unrepresented. The most numerous class was projectile points. most which 
were recovered from around the two hearths in Activity Areas 2.37 and 2.40. Bifaces 
were the next most abundant type of tool recovered, also occurring in unusually high 
frequencies in the aforementioned areas. A high proportion of these tool classes were 
recovered broken. 

Fire-cracked Rock 
Clustering of FCR was more apparent in this sub-block than in other areas of Block 2. 
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Figure 5.15. Projectile points. pipe bowl and bone needle recovered from Block 2.3. 

Two significant clusters appeared in Activity Areüs 2.35 and 2.36. Both areas contained a 
number of large rock chunks that may have been used for bone smashing. Most of nearly 
12 kg of materiai was recovered in the north half of the biock, usuatly in association with 
smashed bone. The material did not appear in noticeable clusters; most consisted of large 
individual chunks resting on the occupation floor unassociated with any particular fire 
source. Elsewhere, fired rock appeared as single chunks only. 

Rare/Exotic Recoveries 
A considerable quantity of ochre fragments. rnollusc shell and egg shell were col- 

lected from Block 2.3. Solid ochre pieces were recovered primarily in Activity Areas 
2.36 and 2.37. northwest of the large hearth. Several large ochre stains were exposed on 
the paleosol surface, principally near the hearths or in the centres of dense artifact scat- 
ters. Although these stains obviously contained a significant quantity of pigment. nearly 
al1 of it had been integrated into the paleosol matrix (as if it had been in liquid forrn at the 
time it was either spilled or purposely dumped) and could not be quantified. The location 
and character of these stains is detailed in separate activity area descriptions. 

Egg shell remains were recovered in abundance. particularly around the heanhs. 
These pieces were very srnall, averaging less than 6 mm in the longest dimension. None 
of the egg shell fragments was of sufficient size to be identified to a bird taxon. 

Pieces of clam shell were less common. Nearly 100 srnall fragments were found in 



one 50 cm ce11 on the south edge of AA 2.36. This was the only area in which the mate- 
rial was found in a cluster. The clam shell appeared to have been obtained locally. No 
exotic shell was recovered. 

A single fragment of iron was found resting on the paieosol surface at 183.5 m south. 
69.5 m east. directly associated with a large hearth. in activity area 2.37. The piece was 
approximately 3 mm thick. 32 mm long and 72 mm wide. weighing three gram. The 
material was highly corroded. The piece consisted of several layers of folded metal. 
shaped and cut on three of its sides. In plan view the piece resembled a point preform. 
betuing a possible shoulder notch on one side. The piece was too poorly formed to 
identify its form or function conclusively, however. 

Although native copper has been found on other Selkirk sites. and was a known. 
although apparently rare. exotic good in use in precontact times. the iron (or iron-based 
tin) piece found here is an anomaly. It is probable that the metal was originally an Old 
World import (either Western European or Asian by way of the Arctic (McCartney 
1988)). and was an extremely rare material to be encountered on the middle reaches of 
the Saskatchewan River at the tirne of Bushfield West's occupation. It was probably a 

highly valued late precontact trade item. 

Faunal Remains 
Nearly 14 kg of highly fractured bone was recovered from Sub-Block 2.3. The 

fracturing, which was perhaps more pronounced than in other areas. made identification 
of specific faunal elements dificuit. Nearly al1 of the specimens were of large or small 
marnmals. although a significant number of bird bones were identified. Bison and beaver 
elements made up nearly al1 of the species subset . 

Many of the specimens which could be aged were from üdult and immature anirnals. 
the latter nearly al1 beaver and unspeciated rodents. One foetal bison bone was observed. 

Context of Remains 
This area, located in the north east portion of Block 3. bounded two major utifact 

scatters and three hemhs (Figure 5-14). Tool recoveries were significant. and six pottery 
vessels were identified and associated with the area. Eight separate activity areas were 
defined in the block. Their content is summarized in Figure 5.16. 

Activity Area Description 
A c t i v i ~  Area 2.19 - Situated in the northeast corner of Sub-Block 2.1, this activity 

area contained significant quantities of al1 material classes, and appeared to represent a 
subcluster of the larger artifact scatter spreading nonh from the hearth areas at the centre 
of the block. Al1 material was spread about on the paleosol in no particular pattern. 

Non-tool lithic classes were insignificantly represented; on the other hand the area 
was well-represented by formed tools. In particular. a large chunk of basalt was recov- 
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Figure 5.16. Activity Area content for Block 2.3. 

ered in the debris. One face of the stone was flat and bore Wear marks suggesting that it 

rnay have been used as some sort of abrader or grindstone. Also recovered was a small 
bone splinter with one end sharpened to form a simple awl. Fifteen pottery sherds were 
found in the debns scatter. including a body and shoulder section. A few of the sherds 
were part of Vessel 20. most of which was recovered north and West of Block 2.3. 

It is difficult to determine what activities were responsible for the debns scatter in the 

area. Debri- essentially consisted of smashed bone, flakes. the odd bit of pottery and a 
nurnber of tools. The latter class was a mixed bag of scrapers, an abrader and a 
perforator. It is possible that there was some sort of' hide processinglclothing manufactur- 
ing taking place. which would üccount for the awl and perhaps the scraping tools. How- 
ever. the rest of the debris suggests disposal. and the broken condition of at least half of 
the formed tools and the crude nature of the abrader and bone awl tends to support this 
hypothesis. If i t  was a disposal area. it is probable that the debris came frorn the centre of 

Sub-Block 2.3, in the hearth areas. 

Activiiy Areri 2.34- This activity area resembled AA 2.29 in many respects. The area 
encompassed a sub-cluster of bone splinters and pieces within which were mixed 
debitage. cores, stone tools and pottery. The debris dso contained a quantity of frag- 
mented egg shell. The sub-cluster marked the nonhwest periphery of the general artifact 
scatter located in the centre of Block 2.3. There was no observable patteming to any of 
the anifact distributions. 

Many of the 40 pottery sherds retrieved from the activity area could be crossrnended 
to reconstmct portions of Vessel 21. Part of this vesse1 was also recovered in the vicinity 
of the hearth area in AA 2.37; one sherd was found in AA 2.40. 

In surnmary. AA 2.34 consisted of a thick. bounded layer of debris uniformly distrib- 



uted over the occupation surface. The debris contained debitage. rnicrodebitage. ex- 
hausted cores and predominantly broken or disposable tools. Faunai remains were finely 
srnashed. and the identifiable pieces originated from al1 parts of bison and beaver car- 
casses. A large part of a single vesse1 was recovered within the debris scatter. AA 2.34 
apparently functioned as a disposai area. The probable source of the refuse was from the 
south. most likely in the vicinity of the hearth in AA 2.37. This conclusion is supported 
by the presence of disposed egg shell. burned Faunal fragments and the crossmending of a 
charred sherd recovered from the hearth with remains of Vessel 2 1. The relatively high 
incidence of gnaw marks suggests that dogs may have scavenged the disposai area. It is 
possible that gnaw marks on the smaller pieces were of human origin. occurring prior to 
the bone being discarded. 

Activity Arrn 2.35- This was yet another bounded debris cluster. abutting AA 2.29 
and 2.34 on the north and northwest sides. A large cluster of fire-cracked rock was 
exposed on the West side. and smaller pieces of rock were scattered throughout the debris. 
A patch of yellow ochre was found on the centre nonh side. completely dissolved into the 
paleosol matrix, as if the material had been spilled on the ground in liquid fonn. Debns 
covered most of the activity area. except for an apparently bare patch of occupation 
located on the southeast edge. A small burn area containing some ash was encountered 
adjacent to this spot in A4 2.37 and 2.39. This feature is described in detail elsewhere 
(AA 2.39). 

Formed tools were recovered throughout the area in relative abundance. Three of the 
four projectile points were complete Plains Side Notch specimens. Two hamrnerstones 
were part of the tool collection. Although not tabulated with the rest of the tools from 
this area (being just outside of the defined activity boundary), a tiny fragment of a pol- 
ished date pipe bowl was recovered from the debris about 50 cm southeast of the ochre 
spi11 (Figure 5.15). Part of the bowl profile from the rim to below the sharply rounded 
lower shoulder was represented. Most of the base and dl of the stem wüs rnissing. The 
pipe was quite small, the orifice diameter being little more than one cm. 

Faunal remains were generally highly smashed, except for a few anornalous whole 
elements. A cornplete mandible half from a lynx was identified. The rnating mandible 
section was recovered nearby in AA 2.39. Pottery was recovered in several discrete 
clusters in the area, particulÿrly on the West and south edges. and in a single ce11 in the 
nonheast corner. A few sherds were conjoinable to Vessel 27. in AA 2.36. 

Activity Area 2.35 bore many of the charactenstics of the previously discussed areas. 
The materiai was recovered in an amorphous scatter. indicating that some son of disposal 
was taking place. Faunal remains appeared to be of the type associated with disposal: 
most of the bison remains had been gnawed (probably by a carnivore), and inedible teeth 
and mandible fragments comprised a significant proportion of the identifiable faunal 
assemblage. The proportional combinations of debitage (primaïily of Swan River chert). 



microdebitage and cores indicates possible core reduction activity. which would producr 
flakes and a srnall arnount of micro-shatter. However, this debris could also have been 
produced elsewhere and disposed of in the area. The small collection of diverse lithic 
materials supports the latter hypothesis. A large number of tools were found in the 
debris. Most of the well-formed tools were complete and unbroken. inchding three of 
the four points. I t  is possible that they may have been rnixed in with lithic and bone 
debris from elsewhere and tossed. The presence of the spilled ochre anci the discarded 
pipe bowl fragment also supports the idea of the area being a refuse dump. The two 
hammerstones rnay have been used for bone smashing in the area, but just as easily rnay 
have been placed in the a e a  as "de facto" refuse. 

There is some evidence that some of the refuse found in this area came from the 
vicinity of AA 2.39. since the mate of a lynx mandible came from there. Also, a small 
ochre spi11 (suggesting the use of liquefied paint) was recovered in AA 2.35. and a rnuch 
larger one of the same material found in AA 2.39. 

Activie Arra 2.36- This activity area was situated less than two metres West of the 
large central hearth. It consisted of another bounded scatter of bone splinters. debitage. 
pot sherds. egg shells and sorne fire-cracked rock. A small patch of ochre was exposed 
within the debris. 

Lithic remains were especially abundant. FIakes were not amorphously strewn within 
the general artifact scatter. Several discrete clusters of both debitage and microdebitage 
were noted. during collection and during subsequent cluster analysis. A significant 
quantity of debitage was composed of a greyish-green sandstone material. This lithic 
material was commonly used to make celts found on Bushfield West. These flakes clus- 
tered in the north-centrd portion of the activity area, in several cells. Over 50% of the 
microdebitage, recovered in profuse quantities. was composed of the same material. 
particularly in one ce11 in the nonheast corner of the activity area. Although 12 cores 
were recovered, no cores of this materiai were found. 

AA 2.36 yielded only a few tools. A Plains Side-notched point and a retouched flake 
were found. both complete. A basalt hammerstone and a large notchrd slab were discov- 
ered rnixed in with the the cluster of celt flakes. The former was a small. poorly formed 
basalt rock with percussion marks around its circumference. It apparently had been used 
for core reduction. The slab was a large flat rectangular rock ( 19 x 13 x 5 cm) with a 
crudely flaked bit and two large notches removed from each side of the slab centre. The 
notches were presumably served in hafting a large handle ont0 the tool. making it into a 
crude axe or maul. The slab was also pecked on both sides of its flat surface suggesting it 
may also have been used as an anvil. A fragment of a bone tool was recovered adjacent 
to a cluster of rnicrodebitage. The bit was well-worn and slightly flattened, coming to a 
blunt point. It resembled a flint-knapping pressure tlaker. 

Nearly 175 pot sherds were found in the debns scatter of Activity Area 2.36. A 



number were crossmended with Vessels 27 and 34. Vesse1 27 sherds were found tightly 
clustered in the northeüst corner of the activity area. and adjacent corners in AA 2.35 and 
2.37. 

The predorninant activities taking place in AA 2.36 appear to have been stone 
knapping and perhaps sorne bone smashing. The evidence for stone working is based 
upon the association of discrete collections of debitage and microdebitage with a small 
hammerstone and a bone pressure flaker. Based on the debitage rernains. at least one celt 
was rnanufiictured. Despite the lack of broken or incornpletely finished lirhic tools. it is 
probable that points, knives and scrapers were also being made. or at least resharpened. 
It appears that bone was being broken up, judging by the faunal debris scattered about. 
and the presence of the apparently discarded notched slab chopper. There also seems to 
have been some refuse discarded in the area. as suggested by the presence of broken 
pottery, egg shell and pieces of burned bone in the debris, and the ochre cluster discov- 
ered on the living fioor. Most of this material probably probably came from adjacent 
activity area 2.37. 

Activiiy Arecl 2.37- This was one of the largest activity areas defined in Sub-Block 
2.3. containing high densities of tools. debitage and microdebitage. Despite this produc- 
tivity. the area appeared to be relatively free of debris when excavated. except in the 
northwest corner and along the West edge. This illusion was supported primarily by the 
relative absence of faunal debris on the area's living floor. The central feature was a large 
hearth located in the area's south-centre. The fireplace consisted of a thick red soi1 lens at 
least 70 cm in diameter. overlain by a 3 cm layer of ash. The ash contained calcined 
bone. lithic debris and potsherds. A great deal of cultural material was recovered north 
and south of the feature. This debris consisted of all kinds of artificts. Most significant 
were formed tools. egg shell. and a piece of iron, discovered on the nonhwest edge of the 
hearth. The area immediately surrounding the hearth was relatively sterile. Northeast of 
this hearth was another bum area, containing a smdl arnount of ash. It üppeared to be a 
satellite hearth. The intewening area between the features was unusually free of debris. 
A number of smdl paint flecks were discovered east of the central hearth. in the middle 
of a debitage cluster. They appear to have been the remains of a powdered ochre cluster. 

Thirty-four formed tools were collected. primarily from the two areas north and south 
of the heÿnh, and in the hearth ash. The ten points were nearly al1 represented by tips, 
bases or split body sections, probably the result of knapping errors. Four pieces were 
recovered from the central hearth ash. Only one of six bifaces was retrieved unbroken. 
Three of five scrapers were represented by largely unidentifiable fragments. One com- 
plete endscraper was found. Five of eight retouched flakes were found fractured. 

A possible pecking stone fragment was found in the debris north of the hearth and a 
very large anvil stone was exposed overlying the hearth ash. The anvil may have been 
used as a chopper since it was crudely chipped to an edge on one end. A flat sandstone 



plate resembling an abrader found in AA 2.39 was recovered in the debris nonh of the 
hearth. P m  of one face had been ground smooth. although the surface was not as finely 
polished as the abrader from the other activity area. A long, thin. well-made bone needle 
was recovered just West of the satellite hearth in the nonheast corner of the activity area. 
in an area in which the living floor was relatively uncluttered with debris. Another bone 
tool. a possible scraper or flaking tool fragment. was found on the West side of the heanh. 
in another relatively uncluttered area. 

AA 2.37 contained n e d y  300 pot sherds. These sherds crossmended to five vessels 
recognized in the block (Vessels 2 1,27.34,36 and 37). Sherds from Vessel 2 1 and 36 
were found directly in heanh ash. Although pieces of Vessel 37 were scattered al1 over 
the block, remains of the other vessels seem for the most part to have ended up on the 
debris piles located northeast of the hearth. 

This activity area seems to have sewed as a rnulti-purpose living area and workshop. 
The central hearth. which contained calcined bone and broken pottery frügments. was 
probably used for roasting and boiling. Smashed bone fragments and egg shell strewn to 
the northwest of the fire (and within it) appear to have been disposa1 rernnants of some 
sort of bone processing and general cooking activity. Potsherd distributions suggest thüt 
vessels were probably used and broken in the area. There may have been some ochre 
preparation, as alluded to by the presence of pigment remains and a small gnnding imple- 
ment. Recovery of the piece of iron on the northwest edge of the central hearth seems to 
indicate that the occupants were involved in sorne kind of exotic vade network. although 
the trading rnay not have taken place in this activity area. 

The dominant activity seems to have been tool making, however. as demonstrated by 
the recovery of great quantities of debitage and microdebitage and a very high proportion 
of broken tools. Most of this activity seems to have been restricted to areas to the west. 
northwest and directly south of the heürth. The northeast side of the hennh was quite 
clean. It was in this area that the bone needlc was found, plus an unbroken retouched 
tlake and endscnper. it rnay have been used for less messy activities such as hide work- 
ing or even sleeping. Lack of significant identifiable faunai recoveries suggests that 
ünimd butchenng was not a prominent activity in any part of this activity area. 

Activis  Aren 7.38- A distinctly eiongated accumulation of artifacts passing through 
this othenvise sterile uea  suggested that the cluster was composed of debris raked from 
the surrounding area into a small windrow. Within the debris. seven tools were recov- 
ered, including two complete projectile points. a biface prefom and a retouched flake. 
Sixteen pottery sherds and a large quantity of egg shell were aiso recovered in the debns 
windrow 

The activity area appears to reflect some sort of purposeful debris dumping or piling 
activity rather than an area of gradua1 artifact accumulation. Although pottery could not 
be crossrnended to any identified vessel, the presence of discarded egg shell may be part 



of the scatter which apparently spread from AA 2.40. 
Artivify Aren 2.39- Activity area 1.39 rncompassed a small. bounded debris scatter 

located on the east side of a smdl bum patch containing artifact-laden ash. The feature. 
most of which was situated in the northeast corner of AA 2.37. was apparently a small 

hearth. The small volume of ash contained calcined bone and flakes. A small amount of 
fire-cracked rock was scattered to the east in the artifact distribution. In the centre of the 
debris the paleosol was discoloured by a 30 cm dimeter stain of red ochre. The pi, ornent 
was integrated thoroughly into the upper two cm of the paleosol in much the same man- 
ner as the yellow ochre in AA 2.35. The debns contained debitage. rnicrodebitage. pieces 
of pottery and a quantity of splintered bone. A number of egg shell fragments were also 
recovered around the ochre patch. Formed tools were mixed in with the debris. 

Seven formed tools were recovered. Arnong them. two tiny abnders were identified. 
One was a flat sandstone plate about 5 cm on a side and approxirnateIy 0.5 cm thick. 
This object had been polished rnarble-smooth in the middle and obviously had served as 
either a sharpening stone or possibly a very small metate. A tiny round hoIe had been 
drilled several mm into the plate surface. but did not penetrate to the other side. The 
second item was a fragment of a similar type of plate. It bore a highly wom f x e  as well. 
The two pieces did not crossmend with one another and appeared to be of separate origin. 
Neither of the items exhibited any kind of stain. The single bone item was a small, tlat 
round shell blank. It is possible that. had this piece been completed. it would have been 
drilled through and strung as a decorÿtive bead. 

Sixteen pottery sherds were found in the debris. A large section of Vessel 37 was 
recovered in the vicinity of the ochre stain and lithic debris. A charred rim sherd from 
Vessel 27 was found within the hearth. 

The character of the debris scatter in AA 2.39 is somewhat different than that of other 
areas peripheral to the large hearth at the centre of Block 1.3. Debiiape and 
microdebitage were exposed in several tight clusters. not part of a homogeneous artif~ct 
distribution as was found in AA 2.29, 2.34 and 2.35. This discrete lithic patterning, plus 
the presence of a number of broken and unfinished tools suggest that tool manufacturing 
took place. A bead blank was recovered, implying that shell working was also under- 

taken. 
Most intriguing was the large ochre spill. Two tiny gnnding implements were found 

adjacent to the stain. Though fragmented. their finely polished character indicates that 
they were used for intensive. small-scale grinding, as would be expected if small pieces 
of ochre were to be pulverized for suspension in liquid. The large section of Vessel 37 
recovered in the activity area appeared to be stained with ochre. especially on the interior. 
Since this vesse1 did not appeür to have been suitable for cooking (the paste was poorly 
consolidated) it may have been used as a container for mixing ochre to make liquefied 
paint. Liquefaction of paint suggests imminent usage; therefore it seems probable that 
paint was being applied as well as manufactured. 



This area. containing the small satellite hearth. appeürs to have been reserved for 
sprciülized tasks. These included stone and bone (shell) working. paint making and 
using, plus some roasting. Use of pottery vessels over a fire is aiso indicated. as sug- 
gested by the recovery of a large pot sherd for the satellite heanh. The vesse1 was appar- 
ently discarded to the West. in activity areas 3.37 and 2.35. The latter area appears to 
have been the focus for byproducts coming from activity ÿrea 2.39. It seems evident that 
the pipe bowl fragment found in AA 2.35 came frorn the vicinity of the satellite hearth. 
Thus, smoking-related activities and affiliated interaction behaviour are implied. as well. 

A c t i v i ~  Area 2.10- This activi ty area was incorporated by the southem third of Block 
2.3. It was strewn with finely broken bone fragments in the north half, and larger pieces 
of bone in the south half. Pottery fragments were recovered in severai discrete clusters. 
Lithic debitage was strewn throughout the entire area. exposed in quite compact clusters 
in a few areas. Several small rniddens were noted; one occurred in a natural trough in the 
paleosol in the West half of the activity area. It was filled with a only few splinters of 
bone but significant quantities of debitage and pottery. A second small midden occurred 
in the area centre. in a small 10 cm deep natural hollow: it contained several bison mandi- 
ble sections. bison teeth. a cluster of potsherds and some debitage. 

A second smüll satellite heluth was exposed in the northeast corner of the area. It 
much resernbled the hearth discovered in the northeast corner of AA 2.37. The feature 
consisted of an ovd patch of burned soi1 approximately 50 cm in diameter. overlain by a 
very thick (approximately six cm) Iayer of ash. The ash contained bumed bone and 
tlakes. A significant quantity of egg shell was collected on the south and east sides of the 
feature. part of the distribution surrounding the small central midden. 

Debitage and microdebitage dominated the assemblage from this area. Although 
tlakes. shatter and microflakes appeared to cliister in a few places when the paleosol was 
exposed. preliminary distribution studies indicated that little significant clustering oc- 
curred in the area. 

Of the 30 tools recovered frorn AA 1.40.15 were projectile points and bifaces. Every 
one of the 12 points was recovered broken or incomplete. Ten of the 13 bifaces were 
broken or incomplete as well. Three unifaces (two endscrapers and a sidescraper) and 
two retouched flakes were recovered unbroken. No other tools were recovered directly 
within the boundary defined for AA 2.40: however, a small elongated pecking stone was 
retneved on the edge of the debris distribution just beyond the southeast corner of the 
activity area. Extensively pitted on both ends. the tool was probably a flint-knapping 
billet. No bone tools were recovered in the area. 

Of the faunal remains, a high proportion of rodent phalanges (probably beaver) were 
identified. Nearly half of the identifiable specimens had been charred by fire. All of the 
burned beaver bone in the area came from the satellite hearth. 

A number of potsherds were recovered from the block. The majority could not be 



crossmended to any particular vessel, but a few pieces could be associated with one 
recognizable pot within the activity area. This was vessel 37. which was spread through- 
out the block; but most of it was found in AA 2.37. One piece of Vesse1 2 1, most of 
which was found in a bounded area in AA 3.34 . was recovered just outside of the activity 
area in the midden Iocated in the area's west side. 

Like ;\A 2.37. AA 1.40 was probably a multiple activity work and disposal area. Tool 
making was the most significant undertaking. at least in tems of waste generated. Flakes 
were being struck off cores and then manufactured primûnly into bifaces and projectile 
points. The vast arnount of microdebitage created attests to the intensity of the tool 
manufacturing and core reduction process. in which there were apparently many 
knapping failures. particularly of projectile points. The tool refinishing appeared to take 
place in the centre portion of the activity area. West of the small hearth. Imrnediately 
beside the hearth a quantity of egg shell was recovered. plus a nurnber of intact tools. In 
fact. most of the unbroken knives. plus the scrapers and retouched flakes came from that 
area. Hide preparation and working may have taken place in its vicinity. while knapping 
was restricted to areas West and north of the small fireplace. 

The area around the hearth did not contain much debitage, but it did contain bone 
fragments. many which proved to be beaver phalanges. This small hearth may have been 
employed to roast more delicate meat (such as beaver paws) which could not bear the 
intense heat that would have been radirited by the larger hearth located to the north. Egg 
shell was also recovered in great quantities around this fireplace. suggesting that the 
eastem part of the area was also used for cooking. 

There may have been some intentional dumping in the activity area. Natural depres- 
sions in the living floor may have been leveled out by filling them with debris. a process 
which would account for the midden-like artifact ciusters on the West side and centre. 
Also. the south edge of the area was apparently chosen as dumping spot for large pieces 
of bone which were not intensively srnashed. 

Block 3 was situated approximately 50 m east of the western cliff edge of Bushfield 
Flat, nearly 70 m from the Saskatchewan River. The block's archaeological component 
was discovered during the test assessment program undertaken in the fa11 of 1982. At that 
time. several productive pits indicated that a significant cultural occupation existed in the 
vicinity. More intensive testing, however, failed to intercept the suspected dense archaeo- 
logicd deposits. Rather than discontinue work in the locality, a magnetic survey was 
irnplemented in an attempt to locate potential archaeological features buried beneath the 
ground surface (Gibson 1986~). During the survey, six significant magnetic anomalies 
were detected. Each of these was scanned with a metal detector to eliminate spurious 
interference caused by metal. and then probed with a soi1 coring device. Soi1 cores 
suggested that at least one major fire hearth was represented in the block, plus at least one 



cluster of tired rock located a number of metres away from the hearth. 
Other natural features of lesser significance included nurnerous burn spots on the 

paleosol. and remnant cnarred roots and stumps which were found to rest on and within 
the stratum. Most of the burn spots appeared to have been associated with root buming. 
The roots and stumps suggest that the block. when occupied. was at least partially 
forested. Their charred nature also suggests that parts of Bushfield Flat were subjected to 
a severe fire pior to the living floor being buried. 

Significant natural and cultural features. and rirtifact distributions for the block are 
shown in Figure 5.17. Defined activity üreas are shown in Figure 5.18. Although most of 
Block 3 was considered relatively unproductive. certain portions of the locality produced 
great quantities of many kinds of materials. Artifact recoveries for the entire block are 
surnrnarized elsewhere (Gibson 1994): for this study only those Activity Areas (3.3-3.8 
and 3.10) which yielded signifiant cermic recoveries are addressed. Table 5.9 shows 
the artifact recoveries for the entire block. 

Vessels 4 Stone Tools 42 
S herds 736 Worked Bone 4 
Ochre 90 Debitage -.- 7 741 
Clam shell 46 Microde bitage 9.959 
Egg shell 8 Cores 5 1 
Bone Igrams) 7 3  10 FCR (trams) 5,279 

Table 5.9. Major artihct recoveries from Block 3 (106- 
126 m E / 200-210 m S - Area = 200m2). 

Pottery 
Two nearly cornplete vessels (V 1 and V 8) and two pots represented by rim and neck 

sherds (V 14 and V 23) were recovered from Block 3. The former two vessels were 
found smashed if1 situ. although parts of Vessel 1 were found clustered in two other areas 
as well. The largely whole pots were associated wi:h the cluster of activity areas around 
the largest hearth in the block (AA 3.4-3.8). Many body sherds spatially associated with 
Vessels 1 and 8 could not be mended to any particular vessel. They may be part of the 
rernains of Vessel 14 or of sorne other vessel not represented by rirn portions. Vessel 23. 
a rim sherd fragment. was isolated in activity area 3.10 and could not be associated with 
the three other identified pots. The distribution of vessel pans is shown in Figure 5.19. 

Lithic Debris 
There appeared to be an ubiquitous scatter of stone flakes throughout the living floor 

of Block 3. Almost every square rnetre produced at least one tlake. Significant quantities 
of debitage. as interpreted through the Concentration Statistic, appeared oniy in a few 
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Figure 5.17. Plan view of significant features and interpreted artifact distributions within 
Block 3. Note that the area between 110 - 1  13 and126430 East, 210-220 
South is not shown because of the absence of features, athough it was al- 
most entirely excavated. See Figure 5.18 for a fuller explanation of artifact 
distributions. 

areas of the block. however. Unlike the debitage class. microdebitage was found in only 
three areas of Block 3. Most was concentrated in a few 50 cm squares, in great fre- 
quency. The appearance of the class indicates a local area of intense flint knapping, or an 
area in which flint knapping debns was discarded. Not surpnsingly, the spatial distribu- 
tion of of the 5 1 cores recovered in Block 3 closely parallels that of debitage concentra- 
tion, but for a few exceptions. 

Stone and Bone Tools 
Several important, and relatively rare, Stone tools were recovered from this block. 

The most intriguing items were a pair of ground and pecked mortars recovered in Activity 



Block 3 CCS 

CCS < 2 suppressed 

Figure 5.18. S u m a r y  of activity areas identified in Block 3. using 
Cummulative Concentration Coefficient. 

Ares 3.4. They bore stains on their grinding surfaces suggesting they were used to manu- 
facture ochre. Use W e a r  on each artifact suggests that the two were used together. The 
only diagnostic projectile points were two nearly complete Plains Side Notch specimens. 
A complete celt was aiso recovered. Selected tools are shown in Figure 5.20. 

Fire-cracked Rock 
Despite the presence of two hearths in Block 3. and widespread evidence of intensive 
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Location of ceramic recovenes within Block 3. 

bone processing for consurnption, only a small quantity (just over five kg) of FCR was 
recovered. This rock was almost al1 associated with hearths. It was al1 in very friable 
condition. It is apparent that the more labour-intensive activities such as animal dismern- 
berment. bone smashing and bone de-greasing took place beyond the area represented by 
Block 3. This situation may account for the lack of FCR, since this artifact class is nor- 



Figure 5.20. Projectile points. end scraper and celt from Block 3. 

mally manifested in areas in which bone boiling and bone processing take place. 

RarefExotic Recoveries 
In this area ochre was difficult to quantify because of its fragmented nature and its 

tendency to blend in with the paleosol matrix. The frequency reponed in Table 5.9 repre- 
sents the number of fragments recovered dunng excavation. What is not represented is 
the amount encountered as stains on the living floor which could not be documented 
except through mapping and photography. 

Two significant ochre stains were found in the ceramic section of Block 3. One was 
exposed on the north side of an ice push feature at 3 11 m south. 11 8 m east. northwest 
quxter. It was a 10 cm diümeter stain which penetrated about half a centimetre into the 
paleosol. A second, much larger paint stain was found centring at 2 16 south. 1 17 east. 
covenng most of the 50 cm squares surrounding that point. This feature. nearly 75 cm in 
diameter. was associated with a large hearth and many artifacts. In places, the red paint 
penetrated 1 to 2 cm into the paleosol, staining a few tlakes and bone fragments found 
within its extent. A large rock weighing nearly 20 kg intnided into the northwest edge of 
the paint stain. Although it did not appear to bear any grinding surface. the top of the 
rock was smudged with red ochre. 

Almost al1 of the nearly 50 fragments of clam shell found in the ceramic section of 
Block 3 were recovered in the area of the largest hearth, around activity areas 3.4 to 3.7. 
No shell fragments appeared to bear working edges or were modified in any manner. 

Eight fragments of egg shell were found in association with activity areas 3.4 to 3.7. 
near the large hearth in that area. Although undiagnostic as to species. they do sugpst 



that the area was occupied in the mid to late spnng. when bird nesting takes place in the 
Nipawin area (McKeand 1995243). 

Faunal Remains 
The majority of this matenal was recovered in the vicinity of the large hearth located 

at the centre of the block, from which most of the cerarnics were recovered. The bone 
was recovered in a highly fragmented state, pennitting only L 16 pieces to be identified. 
This fragmentation was not a taphonomic phenornenon: almost al1 of the bone had been 
purposely broken up at the time of deposition. 

Fragments from elk. bison. wolf, beaver. goose. duck and grouse were identified. 
Marty of the identifiable bone fragments could not be aged. Most appeared to be from 
animals of the adult or young adult stage of development. although a significant number 
of bones were judged to be of immature age. No foetal bones were identified. The two 
most significant species represented in the identifiable collection were bison and beaver. 

Only three activity areas produced identifiable faund rernains. In fact. identifiable 
fÿunal material from this block did not correlate specifically with any defined activity 
area boundary, although a generd correlation could be made with Activity Areas 3.4 to 
3.8. Consequently. a Faunal Analytical Unit (FAU) was arbitrarily defined. encompass- 
ing the area around these Activity Area clusters. Its defined boundary is shown in Figure 
5.19. 

Context of Remains 
Block 3 was located in a relatively isolated part of Bushfield West. in an area inter- 

preted to have been forest at the time of occupation. A large part of the block was nearly 
sterile of artifacts. except for two areas in which dense clusters of cultural material and 
hearth features indicated that significant activities once took place. One of these areas 
yielded impressive pottery remains. in combination with artifacts and features (Figure 
5.17). These remains were found in seven activity areas. whose content are surnmxized 
in Figure 5.2 1. 

Activiiy A r m  Description 
Seven activity areas were defined around a large hearth and ochre stain exposed in the 

middle of Block 3. The relative proxirnity of five of these areas suggests that the locality 
was the focus of many activities normally associated with a temporary residence. The 
previously defined Faunal Analytical Unit completely encompasses these areas, serving 
as a useful arbitrary boundary for evaluating the clusters as a combined unit, or Activity 
Cornplex. 

Activiiy Area 3.3- This was an area defined by the contents of a single 50 cm square. 
in which quantities of rnicrodebitage and debitage (composed entirely of brown chd- 
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Figure 5.7 1. Activity Area content for the cerarnic portions of Block 3. 

cedony) were found in a 50 cm diarneter cluster at the bottom of a 1 x 3 m ice push 
depression. No tools or cores were present. The very tight dispersa1 pattern of the 
debitage fragments suggests that the material had been dumped in place as a single event. 
rather than being deposited randomly in the course of flint knapping. Mixed in with this 
lithic matenal was a matrix of charred and pulverized bone fragments. Although no ash 
was found mixed in with the bone and debitage, the artifact deposit may represent re- 
mains scooped out of a nearby hearth. 

One metre southeast of the cluster a collection of pottery sherds was exposed. outside 
the ice push feature. This sherd cluster was reconstructed in the laboratory and proved to 
be part of the base of Vesse1 1. the majority of which was recovered in Activity Area 3.7. 
A large body sherd was recovered one metre to the north of this material, bearing a fabric 
impression resembling the reconstructed sherds. 

It is probable that the ice push depression was the focal point of some son of refuse 
disposal. The ceramic crossmend suggests that the hypothetical hearth debris may have 
some association with the multiple activity areas located to the south. 

Activ is  Area 3.4- Located northwest of the hearth. this square metre of area con- 
tained six Stone tools, a quantity of debitage and microdebitage. a small fragment of FCR 
and many tiny fragments of bone. Two mortar-like grinding Stones were found in situ 
within 50 cm of one another. The ground edge of one artifact appears to fit within the 
groove of the other. Both bore ochre stains when removed, indicating the two were used 
in conjunction with one another, probübly to make ochre pigment. 

Artifactual evidence suggests that the most signifiant activity that took place in AA 
3.4 was discard. There was a general lack of significant füunal remains to indicate bone 
processing, apart from consumption and discard of inedible pieces. The absence of cores 



suggests that prirnary stone knapping did not take place in the activity area. Similarly. 
there was little evidence of stone tool making. Though tools may have been retouched 
there. unifacial scrapers found in the scatter of debitage suggest that they were part of a 
general discard process in which waste flakes were being tossed away from the hearth. 
Significantly, no ochre stains were observed anywhere in the area even though two ochre 
grinding irnplements were discovered. Apparently. the bulky tools were tossed into the 
area after use. and not thought of sufficient use to warrant being curated after the living 
area was abandoned. 

Activi@ Ama 3.5- Activity area 3.5 consisted of 49 pot sherds broken in place. repre- 
senting various portions of Vessel 1. and a number of unmended sherds which may be 
associated with other vessels from the general block area. 

Activip Aren 3.6- A vast and varied number of artifacts were recovered from this 
area. located imrnediately north, south and east of a large hearth remnant. The hearth 
consisted of a compacted layer of ash fonning a 60 cm oval-shaped feature. The ash 
contained a large quantity of blackened and caicined bone. lithic fragments. pottery 
sherds and pottery spalls. The hearth remnant was overlain to some degree by lithic 
debitage. some fire-cracked rock and a few large bone fragments. A large round rock. 
exhibiting smudges of ochre. bordered its West edge. It may have served as a grindstone. 
Several accumulations of orange-red ochre were collected on the nonh and south edge of 
the heath feature. The southem ochre stain actuülly appeared to be sorne sort of spi11 or 
durnp having a radius of at least 75 cm diameter. 

Very little pottery was recovered from the activity area. What was retrieved consisted 
of rniscellaneous sherds scattered about in no particular cluster. The only significant 
accumulation of sherds occurred in the heanh area. There. fragments of Vessel 1 were 
found. including a section of the rim. This distribution suggests that the vesse1 cracked or 
broke dunng use. Most of the remains were apparently tossed away frorn the hearth into 
other activity areas. 

Bordering the hearth. and surrounding or interming ling wi th the oc hre features. were 
a number of debitage and microdebitage clusters. located primarily southeast of the 
hearth. Microdebitage appeared to cluster in two areas; on the nonh periphery of the 
hearth rernnant and a larger area on the east and south side. 

Identifiable faunal remains were dominated by representative pieces of beaver. bison 
and undifferentiated ungulates. With specific reference to bison and beaver remains 
recovered in the area. several observations are pertinent. Bison remains consisted of 
appendicular parts only, while beaver remains cornprised representative portions of al1 
parts of the animal. This pattern suggests that only certain parts of bison. notably the 
limbs, were processed/consumed in the area. In contrast, entire beaver carcasses were 
processed in the hearth and work area. Not surprisingly, al1 of the bumed beaver remains 



were recovered in the only activity area harbouring hearth remains. The fact that none of 
the bison remains were bumed may reflect a different cooking process: bison meat (en- 
casing bone) may have been boiled and consumed while beaver may have been at least 
partially roasted over the fire. Over half of the beaver remains from the area were of one 
or more immature individuals. This pattern may suggest that immature (i.e. srnaller) 
beaver were roasted. while larger animals were boiled. 

Activity Area 3.6 bears al1 of the attributes suggestive of a rnulti-purpose residence 
area. A number of di fferent activities apparently took place. These activities revolved 
around stone tool making. food preparation and consumption and ceremonid activity. 
There is no indication of dumping. as in other activity areas. Tool making appears to 
have involved a full range of tool manufacturing stages, from primary stone reduction 
from cores through finishing of preform blanks into final products. The vast quantity of 
microdebitage attests to the tool refinishing. and the great number of broken tools seems 
to support this deduction. 

A c t i v i ~  Arrn 3.7- This activity area contained a vast quantity of ceramics and only a 
small quantity of other rernains. Portions of three vesseIs were recovered in the area. 
Vesse1 14. represented by a large section of rim and neck. was represented nowhere else 
in the entire block. Vessel 8 was found to be entirely smashed in place in the square 
rnetre area. Portions of Vesse1 1. found in at least three other areas of the block, were 
found in this area. 

Aciivity Area 3.7 appears to have been used for discard. Most of the remains may 
have come from the hearth area in AA 3.6. considenng the crossmends made with Vessel 
I .  The nature of the discard pile strongly resembles that of AA 3.10. 

Activ ip  Aren 3.8- This small 50 cm square area contained over 80 pieces of debitage. 
a few pieces of microdebitage and a single core. It is possible that the core was reduced 
in the area. despite relative lack of microdebitage. ffiapping of other materials is also 
evident from the variety of materials represented in the lithic cluster. Lack of significant 
rnicrodebitage suggests that no tool manufacturing or resharpening took place in the area. 

Activi- Aren 3. IO- Activity Area 3.10 contained a variety of remains. considering its 
small size. Lithic recoveries included two Swan River chert scrapers and 20 flakes 
composed primuily of the same matenal. Only two cermic fragments were found, one 
which represented Vessel 23. 

The lirnited distribution of such a diverse artifact assemblage within a single 50 cm 
square suggests that it was a dump. This hypothesis is supponed by the minuscule re- 
mains of Vessel 23. which indicates that most of the pot was discarded elsewhere. The 
material probably did not originate in the activity cluster described above, since Vessel 23 
could not be crossmended with other vessels found in the area. It is possible that the 



source of the art if i t  deposit may have been located south of Block 3. 

During the 1982 assessment operation on Bushfield West. a large quantity of pottery 
was recovered from a test hole located at grid coordinates 332 south. 78 east. within the 

7 occupation paleosol. The 50 cm- area was expanded and much of a large pottery vessel 
(V 5) was removed from a single metre square. The pottery remains were reconstmcted 
and analyzed by Dr. Margaret Hanna following the field work (Hanna 1983: 84). Her 
analysis suggested that the vessel had never been used after it was manufactured, and in 
fact bore al1 the characteristics of a "waster." that is. a pot which had broken during the 
firing process and been discarded. Since wasters are commonly tossed aside after firing. 
Hanna suggested that the pottery firing hearth may have been iocated within a few metres 
of the pottery recovery. 

The following season the area nonh and West of the recovery unit was opened up. 
The plough zone and overburden sterile sand were removed by shovel and trowel and 
discarded. A discontinuous layer of redeposited sand was encountered during cxposure 
of the paleosol. In some parts of the block this deposit was nearly 30 cm thick. particu- 
lady in areas in which the paleosol dipped down into a hollow formed by ice gouging; the 
sandy material did not contain artifacts. Several additional sherd clusters were exposed. 
plus a few articulated ungulate carpals. Bumed root remnants were found within the 
paleosol. but no evidence of a fire hearth. Much of the pottery from the expanded exca- 
vation was crossrnended to Vessel 5. Several rim sherds from two other vessels (V 56 
and V 57) were also recognized. These vessels appeared to be very sirnilar to Vessel 5. 

In 1984 a larger area was opened up to the south. West and east of the original test 
unit. More redeposited. sterile sand was encountered. particularly on the south end. but 
little else of significance. The paleosol was thin and discontinuous in some parts. having 
been disturbed by cultivation. Another sherd cluster was found. again consisting of 
sherds from the originally recovered vessels. plus a few bone fragments and a few flakes. 
No other features were exposed. A summary of the recoveries for the entire block is 
found in Table 5.10. 

Vessels 3 
S herds 448 
Oc hre O 
Clam shell O 
Egg shell O 
Bone (grams) 183 

Stone Tools O 
Worked Bone O 
De b i tage 8 
Microdebitage O 
Cores O 
FCR (grams) 6 

7 

Table 5.10. Major artifact recoveries frorn Block 5 (Area = 16 m-). 



Block 8 was located on the edge of a grave1 haul road which was rnistakenly pushed 
through the rniddle of the site in 1984. In a few areas. artifacts were exposed by this 
unauthorized road building activity. Trowel and brush clean-up in one place adjacent to 
the road exposed a remnant patch of occupation paleosol resting in a shailow natural 
depression which had escaped the grader blade. Most of the paleosol was intact and 
contiguous. although the northem edge was somewhat defomed by heavy traffic passing 
over it prior to exposure. The paleosol surface was heavily laden with clusters of pottery 
sherds and lithic debris. and a large quantity of fragmented bone. This material sur- 
rounded the remains of a hearth. primarily on the West and south side. The area east of 
the hearth rose out of the depression. and had been bladed away. 

Despite the small size of the area. a large and diverse mifact assemblage was recov- 
ered (Table 5.11). This material was of sufficient qumtity to be examined using the 
cluster statistic. enabling potenlia1 activity areas to be identified and characterized objec- 
tively. Based on the distribution of principal artifact classes. three activity areas were 
defined within Block 8 (Figure 5.32). These were B 8.1. B 8.1. and B 8.3. 

Vessels 3 Stone Tools 27 
S herds 676 Worked Bone O 
Oc hre 2 Debitage 696 
Clam sheIl 5 Microdebitage O 
Egg shell - 3 Cores 10 
Bone (grams) 2,008 FCR (grams) 3454 

Table 5.11. Major artifact recoveries from Block 8 (Area = 16 rnL). 

One partially reconstructed pot and two other vessels represented by smdl rim sherd 
portions were recovered from the the activity area West and south of the hearth. Vesse1 

93 and 94. the rim sherd remnants. were found within a metre of one another on the edge 
of the artifact scatter (Figure 5.23). Sherds from Vesse1 92. of which a large part of the 
rirn and neck were represented, were found in clusters scattered in a line from the north- 
east edge of the block to the southwest edge of the intact paleosol. One scorched sherd 
was recovered from the hearth. 

Lithic Debris 
Apart from a few flakes scattered about in othenuise sterile units, al1 debitage was 

restricted to Activity Areas 8.2 and 8.3. In AA 8.2 a wide, contiguous cluster of flakes 
was found around the north, West and south of the hearth. A second small cluster was 
found at 220 south, 73.5 m east. Debitage clustered on the West side of AA 8.3. and 
extended south from the area to AA 8.2. Only 361 pieces of microdebitage was encoun- 
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Figure 5.23. Activity areas and cerarnic crossmends from Block 8. 

tered dunng excavation of Block 8. despite detailed excavation of the occupation and 
screening through 2 mm mesh. Ail of this material came from the area immediately West 
of the hearth in AA 8.2, in association with the debitage recoveries. 

Stone TooIs 
Of the 27 stone tools recovered from Block 8, al1 but two were found in designated 

activity areas. Three items were found in Block 8.1. comprising some form of tool cache 
(Figure 5.24). This cache contained the block's only celt. B y far the majority of the 
tools, 22, were found in Block 8.2, the cluster area associated with the hearth. No bone 
tools were found in Block 8. 

Fire-cracked Rock 
Only a few large fragments of fire-cracked rock were recovered in activity area 8.3. 

These pieces were clustered south and West of the hearth. Activity Area 8.3 contained a 
substantial amount of fire-cracked rock. Some of this material had been pulled out of 
place by blading and lay on top of fired rock that was found in situ. The FCR may in fact 
have originated in activity area 8.2. 

RardExotic Recoveries 
Two tiny fragments of ochre weighing less than half a gram were recovered on the 
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Figure 5-24. Biface and celt cache found in Block 8. 

western perîphery of the heÿrth in activity area 8.3. Several fragments of unmodified 
mollusc shell were collected in several locations within that activity area as well. Two 
srnall fragments of egg s hell were recovered approximately 1.5 m directly West of the 
hearth. also within Activity Area 8.1. They were not identifiable as to species but do 
suggest that the area was occupied in the middle to late spring. 

Faunal Remains 
Over 3 kg of faunal material were collected from the three activity areas within Block 

8. Al1 material was highly fragrnented. The most significant aspect of the small collec- 
tion of identifiable remains was the total absence of srnall mammals. especially beaver, 
which predominated in the Caunal assemblages of a11 other activity complexes on 
Bushfield West. 

Context of Remains 
Although only a portion of Block 8 was excavated intact. a significant area of the 

interpreted residence was exarnined. including the central hearth area around which ü 

great amount of cultural debris was clustered. Using the CC statistic. three activity areas 
were identified (Figure 5.72). Their artifact content is summarized in Figure 5.25. 

Activiiy Aren Description 
Activity Area 8.1 - In this area the paleosol had not been bladed away. and two ovate 

Swan River chert knives and a celt were recovered in siru. No other artifacts were found 
associated with them. The association of the finely prepared knives and the ground celt 
suggests that the materials represented a tool cache or perhaps a tool kit which was lost. 
There was not sufficient preservation to determine if the tools had been wrapped in 
leather or been held in a pouch of some form, as seems likely. The proximity of the 
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Figure 5.25. Concentration coefficient for selected activity areas in Block 8. 

isoiated collection to the nearby hearth suggests that the materials may be part of Activity 
Area 8.2. 

Activiy Aren 8.2 - Activity Area 8.2 contained the bulk of the materials from the 
block. Large quantities of pottery, debitage. FCR, and hunal material were exposed in 

sitzl on the paleosol surface. A diverse stone tool assemblage and a srnall number of cores 
were recovered (Table 5.2. 5.3). Other important recovenes were small quantities of egg 
shell. clam shell and even traces of ochre. although the latter material was very tenuously 
represented compared to other activity complexes. 

The most interesting feature of Activity Area 8.2 was the hearth. discovered on the 
eüst edge of the block. It consisted of an ash lens approximateiy 3 0 4  cm in diameter. 
overlying a thick red soi1 discolouration resting on black paleosol. The ash was heavily 
laden with artifacts. including pottery (one sherd crossmended with Vesse1 92). a point 
tip. a bifacial knife fragment and a fragment of a grinding stone. Several cores and some 
debitage were also recovered from the ash. 

Immediately surrounding the hearth. especially on the West an3 south sides, c!usters 
of pottery. debitage and some fire-cracked rock were exposed. Most of this diverse 
assemblage of materials was found on the slope and base of a slight depression of which 
the hearth marked the eastern edge. It is probable that the materials extended to the east 
of the hearth. but the paleosol had been truncated in that direction. 

Act iv iy  Aren 8.3 - The most significant recovery from Activity Area 8.3 was Are- 
cracked rock. which was present at over nine times the expected rate by weight. How- 
ever, much of this material was recovered in uncertain context: it had been dislodged 



frorn the paleosol surface by blading and may have been introduced from elsewhere. A 
aeneral scatter of tlakes and pottery was found in situ on the e u t  side of the activity area. 2 

where disturbance was minimal. 
Though Activity Area 8.3 is spatially distinct from AA 8.2. crossmended parts of 

Vessel 92 were found in the 50 cm square immediately to the east of AA 8.3. It seems 
likely that the general artifact cluster in AA 8.3 is related to the activity surrounding the 
hearth. It is possible that Activity Area 8.3 represents accumulated (or perhaps purpose- 
fully discarded) debris produced in the area surrounding the hearth in Block 8. 

BLOCK 17 

Approximately 10 m directly south of Block 5. at 340 m south. 84 m east. a cluster of 
pottery fragments was exposed by one of the grader passes during the removal of the 
plough zone. Almost al1 of the occupation had been severely truncated by cu!tivation in 
this area. However a slight dip in the paleosol stratum had preserved a small patch of 
paleosol on which the pottery rested. A single metre square was placed over the patch 
and the materials retrieved. Along with the pottery. three flakes and 2 1 grams of uniden- 
tifïable bone fragments were collected (Table 5.17). No features were observed. 

Vessels 1 
S herds 82 
Oc hre O 
Clam shell O 
Egg shell O 
Bone (grams) 2 1 

Stone TooIs O 
Worked Bone O 
Debitage 3 
Microdebitage O 
Cores O 
FCR (trams) O 

3 
Table 5.13. Major artifact recoveries from Block 17 (Area = 1 rn-). 

Although over 80 fragments of pottery were recovered, only one vesse1 (Vessel 7) 
could be positively identified through reconstruction. Many body sherds could not be 
mended to the pot. and it is probable that they represented the remains of one or more 
other vessels not sufficicntly distinguishable to be used to designate a pot separate from 
Vessel 7. 



Chapter 6 

MODEL BEUNIOURS AND STRATECIES FOR THElR APPLICATION TO LIVING FLOORS 

This study is concemed with the use of pottery on Bushfield West. The goals are to 
determine where pots were used on the site. for what purpose they were used and who 
used them. To Iay the groundwork for this investigation. considerable effort has been 
directed at interpreting Bushfield West's archaeological remains at the household/resi- 
dence level. This is the area in which people are involved in day-to-day tasks which 
make up the bulk of their economic and social existence. and where the use of pottery 
would play a role. Studies elsewhere have suggested that it is this anaiytical focus. rather 
than the abstract study of specific artifact categories. which more accuntely refiects the 
full range of human behaviour on a site (Hayden and Cannon 1983: Brooks 1982). 

Analysis of behaviour at the site level on Bushfield West proved to be a complicated 
task. A somewhat descriptive "laundry list" of anifacts and features discovered in each 
area was produced to fulfill provincial permit reporting obligations. Expanding the 
investigation beyond the purely descriptive required the fabrication of models of site use 
that could account for al1 of the activities identified in the excavated areas. 

Modeling of houschold/residence patterns on Selkirk archaeological sites has never 
been atternpted. In fàct. these kinds of models have rürely been applied to hunting and 
gathering site remains anywhere in the parklands. mixedwood forest or boreal forest of 
Western Canada. An exception is Stevenson's study of the remains at Peace Point in 
northern Alberta (Stevenson 1986. 199 1 ). In attempting to sort out several interpreted 
synchronic occupations on the site. Stevenson developed models of lithic artifact assem- 
blage formation to explain the patterning of lithic distributions on those living floors. A 
mode1 of anif-idct formation around hearths was also produced. Stevenson applied these 
models to build a generd theory about the relationship of campsite location and tool 
manutacturing (Stevenson 1986: 99). and by extension the interpretation of division of 
labour on the site by sex (ibid: 99-1 14). 

GENEIML ARTIFACT FORMATION PROCESSES IVITfIIiS TESTS 
Stevenson's models were founded upon Binford's ( 1978a,b) observations of 

ethnoarchaeological activity at the Nunamiut Eskimo Mask Site and Yellen's ( 1977) 
studies among the !Kung Bushmen. Both studies suggested that activities on hunting and 
gathering campsites could not be expected to be spatially segregated. and studies since 
then have tended to rein force these conclusions (O'Connel1 et ai. 199 1). Archaeologists 
must be prepared to interpret archaeological remains with this in minci: one area of a site 
may have been the setting for a nurnber of activities, each leaving behind its own debris. 
Furthermore. in the course of later activities, certain rernains left behind from previous 



tasks may have been re-used. or at least displaced. 
These problems have induced some skepticisrn among ri few archaeologists who see 

ethnoarchaeological data as dernonstrating that spatial patteming cannot be reliably 
interpreted because of blumng through area re-use (O'Connel1 1987). Others are less 
pessirnistic. and believe that although some distortion of specific activities reflected in 
the archaeological record will ensue during site occupation and subsequent abandonment. 
nevertheless these activities c m  still be interpreted (Gregg et al. 199 1 : Gargett and 
Hayden 199 1). Also. some activities tend to occur more frequently in one place than 
another. and CO-occurrences of the same activities in these places are not uncornmon 
(Binford 1978a. Stevenson 1986:48). These observations indicate there is a basis for 
attempting to interpret specific activities (or at least general classes of activities) on 
different areas of a site. However. these interpretations have a fimer basis if they are 
related to theoretical models explaining how many of what kinds of artifacts will be left 
behind on the occupation sudace after an activity is terminated. 

Stevenson's lithic-oriented models are of lesser application to Bushfield West for 
several reasons. He was interested in explaining the distribution and composition of 
lithic debris on various occupations of the site, and thus invested a great deai of time in 
analyzing and catezorizing various classes of debitage. priniculariy by size and stage of 
creation during the knapping process. This level of analysis was not performed with such 
rigour on the iithics from Bushfield West. Perhaps more imponantly. this study is con- 
cerned with the use of pottery on the site. It would be more appropriate to develop mod- 
els of pottery use in activity areas on Bushfield West. than to apply Stevenson's lithic use 
models. 

Stevenson also devoted some effort in constructing a model of anifàct deposition 
around open air heanhs (Stevenson 1986). which he elaborated upon in a later publication 
( ibid.: 199 1 ). He essentially moditïed Binford's "Drop-Toss" model of deposition tïrst 
identified at the Mask Site (Binford 197%). Binford identified two areas in which refuse 
was discarded in the vicinity of hearths. One was the "Drop Zone" which occurred at a 
certain regular distance from a heanh. close enough for an individual to be warrned by 
the Tire but sufficiently distant to avoid becoming too hot or to be bothered by stray 
smoke. During craft activities. or when eating. various items fell directly to the ground 
and were considered discÿrded. Certain items were not dropped, however. These were 
tossed away from the area of activity. to the back and sides. This was called the ''Toss 
Zone" (Binford 197th: 339). Stevenson elaborated upon this model by adding an inter- 
mediate "Displacement Zone" (Stevenson 1986: 103: 199 1278). This was an area where 
larger items initially discarded in the Drop Zone would have been intentionally or unin- 
tentionally displaced away from the hearth because they created some form of an obstmc- 
tion (Figure 6.1). 

The Binford-Stevenson open hearth model of artifact deposition is of problematic 
application to the remains at Bushfield West for several reasons. The model is heavily 



Figure 6.1. Patterns of debris discard proposed by Binford (1978a) and Stevenson 
( 1986). 

dependent upon the use of artifact-size categories and provenience levels that are largely 
incompatible with those used for the Bushfield West analysis. Only debitage and 
microdebitage categones approximate the size divisions needed to test the mode1 (Le.. >6 
mm versus <6 mm). and most of this material at the 6 mm size range would simply be 
left in the Drop Zone. Bone. FCR and tools were not placed in any size category in the 
catalogue. and would requ ire re-analysis for direct application. Another problem is that 
this model is based on artihct disposal around open-air fires. while the remains at 
Bushfield West. as will be suggested below. appeür to have been confined within some 
form of tent-like structures. Although Stevenson suggests that the model should apply in 
a number of situations which have the sarne cultural formation processes (Stevenson 
199 L293). it is apparent from the rernains recovered on Bushfield West that a more 
complicated discard rnechünism is taking place. as a consequence of the activities within 
a covered structure. 

The most telling evidence for this interpretation is the presençe of homogeneous 
Oeneous discard piles within interpreted structure confines. and the presence of hetero, 

debris within the heanhs. The areal extent and configuration of these debris piles varies. 
but for a few exceptions they are elongated. incorporating at least two provenience units 
(two adjacent 50 x 50 cm cells). The accumulations often appear to extend from a hearth 
outward in no particular direction, with the point of greatest accumulation appearing 
between one and two metres away. Excavation of these piles indicated that they were not 
the product of drop discard. since they were heterogeneous in content, often containing 
debitage. microdebitage. bone fragments, pottery sherds, complete and incomplete tool 
fragments and even egg shell. mixed together as an amorphous mass. This sarne rnix of 
debris was found within rnost of the larger hearths. further ruling out that i t  was drop 
discard. 

The most plausible explanation for this discard pattern is that ihe material is being 
collected as it is dropped. probably on skins. Penodically. the skins are lifted and the 



material is either dumped to the penphery of the working area. into the hearth or out 
beyond the structure entirely. This hnd of disposal pattern appears to be quite rare in the 
archaeological record. although Dyck discusses it when interpreting bone debris cluster- 
ing at the Harder Site (Dyck 1977: 19 1). This depositional pattern is termed Clrister 
Discarci. 

There are several implications to site structure interpretation suggested by this püt- 
tern. First. the fact that drop debris is being collected suggests thnt intensive labour or 
food consumption resulting in the accumulation of excessive waste debns is anticipated. 
necessitating contingencies being made to contain this debris. If the work or consump- 
tion were expedient in nature. probably the waste Iithic material. bone etc.. would have 
been allowed to faIl direct!y ont0 the ground and not onto a skin. Secondly. intentionai 
collection of debris suggests that people are working or eating in a confined. semi-perma- 
nent area where drop debris cannot be allowed to build up in the ürea they are occupying. 
This pattern is strongly suggestive of a structure which is inconvenient to rnove. such as a 
tent or Iodge. 

Though it  is apparent that some effort was made to control the build-up of debris 
within a particular area of a structure. in general it appears that accumulated debris dis- 
posa1 was for the most part expedient. Waste was simply tossed out of the immediüte 
ares of production or consumption. probably without the individuai moving his or her 
position except as necessq  to remove the collection mat. This is termed Tvpr 1 cluster 
discard (Figure 6.2). On Bushfield West. the remains of such discarding tended to accu- 
mulüte in the Toss Zone (as described above). with occasional overlap in the outer area of 
the Drop Zone. On occasion (for example. in Block 7.1). these discard clusters exhibited 
a physically elongated morphology, such that a cluster boundary extended beyond the 
Toss Zone into an area in which general artifact accumulation was quite minimal. In such 
situations it could be interpreted that debris was discarded beyond the boundaries of the 
activity complex (therefore, beyond the walls of the enclosing tent structure). 

A second. smaller accumulation of debris invariably appeared within most hearths on 
the site. This cluster discard pattern. termed Type 2.  was also probably expedient in 
nature. although the relative frequencies of rnüterials being tossed in were different 
(Figure 6.2). Debris consisted usually of smaller sized matenals. especially 
microdebitage. It could be envisioned that a craftsman working near the hearth for Iight 
and warmth would dump minor amounts of debris straight ahead without breaking his or 
her concentration. Some stone tool fragments were found in hearth remains. which is 
consistent with this interpretation. although these items could have been a product of toss 
discard as well. Charred faunal remains were found in the hearth as well, although gener- 
ally not in high frequencies. 

A third type of discard cluster was identified as occumng well beyond the apparent 
area of debris production. This type of discard cluster is represented by discoveries in 
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Figure 6.2. Type 1. 2 and 3 cliister discard and its relationship to discard patterns pro- 
posed by Binford (1978a) and Stevenson (1986). 

Block 3. It represented purposehl dumping, for debris was collected and completely 
removed from the activity cornplex (tent structure) and disposed of in an unoccupied area 
a number of metres away. This type of cluster disposal. called Tvpr 3 cluster discard. wris 

recognized by its Iack of direct spatial association with detined activity complexes on 
Bushfield West (Figure 6.3). Unfortunately, it could be associated with a specitïc activity 
cornplex with any certainty only through cerarnic conjoin analysis. 

Cluster discard poses some implications in the interpretation of the use of space 
within tents. Although Types 3 and 3 do not take up usable space in a confined area. it 

appears that Type 1 cluster discard presupposes that a significant portion of the floor 
space of certain tents on Bushfield West was not occupied by individuals. since it  would 
be a questionable practice to throw waste into another person's living space in any soci- 
ety. In several tent areas. as rnuch as 80% of floor space appexs to have been strewn 
with debris. This pattern may have some implications in the interpretation of the number 
of individuals actually residing. or at least making use of. the structure. 

Models of artifact deposition help to account for the distribution of arti facts in an 
area. but they are insufficiently capable in themselves of defining the kinds of specific 
behaviours responsible for producing the archaeolog ical remains. However muc h one 
wishes to avoid the question. if archaeological remains are to be interpreted on Bushfield 



West. categories of human behaviour have to be drfined to account for the al1 the activity 
areas identified on the occupation tloor. A categorical framework that addressed these 
requirements was accordingly designed. Each behavioural activity included a definition 
of that activity. the archaeological by-products produced by it. a prediction of where these 
by-products would be found. and how they would be deposited on a site. Finally. using 
various sources of evidence. a postulation of the gender of the individual or individuals 
responsible for each activity was made. 

Elsewhere on Bushfield West. certain inferred activities such as woodworking and 
ce remonial sweating were uncovered during excavation (Gi bson 1 991). usual ly in areas 
isolated by ground disturbance caused by cultivation and fluvial erosion. However. 
because there was no direct evidence to infer their having taken place in the specific 
ceramic-bearing areas addressed in this study. they have not been modeled. 

Gender Modeling 
In the archaeological record. it is often difficult to determine how recovered artifrtcts 

were used. It is rnuch more difficult to detemine whether men or women used the imple- 
ments. as attested by the paucity of archaeological literature addressing this problern. In 
hct. reçent conference sessions dedicated to this task yielded disappointingly few exam- 
ples of gender identification archaeologically (Brandon 1989: Walde and Willows 199 1 1. 
Much of the problern lies in the hesitancy of archaeologists to commit themselves to 
addressing this task. primarily because there are so few supporting ethnographic data to 
identify differing gender roles in a society. using material culture. 

Several studies have addressed the issue of recognizing gender as manifested in the 
archaeological record of nonhem hunting and gathering people. Stevenson ( 1986: 106- 
110) summarized Subarctic literature which indicated that there was indeed dit'ferentia- 
tion in activities bctween males and ferniiles in campsites. and that these activities could 
be recognized in the archaeological remains they produced. Stevenson defined a model 
which focussed on the differences in stone tool types produced by men and womrn. and 
the resulting variation in debitage so generated by the tool rnanufactunng activities 
(ibid.: 1 10- 1 14). His model was strongly based on the work of McGhee ( 1979) who 
hypothesized gender-based differentiation of the use of space in dwellings he excavated 
in the high Arctic. 

More recently. Guenther (1991) hypothesized differential gender usage at the Horse 
Creek Site in northeastern Wyoming. Through analysis of hearth feütures and their 
contents he concluded that the site was primarily devoted to plant processing. Using 
specific ethnographic descriptions of Plains Indians wntten by Lowie ( 1963. 1982) and 
Catlin ( 1973). which indicated strong gender differentiation of labour. he hypothesized 
that the site was devoted to plant food acquisition and processing of stores. and was 
primarily used by women (Guenther 199 120). 

Hughes ( 199 1 : 43-46) also interpreted gender differentiation of site use on the Mini 



Moon Site. a Besant hunting camp located in rastern  montan na. Using a combination of 
oeneral ethnographic Plains data and Alaskan ethnographic and ethnoarchaeological data 
C 

she constructed site use rnodels which were used to identify female food processing areas 
and male tool-making areas on the site. 

Hudecek-Cuffe (1996). in a comprehensive analysis of Northem Plains Paleoindian 
archaeological data. exarnined the interpretation of gender roles in the archaeological 
record. She argued that gender relations. often considered static and biologically based in 
hun ting-dominated archaeolog ical interpretations. were in fact flexible and overlapping. 
and that the archaeological record should reflect this pattern. She recommended exarnin- 
ing subsistence and settlement straregies from the perspective of gender in order to re- 
store a balance in the conception of the Paleoindian past. In order to accomplish this 
goal. she cornpiled a somewhat generalized list of approaches for linking gender with the 
archaeological record (ibid.: 257-270). but fumished no method of application nor any 
specific instance of archaeological application. 

Despite Hudecek-Cuffe's ( 1996: 152) and others (Wobst 1978) cautionary irnpreca- 
tions regarding application of ethnographic data to archaeological interpretations. 
AIgonquian and Athapaskan ethnographic and ethnohistorical data & indicate that there 
was a relativeiy standardized division of activities between males and females of a 
commensal group when sarliest post-European contact records were made. This division 
is refiected in the organization of space (Tanner 1979). the consumption of animal parts 
(ibid.) and in the division of labour (ibid.: Hanks and Pokotylo 1989: Jarvenpa and 
Brumbach 1983: Morantz 1983). Since the remains on Bushfield West have been inter- 
preted to be of ancestral Cree origin. it seems justitjed to adopt the direct historical ap- 
proach since their subsistence. iechnology and environment were similar to the 
Algonquian and Athapaskan groups üddressed above (Ascher 196 1 :3 19-320). 

Therefore. each behavioural category includes a postulation as to the gender of the 
individual who would most IikeIy undertake activities characteristic of the behaviour. On 
Bushfield West. it is postulated that many activities probably retlected such divisions. If  
so. the implications for the interpretation of pottery use on the site are important. If 
gender-specific areas can be identified. and reconstructrd pots c m  be shown to have been 
used in the areas. then it rnay be possible to detemine if men and women used different 
kinds of pottery, and perhaps used pots in different manners. Of particular interest is the 
implication that men may employ certain styles of pottery. and that women may makr use 
of pots with different styles. and that this behaviour may be one of the explanations for 
stylistic variability observed in Selkirk ceramics. 

Archaeologically. the stritegy for characterizing behaviours by sex was effected 
through the examination of ac tivities in various site areas using the defined behaviour 
categories, then aligning the behaviour combinations with pre-defined rnodels describing 
use of an area by gender. Unfortunately. locally available ethnographic data that could be 
used to build behaviour and area use models addressed only certain kinds of activities. 



Sorne of these ethnographic observations were recognized to have been possibly inappli- 
cable to the Bushtïeld West situation. Somewhat generalized ethnographic rnodels of 
sexual division of activities were by necessity employed to characterize activity partici- 
pants by sex. Unfortunately. even ethnoarchaeological studies have often hiled to difier- 
entiate activities by gender adequately (Clark 1989:9 1: Janes 1983). Thcrefore. it  is 
acknowledged that the postulated gender roles are modal and cannot be used to determine 
the sex of an activity participant in every case. 

Lithic Reduction 
Definitiou - The rernoval of flakes from cores in order to produce either preform tool 

blanks or tlakes suitable for re-worlcing into tools. 
Byprotlitccz - Large quantities of debitage. generally found in clusten. small amounts 

of microdebitage. usually found mixed with debitage. and cores. often found associated 
with the clusters. The question of how much microdebitage is acturilly generated by lithic 
reduction is difficult to determine. and üppears to be a product of the kinds of lithic 
material that are being reduced. Experimental replication of lithic reduction processes by 
the author produced differing results depending upon the lithic material reduced (Gibson 
1986b. 1990). Percussion knapping of g las  cores (simila to obsidian and possibly some 
fine-grained cherts) generated copious amounts of lithic fragments less than 6 mm in size. 
These cores literally disintegrated into fragments long before they were completely 
exhausted. probably as a consequence of seconda. compression fracturing of the lithic 
material. On the other hand. percussion reduction of unprovenienced Swan River chert 
cores from the Bushfieid West collection generated remarkably little microdebitage. and 
this observation is corroborated by other researchers who have worked extensively with 
this material (Bruce Low. Jim Finnigan. personal communication 1997). It appears that 
Swan River chen cores. which possesses a macrocrystaline. coarser grained lithic struc- 
ture. are less prone to secondary compression fracture than microcrystaline obsidians and 
cherts. and can be reduced much more completely (albeit with much more effort) without 
collateral waste fractures occuring. Since the vast majority of Stone knapping on 
Bushfield West involved Swan River chert lithic material. it is assumed for this study that 
lithic reduction of this material produces much less microdebitage that has been reported 
elsewhcre for similx kinds of activities using microcrystaline lithic materials (e-g. 

Healan 1995). 
Occasionally tools such as hammerstones and anvils may also be recovered in the 

vicinity of lithic reduction activity areas. 
u>ccitio!i - Away from food preparation/consumption areas. Possibly near fire for 

heat and light. 
Depositionrd Pattern - Direct or Drop deposition into the Drop Zone. Larger unus- 



able fragments rnay be thrown to the Toss Zone. Within a tent. it is expected that this 
type of activity would result in Type 1 discard cluster deposition as well. This behaviour 
rnakes the identification of the exact location of Iithic reduction difficult. since the 
debitage would be collected on mats or skins and periodically tossed aside. entenng the 
Toss Zone. Nevertheless. discard clusters characterized by considemble quantities of 
debitage and some microdebitage could be used to infer that lithic reduction took place in 
a tent areas in general. 

Exotic stone material may have been broken up and re-workable tlakes curated. Only 
microdebitage and a relatively small nurnber of odd-shaped flakes of rare lithic material 
were probably discarded. In such cases. it seems plausible that exotic stone was probably 
worked on over a collection mat. and that the remains would be disposed of as cluster 
discard. 

Personttel - Prirnünly men. based on most ethnographic and ethnoarchaeological data. 
However. given the possible androcentric bias of many ethnographic recorders (Conkey 
and Spector L984). and archaeologicül interpretations (Hudecek-Cuffe 1996). women 
probably worked with stone much more than bas ever been reponed. At the very least. it 
is speculated that women reduced cores to obtain flakes for expediency tools. and for 
more finis hed tools that t hey manufactured for themselves. 

Stone Working 
Definirioil - The iict of modifying a Hÿke or a preform into a tïnished tool. or 

resharpening of an existing stone tool. 
Bj--prudi<crs - Large quantities of microdebitage and a high proportion of broken tools 

resulting from sharpening or remanufacturing errors. Microdebitage should be found in 
dense clusters, with broken or unfinished tool remains mixed in with the cluster. SmaIIer 
amounts of larger sized debitage would also be expected. Tools such as small cylindrical 
hammerstones or pointed and polished bone and antler tlakers may be found in associa- 
tion. These latter tools wou1d be recovered in a worn or fragmented state. since they 
would usudly be curated if they were still usable. 

Lucarion - Near a source of light and warmth. probably beside a tire within a resi- 
dence or shelter. 

Drpositiotlnl Prittent - Direct or Drop deposition into the Drop Zone. and Cluster 
Discard into the Toss Zone. Direct deposition would be characterized by high density 
homogeneous clusters of tiny microdebitage flakes. Cluster discard would be represented 
by more heterogeneous clusters of microdebitage and flakes. along with bone. potsherds 
and other discard debris. although the clusters would be dominated by rnicrodebitage. 

Persottnrl - Primarily men. Women may have produced the bulk of the retouched 
tlakes as expediency tools. Stevenson (1986). using observations made by McGhee 
(1979) suggests that stone tools manufactured by women may have been less specialized. 
reflecting the more generalized purposes for which their tools would have been designed. 



Since these tools did not require detailed retouching. the average size of h k e s  produced 
by women would be larger than corresponding tlakes produced in areas where men were 
manufacturing more specialized tools (McGhee 1979: 5 1: Stevenson 1986: 110- 114). 
This inference suggests that tabulation of weighufrequency ratios for debitage could be 
used as a rough indicator of fernde/male lithic manufacturing. On a practical level using 
the parameters defined for the Bushfield West analysis. areas which are dominated by 
microdebitage (stone tlakes which will pass through 6 mm screen mesh) could be 
strongly associated with male stone working behaviour. Hughes ( 199 1:30) suggests a 
more general male/fernale tool manufacturing pattern in which men manufactured sophis- 
ticated and time-consuming tools used in hunting and warfare and women manuhctured 
tools used in meat processing and food preparÿtion. 

Bone Working 
Drjinitiu~i - The process of rnodifying bone (or shell) into a finished tool or utensil. or 

re-working an existing tool. 
By-prodtcts - Bone shavings and splinters. and unfinished bone and shell pieces 

bearing evidence of notching, incising or dnlling. Tools such as sharp drill bits. awls or 
knives may be found in association. 

Location - Near a source of light and warmth. probably beside a fire within a resi- 
dence or shelter. 

Drpositioiicd Pcittenz - Shavings and splinters were probably dropped directly ont0 a 
collection mat in a tent. then tossed aside as Type 1 or Type 2 discard. Preservation 
would probably have been too poor to recognize the remains during excavation. 

Persotiriel - Men and women. In a camp situation. men may have had more time to 
do specialty bone and shell working (production of bone and shell beads. pendants etc.). 
since women would likely be preoccupied with campsite maintenance. However. wonien 
undoubtedly manufactured some of their own specialized domestic tools. such as hide 
scrapers and needles. 

Hide Preparation 
Defilition - The treatment of animal skins for general domestic use. It includes hide 

scraping, rubbing. smoking and curing. 
By-pruditcts - Most hide remains (hide strips, hair. grease) would be unpreserved in 

the archaeological record. Secondary evidence would consist of hide scraping tools 
(beamers. fleshers and large endscrapers) and the presence of small, isolated hearths. 
which may have served as smudge pits. Anomalous clusters of post holes may indicate 
the former locations of stretching racks. 

Lucotioti - Near small hearths. possibly in areas away from domestic activity. 
Depositiuml Pattern - Drop Discard of perishable remains would not be found in the 

archaeologicül record. Discarded or abandoned tools were probably tossed aside. or 



dropped in place if preparation took place in a normally disused area in a tent. 
Prrsoriticl - Primarily women. Tanner ( 1979:70-7 1 ) indicates that among the 

 mist tas si ni Cree. men may help wornen prepare large hides. but that it was normally 
considered a woman's task. 

Hide Working 
Definitiott - Hide and fabric repair, including clothing manufacturing and müinte- 

nance. 
BF-prudircts - Hide working c m  be identi fied ethnoarc haeolog ically by the prese nce 

of rack support pole remnants (Janes 1989b: 136). Unfortunately. most of these products 
would be unpreserved in the archaeological record. Secondary evidence includes pres- 
ence of bone and stone awls. knives and needles. Expediency tools such as retouched 
tlakes would probably be cornmonly used. They would serve as multipurpose. 
unspeciülized scrapers and knives. 

Luccttiotl - Away from messy activities such as flintknapping or bone butchering. near 
a fire for warmth and light. 

Depusitioiid Prrtrenz - Since there would be few lasting matenal by-products pro- 
duced from this activity. deposition would be marginal. Uncurated tools may have been 
dropped in place if the working area was situated in a maginally used location in a tent. 
if working occurred near the tire. tools were probably tossed away from the fire area. into 
the Discard Zone. or simply dropped in place. 

Persunirel - PrimariIy women. 

Butchering 
Defii i t im - Ac tivities related to luge and small animal carcass dismemberment 
@-prud~rcts - Remains of butc hering may have consisted of isolateci. relatively 

unfragmented Faunal elements. possibly those with Iesser meat content such as vertebrae 
or large mammal skull pieces. Stone choppers and expediency tools (bone choppers) 
may have been left in association with the animal remains. Small rnammals such as 
beaver and most birds were probably butchered right in the living area. and most ele- 
ments would be represented in the identifiable faunal collection. Small hammerstones. 
bihce knives and retouched flakes should be expected in small mammal butchering 
areas. 

Loccztioii - Large mammal butchering probably took place near where the kill was 
made. then the animal carcass sectioned for easier transport to the camp. Secondary 
butchering of the carcass portions rnay have tÿken place in the camp. Small mammals 
were probably butchered in the living area where it was warmer. 

Depositiu>tal Pcittrrn - Processing of large mammal sections probably took place 
outside of a residence. Smaller sections were probably brought indoors for cooking. It  is 
assumed that most of a small marnrnal would be processed for consumption. so little 



would be discarded pnor io cooking. Anything not cooked should have been rernoved to 
the periphery of the hearth area. into the Toss Zone. 

Persotttiel - Ethnographie data (Tanner 1979: Janes 1983) suggest that large mammals 
killed away from camp were initially sectioned there by men. and brought back in pieces. 
At the c m p .  women often camed out s e c o n d q  butchenng for consumption. Srnall 
mammals were brought back whole. to be butchered by wornen. 

Bone Breaking 
Defittitiotr - Secondary processing of animal bones. usually pnor to boiling. 
BF-prorhcrs - Broken up bone would be the primary by-product. Intensive bone 

boiling for prease extraction should produce finely pulverized bone fragments. Smaller 
grinding stones and mauls. and large rocks (serving as anvils) would be used for breaking 
the bone. 

Locciriotz - Large scale bone breaking probabiy took place outside of residences. 
possibly neÿr large heanhs. Small mammal bone may have been broken up inside the 
residence prior to being cooked. 

Drpositio~inl Pattern - Bone fragments not suitable for rendering were probabl y left 
in the Drop Zone. where they were splintered. These would be articular ends of long 
bones which could not be broken up. skull fragments etc. Most other bone pieces were 
probably curited for further processing. Fine splinters were probably left where they fell. 
unless they were collected on a mat or robe. Smdl rnammal bone smashing may have 
occurred in a tent, near the fire. However, the smashing was probably done on a mat or 
skin robe. and what was not processed was probably removed to the Toss Zone as Cluster 
Discard. 

Pet-sotittrl - Although bone breaking may have been camied out by both sexes in some 
cases. most ethnographie evidence indicates that bone breaking for grease rnaking was 
primarily a woman's task (Vehik 1977: 17 1 ). 

Cooking 
Defiiitiott - Preparation of food by heating. Food could have been meat or vegeta- 

bles. but analysis on Bushfield West was not sufficiently intensive to identify rernains of 
cooked flora. 

BF-products - Evidence of pot cooking shouid appear in the form of finely smashed. 
uncharred bone which would have been easily and most efficiently boiled in small pots or 
other types of container (Vehik 1977: 17 1). Potsherds may be found in hearth remains. an 
indication that ii vesse1 may have shattered on the fire. Vesse1 remains beanng cooking 
residue would be the most reliable evidence that food was cooked in pots (this evidence 
will be addressed in more detail in following chapters). The presence of charred faunal 
remains may indicate fire roasting. Roasting could also have been more elabontely 
cffected by heating rocks in a pit, rhen packing meüt and vegetables ÿround the rocks and 



sealing the pit for several hours. Rrmains of this type ofcooking technique would con- 
sist of a small pit full of rocks. perhaps contüining some bone. although most food would 
probably have been removed from the pit for consumption. There should be little evi- 
dence of charring on bones. A large fire heürth for heating the rocks would likely be 
located in the vicinity. Pire-cracked rock would be a ubiquitous by-product. particularly 
during pit roasts. 

Locuriun - Cooking would occur in the immediate vicinity of a hearth. generaily 
within a residence. Pit roasting rnay have occurred outside of a residence. although. in 
colder weather. the pit may have been built right inside the structure area. 

Drpositiuïiril Potferri - Pot-cooked remains which could not be consumed were prob- 
ably tossed aside in a piie. as Cluster Discard. Individual roasted animal pieces wrre 
probably picked at. then tossed aside into the Toss Zone. Some pieces may have been 
tossed into the tire. where they would be at ieast partially consumed by the flames and 
coals. 

Prrso~irirl - Pot cooking was probably cÿmed out primarily by women. Men may 
have preferred to roast certain animai pieces for persona1 consumption. Pit roasting may 
have been a female-dominated activity because of the kinds of work that would be re- 
quired (bone breaking. wood gathering etc.). Although not specifically mentioned übove. 
pots rnay have been used to heat water to make hot beverages Srom plant remains. like the 
well-documented "Labrador tea" of the boreal forest (Leiphton 1985). It could reason- 
ably be expected that beverage making was probably carried out by women. and occa- 
sionally. men. For exarnple. Tanner ( 1979:78-79) indicates that Mistassini Cree men 
made their own special beverages. including a bone soup made in a large pot and a kind 
of raisin beer. 

Ochre Use 
Drfirritiorz - Ochre. a locally procunble iron oxide compound red or orange in colour. 

is often associated with ceremonial body decorütion and in the coloration of ceremonial 
objects. Its presence in quantity in an activity ürea usudly connotes ceremonial activity. 

BF-prodtcfs - Ochre can be recovered in several different forms. Lumps or nuggets 
of ochre are probably the most frequently found f o m  of the substance. representing loss 
or discard. Ochre patches or clumps exposed on a living floor may indicate that some of 
the powderized pigment was dropped or discarded. If found in quantity. manufacturing is 
suggested. particularly if grinding tools are found in association. Broüd stains which 
cover a luge area (20-40 cm diameter) and seem to penetrate into the matrix of the living 
floor may represent major spills or discards of liquefied ochre. This type of ochre recov- 
ery in an area would imply that painting (rather than just manufacturing) was a major 
activity. since it would probably have been applied in its liquid form. Evidence of paint 
rnaking would be supported by the presence of grinding tools stained with the substance. 
Similarly. containers bearing stains may have held liquefied ochre. suggesting paint use. 



Loc~~t io~l  - Paint manufacturing and use probably took place in sheltered areas such as 
tents. 

Deposiriotiol P~rttern - Ochre frügments probably would faIl directly to the tloor of a 
tent area and not be successfully cumred. Similarly. liquid ochre would soÿk into the 
ground at the point of spill. It is unlikely that a surplus of ochre fragments or paint would 
be purpose~ully discarded. in view of the substances presumed rarity. Thus. it is unlikely 
that ochre powder or paint would be found in areas of discard such as the Toss Zone. 

Personnel - Ochre rnay have been used by both men and women. although ceremonial 
use of the substance was most probably made by men. 

Ceremonial Interaction 
Drfinitio>z - Interaction behaviour in this study is used to detïne formal or informa1 

meetings and commerce between unrelated households or commensal units. Ceremonial 
behaviour usually represents some f o m  of ritual. or reflection of a code of ceremony 
used in conducting certain activities. It is often associated with religious observances and 
is probably an indicator or some type of religious activity being undertaken. Ceremonial 
activity could be most obviously expressed in ritual exchange andor smoking of tobacco. 
particularly between trading pmners or unrelated individuals seeking alliances. 

By-prohcts - The most compelling evidence for ceremonial exchange would be the 
presence of exotic goods in an activity area. Exotic goods are defined as any objects 
which could not readily be obtained or manuhctured domestically. and were rnost likely 
secured through exchange with foreign individuals. Most ceremonial exchange goods 
were probably not functionally valuable: their intrinsic value lay in their rarity. Sorne 
tlint knapping materials would be of sufficient value to trade. however. Exchange could 
also he indicated by the presence of "aberrant" crramic vessels showing decoritions or 
forms foreign to "normal" pottery. although Hanna (1983) suggests that changes in 
ceramic styles (and in manufacturing technique) could be evidence for exchange of 
wornen between Croups. rather than ceramic trüde. Evidence of smoking would be cir- 
curnstantial at best. since most by-products would not survive in the archaeologicai 
record. The most explicit evidence of smoking activity would be the recovery of stone or 
clay pipe remains. 

Loccifioti - Ceremonial activities probably took place in residences, possibly in segre- 
gated areas away from domestic activity. 

Depositiu)iol Pattern - Exotic materials were probably not discarded in a cavalier 
manner. Objects such as tools or ornaments may have been dropped accidentally and lost 
around a hearth. Broken objects. if of a non-sacred nature may have been tossed aside. 
however. 

Prrsonitrl - Ceremonial activity probably occurred most frequently ÿmong men. and 
would be expected at certain tirnes of the year when a number of households were tempo- 
rarily encamped together. No doubt female ceremonial activity also took place at 



Bushfield West. although material svidrnce (and existing rnodels for its intrrpretation) 
seem lacking at this point. 

The Effect of Scavenging 
Scavenging of debris could have significantly altered how humanly deposited debris 

is interpreted. Most Selkirk campsites were probably inhabited by dogs. since they were 
the principal pack animal in pre-contact times. These animals probably would have 
survived on food discarded by people. Wild animals may also have scavenged through 
carnpsite debris once the area had been abandoned by humans. 

On Bushfield West most remains appear to have been finely srnashed prior to being 
dumped. leaving poor hre for garbage browsers. Nevenheless. a few discarded long 
bones may have been removed or funher broken up by carnivore action. In fact. 
Mc Keand ( 1995344) did observe carnivore modifications such as pitting. punctures. 
scoring. furrowing. chipping and even evidence of digestion on mainly large mamrnal 
rernains from the site. amounting to approximately 2% of the large faunal sample she 
analyzed (ibid.235). 

Chewing marks on Fdunal elements would most frequently be expected in secondary 
refuse dumps where dogs would have had the easiest access, although little is known 
about the access ofdogs to residences or cooking areas. Wild animal scavenging may 
confuse this expected distribution. since thrir access to areas would not be restricted after 
site abandonment. 

Previous chapters have detailed site conditions. anifact content. material culture 
distribution. and the methodology whereby this information was used to detïne the loca- 
tion of hypothetical activity areas within the site. Once objectively drfined. a critical 
(and often ignored) task is to examine each activity area to infer the human behaviour 
evinced there. For this study. the task involved analyzing each area with reference to the 
"modal" behaviours detïned above. with the purpose of determining what activities took 
place in the area. the personnel involved. and the relationship of one activity area io one 
another. Given the arnount of information that was available for analysis. lengthy and 
detailed descriptions and associated interpretations were unavoidably necessitated. 

Normally, in situations such as this. activity area interpretations are carried out with 
only cursory attention to any kind of detailed analysis. Rarely are analytical resuits 
described in detail: these are usually placed as an appendix to the main part of a manu- 
script. However. it is agued here that detailed activity area analysis is an integrai part of 
the process of interpreting human behaviour on an archaeological site. Simply to hypoth- 
esize that an activity occurred without elucidating the reasons for arriving at the hypoth- 
esis. and not even alluding to the raw data, is to invite skepticism which will subliminally 
(or overtly) shade the results of the site analysis. Consequently. during this study a 



considenble amount of time was spent examining each identified activity area. and 
interpreting if in detriil. The previous chapter included u tmncated version of this inter- 
pretation (for a fuller analysis see Gibson 1994) to convey the chmcter of the activity 
complexes that are discussed. 

The archaeological studies of Bushfield West demonstrated that many different things 
were taking place at the time the site was occupied. There was evidence of butchering. 
bone rendering. pottery firing. communal cooking and ceremonial sweating. As well, 
people were living and socially interacting on the site. using a residential organization 
based on commensal domestic dwellings and special areas devoted to tasks not directly 
related to subsistence or general domestic behaviour. Since this work expressly deals 
with activity area analysis as reflected in ceramic behaviour, many of these activities 
which normally do not involve pottery use are not deült with here. The activities which 
do incorporate pottery are particularly addressed. and the results of the cerarnic analysis 
camed out in the following chapters are integrated into their interpretation. These activi- 
ties reflect female and multi-gender domestic behaviour and male ceremonial behaviour. 
They will be examined in detail in Chapter 9. 





were not found in prima- contexts associated with other Ni sittr rernains. 
Most vessels bear the impression of a fabric weave on their exterior. Occasionally 

these impressions have been smoothed over dl of the vessel exterior. or in certain parts 
only. Decoration on almost al1 vessels is restricted to the impression of circular punctates 
on the cenrral pan of the rim. and cord-wrapped-tool (hereafter, cwt) impressions on the 
rim lip. Since this pottery is assumed to be indigenous to the Saskatchewan River region. 
the pots were hand made (without a wheel). air dried. then hardened over an open fire. 
Thus. the pottery varies little from the descriptions of Selkirk ware recovered elsewhere 
in nonhem iManitoba and Saskatchewan (Dickson 1980: Hlady 197 1: Meyer 1981). 

Sample Size 
Table 7.1 summarizes the vessel recoveries from the site. Over 50% of the vessel 

remains consist of small and large single rim sherds. usually representing less than 5% of 
a single pot. Table 7.2 and Figure 7.2 summarize the relative proportions of vessels 
represented in the ceramic sample. Rirn and neck portions comprise nearly 80% of the 
vessel sample. Vessel reconstructions to the shoulder and below account for 70% of the 
sample. 

Vessel remains were recovered frorn both disturbed and undisturbed contexts. Table 
7.3 summuizes the vessel counts for each excavation area on Bushfietd West. The 

Ca tegory Vesse1 Amount N O/* N 

Small rim sherd 
Large rim sherd 
Sherd collection 
Small section 
Large section 
Half pot 
nree-quarter pot 
Whole pot 

up to I0o of vessel 
up to jOit of vesse1 
up to 10°o of vesse1 
up to 20°u of vessel 
up to 33'0 of vessel 
up to 50O0 of vessel 
up to 73O0 of vessel 
over 7 7 0  of vessel 

Total 96 2 00.0 

Table 7.1. Summary of vessel amounts represented in ceramic assemblage. 

Category N %N 

Rim 45 46.9 
Rim to Neck 3 1 32.3 
Rim to Shoulder 7 7.3 
Rim to Body 6 6.2 
Rim to Base 7 7.3 

Total 96 100.0 

Table 7.2. Summary of vessel completeness in cerarnic assemblage. 



Figure 7.1. Diagram showing vessel portions represented in Table 7.3. 

majority of the rim sherd finds came from areas of disturbed context. notably the Re- 
worked Sand deposit and the cultivated site surface (see Chapter 3). The most com- 
pletely represented vessels came from excavated contexts. 

Vessel Analysis Cri teria 
A number of analytical criteria were used to crttegorize the identified vessels. These 

criteria consisted of metric and categorical data retlecting vessel form. decoration. condi- 
tion. use and disposal. The entire vessel collection was examined using these criteria. 
While certain types of information could not be gathered from vessels that were incom- 
pletely represented. some data were obtainable from al1 examined remains. The categon- 
cal and metrical descriptions for al1 vessels analyzed for this study are shown in Appen- 
dix C. 

Although nearly 100 vessels were available for analysis. subdivision of even this 
müny vessels into many defined descriptive categories usually resulted in a very smali 
frequency being tabulated for each category. The small counts per category often pre- 
cluded the use of statistical tests when comparing categorical data. For example. when 
category counts fell below five. contingency table analysis (chi-square) could not be 
reliably undenaken (Freund 1973:323). The recommended procedure to circumvent this 
problem is to collapse categories to increase frequencies to the required statistical thresh- 
old. Therefore. sorne vessel criteria are expressed using a primary categorical system and 
a secondary system. which is less precise but likely to be more amenable to statistical 
testing. 

Vessel Form Criteria 
Very few detailrd studies of Selkirk pottery have dealt with vessel shape and size 

variability within a Selkirk site assemblage or indeed within an entire Selkirk complex. 
Original typological classification of Selkirk wares was largely based upon the type of 
fabric or kinds of decoration impressed on vessel extenors (MacNeish 1958: Hlady 
1971). Real recognition of vessel f o m  variability was brought to the fore with the recov- 
ery of many ceramic plates and a few cups and bowls from the Southem Indian Lake 



region in northern Manitoba (Dickson 1980). In fact. less than haIf of the 129 vessels 
from the K m e  Hills site were represented by "standard" pots norrnally considered pan of 
Selkirk assemblages (ibid50). Nevertheless. al1 vessels were associated with known 
Selkirk complexes. Meyer (1978, 198 1)  was the first to consider vessel form as part of 
the definition of a Selkirk complex. He used the presence of angular shoulders in combi- 
nation with a number of decorative attnbutes to define the Pehonan complex. 

A variety of vessel shapes and sizes are represented in the Bushfield collection (Fig- 
ure 7.1). Thesr forrns appear to coexist within activity complexes. and perhaps represent 
the remains of a standard vessel "tool kit" found within any domestic living area. The 
range and vüriability of such a vessel kit has important implications in determining how 
certmics were used on the site. and if cenain vessel kits c m  be used to deduce past 
human behaviour. Therefore. considerable effort was made to determine the shape and 
size of each vessel represented in the collection. The form of complete or nearly com- 
plete vessels was relatively easy to determine. As has been noted elsewhere (Froese 
1985) much greater difficulty is encountered when vessel form must be interpreted solely 
from rims and rims with necks. Therefore. a number of analytical procedures were 
developed to gather as much data as possible about an individual vessel. no matter how 

Bloc k Rim Rim-Neck Rim-Shoulder Rirn-Body Rim-Base Total 

B 1 
B 2.1 
B 2.2 
B 2.3 
B 2 General 
B 3 
B 3 X  
B 5 
B 8 
B 10 
B 12 
B 27 
Shovel Test 
Reworked Sand 
Surface 
Total 

17 6 ln Situ 20 3 7 55 
- 

Table 7.3. Summary of vessel portion recoveries by excavation block. Bushfield West. 

poorly it was represented. 
Once profile orientations were accurately established. landmark points on each image 

were identified and measurements and angles obtained (Figure 7.3). These measurements 
and categories are described below (Table 7.4) . 

To this end. the shape and s i x  of each vessel was documented in a number of ways. 
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Landmark Definitions: 
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Ci@ Brim - The centni wrfacc of the rim lip. 

y<,& - The point where the nm btq$ns to cun-e toward the shoulder. .-....-..- 

- The w i d e t  point of exterior v e s , ~ ~ l  expansion. 

LengthIAngle Definitions: . -a 
411 rn Jn in suutand 19 

-c .A* - The anglc trorn the intcrior lip cdgc Jown. 
~t inni-i-tai iiih a' ~ ~ u a d  n*r w 

u - The angle of the rim Iength chord from the neck juncture. 

Shiiulder AngIt: - The angle ot the shouldcr Icngth chord frorn the shoulder juncture. 

- 'Ihe distance from the centre of the ncck juncture to the centre ot the lip brim. 

- The vcrtical distance from the ntvk juncture to the lip brim. 

- The distance trom the centre of the shouidcr juncture to the centre of the ncck bnm. 

Shouldcr HU - The vcrtical distance from thc shouldcr juncture to the lip brim. 

Figure 7.3. Diagram showing vessel for landmark locations and metric attribute 
measurements. 

Mouth Flare Angle - The angle of the interior Iip edge, measured €rom a horizontal base 
line. 

Rim Angle - The angIe of the central portion of the rîm from the neck juncture. 

Shouldeï Angle - The angle of the central portion of the upper shouider from the shouI- 
der junchire to the rim juncture. 

Rim Length - The distance from the centre of the neck juncture to the centre of the 
lip brim. 

Rim Height - The vertical distance from the neck juncture to the lip brim. 

Shouider Height - The vertical distance from the shoulder juncture to the lip brim. 

Table 7.4. Summary of Vesse1 Form measurements obtained from Bushfield West 
pottery. 

The form of each vessel was rendered using a standardized silhouette profile. obtained 
using a video camera coupled to a computer (Figure 7.4 ). The technique resembled that 
described by Nelson ( I985:3 1 1-3 12). with the added advantage that the raw profile could 
be rüpidly shaped and scaled. stored within a vessel data base, and measured directly 
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Figure 7.4. Schematic diagram showing method used to obtain vesse1 
profiles and associated metric data. 

from the compter screen in a variety of ways. 
Where feasible. measurements of shape attributes were obtained directly from vessel 

remains. These included rim lip. neck. shoulder and wall thicknesses. A non-metric rim 
shape category was also devised to account for unusud rirn characteristics not amenable 
to metrical documentation (Figure 7.5). These measurements and categories are de- 

I ~ n c i c . t c r - t d  n=12 
Stnight incipient '5' 'S 

Figure 7.5. Standardized rirn shapes of vessels. and their frequencies of occurrence. 

scribed in Table 7.5. 
For statistical expediency. vessel shape was re-organized into three basic categoies: 

1 )  Straight Rim. * 2 )  'S. Rirn (a combination of category 2 and 3 above) and 03) Other 
Rirns (a combination of category 4 and 5 above). AI1 vessels falling within Category 6 
(Table 7.5) were eliminated. Combined frequencies were as follows: Stnight Rims - 56 
vessels: ' S .  Rims - 2 1 vessels; Other Rirns - 7 vessels. 

Rim diameters were obtained using the widely utilized (Olinyk 1978: Plog 1985) 'A- 



Lip Thickness The average distance from the vesse1 exterior edge to the ves- 
sel intenor edge, at the rim lip. 

Lower Lip Thickness The average distance from the vesse1 exterior edge to the ves- 
sel interior edge, between 10 and 20 mm below the rîm top 
(terrned the brim ). 

Neck Thickness The average distance from the vesse1 exterior edge to the ves- 
sel interior edge, at the neck juncture. 

Shoulder Thickness The average distance from the vesse1 exterior edge to the ves- 
sel interior edge, at the shoulder juncture. 

Wa Il Thic-hess The average distance from the vesse1 exterior edge to the ves- 
sel interior edge, at least 20 mm below the shoulder juncture. 

Vessel Shape This non-rnetric parameter tvas used to record general rirn 
shape. Six choices were provided: m l )  Çtraight Rirn, e2) In- 
cipient 's' Rim, *3) 'S' rim, *4) Botvl, *5) Plate and 0 6 )  Un- 
known Shape. Figure 7.5 shows the various rim shapes. There 
is significant variation within each generat shape, which is 
documented by metric attributes Rim Angle and blouth Flare 
Angle. Asummary of rim shape frequencies for the Bushfield 
West coIlection is included in Figure 7.5. 

Table 7.5. Surnmary of Vessel Shape measurements and categories obtained from 
Bushfield West pottery. 

C' formula C1+ 4 x A + A=D where C is the chord distance between the ends of a rirn 
sherd. A is the longest perpendicular distance from the chord io the inner surface of the 
rirn and D is the resultant diameter (Figure 7.6). 

Figure 7.6. Obtaining A and C measurernents from a rirn shrrd section. 

This equation was enhanced using the procedure devised by Olinyk (1978) so that 
standardized error values could be obtained for each measurement. His FORTRAN 
program source code (ibid:îO) was convened to BASIC and used to obtain estimated rim 
diameters, circumferences and the arnount of represented rim used to make the calcula- 
tion. Each one of these values produced an associiited error which was a function of the 



amount of rim measured. When sufficient profiles were avaihble. neck diameters and 
shoulder diameters were extrapolated from the rim diameter. 

Vessel Decoration 
Decorative traits have been the most used criteria for defining Selkirk ceramic assem- 

blages. The rnost distinctive decorative c hmctenstic of most Selkirk assemblages is the 
fabric weave pattern impressed as a surface finish on most vessels. Analysis of Selkirk 
weave patterns have received some attention in the past (Rachin 1960: Saylor 1978). 
most recently in 1995 (MacLean L995). On Bushfield West nearly al1 vessels bore some 
kind of fabric impression on their exteriors. On some pots the textile imprints were 
clearly visible: however, in most cases the weave pattern had been smeared or nearly 
smoothed away. Thus. a detailed classification of textile weaves was not undertaken for 
this study. Instead. a simpie categorical variable was devised to record fabric impression 
clarity. It is described below. The frequency of occurrence for each category within the 
Bushfield West coIlection is shown in Table 7.6. 

Classification Freq Description 

Prom inen t Fa bric 38 Fabric weave is clearly visible over rnost of the represented 
vessel, including the body, shoulder and rim area. There has 
been virtuaily n o  attempt to smear the weave pattem, except 
perhaps in the rim lip area. 

Smoothed Fabric 50 AIthough fabric weave is detectable on the vesse1 surface, it 
has been substantially smoothed so  that the weave pattem is 
not easily determined on most parts of the vessel. 

8 There is no indication that any kind of weaved covering was 
impressed on the vessel surface. The surface is smooth and 
has no perceptible texture. 

Table 7.6. Vessel Surface Finish categories for Bushîïeld West pottery. 

Fabric criteria were also organized for statistical purposes in terms of the presence 
and absence of fabric impressions on a vessel. The two categories were: .Fabric Present 
(a combination of the tïrst two categories above) and .Fabric Absent (the last category 
above). The counts for the re-organized categories were: Fabric Present - 88: Fabric 
Absent - 8. 

A second common decorütion was the punctate. Punctates were found on 76 vessels 
(79%). They were usually irnpressed in a single line on the rirn exterior surface between 
the lip and the neck. On two vessels multiple lines were present. and on two other ves- 
sels punctates hüd been impressed from the rim interior. These exceptions represented 
approximately 5 8  of the punctated vessels, and did not warrant specialized criteria to be 
devised to account statistically for their presence. 

A number of metric attributes were esiablished to record punctate dimensions and 



their situation on the rim of ri vesse1 (Table 7.7). 

Punctate Length The longest distance from one edge of a punctate to its opposite 
edge. This measurement was averaged over a number of 
punctates in a line if they were present. 

Punctate Width The shortest distance from one edge of a punctate to its opposite 
edge. This measurement was averaged over a number of 
punctates in a line if they were present. 

Punctate Depth The dep th of the puncta te from the exterior sherd surface to the 
inner paste surface forming the interior punctate boss. This 
measurement was averaged over a nurnber of punctates in a line 
if  they were present. 

Punctate Spacing The distance from the centre of one punctate to the centre of an 
adjacent punctate. This measurement was averaged over a 
number of punctates in a line if they were present. 

Distance Below Lip The perpendicular distance from the centre of a punctate to the 
outer edge of the rim lip. This measurement was averaged over 
a number of punctates in a line if  they were presen t . 

Table 7.7. Punctate measurernents obtained from Bushfield West Pottery. 

Sixty-nine vessels from the Bushfield West collection (72%) bore some fom of 
decoration on the rim lip. the only other area in which significant decorative traits ap- 
peared on any of the vessels. Most of this decoration consisted of cord-wrapped-tool 
impressions on either the outside or inside of the lip. or running across the brim. There 
was some variation: several sherds had stamps or shallow punctates impressed on the Iip 
brim. while a few others displayed lip notching or parallel incising along the brim. In 
general. there seerned to be little pattern to the kinds of decoration being applied. and 
relatively Iittle variability. 

Significant variability was observed. however. in the placement of various decorative 
marks on the rim. The three rim areas were the extenor lip. interior lip and the lip brim 
(centre line between exterior and interior). Decoration usually occurred in one of these 
three areas. although impressions were made in a combination of areas for a number of 
vessels. Accordingly a variable docurnenting the position of lip decoration was devised, 
consisting of nine categories. Category descriptions and their frequencies of occurrence 
are shown in Table 7.8. 

This exhaustive breakdown proved to be too fine for statistical application. Conse- 
quently. a secondaq set of criteria were devised which consisted cf three categories. 
They were .Exterior Decoration. *Other Lip Decoration and .No Lip Decoration. Re- 
tabulated frequencies were: Exterior - 35; Other Lip - 34 and Undecorated - 26. 

A normdly very rare decorative attnbute occurred with great frequency on many of 
the Bushfield West vessels. This trait consisted of visible fingerprints that had been 



Ca tegory Freq. "6 

Lip Exterior 35 SI 
Lip Interior 6 9 
B rim 16 23 
Exterior/ Brim 2 3 
Brim / In terior 1 1 
Exterior/ In terior 8 12 
Al1 parts of Lip 1 1 

- - - -  

Tifnl Drcoratd 69 2 O0 

Undecora ted 26 
Indetermina te 1 

Table 7.8. Lip Decoration Categot-ies and Frequencies of Bushfield West pottery. 

impressed directly into the malleable paste during vessel shaping. All prints were found 
on the vessel interiors. on or in the vicinity of bosses formed when punctates were placed 
on vessel exteriors. The significmce of fingerprint analysis for the study of Bushfield 
West intrasite behaviour has been discussed elsew here (Gibson l986a: Gibson and 
Stratton 1987). Preliminary analysis has shown that it is possible to correlate specific 
vessels with individual potters: however. this research remains to be pursued as of this 
writing and is not iacluded as part of this study. Nevertheless. the presence of finger- 
prints is in itself an unusual trait which may have been used as a form of decoration in 
some cases. Therefore. rather than simply recording the presence and absence of finger- 
prints. some attempt was made to distinguish between those pt-ints that were purposefully 
impressed into the clay as a decorative mark. and those which were fortuitously made as 
a consequence of the pot rnolding process. Three categories of fingerprint clarity were 
recognized for those vessels which yielded prints. plus two more for non-pnnt vessels 
and vessels which had no punctate bosses ( Table 7.9). 

Based upon the above criteria. vessels bearing the first choice (Clear Prints) were the 
most likely to have been purposefully decorated with fingerprinting. The second two 
choices (Smeared Prints and Print Traces) probably were formed as a consequence of 
impressing punctates into the paste. They are more fully considered as part of vessel 
manufücturing behaviour rather than vessel decoration behaviour. 

Recombination of these categories produced a second set of criteria consisting of two 
categories: *Prints and *No Prints. Their counts were Prints - 36; No Prints - 42. Ineligi- 
ble vessels were deleted from the sample. These recombined criteria were felt to be more 
useful in testing hypotheses about vessel paste condition. as rxplained in more detail 
below. 



Classification Freq Description 

*Clear Prin ts 17 Fingerprints are clearly visible in normal lighting conditions. 
Whorls and loops are often clearly defined and potentially can be 
used for comparison between vessels. 

*Smeared Prin ts 1 O Fingerprints can be delineated on many bosses, but they are de- 
formed by smearing or incomplete irnpressing. They are not al- 
ways visible under natural light conditions. 

Prin t Traces 9 Occasional print whorls are visible on portions of a few bosses, but 
only after careful inspection under intense lighting. 

@No Prints 42 No visible fingerprints were found anywhere on the vessele\ 

[neligible Vessels 18 There is insutficient boss surface available, or no bosses are present 
to bear visible prints. 

Table 7.9. Fingerprint Clarity of Bushfield West pottery. 

Vessel Disposal 
Disposal mode wüs determined by directly examining vessel remains as they were 

recovered from the occupation surface. Vessel disposal was directly related to the disper- 
sai of crossrnended pottery sherds. and was strongly dependent upon the "conjoinability" 
of these sherds as they were recovered on the living floor. 

Vessel dispersai was difficult to classify objectively . However. six categories of 
dispersal were defined. based upon the clustering of vesse1 pieces on the living floor 
(Figure 7.7. Table 7.10). 

The recovery classification was also reorgan ized for s tatistical study. It was reduced 
to three categories: *Clustered (a combination of categories 1. 2 and 3 above): 

Figure 7.7. Relative areas represented by vessel dispersal categories. 

1 27 



Classification Freq Description 

Pot Smash 3 At least 75'0 of the represen ted pieces of a vesse1 were tound on the 
living tloor within an area of 1 m diameter. No other pieces of the 
vessel were found elsewhere, and the vessel was almost entirely 
represented. 

27 At least 75'0 of the represented pieces of a vesse1 were found on the 
living floor within an area of 3 m diameter. 

Mu1 ti-Cluster 3 At least 25"o of the represented pieces of a vesse1 were found on the 
living tloor in each of hvo or more non-overlapping 1 m diameter 
areas. 

Dispersed 1 Vesse1 pieces tvere found unclustered on the living floor rvithin an 
area of 6 m diameter. 

~Scattered 7 Vessel pieces were found unclustered on the living floor beyond an 
area of 6 m diameter. 

0 isolated 
- - 
33 Single sherds found on the living floor which have no crossmends, 

or sherds found out-of-context. 

Table 7.10. Vessel Dispersal categories for Bushfield West pottery. 

*Unclustered (a combination of categories of 4 and 5 above) and 0Isolated (category 6 
above). The new frequencies were: Clustered - 33: Unclustered - 8; Isolated - 55. 

Vessel Manufacture 
Ceramic vessels from Bushfield West were subject to a wide range of manufacturing 

conditions that imposed consideriible cornpositional variability on each pot. This vari- 
ability has been studied by Hanna ( 1983) who notes that vessel manuficturing character- 
istics and compositional properties can furnish information about the the seasonal round 
of a potter's social group. the proficiency of a potter and the use for which a potter was 
intending to make of a vessel. The Bushfield West ceramic assemblage exhibited consid- 
erable variability in paste composition. Several paste analysis research programs were 
initiated in 1985 and 1988 following dong the lines suggested by Hanna (1983). Prelirni- 
nary paste composition studies using Instrumental Neutron Activation Analysis tech- 
niques were carried out on one Bushfield West vessel, yielding promising results 
(Malainey 1985). Other materials analysis studies were initiated by M. Tisdale in 1988 
and Malainey in 1993. Data from Malainey's work (concerned with paste residue analy- 
sis) has just been released, and will be deült with in Chapter 9. 

In the absence of a rigourous analysis with which vessel composition criteria could be 
forrnulated, a simple. subjective category reflecting general vessel integnty was devised. 
This category was based on each vessel's paste density, the tendency for the paste to spall 
or fragment and the homogeneity of the temper within the paste (Table 7.11). These 



criteria did not require recombination for statistical study. 
As discussed above. the three fingerprint clarity criteria may have some relevance in 

the characterizrition of paste condition. especially at the time the vessels were decorated. 
Two fingerprint criteria. 'Smeared Prints' and 'Print Traces'. apparently were formed as a 

Classification Freq Description 

eGood Paste 39 The paste is dense, well-consolidated and shows very little spalling 
on the interior or exterior. Mended sherds fit precisely together 
and d o  not crumble around the edges. When handled, vessel sherds 
d o  not disintegrate and temper does not fail out of the paste. 

Modera te Paste 38 The paste is moderately dense but shows some spalling on  the ex- 
terior and /or interior. Mended sherds exhibit some edge abrasion, 
but fit together well. When handled, a small bit of temper may 
occasionally fa11 out of the paste 

Poor Paste 19 The paste appears to be poorly consolidated and does not appear 
to be very dense. Considerable spalling and surface exfoliation is 
apparent. Mended sherds are sometimes hard to keep together, 
tending to break away at the glued joins. The paste tends to shed 
temper. 

Table 7.11. Vesse1 Paste Condition of Bushfield West pottery. 

consequence of impressing punctates into a vessel's püste. The 'Smeared Prints' criterion 
rnay retlect a paste which was pliable and somewhat plastic at the time of impnnting. 
During punctate boss formation, the potter may have twisted her finger, or trüiled it over 
to the next punctate position. in either case, the prints were deformed or nearly obliter- 
ated. 'Print Traces' may have been formed by the same method. except that the bosses 
were purposefully smoothed after their formation. 'No Prints' rnay have been the product 
of reiatively non-plastic paste being impressed with punctates. In such cases. no prints 
would be left behind. Theoretically, these hypotheses can be tested by comparing print 
clarity with paste composition criteria. 

Fingerprint criteria rnay not completely reflect paste condition. however. 'Clear 
Prints' may be functionally associated with the condition of a potter's finger tips as well. 
It has been suggested that younger individuals often leave clearer prints than older peo- 
ple, simply because they have not spent as rnany years working with their hands and 
weming away print-bearinp finger pads (RCMP Identification Section. Edmonton. per- 
sonal communication. 1987). Thus the clear prints may be entirely. or panially. attribut- 
able to one or more younger individuals decorating pots. and non-fingerprint bearing 
vessels rnay have been decorated by older potters. 

A second compositional characteristic of each vessel was its unique colour. Bushfield 
West pots were not painted, although several rnay have been stained with red cchre. 
either purposefully or through use. Their colours varied from black through to a veiy 
light yellow approaching white. In fact. most vessels could not be said to have been a 



unifom colour. since Iighter coloured vessels usuülly bore dark stains and occasional 
charred spots. and druker vessels light tan patches. As ü consequence. the objective 
determination of colours through retèrence to standrirdized colour charts could not be 
reliably undertaken. as recommended by Rye ( 198 1: 1 19). Nevertheless. a modal chro- 
rnatic hue was subjectively detennined for each vessel. using a simple graded range of 
criteria (Table 7.12). 

For statistical rxpediency. the six colour classes were recornbined into two very 
simple hue categories: ~ D ÿ r k  (a combination of the first three categories) and ~Light (the 
last three categories combined). Frequencies for the two categories were: Dark - 60: 
Light - 36. 

Classification Freq Description 

Blac k 3 The majority of the vesse1 exterior is biack coloured. The 
interior may be btackened g r e .  

Blackened Grey 26 Much of the vesse1 exterior is black, with a number of lighter 
grey or tan patches which give it a greyish overall appear- 
ance. The interior rnay be greyish tan colour. 

.Grey Tan 3 1 The vesse1 exterior is a dark tan or brown colour with con- 
siderable dark staining. The interior may be tan coloured 
with some darker staining as well. 

14 The vesse1 exterior and interior are a light brown or tan col- 
our. Only a few darker stains are present. 

Orange/YeIlow Tan 2 1 The vesse1 exterior is a light tan, exhibiting a few yellow or 
light orange patches. The interior may be even lighter col- 
oured. 

White 1 The vesse1 exterior and interior are a very light cream col- 
our, approaching white. 

Table 7.12. Vessel Colour Classification of Bushfield West pottery. 

Vessel Use Through Residue Analysis 
It is normally difficult to detemine how a pottery vessel was used even when it has 

been largely reconstructed. Interpreting pot use from vessel portions y ields muc h more 
ambiguous results, a situation which probably explains why pottery use analysis has 
never been undenaken on Selkirk pottery. Yet. understanding specific pot function is 
intrinsic to interpreting why particular kinds of pots were used on a site, and in particular 
areas of a site. How a pot was used can help explain the kinds of food being consumed 
on a site. the kinds of activities taking place, and may be reflected in the very styistic 
appearance of the vessel (Skibo 1992: 4,5). 

It has been observed that pot function should be extended beyond the utilitarian role 
assigned to it: a vessel rnay be used for cooking, but it may also be used simultaneously 



as a symbolic artifact imbued with stylistic attnbutes of social and ideological implication 
(Sackett 1977:370: Skibo 1992: 33. 34). For the moment. utilitarian function. or 
"technofunction" (cf.. Skibo 199233) will be addressed. In detemining specific pot 
technofunction. Skibo ( 1997) suggests several advantages that such an cndeüvour can 
provide. For example. studying technofunction can determine if pots were used for more 
than one function (i.e.. cooking and storage). or if specific pots were used for different 
purposes throughout their use-[ives (ibid.: 38). 

Pot technofunction c m  be determined by studying pot use alteration. pnncipally in 
the form of ceramic surface abrasion and accretion. Surface abrasion is represented by 
pitting of a pot's interior surface. and has been interpreted to be caused by stirring and 
scraping. or by chernical breakdown (Hdly 1983 a.b) Surface accretion consists of the 
deposition of carbon on the interior and exterior of a vessel by charring of food or 
through sooting from an open Tire. It can also consist of organic residue accumulation. 
pnncipally on a vessel's interior. as the result of heat-related food staining and encrusta- 
tion (Skibo 1992:3842; Hally 1983b) 

On Bushfield West the müjority of vessel remnants bore evidence of speciaiized 
technofunctional use. There was Iittle observable evidence of decremental use alteration. 
Although scraping was apparent on the intericrs of some vessels, that kind of alteration 
appeared to be related to manufacture. and not post-manufacture usage. 

Presence of soot on vessels could not be categonzed in any satisfactory way. In fact. 
sooting may have contributed sigrificantly to determination of the Colour category. ren- 
dering colour not so much a factor of manufactunng as of post-manufacture useage. 

Al1 use alteration evidence consisted of the presence of surfice accretions, in the form 
of stains and residues that were encrusted on. or discoloured the interior and exterior 
pans of many pots. I t  is suggested that the residues and stains c m  be attributed to the 
vessels being used to heat or contain water. food and pigment. This hypothesis can be 
explored by examination of the degree of residue formation on individual vessels. 

At the primary stage of identification. in the laboratory, residue classification con- 
sisted of developing four basic cnteria of vessel residue formation. A fifth classification 
was devised to include vessels that were insufficiently represented to determine overall 
residue characteristics (Table 7.13). 

For some statistical purposes, the above critena were slightly refomulated to form 
threz pot use categories. These were: *Heavy Residue (a combination ofcategories i and 
2 above): *Light Residue (category 3 above) and .No Residue (category 4 above). Pots 
of inde terminate residue c haracteristics were eliminated from the sample. Frequenc y 
counts for the new categones were: Heavy Residue - 38: Light Residue - 14 and No 
Residue - 29. 



Classification Freq Description 

Heavy Residue 27 Thickly deposited cooking residue covers more than 23"0, or  thin 
residue covers more than 50°& of the rim, neck and shoulder area, 
both on the interior and the exterior. 

Moderate Residue I l  ThickIy deposited cooking residue covers less than ?5";,, o r  thin 
residue covers less than 50°0, of the vesse1 exterior and interior. 

Light Residue 14 No thick cooking residue is visible and very few dark, thin residue 
stains are  apparent. Brown and yellow stains are visible on the 
interior, and  carbon stains and heat discoIouration are evident on 
the vessel exterior. 

No Residue 29 Few or  n o  carbon stains are present, and no evidence of heat 
discolouration is apparent. Pigment staining may be visible on the 
exterior and interior of the vessel. 

Unknown Residue 15 Vessel remains are too small to interpret. 

Table 7.13. Vessel Residue Formation Categories for Bushfield West pottery. 

Surnmary 

The sample of pottery remains from Bushfield West has been categorized into a 
variety of rnetnc and non-metric classifications. The most significant classifications deal 
with vessel form and function. The adoption of vessel function (primarily through vessel 
residue characteristics) as a means of focusing upon cerimic variability within Bushfield 
West (or any Selkirk site for that matter) is not an easy endeavour. Determination of 
functioniil variability must be based on the limited evidence thüt is available from the 
recovered remains. Despite the expressed confidence in identifying the inhübitants of the 
site as being Cree, there are virtually no ethnographic data which make reference to 
pottery use by these people. nor for any human groups in the forests of Western Canada. 
Thus. analogies from pottery users frorn elsewhere must be used. Even these analogies 
must be carefully evaluated. because there are significant differences in the pottery as- 
semblages apparent between Selkirk and other more well understood Nonh American 
archaeological complexes even without any kind of detailed analysis. Most obvious is 
the lack of vessel shape vÿriability, as only three basic vessel foms, the pinched jar, bowl 
and plate. can be identified. Of rhese. plates appear to be restricted to certain areas of 
northern Manitoba. and bowls are extremely uncommon, making up less than 5 8  of any 
pottery assemblage. In fact. only pinched jars make up the in situ assemblage from 
Bushfield West. 

Nevertheless. in the following chapter, form and function cerimic data (as well as 
some decorative data) will be analyzed in depth to determine if any patteming is present 
in the identified attributes. and if so, how it can be applied to the behavioural patteming 
identified in various parts of the Bushfield West site. 
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Figure 7.5 Examples of  residue found o n  ceramic vessels on Bushfield West. 



CHARACTERIZING THE CEFUXIIC RECOVERIES 

The preceding chapter provided a sumrnary of the 96 vessels recovered from 
Bushfield West. Although many of these vessels were recovered out of context. it has 
been suggested that al1 were manufactured by individuals who were members of a single 
social group (probably a band). which occupied the site discontinuously for several years. 
Given that hypothesis. it is reasonable to treat the vessel collection as a representative 
sarnple of the entire vessel assemblage used by that group. Thus. certain characteristics 
of the collection which can be inferred from the sarnple might shed light on the reasons 
for crramic variability within a single assemblage of clay pots. 

Thirty-two variables were used to descnbe widely differing chÿncteristics of the 
Bushfield West ceramic assemblage. Although it  was theoretically possible to compare 
directly every variable to another. and to perforrn multivariate analyses to isolate co- 
varying variable sets. practically this was not a feasible approach for this sample. Al- 
though upwards of 100 vessels were available for study. nearly al1 were incompletely 
reconstructed and a substantial portion were represented only by rim sections. Thus. only 
a few variables could be examined on a majority of the vessels. even after the original 
variable categories were reduced in size for statistical manipulation. Consequently. it 
seemed inappropriate to use complex statistical patterning studies on a collection which 
was statistically inüdequate for rnost tests. 

Of course. statistical inadequacy is the rule rather than the exception for most intra- 
site anifact analyses. Much of this phenomenon is attributable to the nature of archaeo- 
logical remains. which are partial recoveries of material deposits which have been only 
partially preserved through time. When one considen that the scant recoveries thern- 
selves are an erratic reflection of constantly-changing past human behaviour. it is appÿr- 
ent that archaeological remains are not purposefully selected or sampled populations of a 
larger population. but rather chance recoveries. referred to as "target populations" (Doran 
and Hodson 197595). 

Thus. the 96 vessels analysed in this study comprise this target population. a kind of 
sarnple to which limited statisticai treatment can be applied. As Doran and Hodson 
( 1975:96) point out: 

...[ archaeologistsI may be able to delimit a meaningful 'people' by cIassifying miiterial 
remains ...[ but theyj ... cannot pretend to obtain a nndom sample of its relevant surviving 
materiat ...[ Theyj can select material ... that is relevant to a meaninpful target population, but 
[they] cannot establish matbemrttical iinks between the two. The situation must be treiited 
as one where a finite population is studied in toto and where, consequently. probabilistic 
methods, like signiticance tests, are of limited relevance. Statistical procedures (mnl be 
used to describe and summarize data and to suggest hypotheses. but not to estimate 
parameters of hypothetical prirent populations, the context for standard statisticd theory. 



These ideas are pwticulÿrly relevant in the case of Bushtield West. which produced 
one of the most complete single component ceramic assemblages in western Canada. 
Nevertheless. as iarge as this collection is. it is an incompietely represented portion of the 
entire site vessel assemblage. which in itself is only one aspect of the broad spectrum of 
Selkirk cerarnics. Thus. the following analyses deal with the Bushfield West pottery as a 
target population only, and have no statistical relevance to other collections of vessels 
which may resemble this assemblage. 

Ceramic Variable Analysis 
The 33 variables defined for vessel analysis vary in their importance for the goals of 

this study. After reflection. 1 decided that the explicit goal of defining "vesse1 behaviour" 
within Bushfield West could best be addressed by placing particular emphasis on severdl 
critical cerarnic variables related to the functional use of pottery on the site. As explained 
in the previous chapter, interpreting pottery function can help to explain a variety of 
behaviours taking place in an activity area in which pottery is found. and can also help in 
the investigation of stylistic and technological variability expressed in the sample (Hally 
1986267). Unfortunately, there has been very little attempt to study Selkirk ceramic 
recovenes from the point of view of vessel use. In fact. most archaeologists who study 
Selkirk remains seldom contribute any information in ceramic discussions about what 
they believe any particular vessel was used for. Yet. studies elsewhere fe.g.. Hally 1986: 
S kibo 1992). have suggested that the detemination of ceramic use is as important in 
intra-site interpretation as the determination of sty Iistic attributes when inter-site studies 
are cmied out. 

It was implied in the previous chapter that vessel use could be directly associated with 
degree of vessel residue formation on specific pots. Following this Iine of investigation. 
five categories of residue formation were determined for every vessel recovcred from 
Bushfield West. These categories. described in the preceding chapter. were Heavy Resi- 
due. Moderate Residue. Light Residue. No Residue. and vessels with Indeteminate 
Residue formation. Taken as an independent variable. deduced ceramic residue forma- 
tion was compared with nearly al1 other ceramic variables in an effort to determine if 
residue formation could be attributed to some ceramic variability exhibited within the 
assemblage. 

Two separate statistical analyses were c m k d  out. One made use of the original four 
formally defined variables (vessels of indeterminate residue formation were removed 
from the sample because of inadequate data) and the second study addressed a second 
variable set in which vessels exhibiting Heavy and Moderate residue formation were 
collapsed into a single category termed "Heavy Residue". In almost all cases, the results 
derived from the first study were ambiguous. a result of the poor sample sizes represented 
for heavy and moderate residue-bearing vessels. Consequently, the following discussion 
is based on data gained from the second analysis. 



For attribute data. contingency tables were used to compare residue analysis category 
frequencies with other variable categories. The chi-square and correlation coefficient 
was calculated for eüch table (where amenable) and tested against a nul1 hypothesis 
formulated for each specific test. Metric data. being measurements. were compared in 
terms of data distributions. using t-tests to compare distribution rneans. where amenable. 

Residue analysis studies produced significant results in two major categories of vessel 
description: vesse1 construction and vessel form. 

Vessel Construction 

Vessel construction was addressed by two attribute variables: paste condition and 
paste colour. 

Posfr Colozir - Determination of paste colour was established as a separate observa- 
tional category from the presence of soot on the exterior of a vessel. or of encrusted 
carbon on its interior. These deposits generally made a vessel paste appear to be dark in 
colour. although they tended to be patchy in distribution. appearing with rnost frequency 
in the rim or shoulder area of a pot. Whether paste colour was in fact inde pendent of 
interpreted function (as implied by the presence of soot or residue) required a statistical 
test for validity. done by deterrnining if there were other factors which could account for 
colour differences between pots. The most obvious avenue of inquiry was to determine if  
paste condition and colour yielded some son of relationship. addressed by constructing 
rin hypothesis that no relationship existed between the two variables. then performing a 
simple chi-square statistical test (Table 8.1). 

Good Moderate Poor Total 

Light 6 18 12 36 
Dark 33 20 7 60 
Total 39 38 19 96 

Table 8.1. Paste Condition versus Paste Colour. 

The test indicated that. on the contrary, there was a relationship between paste condi- 
tion and colour: higher quality (i.e.. denser) paste appeared to be darker. The reason for 
this correlation was not imrnediately apparent. but continued investigation of paste condi- 
tion vis-à-vis vessel use was undertaken. 

Paste Coiidirion - Based on a sarnple population in which 8 1 vessels could be com- 
pared. Paste Condition and degree of Residue Formation were examined with the nul1 
hypothesis being that there was no relationship between the variables (Table 8.2). Unfor- 
tunately. the chi-square statistic could not be applied reliably to the relationship because 



Heavy Light No Total 
Residue Residue Residue 

Good 25 8 4 37 
 moder rate 13 4 16 33 
Poor O - 3 9 11 
Total 38 14 39 8 1 

TabIe 8.2. Residue Formation versus Paste Condition. 

more than 20% of the expected frequencies (7 of 9 cells) were less than five (Freund 
1973:3?3; Sharp 1979: 188). However. the data presented in Table 8.2 suggest that ves- 
sels with no residue were rarely composed of good paste. and that a large number were 
composed of poor paste. This proportional trend was reversed for pots with heavy resi- 
due. as the majority exhibited good quality paste. and none were composed of poor paste. 
Pots with light residue appeared to be composed predorninantly of moderate quality 
paste. with only two consisting of poor paste. 

Some kind of relationship between vessel residue formation and paste condition was 
apparent, in that vessels that exhibited heavy residue were composed of higher quality 
pastes than vessels which exhibited no residue. The problem of low ce11 frequencies was 
addressed by collapsing the Heüvy and Light Residue categories into a single category 
called Residue Present. Testing this category agüinst Paste Condition with chi-square. the 
hypothesis of no relationship between vessel paste condition and the presence of residue 
was rejected (Table 8.3). 

Residue Residue Total 
Present Absent 

Good 33 4 37 
Moderate 17 16 33 
Poor 2 9 i 1 
Total 52 29 8 1 

Table 8.3. 

X?=22.50 DF=2 CV=5.99 Rejected 

Residue Formation versus Paste Condition. 

Vessrl Comtniction Hypotheses - Analysis of paste characteristics of pottery from 
Bushfield West demonstrated that there was a statistically obsewable relationship be- 
tween colour and paste condition, and between paste condition and presence of residue. 
as summarized below: 



1) Vessels with better consolidated pastes are generally darker in colour 

2) Vessels exhibiting residue on Bushfield West are composed of a bctter-consoli- 
dated paste than those exhibiting no residue. 

3) Vessels exhibiting residue on Bushfield West have a darker coloured paste than 
those exhibiting no residue. 

An independent check of Hypothesis 3 (a corollary of Hypothrsis 1 )  regarding colour 
and pot residue formation was undenaken. Through formulation of a nul1 hypothesis that 
stated thüt vessel residue had nothing to do with whether a vessel's paste was light col- 
oured or dark coloured. a contingency table was constructed from the Bushfield West 
vessel collection (Table 8.4). Not unexpectedly. contingency data yielded a chi-square 
statistic 0147.98. At 2 degrees of freedom. this value was well beyond the critical chi- 
square distribution value at 0.05 level of significance of 5.99 (Freund 1973:477). This 
result necessitated the rejection of the hypothesis of non-association. in turn suggesting 
that there was some form of correlation between a vessel's colour and if i t  exhibited 
residue formation. 

Heavy Light No Total 
Residue Residue Residue 

Light 1 3 34 28 
Dark 37 11 5 53 
Total 38 14 29 8 1 

X2=47.98 DF=2 CV=5.99 NH rejecred 

Table 8.4. Residue Formation versus Paste Colour. 

The hypothesis was reformulated. Heavy Residue and Light Residue vessel catego- 
ries were again combined into a Residue Present category and re-tested against the hy- 
pothesis that there was no relationship between the presence of residue and paste colour 
(Table 8.5). 

The hypothesis was rejected. Paste colour was darker for vessels with residue thün 
vessels without residue. With this demonstrated. another Hypothesis was formulated: 

4) Vessel paste colour and consistency is largely a function of whether the vesse1 
exhibited residue or not. 

Again recalling the idea that vessel use can be directly associated with degree of 
vessel residue formation on specific pots. it is possible to expand the utility of Hypoth- 
eses 2. 3 and 4 by reformulating them in terms of Vessel Use. The prernise is that residue 
formation c m  be correlated with vessel function as follows: 



Residue Residue Total 
Present Absent 

Light 4 24 28 
Dark 48 5 53 
Total 52 29 8 1 

Table 8.5. Residue Formation versus Paste Colour. 

Heavy Residue c-> Heavy Cooking 
Medium Residue <-> Light Cooking 
Light Residue <-> Boiling 
No Residue <-> Utility Use (non-heatingh tility storage) 

With these relationships made. reformulated Hypotheses are presented: 

'A) Vessels that were used for heating purposes (cooking and boiling) on Bushfield 
West are composed of a better-consolidated paste than those utility storage. 

3A) Vessels that were used for heating purposes (cooking and boiling) on Bushfield 
West have a darker coloured paste than those used for utility storage. 

4A) Vessel paste colour and consistency is largely a function of whether the vessel 
was used on a fire, or used for non-heating purposes. 

a) Heating a vessel darkened and hardened its paste. 

b) It is probable that al1 vessels. imrnediately after initial 
fire-hardening. were approximately the same colour and 
nearly al1 would have had the same consistency of paste. 

The vessel use classiiïcation scheme based on these reformulated hypotheses provides 
an extremely useful means of summarizing the uses made of the identified remains. In 
fact. it is the primüry variable used in detemining ceramic use variability on Bushfield 
West. The implications of these hypotheses will be discussed below. 

Vessel Form 
Vessel form was represented by 13 measured variables. A few measurements. like lip 

thickness. could be obtained from nearly every represented vessel of the sample popula- 
tion. while some measurements were very poorly represented. The frequencies of vessel 
form attribute measurements are summarized by the categorical frarnework of inferred 
Vessel Use (Cooking. Boiling and Utility) in Table 8.6. Since the measurement data were 
continuous in form, the mean of each attribute distribution was calculated for that data 



Variable Cooking Boiling Utility Total 

Rim Angle 
iMouth Flare 

Lip Thickness 
Low Lip Thickness 
Neck Thickness 
S houlder Thickness 
Wall Thickness 
Average Thickness 

Rim Diameter 
Neck Diameter 
S houlder Diameter 

Rim Height 
Rim Length 
S houlder Height 

Table 8.6. Vessel frequencies used to calculate mean measurements of se- 
lected vessel form variables. See Table 8.7 for variable means. 

set. The means by inferred Vessel Use are shown in TabIe 8.7. 
Vessel Size - An important part of the general vessel analysis was to determine the 

average vessel size of the Bushfield West target population. and to determine if the size 
varied significantly with inferred vessel use. Normal criteria used to describe vessel size. 
such as volume and height. could not be used because of the fragmentary nature of most 
of the vessels. So k w  vessels were reconstructed from rim to base that height was not 
even included as pan of vessel f o m  description. Although vessel ginh at the shoulder 
could be estimated for 2 1 vessels. the Iack of complete f o m  data precluded a reliable 
estimation of volume for any particular pot. The most frequently represented measure- 
ment which could be used to estimate vessel size was Rim Diameter. Fifty-four vesse1 
rims were large enough to be measured using the A-C method (see previous chapter). and 
53 could be categorized by use. 

The three primary use categories (Cooking . Boiling and Utility) yielded three distinct 
rim diameter means (in cm. Table 8.7): Cooking = 16.3 1 [n=23]; Boiling = 12.00 

[n= 101 and Utility = 14.29 [n=20]. T-test hypotheses stüting that each one of these in- 
ferred Vessel Use catepory means did not significantly depm from one another or from a 
hypothetical population of pooled means (Thomas 1986:735-240) were prepared. The 
statistical tests could find no significant variation between the means. However. prob- 
lems with sample sizes (particularly that of boiling vessels) and the inferred relationships 



Variable Cooking Boiling Utility 

Rim Angle (") 
Mouth Flare 

Lip Thickness (cm) 
Low Lip Thickness 
Neck Thickness 
Shoulder Thickness 
Wall Thickness 
Average Thickness 

Rim Diameter 
Neck Diameter 
S houlder Diameter 

Rim Height 
Rim Length 
S houlder Height 

Table 8.7. ivean rneasurements of selected vesse1 form variables. See 
Table 8.6 for counts. 

of vessel categones to the hypothetical vessel " 5 .  

25 

population indicated that the statistical results g - m .  

were probiibly unreliable. Examination of the t f 7 5 q  

distribution of rim diameters for each vessel v 5 q  
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class indicated certain trends that were more - 5 ,  
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illuminating. The rim diameter distributions 2 5 + .  a i o x l m ~ u 5 0 ~ o m o o t o a  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .- 
for eiich inferred Vessel Use class plotted by RoWm F m ~ u w s y  Poranii. 

common percentile (based on relative fre- Figure 8.1. Inkrred Vesse1 Use plotted 
quency) are shown in Figure 8.1. against Rim Diameter. 

The distribution suggests that rim diarneters for dl three classes of vessels Vary little 
when they are small. However, as vessels become laqer. diarneters begin to diverge. 
with cooking and utility vessels becorning progressively Iÿrger in diameter in proportion 
to boiling vessels. Quantile-Quantile (Q-Q) plots were used to compare directly fre- 
quency distributions of the inferred Vessel Use categones. The quantile of a sample is 
the data point corresponding to a given fraction of the data. and looks niuch like a cumu- 
lative curve or ogive. Generally. ogives refer to proportional change. but they also c m  be 
calculated in terms of absolute frequency (Thomas 198652). QQ Plots relate two sample 
distributions. If both sets of data are from the same sample population. the QQ graph line 
should be straight. QQ Plot comparisons of cooking. boiling and utility vessel diarneters 



support the hypothesized general split between the vessel class sizes as suggested by 
Figure 8.1. This result is illustrated in Figure 8.2: coolung pot diarneters becorne larger 
than boiling vessels when diameters exceeded 10 cm. Utility vessels display the same 
size increase at 13 cm diameter (Figure 8.3). Utility and cooking pots are not as easily 
differentiated (Figure 8.4). Their diameters appear to have been roughly proportionai for 
al1 rirn sizes. Nevertheless. based on the sample of 10 boiling vessels. the largest boiling 
pots displayed a diarneter between 6 and 10 cm less than cooking and utility vessels. 

Quantile Qu~ntilr Plot 

Figure 8.2. QQ Plot of Cooking Figure 8.3. QQ Plot of Boiling Figure 8.4. QQ Plot of Cooking 
vs. Boiling Vesse1 vs. UtiIity Vessel vs. Utility Vesse1 
diameters. diameters. diameters. 

Vessel S h a ~ e  - Shape variability was investigated using a number of angles and 
lengths measured on various vessel parts; some measurernents were redundant. Rirn 
Height varied little from Rirn Length. and since the former was also based on an angle 
rneasurernent. it was seen to be less accurate than Rirn Length and thus was not examined 
in detail. Mouth Flare. which measured the eversion of a vessel's lip away from its Rirn 
Angle, was studied in some detail. A statistic based on the difference of Mouth Flue and 
Rim Angle was derived and compared ùetween vessel use classes. No significant correla- 
tion was evident. Since the measurement often varied significantly on various portions of 
a single rirn. i t  was not believed to be a very useful or reliable variable for describing 
vessel form. Shoulder height. measured only on 18 vessels. was felt to be too small a 
sample to be useful in describing the site vesse1 target population. 

Two of the best represented metric variables were Rirn Angle (n=52) and Rirn Lenpth 
(n=50). A percentile comparison of the Rirn Lengths of cooking (n=22). boiling (n=9) 
and utility (n= 19) vessels was made and is shown in Figure 8.5. The means of these three 
distributions. and the information from the figure indicated that vessels with inferred 
cooking use had the longest rims (meand.  15 cm). followed by utility pots (mean=3.52) 
and boiling vessels (mean=2.88). Direct cornparisons using QQ Plots verified these 
findings (Figures 8.6, 8.7 and 8.8). 

The individual plots suggested that. unlike the data for rim diarneter, rirn length was 
not as clearly defined by vessel use, and that the means could not be used to differentiate 
vessel use by rim length. This observation was verified by the results of comparative t- 
tests of each distribution. even with pooled statistics. The only observable trend was that 
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Figure 8.5. inferred Vesse1 Use plotted against Rirn Diameter. 
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Figure 8.6. QQ Plot of Cooking Figure 8.7. QQ Plot of Cooking Figure 8.8. QQ Plot of Boiling 
vs. Boiling rim vs. Utility rim vs. Utility rim 
lengths. lengths. lengths. 

cooking vessels had a rim height that consistently varied between one and two cm greater 
than that of boiling vessels (Figure 8.6). Other vessel use cornparisons (Figures 8.7 and 
8.8) showed no predictable pattern, other than that cooking vessel rims were possibly 
slightly longer than utility vessel rims. 

Given the above data. it can be argued that the difference in rim lengths between 
classes of vessels was largely a function of vessel size (i.e. shoner rims were found on 
smaller vessels). This was not dways the case. however, since some rims of small ves- 
sels were unusually long. and some rims of large vessels were very shon. The effect of 
vessel size on rim length measurements was most easily factored by obtaining the ratio of 
rim diameter to rirn length for each cooking vessel (n=2 1 ). boiling vessel (n=8) and 
utility vessel (n= 18). A percentile cornpaison of these ratios. called the Rirn Ratio. is 
shown in Figure 8.9. 

Although only eight boiling vessels are represented. their rim ratios are larger (Le.. 
nm length per vessel diarneter is smaller) than those vessels inferred for cooking and 
utility use. except for one case (a very small vessel). Rim ratios for cooking and utility 
vessels are practically identical, except in the case of very small vessels. 

Rim Angle couid be determined on 52 vessels. yielding a Target Mean of 84.45 
degrees (90" being vertical). A percentile plot of Cooking (n=23). Boiling (n= 10) and 
Utility (n= 19) appears in Figure 8.10. 

The graph of the data in Figure 8.10 demonstrates that cookng vessels consistently 



Figure 8.9. Inferred Vessel Use plotted against Rim Ratio 
(Diameter/ Length). 

Figure 8.10. Inferred Vessel Use plotted against Rim Angle (O from horizontal). 

angle outward to a greater degree (i-e. have a srnaller rirn angle) than either boiling ves- 

sels or utility vessels. T-tests assessing the rirn angle rneans of cach class suggested 1)  
cooking versus boiling vessel angles were not significantly different ( t  = -1.313. DF = 9. 
CVT=î.I6 @ 0.05 sig. level). 2 )  boiling versus utility angles were not significantly 
different ( t  = 0.186. DF = 9 CVT = 2.26 @ 0.05 sig. level), but that cooking versus utility 
vessel angles were significantly different (t= -2.674. DF = 18, CVT = 2.10 @ 0.05 sig. 
level). The distinct nature of the inferred Cooking use vesse1 class is demonstrated in 
Figures 8.1 1 and 8.12, in which QQ Plot compansons are made between Cooking and 
Boiling vessels and Cooking and Utility vessels. 

Boiling and Utility vessel rirn angles, on the other hand, are indistinguishable be- 

tween classes. as suggested by Figure 8.13. 

&dmç tt-ul Rim r\nylc ( I Ciility V-1 Rim Angle ( ' )  Ctility Vcisrt Rirn A n ~ l e  ( - 1  

Figure 8.11. QQ Plot of Cooking Figure 8.12. QQ Plot of Cooking Figure 8.13. QQ Plot of Boiiing 
vs. Boiling rim vs. Utility rim vs. Utility n m  
angles. angIes. angles. 



Vessel Robustness - An average. or ivean Thickness of each vessel wall from lip to 
base was calculated by adding the five defined sherd thickness measurernents (Tables 8.6 
and 8.7) and dividing the sum by the number of represented measurements. Using this 
average. some indication of the solidity or 'Robustness' of a vessel could be obtained. 
Unfonunately. since the counts for each of these variables wris dependent upon the degree 
of vessel reconstruction. considerable disparity in variable representation was present in 
this average. For example. vessels represented by nms alone yielded a Mean Thickness 
value based upon the rnean of Lip Thickness and Below Lip Thickness variables. Fully 
reconstructed vessels produced mean thicknesses based upon an average of lip measure- 
ments. plus those of the neck. shoulder and wall as well. 

It is not clearly understood what effect this disproportionate combination of measure- 
ments had in determining a vessel's Robustness meüsurement. Neck and shoulder meas- 
urements for sorne vessels were larger than the lip and below lip measurements. but equal 
or even less for others. The portion of the vessel below the shoulder was usually the 
thinnest part of a vessel. and may have decreased the overall Kobustness figure for fully 
reconstructed vessels. However. only 19 wall thicknesses were obtained. and these may 
have been offset by the generally thicker shoulders which always were included with wall 
measurernents. Consequently. Mean Thickness (or Vessel Robustness, as it will hence- 
forth be referred to) required more caution in vessel characterization than with other 
vesse 1 form cri teria. 

Vessel Robustness was calculated for 79 vessels. yielding a sample mean of 0.69 cm. 
This figure represenied the combined thicknesses of rims, necks. shoulders and body 
portions. as they were represented on a pÿrticular vessel. As cautionrd above. the validity 
of the resulting Robustness coefficient calculated for each vesse1 was questionable: 
nevertheless. in the absence of other data that could be used to assess how a vessel was 
constructed. i t  was used to produce Figure 8.14 . It shows the percentile distribution of 
Cooking (n=38), Boiling (n= 14) and Utility (n=?9) vessels plotted against Vessel Robust- 
ness. 
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Figure 8.14. tnferred Vessel Use plotted against 
Vessel Robustness. 

Referring to Figure 8.14. boiling vessels show the most distinctive distribution. in that 
they appear to be consistently thinner than both Cooking and Utility vessels. Cooking 
and Utility pots do not appear to vary significantly in thickness, even when directly 



compared using QQ Plots (Figure 8.15). but comparisons between these two vessel 
classes and the boiling class demonstrate the comparütive thinness of the latter kind of 
vessel (Figure 8.16, 8.17). The dispanty in robustness appears at üpproximately 0.55 cm 
and is consistently 0.10 to 0.25 cm less throughout the distribution. 

Figure 8.15. QQ Plot of Cooking Figure 8.16. QQ Plot of Cooking Figure 8.27. QQ Plot o t  Cooking 
\.S. Utility Vesse1 vs. Boiling Vessel vs. Boi ling Vesse1 
diameters. diameters. diameters. 

Vessel Form Sumrnarv 
Through analysis of various vessel rnetrics obtained frorn the Bushfield West cerarnic 

sample severül intriguing observations can be put forward regarding the characteristics of 
Cooking. Boiling and Utility vessels. These are summarized below in terms of vessel 
size. vessel form and vessel robustness. The significance of Vessel Form observations 
will be developed in a later section: at this point they will simply be stated: 

Vesse1 Sizr Obsenwtions- Even though a su fficieritly representative sample was not 
available to verify statistically the relationships between vessel use and rim diameter. the 
Rim Diameter data can be used to support several statements about Bushfield West vessel 
size: 

1) There is no appreciable difference between cooking, boiling and utility pot orifice 
dimensions when vessel rirn diameters are 10 cm or less. 

2 )  cooking vessels exhibit lager rim diameters than boiling vessels when diameters 
exceed 10 cm. 

3) utility vessels exhibit larger rirn diameters than boiling vessels when diameters 
exceed 13 cm. 

4) cooking and utility vessels cannot be distinguished reliablÿ by rirn diarneter at any 
size. 

Vessel Shripr OI>srrvntions- Certain shape characteristics can be associated with 
vessel use when rirn angle and rim length are addressed. This observation has important 
implications for Selkirk archaeological sites. On these sites. nms are the most commonly 
recovered and individually identifiable vessel portions. Therefore. any observations. 



however tentative. about rim form and vessel use may be of significant import for devel- 
oping models of cerarnic use on other Selkirk pottery bearing sites. The following obser- 
vations Lire based on rirn length and rirn angle studies from the Bushfield West ceramic 
sample: 

1)  Boiling pot rims are consistently shorter (by 1-2 cm) than cooking and utility pot 
rirn lengths when rirn length distributions are compared. Utility vessel rirn 
lengths are marginally srrialler than those of cooking vessels. which have propor- 
tionately the longest nms. Rim lengthmim diameter ratios appear to support 
these observations. However. these observations do not apply to vessels of very 
small size. especially when nm ratios are 1: 1 or smaller. 

2 )  Rim angle from the vertical (flare) is significüntly greater for cooking pots. when 
compared to rim angles of boiling and utiIity pots. The average difference is 
approximately seven degrees. Boiling and utility rims may also flare outward. 
although at much smaller angles. 

Vesse! Robirstwss Obsem~rtions- Robustness was based on the combined and aver- 
aged wall thicknesses of five landmarks (if available) on a particular vessel. The result- 
ing statistic provided a crude estimation of overall vessel construction. The averaging 
was required so that vessels that were incompletely represented could be included as part 
of the statistic. The data from this statistic suggest the following: 

1 )  Boiling pot vessel portions are generally thinner in profile than cooking and 
utility pots. for al1 sizes of vessels. The vessel portions of utility and cooking 
vessels are of equivalent thicknesses. 

Figure 8.18 summarizes the general 
vessel form exhibited by the Bushfield 
West vessel sample. Generally speak- 
ing. cooking vessels are larger in size, 
have thicker walls, and have longer 
rims that curve outward at a greater 
angle than utility and boiling vessels. 
Boiling pots are smaller in size, have 
thinner walls and have short, nearly 
vertical rims. Utility vessels resemble 
cooking vessels in form. except that the 
rims are nearly vertical. The implica- 
tions of these vessel form observations 
for developing vessel use hypotheses 
will be discussed shortly. 

Heavy Cooking 

Light Cooking 

Boiling 

Figure 8.18. Average rirn foms and sizes for 
Bushfield West vessel use classes. 



Miscellaneous Attri bute and Metric Cornparisons 

~Miscellaneous Atîribute Tests 
Non-Sioni ficant Attributes - Chi-square tests of association between attributes such as 

Lip Decoration. Presence of Fabnc. Fingerprint Presence. Vessel Recovery and Rim 
S hape versus Use Wear (vesse1 use) failed to demonstrate any statisticall y significan t 
correlation (Tables 8.8- 8.12). When the Use Wear category was reduced to Heated vs. 

Unheated, the tests also hiled (test results not shown). 

Cooking Boiling Utility Tdal 
- 

Exterior 18 4 12 34 
Elsewhere 1 1  5 1 1  27 
Undecorated 9 5 6 20 

Total 35 14 29 81 

X2=?. 19 DF-4 CV=9.19 NH accepted 

Table 8.8. Vessel Use versus Lip Decoration. 

Cooking Boiling Utility Total 

F=2.96  DF=2 CV=5.99 Tes! irzvnlid 

Table 8.9. Vessel Use versus Presence of Fabric. 

Cooking Boiling Utility Total 

Present 16 9 9 34 
None 19 4 14 37 
Total 35 13 23 71 

F=3.15 DF=2 CV=5.99 NH ciccepted 

Table 8.20. Vessel Use versus Fingerprint Presence. 



Cooking Boiling Utility Total 

Clustered 17 5 1 1  33 
Isolated 21 9 18 48 
Total 38 14 29 81 

X-=0.49 DF=Z CV=5.99 NH ciccrpted 

Table 8.11. Vessel Use versus Vessel Recove. 

Cooking Boiling Utility Total 

Straight 23 9 20 52 
Other 12 5 7 24 
Total 35 14 27 76 

Table 8.12. Vessel Use versus Rim Shape. 

Finoerpnnts and Paste Qualitv - In the previous chapter. an hypothesis regÿrding the 
presence of fingerprints on sorne vessels and their absence on others was formulated. 
The hypothesis stated that the presence of prints was a function of paste quality. The 
alternative hypothesis was that other factors were responsible. Reforrnuiated for testing 
using chi-square. a nu11 hypothesis that stated that there was no relationship between the 
presence of tïngerprints and the quality of paste was rejected (Table 8.13). 

Present Absent Total 

Good 22 1 1  33 
Moderate 10 2 1 31 
Poor 4 10 14 
Total 36 42 78 

- - -- 

X2=9.93 DF=2 CV=5.99 NH Rejected 

Table 8.13 Presence of Fingerprints versus Paste Quality. 

Although there was a relationship between paste colour and paste condition. there 
appeared to be no significant relationship between paste colour and the presence of 
fingerprints (Table 8.14). 



Present Absent Total 

Light 14 12 26 
Dark -- 33 30 52 
Total 36 42 78 

X2=0.93 DF= 1 CV=3.84 NH Accepted 

TabIe 8.14. Presence of Fingerprints versus Paste Colour. 

Fitzgerpri~tt Hypotlieses - Regarding the presence of tingerpnnts on vessels at 
Bus hfield West: 

1 )  Fingerprints are found as often on light coloured pots as dark coloured pots. In 
other words. it does not appear to be the case that lighter or darker vessels were 
purposefully selected for fingerprint decoration. 

2) Fingerprints are more likely to be found on vessels with good quality paste than 
on vessels of poor quality paste. Consequently. dense paste was more amenable 
to imprinting of fingerprint traces. Rather than purposeful selection. it is hypoth- 
esized that fingerprint "decoration" was really a serendipitous function of the 
amenability of a vessel's paste to sustain very fine irnprints through the rnouid- 
ing. drying and firing process. 

Miscellarreozrs Metric Tests 
Considerable metric data were gathered about punctate morphology. since punctates 

were nearly ubiquitous to the Bushfield West collection. Detailed analyses were made 
between punctate spacing. punctate distance below Iip. punctate spacing/distance below 
lip ratios and vessel use. No statistically or even grap hically suggestive di fferences were 
found in comparing these kinds of mcasurements to vessel use categories. Vesse1 decora- 
tion did not appear to be a function of vessel use. 

VESSEL DIFFEREXCES AS A FUXCTION OF VESSEL USE 

In the above analysis I have atternpted to show that the way a pottrry vessel was used 
on Bushfield West helps to explain why there is considerable variation in shape. construc- 
tion and size within the site vessel collection. In the following section. several hypoth- 
eses regarding why vessel form and composition are modulated by function are tendered. 
based on observations about vessel size. shape and robustness. 

Paste characteristics and vessel function 
For Bushfield West vessels. summary observations on paste condition indicated that 

this characteristic couid be correlated strongly with the amount of heating a vessel under- 
went during its use. In fact, observation from sarnple data indicate that it is unlikely that 
vessels made of poorly consolidated paste could have been used on ü fire at al1 without 



fracturing. In the absence of local ethnographic information on ceramic use. is i t  possible 
that Bushfield West potters intentionally made vessels of valying quality with the inten- 
tion of u s i n ~  them for different purposes? Altematively, if qudity control were less 
precise. could it be hypothesized that vessels which by chance exhibited good paste 
characteristics would have been purpose fully reserved for cooking use. and those w ith 
poor paste been relegated to minor or non-heating tasks? 

Regarding the former hypothesis. it seems irnplausible that a potter would intention- 
d l y  make a poor quality pot. given the amount of work required to prepare paste. work 
the vesse1 into shape. apply decoration, dry it and then harden the results on a fire. Since 
firing failures were always of concern. the best strategy would be to try and make every 
vessel as solid as possible to maxirnize firing success. One cannot discount the possibil- 
ity of poorer quality pots being the product of less proficient potters, particularly those 
just learning the skills of pottery manufacturing. Finally. the success of the drying proc- 
ess c m  also have a significant bearing on the outcome of pot firing. as suggested by 
Hanna ( 1983). If  the clay of freshly-consmcted pots could not be completely dried 
because of certain uncontrollable factors (especially the weather). even successful firing 
rnay have produced a batch of pots suitable only for storage purposes. 

In any case. the latter hypothesis would suggest a scenario whereby at the time that 
vessels were removed from the tempering fire. the survivors were culled and marked for 
particular functions according to their functional suitability. Good quality pots were 
chosen for cooking. pots exhibiting poorer paste were used For boiling and the poorest 
quality vessels were used for less stressful functions such as wet and dry storage. 

Unfortunately. data from Bushfield West do not lend much support to either hypoth- 
esis. Some vessel data suggest that paste condition may have been a function of the use 
to which a vessel was subjected. rÿiher than serving as the criteria for defining its func- 
tion. Such an idea has some support in the ethnographic record. in which Wissler 
( 19 1026) discusses cornments by an informant indicating that the more a clay pot is used 
on a fire. the harder its paste will become. Following this line of reasoning. dense paste 
exhibited on many Bushfield West cooking vessels may once have been less well-con- 
solidated clay material. which naturally hardened through use on a cooking fire. At the 
present level of understanding. it cannot really be determined which hypothesis applies to 
the Bushfield West situation. However. it appeürs that replication studies would greütly 
assist in sorting out this problem. 

The relationship of paste colour to vessel function is also unclear. and can be attrib- 
uted to many causes. Rye ( 198 1: 109) indicates that black coloured pastes may be pro- 
duced by immediately cooling freshly fired vessels in a reducing atmosphere. thereby 
removing oxygen. On an open fire. this reduction can be done by srnothering the embers 
with dung or damp moss. This procedure may account for the colour of the few com- 
pletely black vessels found on Bushfield West. It is also possible that paste darkness rnay 
have been enhanced by the application of various substances on a pot prier to its firing. 



This phenornenon wiis observed by Simon ( 197922) during experirnental replication 
studies. in which she noted that pots greased prior to firing tended to produce black paste 
cores even when oxidarion firing was carried out. Finally. it rnay be assumed that if pots 
are continually used in cooking, the repeatedly heated contents will contribute to paste 
darkening. 

Within the Bushfield West vessel assemblage. it can be hypothesized that the shade of 
vessel paste was probably a function of the degree of firing, and the amount of cooking 
contents that were slopped on the outside and pennitted to bum off. Thus. it is logical 
that heavy cooking pots would bear the darkest pastes. while lighter cooking pots and 
boiling vessels being less heavily stained. would consist of lighter pastes. 

Vessel Form 
The most visible differences in vessel form appeared between boiling pots and cook- 

ing pots. The actual distinction between "boiling" and "cooking" pot functions. defined 
but not addressed specifically in the previous chapter, is actually related to the degree of 
cooking residue that forms on vessel sherds. As will be elabonted upon below. this 
t'eriturz is believed to be a function of vesse1 contents. 

Boiling pots were s h o w  to be generally smaller. and had thinner walls than cooking 
pots. They also displayed a short. near-vertical rirn profile in contrast to the lon, =er. more 
angular cooking vessel rims. Accounting for this form discrepancy necessitates a consid- 
eration of how such vessels were used to cook food or boil liquids. For the nonhem 
regions of North Arnerica. where there are no reliable data available documenting the use 
of pottery on huntedgatherer sites. vessel use is almost entirely conjectural. Apart from 
general observations concerning people using pots (e.g., Encson et al. 197 1; Stanislawski 
1978: Wilson 1977), there are scarcely any data on how pots were used to cook food. 
The conventional wisdom is that pots were filled with cooking or boiling contents. then 
simply placed on a few strategically arranged rocks. or in a shallow hole within an open 
fire (Wilson 1977: 104). Eventually contents becarne hot and were used. 

More considered anülysis suggests that cooking food in relatively fragile cerarnic 
vessels was probably a much more complicated process. Expenence by the author has 
shown that placing a liquid- filled. round-bottomed ceramic pot against suitably posi- 
tioned rocks is no easy task, and it is greatly cornplicated when the vessel sits in the 
middle of a blazing or even srnouldering fire. Even small vessels are not easy to handle, 
being prone to overbalancing as firewood is consumed, support rocks shift and shallow 
holes fil1 with ash. Dealing with an already-heüted srnall pot is even more difficult. 
Since small vessels usually have orifices too smüll to permit contents to be ladled out 
while they remained in the fire. they were probably completely removed for content 
access. They could be directly picked out of a low fire if hands were protected by thick 
hide. but larger. hotter fires would require that some kind of grabbing tool be used, like 
tongs (made from folded willow branches). Tongs are most effective when used on pots 



with tlaring rims. which permit the pots to be grappled from the top. 
Certainly. l q e  vessels containing liquid wouid be very difficult to place within an 

existing blaze: a tire would have to be kindled around them. Furthemore. when large 
vessels are heated in this way. they would be prone to serious darnage. As the tire builds 
up. supporting objects such as rocks are more slowly hcated than a vessel's paste. Rest- 
ing against them. a pot's walls are subjected to significant thermal stress. and may crack. 
As the fire cools. the sarne process would be repeated in reverse. 

Consequently, the most difficult aspect of cooking with larger vessels is the probiern 
encountsred in trying to find a place in a tire where heat is constant and relatively in- 
tense. Large vessels containing a large arnount of liquid require considerable heat to be 
brought to a boil. or even a constant simmer. Unevenly applied heat can potentially 
create untenable thermal stress over a large area of the pot. Experience by the author has 
shown thût applying low. constant heat (difficult to achieve on an open fire) on larger 
vessels insufficiently heats pot contents to boiling temperature. 

Thermal stress is most evenly distributed on the broad. 
rounded base of a vessel (Braun 1983). The consistently 
hottest part of a fire is not in the coals. or around the 
combustible material, but above the area of combustion, 
where the heat is concentrated near the tip of the flames. 
If a round-bottomed vessel were suspended in that area. 
the heat would be intense. yet broadly applied over the 
bottom portion of the pot so that thermal stress would be 
minimized (Figure 8.19). 

Since large pots are particularly unwieldy. even when 
full of cold contents. its seems unlikely that these vessels 
were handled in any manner when hot. Contents were 
probably removed by ladling. rather than by physically 
removing the pot. Again. suspension of large pots would 
have facilitated Iadling of heated contents, since the vessel 
orifice would be located well above the fire and shielded 
from the direct t'lames. 

Suspension ofcooking vessels over a Tire has received 

Figure 8.19. Examplr of a 
suspended cooking pot. Photo 
courtesy Manitoba Museum of 
Man and Nature. 

only limited ethnographie documentation on the northern plains. For exümple, Wissler 
( 19 1026) describes informants stating that vessels were hung over a tire during use. 
suspended by riwhide cords wnpped around their rims. This picture is contradicted by a 
Mandan informant who told Gilbert Wilson in 1906 that pottery vessels were placed in 
the fire and not suspended (Wilson 1977: 104). This conflicting testimony must be 
placed in the context of clay pot usage into the late 19th century, however. At this time 
suspendable metal vessels were widely available and were supplanting ceramic pots for 
cooking meat. as observed by Alexander Henry (Coues 1897, I:328, as quoted in Wilson 



1977: 104). Before the widespread use of metal pots. clay vessels rnay have been more 
widely used for domestic tasks. In k t .  while visiting the iMandan in the 1830s. Catlin 
was amazed to note that hand-made clay pots were hung over a fire like iron pots. and 
used for cooking (Catlin 1973: 1 16). 

If some of the Bushfield West vessels were suspended over fires for heating purposes. 
the method of support is not immediately obvious. None of the vessels from Bushfield 
West bore handles or strategic holes where suspension cords could have been attached. 
The most obvious means of suspension would have been to tie a cord around the rim and 
then tie suspension lines to the nm cord. This was a not-uncommon means of supporting 
pots when they were used for water carrying (Wilson 1977: 105; Wissler 19 10:26). The 
cord would probably slip off vessels with vertical or incurvate rims. but could be securely 
placed around a rim with a significant outward flare. Larger vessels with long. angled 
rims would have been likely candidates to suspend over a fire. rather than being set 
directly within the flames. 

It has been shown that cooking vessels from Bushfield West were largcr and more 
robust than boiling vessels. and exhibited long. angled rims. Using this evidence. and 
taking into account the dit'ficulties encountered in heating large vessels directly within a 
hearth. 1 strongly suspect that they were constructed in that way so as to be hung over 
flames instead of being placed directly in a tire. Suspended. a cooking pot could be 
raised and lowered as fire intensity fluctuated. and would be directly accessible when 
contents were to be replenished or rernoved. A suspended vessel could also be heated for 
long periods of time, and would be highly amenable to stewing meat or boiling the mar- 
row out of smashed bone. As the vessel was put out of the way. its fire could be repeat- 
edly tended without fear of the pot being damaged. Smaller cooking vessels may have 
been suspended as well. but their more fixing rirns probably served as grappling points 
for wooden tongs. 

Unlike cooking pots. boiling vessels were probably designed to boil liquids such as 
water rapidly for the prepanition of beverages. or medicinal or ceremonial concoctions. 
Therefore. they would have been more useful if they were smaller in size. a feüture which 
would make them easier to handle. Having thinner walls. which would conduct heat 
much faster than thicker walls. these smaller. more efficient heating vessels could most 
likely be set right on a smaller fire and could be used to bring smaller amounts of water to 
a boil rapidly. Not normally suspended like cooking pots. or requiring handling by tongs. 
boiling pot rims would not have to be long or flared. Direct hearth placement may have 
been the way that most of the boiling vessels were used on Bushfield West. 

Utility vessels would not have required the design features of either cooking or boil- 
ing pots. Since the pots were never meant for cooking. rims would not have been re- 
quired to be flared. nor would the walls have had to be made especially thin. It is possi- 
ble that they were robustly constructed in the manner of cooking vessels. since they were 
probably directly handled more frequently. It is also possible that many poorly fired 



cooking and boiling vessels were relegated to utility vessel tasks if it was felt they would 
not stand up to constant heating over a fire. Cooking vessels which showed evidence of 
premature failure may have been treated in the same way. This feature may explain why 
there appears to be significant variability in vessel form for utility vessels. 

Specialization of Cooking Vessels 
It will be recalled that cooking vessels were originally classified into two categones: 

light cooking and heavy cooking (see previous chapter). Although heavy cooking vessels 
(n=27) were the most common of these kind of pots. remains of 11 light cooking vessels 
were identified. It may be postulated that light cooking pots represent vessels which 
were not used as much as heavy cooking pots. possibly because they were broken before 
dense cooking residue had accurnulated significantly during use. An alternative postulate 
is that the two kinds of vessels were actually used for different cooking purposes. 

it has been hypothesized (in Chapter 5) that bone smashing and subsequent grease 
rendering were practiced at several activity complexes on Bushfield West. The pnmary 
evidence for this activity was the presence of finely smashed bone associated with fire- 
broken rock. hammerstones and anvils. al1 in proximity to large, well-used hearths (Dyck 
1977: Gibson 1989: Vehik 1977: 170-171). The basic process involves immersing the 
bone frigments in boiling water so that the grease is released and collected (an ethno- 
graphie synopsis is provided in Dyck 1977: 263-164). Although a number of ways have 
been observed ethnographically concerning the procedures used to render bone into bone 
grease. the use of pots as rendering vessels has been specificdly mentioned (Vehik 
1977: 17 1 ). For pot rendering. bone elements were broken to a point at which the frirag- 
ments were srnall enough to fit into a container of simmering liquid. As the fatty marrow 
was released from the bone pieces. it rose to the surface of the simmering liquid and was 
skimmed off (Vehik 1977: 17 1). The marrow could be stored in either solid or liquid 
form. Among the Plains Cree, these renderings were called oskcuzpir~ii. meaning "bone 
grease" (Mandelbaum 1979: 58). 

Johnson (1983) has suggested that cerürnic vessels were used to extract bone grease at 
the Mondrian Tree site in North Dakota. He indicates that vessels used for grease extrac- 

tion would require orifices of sufficient size to permit rendered fat to be skimmed from 
the boiling water surface. Temperütures would not have had to have been excessive: 
simmering water was better than boiling water, permitting grease to be skimmed easily 

(ibid: 1983:9.49). 

A Replication Ex~erimerit 
The ethnohistoric support aside. when the Bushfield West pottery vessels were exam- 

ined it  wüs not known whether animal fat was the agent responsible for the formation of 
residue on the pots. although it was strongly suspected. It was not clear exactly why hot 
animal fat would form such a residue. nor was there any information availüble about how 



much fit was necessary to cause cooking residues to accumulate to the levels observed on 
a number of the Bushfield West vessels. In an effort to gain some insight into this proc- 
ess. several simple replication experiments were devised to determine what materiais. 
(vegetable matter. fruit and animal fat) form residues on clay vessels. and if so. how 
quickly the residues will forrn. and what they will look like. 

The experiments involved heating lard rendered from cooked bacon and sausages. 
and freshly-picked saskatoon berries in clay pots. The vessels that were used for the 
experirnent had been hmd-made and fire-hardened over an open fire several years previ- 
ously. and were made available to the author by the Saskatchewan Archaeological Soci- 
ety. During the cooking experiment. both the grease and the berries were cooked in 
separate pots of boiling water over an open camp fire for 30 minutes. After each cooking 
period the pois were removed from the tire and allowed to cool down slowly. Once 
cooled. the grease and boilsd berries were durnped out and the rims of the vessels exam- 
ined and photographed. The pots were then re-tllled with water and brought to a boil 
again and each was topped up with more grease or bemes. This process was carried out 
four times. 

The replication experiments appeared to verify the hypotheses established above 
regarding the processes responsible for forming various kinds of residues on clay pots. 
After the first cooking period. the vessel used to cook grease exhibited a thin uneven 
black residue which had formed on the upper portion of the interior rim. After each use. 
the residue thickened and spread over the rim. The residue formed most clearly when the 
dissolved fat floating on the surface of the boiling water was splashed on the rim of the 
vessel by escaping steam bubbles. The fat globules vapourized upon contact with the 
pot's very hot rim. The remnant material was a hard. black residue resembling the 
encrustation found on many of the Bushfield West pots. After the founh time cooking 
grease. the vessel. still very hot. was removed from the fire and the fat poured out. In the 
area in which the fat was poured. a large patch of residue w u  formed where the sub- 
stance was burned ont0 the clay surface. 

The pot used to boil berries did not bear any carbon encrustation. even after the founh 
i n  Instead. the upper portion of the vessel interior was stained a grey-black colour. 
This staining progressively darkened with each boiling. 

The above study was designed to determine if characteristic residue patterns form on 
vessels when they are used to heat certain materials believed to have been used on prehis- 
toric sites. As an experimental replication study. it was considered a preliminary exami- 
nation of the nature of residue formation on pots, pointing the way to a more extensive 
series of experiments in which verifiable conclusions could be made. In fact. a number 
of subsequent pottery cooking episodes were performed over several years in a number of 
public archaeolopy venues. yielding essentially the same results. namely that heavy black 
residues are formed on pots which are used to cook fat, and that less thick stains are 
caused by cooking non-fat-containing substances such as berries or vegetables. 



Srtmmarv 
It  is probable that the heavy cooking pots from Bushfield West were used for marrow 

grease extraction activities. It  has been suggested (and supponed to a lirnited extent by 
replication experirnents) thüt the residue deposits found on Bushfield West cooking 
vessels were the product of long-term cooking of liquid contents which slopped ont0 the 
rim and neck area. eventuülly being carbcnized permanently onto the paste. The presence 
of thickly encrusted residue seems to indicate that the liquid which was evaporated on the 
paste was itself thick in consistency, possibly being largely composed of fat or grease. 
This kind of encrustation process would occur if bone fragments were broken and sim- 
mered in a pot. causing their fat-laden rnÿrrow to be released into the hot water. The 
released fat would float on the water surface at the rim level. where it would ordinarily be 
skirnmed off. However. if boiling became vigourous. the fat would be splashed haphaz- 
ardly on a rendering pot's rim. where. the vessel being hot. it would bum ont0 the vessel. 

Pots exhibiting less residue encrustation (defined as light cooking pots). may not 
have been used for marrow rendering. The thinner residue may still have been formed 
from the carbonization of fat suspended in liquid. but it is hypothesized that the relative 
amounts of fat were small. possibly being rendered from boiling meat. Therefore. it is 
suggested that light cooking pots may have been used for rnaking stew or soup. Follow- 
ing this line of reasoning. pots exhibiting trace residues were probably not used for cook- 
ing meat. They are hypothesized to have been used for prepming non-fatty hot beverages 
equivalent to historic and contemporary teü. or medicinal potions. and were reserved as 
water boiling kettles. 

To summarize the above. it is hypothesized that heavy cooking pots were used exten- 
sively for bone marrow extraction. and would be associated with activity areas in which 
intensive bone breaking took place. Lighter cooking pots. which were probably not used 
for grease extraction, would be found in areas where mixed domestic activities took 
place. Water boiling pot remains should be found with less frequency in domesiic areas. 
but rnay be more commonly recovered in areas of special activity. such as tents in which 
male-oriented activities take place. or in which male and female ceremonial behaviour 
dominates. These hypotheses wiil be tested when actual activity complexes on Bushfield 
West are examined in terms of vessel function. 

The objective criteria defined in the above work were critical in charactenzing certain 
aspects of the Bushfield West cerarnic collection. For some pots. however, certain 
cerarnic characteristics could not be adequately addressed by the objective criteria be- 
cause they were difficult to categorize or measure. Intuitive reflection nevertheless 
suggested that they were clearly important factors that served to differentiate some ves- 
sels from others. These circumstances required the definition of a subjective vessel classi- 
fication using cütegories that did not correspond to the objectively orgenized criteria laid 



out in the previous chapter. In this somewhat "ad hoc" system. some vessels were per- 
ceived to be of sirnilar form. For other pots. decoration proved to be a significant corre- 
lating factor. Occasionally a combination of rnany factors that detïed üdequate objective 
definition were used as associative criteria in charactenzing vessels. This is not an un- 
cornmon approach. Selkirk ceramics have few decoritive criteria. and yet in the past 
have been accurately chliracterized using general descriptive terms of vessel definition 
based upon paste. exterior Fibric texture. lip decontion and form. Subjective categoriza- 
tion processes have been one of the primary ways in which Selkirk ceramics have been 
separated into wares and complexes. 

Effons by the author to define descriptive criteria explicitly for the Bushfield West 
ceramic collection were not entirely successful. Depending upon the cornplexity of the 
criteria. either al1 pots coded the same. or each pot became a class unto itself. In the 
conversion from physical pots to categorïcally defined models. a critical quantity (and 
quality) of data were lost. and the relationships between the various attributes were 
significantly weakened. During the coding process. critical ceramic variables were found 
to be too subtle to record consistently or to be interpreted objectively to form a model. 
On the other hand. a reasonably experienced cerarnics ünalyst could have immediately 
perceived variability within the cermic assemblage using visual and tactile senses. 
Furthemore. the same ünalyst would have been able to categonze al1 of this information 
almost instantly. producing what is generaily called a "subjective" interpretation. Despite 
the derogatory connotations usually associated with subjective ÿnalytical interpremtions. 
at the current methodological stage of ceramic (and probably general artifact) analysis the 
subjective analytical approach is often more useful in producing much archaeological 
explanation than any number of objective multivariüte statistical studies. 

Consequently. in the following chapters 1 will üttempt to supplement the already- 
detïned descriptive criteria with some subjective interpretation. paniculürly in lumping 
ceramics into classes based on "look and feel". It is aqued that this is a valid approach. 
since it adds an extra dimension to the ceramic analysis. and in some ways can contribute 
to the formulation of more working hypotheses which can be tested with the objectively 
derived criteria. 

GENERAL POTSHERD FORMATION PROCESSES WITHIN AND BEYOND RESIDENCES 

During the analysis of the Bushfield West cenrnic assemblage. it was rare to find 
more than about 50-75% of a particular pot that could be reconstructed. Although there 
was a great mass of body sherds that could not be cross-mended with any particular 
vessel. al1 rims, and most necks and shoulders, were matched with one another, or were 
identified as representing unique vessels. What became of the rest of any single vessel is 
difficult to detemine, since a large area around each activity complex was cornpletely 
excavated. It is possible that debris within each structure was periodically collected 
during occupation and the discud dumped beyond the excavated area. although why only 
parts of vessels would be swept up is difficult to determine. It is also possible that pieces 



of broken cerarnics (pünicularly rim sections) were curated for some reason. possibly for 
throwing at camp dogs. Cenain discard patterns may account for the incompleteness of 
the vessel assemblage, as will be discussed. 

Drop-Toss and Cluster Discard artifact formation models (Chapter 6) help to explain 
the patteming of lithic and bone debris within an activity cornplex on Bushfield West. 
However. it is clear that these rnodels cannot fully describe the depositional patterning 
engendered by pottery use. The presence of pottery irnplies its use for storage. process- 
ing m d  transfer (Rice 1987209). and for cooking. Unlike tool making. food consump- 
tion or preparation. pottery use does not produce significant cerarnic wastage unless 
vessels are broken or discarded. Though it is tme that pots can serve useful purposes 
even after they are broken into pieces (Skibo 1992:U). for the most part once they have 
corne apart the resulting pottery sections and sherds are waste and are consigned as 
discard. 

Trying to second-guess the life history of the average ceramic pot used on Bushfield 
West is perhaps a presumptuous exercise given the paucity of data about Cree use of 
pottery. However. it is apparent from the archaeological remains that a number of vessels 
were broken within lents. and most of these breaks occurred during use. Since this study 
focuses on ceramic function. sorne comments will be made regarding how cooking. 
boiling and utility pots may have been discarded on the site. 

Cooking and Boiling Pot Disposal 
For cooking pots. breakage probably took place while the vessel was on (or sus- 

pended over) a fire. Replicative liquid-containing pot cooking experirnents by the author 
seem to suggest that cooking pot breakiige is not usually catastrophic. A failed pot does 
not simply disintegrate into pieces a11 iit once: instead. a crack rnay develop so that con- 
tents stan to leak. or part of the exterior may spall away into the fire. Contents are usu- 
ally rescued before they are lost. and the damaged vessel retrieved in a somewhat whole. 
if less usable. condition. However. should the damaged pot be placed back ont0 the fire 
and used as a kind of makeshift heating or frying vessel. pieces around the edge of the 
fracture actuülly start to break off. and eventually what is left must be discarded. 

Taking into account this experimental evidence, it should not be unusual to find a few 
pieces of cooking or boiling pottery in an excavated fire hearth. although sherd frequen- 
cies would probably be quite low. These pieces would be the result of uncontrolled 
vessel failure. Thus. Type 2 cluster discard. in which pottery sherds are purposefully 
tossed into a hearth (see Chapter 6) ,  is probably largely inapplicable to cooking pottery 
use. Any sherds hlling into the Tire were probably the result of use (Le.. Drop Disposai) 
rather than discard. A rescued pot rnay have been suficiently intact for re-use as a con- 
tainer. or as a dry-cooking vessel. However, if, after cool-down. it was found to be 
unusable it was probably expedientIy tossed, more or less whole, into an existing discard 
area (Toss Disposal). Sherds and sections. on the other hand, would also be tossed into 



discard areas. though individually. since only rareiy would the original pot have broken 
on a specially laid out collection mat or Ain. unless it was dropped or purposefully 
srnashed. 

Consequently. the Type 1 cluster discard mode1 (in which debris is dlowed to accu- 
mulate on mats for disposal) cannot be applied to cooliing or boiling pottery very easily. 
In fact. vessel cross-mends in al1 cerarnic-bearing sub-blocks of Bushfield West show that 
most vessel pieces were strewn over an area exceeding that expected for Type 1 cluster 
discard. Instead. distributions of cooking and boiling vessel fragments in a number of 
tent areas appear to retlect toss discard. 

Type 3 cluster discard. in which debris is purposefully collected and removed a great 
distance from its source of production. was defined as the result of ceramic discovenes 
on the site. The discard pattern seems to retlect the dispersed nature of boiling znd 
cooking vessel disposal. whereby only pans of a pot are collected as trash for removal 
from a residence. Interestingly, Type 3 cluster discard may be an important reason why 
few vessels could be reconstmcted in their entirety. Vesse1 sections may have been 
cleaned out of a residence area and dumped well beyond its boundaries. perhaps in an 
area not excavated. 

Pot Smashes 

In several places on Bushfield West entire smashed pots were found in siru. some 
within tent areas and at leüst one away from any recognizable activity cluster. These pot 
smashes did not seem to be associated with any other cluster discard artifacts. and repre- 
sented anomülous piles of sherds in an otherwise relatively debris-free area. It appears 
that these vessel remains were cluster discards (Type 1 and Type 3) of relatively intact 
vessels. since they could be almost entirely reconstructed after excavation. However. 
even the cluster discard models cunnot explain the anomalously complete nature of these 
reconstructed pots. 

Constant heating and re-heating over a fire would presumably cake its toll on a well- 
used cooking vessel. It is likely that thermal stress would eventually cause the bottom of 
the vessel to crack. forming a le& or smi?ll hole. Although relatively intact. the pot 
would probably have been regarded as having corne to the end of its useful life. It would 
probably be very sooty, and heavily encmsted with cooking residue. Although its paste 
would have been hardened by constant heating, the overall vessel structure may have 
been quite brittle. with numerous cracks resulting from constant thermal stress. As such, 
it was probably not in any re-usable condition. Thus. a retired cooking pot was probably 
discarded whole into a debris dumping area. or even abandoned in a residence when 
camp was moved. 

Following this conjectural hypothesis, large cooking pots would be expected to make 
up the bulk of the pot smash ceramic scatters on Bushfield West. In fact, this is the case. 
Of the four pot smashes found on the site, three were of cooking pots. The fout-th vesse1 



was determined to be a rnrinufacturing failure that was never used. 

Utility Pot Disposal 
Since utility pots were presumably not used on a fire. any sherds that were found in a 

hearth were probably the result of Type 3 cluster discard. Furthemore, if a utility pot 
broke. it was probably as the result of direct handling. since cooking and boiling pots 
would spend more time over a fire. out of direct reach. When it broke. it was probably 
more catastrophic. so more sherd pieces would be found in the break area. The breakage 
would probably result in more Type 1 cluster discard. since sherds and sections would 
have more of a chance to be collected on mats. 

Drop disposa1 should be minimal. unless a rnishandled pot was left broken in place. 
However. drop disposal of contents is another matter. Dry contents may have been 
recoverable: wet contents were probably lost. Nomally. consideration of contents is a 
moot point from the standpoint of archaeology, since contents would not be expected to 
survive in the archaeological record. However. it is contended that evidence of sorne 
contents did survive on Bushfield West. in the form of ochre pigment. as will be ex- 
plained in the next chapter. 



Chapter 5 provided a sumrnary of the features and artifacts found on Bushfield West's 
occupation. while Chapter 6 established methods of interpreting the remains in terms of 
human behaviours that created the debris and feature distributions. Particular emphasis 
was placed upon trying to develop a means of distinguishing characteristic use of space 
on the site by gender. It seemed inappropriate to interpret spatial divisions for other kinds 
of social groupings (such as rank. clan membership or some unspecified sodality) for 
what is believed to have been an essentially egalitarian society producing material re- 
mains Iargely bereft of any correlates serving as hypothetical group insignias. On the 
other hand. ethnographic evidence, the well-preserved context of the Bushfield West 
archaeological deposit. and the means used for its recovery and analysis suggested that 
intra-site (as opposed to i n t n  residence) gender-use differentiation of living floor space 
could be undertaken. One aspect of this chapter attempts this study. 

In Chapters 7 and 8. the cerarnic remains found on the site were characterized and a 
body of theory developed to explain pottery variation within the assemblage. Most 
vessels exhibited remarkable stylistic homogeneity. making it difficult to differentiate 
vessels into distincr stylistic classes. A few stylistic attributes were found to be statisti- 
cally significant. however. and they were explored in some detail. Pottery function 
hypotheses did permit vessels to be classified by use. and pot function was hypothesized 
to be an important means of deducing the kinds of activities that took place in areas in 
which pottery was found on the site. 

As a consequence this chapter attempts to compare the hypothetical activities t*ng 
place in some areas of Bushfield West. deduced independently through vesse1 use inter- 
pretation and gender use modeling. It also seeks to detemine if there are other pottery 
indicators besides function (such as certain stylistic attributes) which can help to deduce 
certain behaviours on the site, or c m  be used to indicate the gender of the user. 

Identifying Sheltered Occupation Areas 
The interpretation of indoor versus outdoor activities on Bushfield West proved to be 

a difficult problem at the outset. No physical evidence of structures was ever found 
during excavation of the site; despite over 600 square m of occupation surface being 
exposed by trowel. and the majority of the surface being swept clean by hand bmsh for 
photomapping. no evidence of any structure impression, or even a post hole was ever 
encountered. Since the paleosol in the densest parts of the excavated area was wholly 
collected for water screening, it is argued that even a few post hole remnants would have 
been observed during excavation, since the visual contrast between the thin black occupa- 
tion zone and the underlying sand was often striking. Lack of post holes seerns incongru- 



ous for such a complex site in which many activities have been demonstrated to have 
taken place. Even if trees were available for sheltering structures from the wind, and 
possibly serving as anchor posts for tying them down. it would be expected that drying 
racks would have to br erected around the fires. and that they would have left discemible 
impressions in the relatively soft sandy earth in the camping area. 

In fact. there was little evidence of purposehilly ground excavation anywhere on the 
site. Most discard middens were sirnply surface scatters of debris. although discard 
debris was found in several natural ground depressions which appeared occasionally in 
some areas of the site. Only four purposefully excavated pits were discovered dunng 
excavation. One. full of fire broken rock. was recorded at the edge of the riverbank. 
eroding into the river. Another fire broken rock pit was found a few rnetres away in the 
south portion of BIock 1. A third fire broken rock pit was found in Sub-Block 2.3 and a 
fourth was found three m to the northeast of the latter feature. Of the several dozen 
hearths observed on the site, not one appeared to have been purposefully constructed 
within even a shallow pit. although many showed considerable evidence of long-term and 
intensive use. 

Lack of subsurface excavation in predorninantly soft soil. in spite of the presence of 
severd anomalous rock pits. suggests that there may have been a significant impediment 
to purposeful ground penetration. Taking into account the various seasonality data which 
indicate a mid CO late spring occupation of the site. it  is entirely possible that the ground 
was at least partially frozen at the tirne that Bushfield West was occupied . Partially 
frozen forest soils would have discouraged post pounding. and may explain why erected 
structures would not have left any impression on the ground where they stood. Only a 
few heat-related rock pits were actually dug into the ground, presurnably where the soil 
had been thawed sufficiently for their excavation. 

If the soils were not completely thawed. it is suspected that the climate was probably 
somewhat cool. characteristic of a late-arriving spnng. This would suggest that most 
activities requiring any kind of intensive hand work would be conducted within shelters. 
at least when the weather was particularly cold. As a consequence. it is hypothesized that 
almost al1 activity complexes identified on the excavated portions of Bushfield West were 
contained within some kmd of hide dwelling. In the absence of any conclusive physical 
evidence. positions of structure outlines for al1 activity areas were inferred from the best 
available evidence. as were the locations of dwelling entrantes and exits. 

CEIWXIIC VARWUILITY IVITHIN MEN'S ACTIVITY AREAS 

Referring to Chapter 6. in which criteria were identified which could be used to 
hypothesize relatively specific behaviours responsible for archaeological remains. several 
archaeological indicators were mentioned that could be associated with certain types of 
ceremonial behaviour. On Bushfield West, these ceremonial indicators were clearly 
observed in severd different areas in conjunction with remains resulting from activities 



deduced to have been conducted primarily by males. Although these were interesting 
discoveries. they were not panicularly unusual. What was intriguing about the behav- 
iours was that considerable numbers of pottery vessels were found associated with them. 

The presence of pottery is normally associated with female behaviours related to 
vesse1 manufacture. cooking and storage. It has been assumed that men would not have 
much use for pots since fragile clay vessels were not particularly suited to non-sedentary 
lifestyles associated with hunting. Even if men were in a sedentary situation. such as a 
long-term encarnpment. they would be in residence with their families. in which women 
would be responsible for carrying out day-to-day domestic activities in which pottery 
would be used. Unless these assumptions are in error (and it is acknowledged that there 
will always be exceptions). it could be assumed that men's use of pottery might be differ- 
ent than the uses made by wornen. It is also possibIe that men. in their selective utiliza- 
tion of pottery. might prefer to use a specitïc kind of pot. The situation at Bushfield West 
provided an opportunity to investigate these possibilities. 

Two separate areas of the site exhibited evidence of extensive tool making and ochre 
processing (identified as strong indicators of male behaviour), and also yielded the re- 
mains of reconstmctible pots. One wüs found within Block 2 and another within the 
remotely situated Block 3. 

Sub-Block 2.3 
As explained in detail in Chapter 5. this area. located in the northeast portion of Block 

1 (Chapter 5. Figure 5.3). bounded two major artihct scatters and three hearths (Figure 
5.14). Tool recoveries were significünt. and six pottery vessels were identified and asso- 
ciated with the area (Table 5.8). Eight separate activity areas were defined. comprising at 
Ieast three activity loci. al1 focused around the heiuths. 

Around the central (and largest) hearth was a major lithic workshop. with cooking 
and ochre-müking also carried out. A piece of highly exotic iron was recovered beside 
this hearth (Figure 9.1). The hearth area to the northeast harboured a smaller workshop 
where stone and bone tools and paint were manuhctured. Certain activities such as ochre 
painting and smoking were also indicated (Figure 9.2). The southeast hearth was appar- 
ently used by individuals for hide working, clothing rnanufacturing and meat (and per- 
haps egg) roasting. Al1 three areas shared ceramic crossrnends, used many of the same 
discard areas. and were located within an area of approximately two metres radius. Thus. 
i t  seems probable that the three areas were integrated within a single relatively large 
covered dwelling interpreted to be approximately 5 m in diameter, which would account 
for the clustering of the debris scatter. 

Since two major discard areas were situated north and south of the hearths, i t  is 
difficult to interpret whether these may have been where entrances to the structure were 



- Iron fragment exposed during paleosol rernoval 

Figure 9.1. Activity area around main hearth of Block 2.3 exposed on occupation 
floor. Insets show location and in sitir position of iron fragment adjacent 
to anvil stone. 

located. The density of debris scatter would indicate that these areas would present 
something of an impedirnent to structure access, however. It is alternatively hypothesized 
that the entrünce may have been located in the southwest. where debris was relatively 
lightly distributed. This direction also afforded a good view towards the upstream por- 
tion of the river. The apparently contiguous discard areas to the north and south may 
have been the result of discarding debris beyond the tent walls by lifting up the cover. 

Most of the activities within this structure complex were strongly male-associated. 
Stone tool manufacturing apparently took place in the vicinity of two of the three hearths, 
and male-oriented ceremonid activity was especially apparent in the northeast portion of 
the dwelling. Trade-related social interaction may be reflected in the presence of the iron 
fragment found by the central heuth. The lithic industry is particularly intriguing, given 
its obvious intensity yet unusual Iück of completed product. In the south half of the 
structure (and beyond in discard areas) almost al1 tools were broken (many bearing char- 
acteristic manufacturing-related fractures). This pattern suggests that there may have 
been some element of training taking place. perhaps novice flintknappen being educated 
in the finer points of stone tool craftsrnanship. One external examiner of the stone tool 
collection in this area has rernürked upon the general lack of proficiency in the product, in 
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cornpuison to other sites he has worked on where tool making was an important activity 
(Bob Dawe, persona1 communication. 1985). 

Female activity correlates appeÿred around the southeastem part of the structure. 
where stone working was absent and a number of unbroken hide working tools were 
recovered. It is possible that women did work in this area. or that this area was used by 
men to carry out certain domestic chores usually associated with women. 



There was not a great diversity ofanimals consumed within the dwelling area. As ir. 
most other areas. beaver and bison were the most well represenred species (on the basis 
of their NISP). A significant quantity of bird specimens were also identified. but as of 
this wt-iting had not been categorized to species. One foetal bison specimen and 10 
immature beaver specimens were obsewed in the collection. When considered in con- 
junction with the sonsiderable quantity of eggshell recovered from the area. and in the 
absence of conflicting seasonality data, the dwelling was probably extant during the 
middle to late spring of the year. 

Use of Potterv in the Activie Comdex 

The remains of five vessels (V 21.27.34.36 and 37) were found in this area (see 
Figure 5.8 for vessel distributions). Vessel 36 consisted of a few tiny rirn sherds recov- 
ered in two separate areas of the sub-block. Since it was possible that the fragments were 
intrusive to the xea, the vessel is not discussed here. Remains of vessels 2 1, 27 and 34 
were cluster recoveries found in several disposal areas nonhwest of the large central 
hearth and in the work area at the centre of the sub-biock. Vessel 37 was found scattered 
throughout the area. 

Based on the classification scheme developed in Chapters 7 and 8. one pot was used 
for boiling (Vessel 2 1 ) and the others for utili ty storage or some other non-heat related 
task (Table 9.1). Vessel 37 was heavily stained with ochre and rnay have been used to 
store or mix liquid paint. Vesse1 34 was also stained on the exterior. The boiling pot 
(Vessei 2 1 )  was the largest vessel found in the activity complex. in terms of diameter. It 

Vrssri C'se iVmr Lip Dec Fnbric Prin rs 
-- - - 

2 1 Boiling Undecorated Prominent Obliterrited 

27 Utility Undecorated Smoothed None 

34 Utility ExrAnt Prominent No Bosses 

3 7 Utility Undecorated Prominent C l e x  

Table 9.1. Selected attributes of vessels associated with Sub-Block 2.3. 

was delicately made. with an inward ilaring rim. Its long. straight rirn resemblrd those of 
Vessels 42 and 43 from Sub-Block 2.2. The utility pots were somewhat smaller in diam- 
eter and had shoner rims which were nearly vertical, or flared inward (Table 9.2). Only 
one vessel from the sub-block possessed Iip decoration, Vessel 34 (Table 9.2). The rirn 
on this pot flared outward, and was one of the few specimens from the site that was not 
decorated by one or more rows of punctates. 

There appeared to be few differences in vessel form or decoration among Vessels 2 1. 
27 and 37. This subjective evaluatian closely parallels that of the objective analysis. The 
vessels exhibited straight, vertical rims. undecorated rirn lips. and a single row of 
punctates. Vessel 34 fell outside this grouping because it displayed no punctate row and 



Vessr i Anpie L rngrh Diarlz Lip T LLip T 'Veck T SI&/ T WdI T ;Cl. Thick 

2 1 96.0 3.3 19.2 0.7 0.6 0.8 0.7 0.4 0.6 

37 89.0 2.5 12.1 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.5 

Mean 91.8 2.7 13.7 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.4 0.7 

LLip T=Lowr Lip Tlrickness 

Table 9.2. Selected metrics of vessels associated with Sub-B lock 2.3. 

exhibited a noticeably outflaring and decorated nm. It did not resemble the other three 
vessels. even though only portions of the rim and neck were present for study. However. 
both Vesse1 34 and 37 were ochre-stained. 

Sub-Block 2.3 was the only multi-activity area containing large hearths in which no 
cooking vessels were recovered. Paint stains were found on two utility pots: the third 
may have been used for water stonge or other non-cooking purposes. The one boiling 
pot may have been used to boil water. perhaps for hot beverages or medicinal purposes. 
These vesse1 uses support the hypothesis that the primaiy activities being undenaken in 
the area involved only males. and were non-subsistence oriented. Althouph there was 
sorne indication that f'emale-related activities occurred in the southeastern part of the 
activity complex, the lack of cooking pots (associated with women elsewhere on the site) 
seems to suggest that these activities could have been performed by men as well. 

Despite the lack of cooking vessels. there was strong evidence that food was con- 
sumed in the area. A considerable amount of broken bone was found in several discard 
areas, the remnants of food which could have been cooked in ceramic vessels. However. 
the small hearth in the southeast part of the activity complex contained the remains of a 
beaver paw, which was presumably roasted over the fire. It is possible that roasting was 
the major cooking activity in this special residence. and that cerxnic use was restricted to 
non-cooking purposes. 

If it was a men's area. it may be that men were not adverse to using pots for their 
own ceremonial uses. but did not use them much for cooking (although there is evidence 
that they were amenable to the notion of boiling liquids in them). Unfortunately. there is 
no mention of this kind of "pot cooking" aversion in the ethnohistorical literature any- 
where in northem North America (D. Russell, personai communication. 1994). so it is 
hÿrd to detemine the validity of this kind of interpretation. It is also possible that a few 
cooking vessels were used in the area. but did not break during use and were curated 
when the residence area was abandoned. However. considering the ubiquitous presence 
of cooking pots in most other parts of the site, their complete absence in the sub-block 
cannot be solely attributed to curation activity. 

The lack of cooking vessels coupled with the presence of cerernonial activity (long- 



distance tride. smoking. paint mÿking and using) significantly alters the character of this 
activity complex. It  seems apparent that this area was more than a workshop and resi- 
dence: indications are that it was also a centre for considerable special activity that has 
been rather loosely termed "teremonial." Only one other area of the site showed the 
combination of special activities exhibited here. located in Block 3. 

Btock 3 
Block 3 was located in a relatively isoiated part of Bushfield West. in an area inter- 

preted to have been in forest at the time of occupation. A large part of the block was 
nearly stede of artifiicts. except for two areas in which dense clusters of cultural material 
and hearth fevtures indicated that significant activities once took place. One of these 
areas yielded impressive pottery remains. in cornbination with artifacts and features 
associated with male ceremonial activity (Figure 5.11). These remains were found in 
seven activity üreüs. whose contents are surnrnarized in Figure 9.3. 

Activitv C o m ~ l e x  Intemretation 
Through detailed analysis of the defined activity areas in the ceramic portions of 

Block 3. one dwelling area and the discard area of perhaps another can be defined. The 
unassociated Type 3 cluster discard area contains a rirnsherd recognized as Vesse1 23. and 
is probably related to a set of activities being carried out south of the excavated area. 
Little more can be stated about this hypothetical activity complex. 

The complete activity area complex is definable through indirect and direct artifactl 
matrix cross-mends and adjacent related activities. The core of the complex is a hypo- 
thetical dwelling roughly centred upon a single. well-used hearth (Figure 9.4). The 
residence boundaries c m  be defined by the spatial orientation of significant activities 
surrounding the heÿrth. Using these criteria. the activity boundary (possibly demarcated 
by the boundaries of the tent area) was roughly 3.75 to 4.50 rn in diameter. Within this 
enclosed area a number of separate activities can be recognized. For rxample. on the east 
and southeast sides. cooking. tool making and ochre preparation are hypothesized to have 
taken place. Occupants were cooking bison meat. possibly using at least one of the pots. 
and roasting immature beaver over the fire. Intensive Stone working. from primary flake 
production to tool refinishing, was also ctimed out. Tool finishing and resharpening 
appears to have been the dominant activity around the hearth. Primary flake manufactur- 
ing may have taken place near the northeast edge of the structure. 

Paint manufacturing was also an important industry. Several implements were found 
which obviously were used to prepare the material. As well. large ochre spills covered a 
significant portion of the living floor around the hearth. particularly on the east and 
southeast side: this distribution suggests ochre use. 

There were three major discard areas within the dwelling: one was in the northwest 
corner. where bone. waste flakes and several bulky ochre making tools were expedi- 
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tiously dumped as Type 1 cluster discard: and a second was situated in the southwest. 
were a few broken tools. flakes and bone and a considerable quantity of pottery were 
discarded. possibly as Type 3 cluster discard. A third. also in the southwest. consisted 
exclusively of broken pottery. Except for its proxirnity to the living area (hence the 
possibility that it could have been expeditiously tossed away from the inhabited uea of 
the dwelling). it resembled Type 3 cluster discard in its apparent purposeful placement of 
a whole broken pot. and parts of another. away from the living area. There was no sig- 
nificant Type 2 discard. Although a few flakes and sorne pot sherds were found in the 
ashy rernains of the hearth. no great quantities of tlakes. and in particulür microdebitage. 
were found in comparison to other hearths on the site. In fact. some debt-is appeared to 
be found on top of the hearth ash. suggesting that it was not actively used at the time that 
somc lithic working activities were taking place. 

The West and southwest sides of the hearth were remarkably barren of cultural materi- 
ais or features. During excavation of the hearth and its vicinity. it was noted that the area 
was relatively sterile. and that certain parts or the living fioor appeared to have been 
compacted. This feature was in an area in which heavy equipment and been used to strip 
off the sterile overburden, and this activity may have accounted for part of the paleosol 
compaction. However. in other areas where tire passage had clearly deformed the occu- 
pation tloor, this soil compression was not evident. Rajnovich ( 1983) used soil 
compaction as the prirnary means of defining residences at the Spruce Point site. It is 
possibIe that the artihct-free area may have been purposely le fi clean for sitting or sleep- 
ing, as would be found within an enclosed tent structure. 

Beyond the structure. al1 other activity within the activity cornplex is related to dump- 
ing. The füvoured Type 3 dumping areas appear to have been in the shüllow depressions 
to the nonh of the structure, although dumping rnay also have occurred to the south 
where excavation was not camed out. The relative proximity of these exterior feütures 
suggests that the entrance to the structure was from the nonhwest. where waste could be 
easily dumped into depressions. This entrance would have been in the general direction 
of the main part of the Bushtield West encampment, assuming contemporaneous occupa- 
tion. tmmediately outside the dwelling. to the southwest. three dispersed ash patches 
were discovered, and interpreted to have been Type 3 ash discards from a heünh. 
Whether they came from the dwelling hearth is unknown. However. the pot conjoins 
from Vessel 1 indicate that the dumps to the north did come from the dwelling. In fact. 
when Vessel 1 broke. parts of it may have been thrown to the southwest as Type 1 cluster 
discard. and the remainder appears to have been thrown out as two separate Type 3 clus- 
ter discards, one consisting Iargely of debitage and microdebitage tossed into the depres- 
sion to the nonh, and the other consisting of broken tools and debitage. but mostly pot- 
tery, outside of the structure on the southwest side. 

The entire activity complex appears to represent the remains of a combination lithic 
workshop. ceremonid use area and residence. The flintknapping and paint use activities 



suggest that men were the principal occupants. The presence of egg shell. foetal bison 
remains and immature beaver hunal elements suggests that the activity complex was 
formed in the late spring. 

Use of Potteq in the A c t i v i ~  Comulex 
In this block. the remains of three vessels (V 1. 8 and 14) were found in several large 

clusters southwest of a hearth and multiple activity area. Vessel 8 was found as a pot 
smash. Vessel I was found within the pot smash cluster, in disposa1 areas outside of the 
dwelling. and as a few sherds within the dwelling hearth itself. A large rim section of 
Vessel 14 was recovered in the general area of the pot smash. No other potsherds could 
be found anywhere in the excavated area which would cross-mend to it. This distribution 
suggests that the vessel fragment may have been intrusive. It is possible that it rnay have 
been part of the substantial cermic assemblage recovered from the redeposited materials 
which overlay the occupation in this area. Although great care was taken to separate 
Reworked Sand artifacts from those in situ. it is conceivable that this one piece rnay have 
been rnissed. Since the origin of this vessel is strongly suspect. it is not considered here. 

The two vessels from this area were of similar dimensions, and shared many at- 
tributes (Tables 9.3 and 9.4). Both exhibited lip decoration. although one vessel (V 1) 
displayed an exteriorhnterior cord-wrapped tool design. a decorative motif which ap- 
peared much less frequently in the Bushfield West assemblage than the exterior cwt lip 
impressions of the other pot. The most significant difference was in vessel use. and 
perhaps because of this. vessel form. Vesse1 8 was lightly encnisted with patches of 
cooking residue on its neck and inner rim. The pot was probably used for light cooking 
purposes. Vessel 1, on the other hand. was a utility vessel. It possessed no trace of 
cooking residue. although there were a few bum patches on its base. In fact. part of this 
vessel was recovered frorn the hearth in the activity complex. One plausible hypothesis 
is that at the time Vessel 8 was lost. some attempt was made to use Vesse1 I for heating. 

Vesse1 Use Meur Lip Drc Fubric P ri11 r s  

1 Utility Ext/Int Prominent Trice 

8 Lt Coo king Exterior Prominen t C l e u  
- -- 

Table 9.3. Selected attributes of vessels associated with Block 3. 

Vrssel A n  g r  Diarri Lip T LLip T Nrck T Shfd T W d  T M. Thick 

I 90.0 3 20.0 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 O. 7 

Table 9.4. Seiected metrics of vessels associated with Block 3. 



and that it broke up as a consequence. The majonty of the pot was disposed in the ürea of 
the pot smash. and in the distant disposal area. and a few fragments which could not be 
tished out of the flames were Ieft in the hearth. 

Frorn a subjective point of view. both pots were significantly different in f o m  and 
decontion. Vessel 8 was a globular vessel. possessing a thin. rounded shoulder and a 
very thin wall. It was more delicately fabricated than Vessel 1. which appeared be much 
more robust than the mean vessel thickness statistic sugpests. The two vessels also 
differed significantly in rirn angle and length. Nevertheless. the two vessels were used in 
the same activity cornplex. This conclusion suggests that it was perhaps not unusud to 
have considerable diversity in subjective vessel styles within a single residence area on 
Bushfield West. 

Since no part of Vessel 8 was identified in the fire. it is possible that the vessel was 
cracked during cooking use and discarded nearby. The failure of the cooking vessel may 
have prompted the hteful use of the utility vessel for cooking. with disastrous results. If 
this scenario is accepted (as speculative as it is) it would suggest that cooking pots in the 
residence area were in short supply and that others could not be borrowed. The location 
of this activity cornplex (hypothesized to have been in a wooded area) was distant from 
the other densely occupied parts of Bushfield West. It is possible that. at the time this 
residence ürea was occupied. there were no other households nearby from which cooking 
pots may have been borrowed. 

A number of excrivated areas within Bushfield West appeared to exhibit activities 
characteristic of domestic behaviour within a dwelling. Some areas displayed dispropor- 
tionately high numbers of activities associated with female behaviour. Tüsks such as 
butchering. bone breaking. cooking. hide preparation and hide working were interpreted 
from remains that lac ked concomitant male-oriented activities suc h as tool making and 
ochre processing. Two of these areas yielded considerable ceramic remains. One was 
found within Block 1 and nnothrr consisted of the incompletely represented parts of 
B lock 8. Also. an isolated area on the south edge of the site produced pottely remnants 
which may have been the remains of an unsuccesstùl pottery firing episode. This ürea 
was discovered in Blocks 5 and 1 7. 

BIock 1 
The northwest corner of Block I bore evidence of considerable human activity. The 

central feriture was a srnaIl. artifact-laden hearth surrounded by dense. localized accumu- 
lations of lithic debris. many Stone and bone tools. piles of broken pottery. scatters of 
fragmented and partially fractured bone and smail clusters of fire-cracked rock (Figures 
5.1.5.2). This sort of debris configuration was observed in many other blocks. but cer- 
tain aspects of the artifact composition were unique to Block 1. The most significant 
concentrations of materials appeared in Activity Areas 1.3. 1.4 and 1 .S .  They are statisti- 



cally summrirized in Figure 5.4. 

Activio Complex Intepretation 
The area encompassing the three activity areas appears ro have been the focus of a 

domestic residence (Figure 9.5). The residence boundary appears to be a 3.5 m diameter 
area surrounding the central hearth. This is where most principal activities took place. 
including limited lithic reduction. bone working. clothing repair. hide preparation. small 
animal butchering, bone smashing. pot cooking and roasting. Secondary disposa1 was 
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identified outside of this boundary. Debitage. pottery and bone were apparently disposed 
to the southwest (the ÿrea towards the river). Some bone was also ejrcted to the nonh- 
West and southeast. 

A wide variety of animals were consumed in the residence. Although bison and 
beaver were predominant among identified animal remains, a considenble number of 
bird specimens were present. suggesting that fowl (pÿnicularly upland Came birds) were 
important parts of the diet for the occupants of this residence. No eggshell was identi- 
lied. and although there were collection probiems connected with this ünifact class. 
quantities of the material must have been very low. or nonexistent. to be missed entirely. 
Faunÿl seasonal indicators suggest that the residence was occupied in mid to late spring 
(Iate April. early May). 

Most of the activities seemed to be female-associated; in fact there were few explic- 
itly male-associated activities present in the block area. Particularly absent was evidence 
of stone tool making. Some lithic reduction apparently took place. but it did not seem to 
be part of an extensive stone tool industry where the results of the reduction were further 
rnodified. The tool kit was dominated by hide working and clothing repair tools, which 
were probably used by wornen. Some bone processing was evident, although the bone 
was not intensively smashed as in other parts of the site. This pattern does not necessar- 
ily mean that men were not present in the area, just that norrnally-associated male activi- 
ties were not in evidence. Core reduction may have been done by one or more men 
although, as already discussed. there is no reason to assume that women would not have 
been able to reduce cores for expediency tool manufacturing. 

use of Pottery irr the Activjtv C o m ~ l e x  
The remains of six pottery vessels (V 2.4. 17. 21. 65. 66) were found associated with 

the primary activity cornplex identified in this block. One pot ( V  4) was recovered as 
part of a pot smash. four were collected as pottery clusters and one vessel remnant (V66) 
consisted of a few rim sherds which were scattered within and beyond the activity corn- 
plex. The latter vessel may have been intrusive to the area, and is not considered in this 
discussion. 

Using the analytical parameters established in Chapters 7 and 8. the pot assemblage 
or '.tool kit" of remains for this residence area was represented by three light cooking and 
two utility pots (Table 9.5). The shattered rernains of the cooking vessels (V 2. 4 and 22) 
were found within one metre of the central hearth. The most completely represented 
utility vessel (V  12) was recovered in a disposd area three metres south of the hearth. 
The other recognizable utility pot consisted of a single section of what may have been a 
tiny bowl, broken up near the hearth. Only the large utility vessel exhibited fingerpints, 
which were exceptionally clear and alrnost appeared io be a kind of intenor decoration. 
The other vessels possessed no trace of prints. Al1 vessels were fabric impressed. and al1 
but one (V 2 )  displayed some form of decoration on the rim lip. Al1 vessels were deco- 



\ imel Use I.Vc.crr Lip Drc Fubric Prirz rs 
- 

7 - Lt Cooking Undecoriited Prominen t None 

1 Lt Cooking Brim Smoothed None 

12 Utility Exterior Prominent Clear 

î 1 -- Lt Cooking Exterior Smoothed None 

65 Utility Exterior Smoothed None 

Table 9.5. Selected attributes of vessels associated with B Iock 1. 

rated with punctates. 
The average rirn angle for the collection of vessels from this area was approxirnately 

83" (Table 9.6). This was an unusually prominent flare compared to other excavated 
areas of the site. Interestingly, the two utility vessels were among the rnost flared; two of 
the cooking pots exhibited alrnost vertical rims. which differed from the average for the 
site. Average rirn diameter was also fitirly large. at 17 cm. even though a very small 
vesse1 (V 65. a possible bowl) was represented in the statistic. Average rirn length was 

V L J S . ~ ~  Angle Lc~rlgtlr Dium Lip T LLip T Nrck T Sldd T \Vu fl T M. T h i d  

2 88.0 5.8 18.0 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.5 0.5 O. 6 

4 87.0 3.6 13.9 0.6 0.5 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.6 

Table 9.6. Sélected metrics of vessels associated with Block 1. 

iilso relatively long. at 4.4 cm. The mean rnetric values seemed to reflect the absence of 
boiling vessels in the activity area ceramic assemblage. Presumably. if these types of 
vessels would have been present. their shoner. vertical rims and srnaller diameters would 
have rnoderated the mean values. 

Subjectively. Vessel 4 appeared to be distinct from the other vessels recovered in the 
activity complex. With its prominent 'S' rirn profile and large size it fonned a subclass of 
vessels within the local assemblage. The only other vessels on Bushfield West which 
looked like this pot were from Sub-block 2.2. These were Vessels 39. a large utility pot. 
and Vessel 40, a small heavy cooking pot. 

As described above. this activity cornplex was interpreted to have been the remains of 
a domestic residence. The major activities taking place in this area were food prepara- 
tion. hide and clothing repair, and some amount of lithic reduction. Although there were 
indications ihat some bone had been broken up for cooking. intensive bone processing 
was not in evidence. even in the discard areas to the south and northwest. No significant 



stone tool rnanufacturing took place. Unlike in other areas of the site. male associated 
activities did not predominate: the ÿrea seemed to retlect general domestic maintenance 
rather that specialized activities. 

The ceramics recovered from this area did not conrradict these interpretations. The 
three light cooking pots were probably used for domestic cooking tasks. The uncomrnon 
lack of heavily encrusted cooking vessels correlated with the unusually complete animal 
bone remains identified in the area. One of the two utility pots (V 65) was the approxi- 
mate size and shape of a tiny bowl. which would be expected to be used in a domestic 
context. No boiling vessels were represented. an absence which may have been a func- 
tion of the lirnited vesse1 simple; or. as contended here. it rnay have retlected the limited 
kinds of food prepxation activities which took place in the area. 

Block 8 
Although only a portion of the Block 8 occupation living tloor was intact. a signifi- 

cant area of the interpre ted residence was examined. including the central hearth area 
around which a great amount of cultural debris was clustered. Using the CCS. three 
activity areas were identified (Figure 5.73). Their content breakdown is summarized in 
Figure 5.73. Though three separate activity areas were defined within Block 8. it is 
probable that al1 were part of a single residence (Figure 9.6). The diversity and quantity 
of anifacts parallels that of other activity complexes. The only artihct class which is 
conspicuously absent is beaver bone. 

In size and rnaterial quantities, the discoveries in Block 8 most closely resemble those 
from the western part of Block 3. interpreted to have been a men's residence and covered 
workshop area. However. under close scrutiny of the remains. Block 8's charac teristics 
are significantly different. These differences are discussed in the following section. 

A ciivio Comdex I~lferpretatiorr 

Stone tool maintenance and manufacturing was not a major activity in Block 8. This 
interpretation is supported by the types and conditions of certain tools recovered (Table 
5.3). and the relatively srnall arnount of microdebitage recovered in the area. In Block 3. 
tool fracture patterns and the general incompleteness of tools suggested that they may 
have been broken during their manufacture or retouch. rather than through use. In Block 
8. six knives and preform bifaces were found complete, and only one knife appeared to 
be broken. This feature suggests that although there may have been some tool mainte- 
nance taking place. tool manufacturing was not. 

If there was no tool müintenance/manufactut?ng taking place in the residence. what 
was going on? A relatively large proportion of ground and pecked stones were found 
(two stones with grinding surfaces, and two with peclcing surfaces). Nine retouched 
flakes were recovered as well. In the same area a small qumtity of debitage, a token 
amount of microdebitage. but at Ieast tcn cores were collected. It is suggested that the 
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individual behaviours recognized in the block. Squares repre- 
sent activity area boundaries. 

small quantity of debitage was the result of flakes being struck off cores with the p r i m q  
purpose of securing expediency tools such as the retouched flakes recovered in the area. 
Other artifacts sugges! that food preparatiori and hide processing were also taking place. 

The residence in Block 3 was characterized by tool making and repairing. and prepa- 
rütion of materials (ochre) for ceremonial exercises. as would be performed by men. By 
contrast, the tools from Block 8 seem to indicate that hide working and meal preparation 
were more important; activities usually associated with women rather than men. This is 
the only areü where a possibly intact tool kit was found. which included two bifaces and a 
celt (Figure 5.24). The bifaces probably served as efficient butchering tools. The celt 
may have been used for chopping bone, although tools of this type have been associated 
with wood chopping in other contexts. It is suggested that the area was used for domestic 
purposes. with the primary personnel being wornen. 



Use of Potten in the Activïîy Cornplex 
Two rim sherds and approximately three quarters of a vessel nm and neck were 

collected from Block 8. The remiiins were identified as parts of three vessels (V 92. 93. 
and 94). Since only the central portion of the activity complex could be examined. it is 
possible that considerably more vessel remains would have been recovered in hypotheti- 
cal discard areas peripheral to the complex centre. This distributionai pattern would have 
been similar to that of most of the other activity complexes examined on Bushfield West. 
Unfonunately. these trash dumps. if they did exist. were destroyed by road construction. 
Only the central portion of the complex was preserved, and only one vessel (V 97) was 
sufficiently well represented to state confidently that it was part of the complex. 

Vesse1 92 was a relatively large. well-used cooking pot with a long. strongly flaring 
rim. It was covered with a very prominent exterior fabric finish (Table 9.7). In tact. 
though the tinish had obviously been srnoothed prior to firing. the exterior texture of this 

93 Hvy Cooking Exterior Smoothed Nonr 

9 3 Utility Exterior Smoothed N o  Bosses 

94 1 nd t Use Brim None No Bosses 

Table 9.7. Selected attributes of vessels associated with Block 8. 

vessel was still so distinguishable that the Fabric used to impress the clay must have been 
very coarse. It may possibly have been a couse-corded. tïnely woven net bag. The 
vessel was also very robustly constmcted. as indicated by the mean thicknsss of the 
vessel (Table 9.8). However, though its robust nature and coarse exterior finish served to 
sepürate this pot subjectively from the rest of the Bushfield West collection. it still fell 
well within the attribu te and metric ranges münifested by these vessels. 

Vc..ssel l e  L n  Diuni Lip T LLIp T Nrck T Shld T Wall T M. Tliick 

Table 9.8. Selected metrics of vessels associated with Block 8. 

Although only limited excavation could be camed out in Block 8, a not insignificant 
amount of bone was collected. This material was so finely smashed that Iess than 30 
pieces could be identified as to species or element. The one vessel which could be irrevo- 
cably associated with the activity cornplex was a heavy cooking vessel. The association 
of smashed bone with the remains of this type of pot and a hearth suggest that bone 



marrow rendering mny have been one important activity which took place in the activity 
complex. 

Block 5 and Block 17 
The remains of one entire vessel (V 5 )  and single nm sherds from two others were 

recovered in one large. isolated pottery cluster during the test assessment operation. 
Despite extensive excnvation (comprising Block 5 )  in the area surrounding the smashed 
pot. little additional evidence of human occupation was discovered. A few rnetres away. 
in a one square metre excavation unit in a disturbed area (designated Block 17). the 
remains of another small vessel were recovered. The occupation between the two blocks 
had been largely destroyed by cultivation. Therefore. the two areas could not be 
contiguously examined. 

Use cf Pottery in the Blocks 
The four pots from the two areas were classed as utility vessels (Table 9.9). primarily 

because they possessed no food residue or secondary firing stains which could be used to 
identify them as cooking or boiling pots. Al1 had been prominently impressed on their 
exteriors with hbric. Although the pots represented by rim sherds could not be fully 
measured, it was apparent that three vessels from the pot smash were probably quite large 
(Table 9.10). while the separated vessel was much smaller. 

Vesse1 Use Wear Lip Dec Fa bric Prin rs 
- 
3 Utility Exterior Prom inen t Obliterated 

7 Utility In terior Prominen t Clear 

56 Utiiity Undecora ted Prominen t None 

37 Utility Undecorated Prominen t Trace 

Table 9.9. Selected attributes of vessels associated with Blocks 5 and 17. 

Table 9.10. Selected metrics of vessels associated with Block 5 and Block 17. 

Vessels 5,56 and 57. despite the objective and metric differences, appeared to be 
from the sarne subjective class of pots. Though the latter two vessels were only repre- 
sented by rim sherds. the form and size of their rims, the feel of their pastes. and their 



thicknesses favoured their classification as one and the same. Vessel 7 was different: it 
was a much more delicately constructed pot. with a differently formed rim. It was also 
much smaller than the other three pots. 

Hanna ( 1983). in examining Vesse1 5, concluded that a number of characteristics 
displayed by the remains suggested that the vessel had not survived the firing process. In 
particular. she noted that many of the sherds displayed hairline and star-shaped cracks 
and spalling (ibid.: 35). features which led her to suggest that the vessel may not have 
dried cornpletely before being fired. She did not examine the rim sherd remains of Ves- 
sels 56 and 57. nor the large section of Vessel 7. These were subsequently studied by the 
author and found to exhibit the same kinds of paste cracks and spalling as found on 
Vessel 5.  It was concluded that the additional three vessels probably suffered the sarne 
hypothetical fate as the completely represented vessel exarnined by Hanna. Even though 
the area around the pot smash and the second isolated pot had been disturbed by cultiva- 
tion. there was little indication that any kind of habitation had taken place there to the 
extent that occurred 200 m to the nonh. where similar pottery clusters were encountered. 
The remoteness of recoveries. and the dearth of associated artifacts. tend to support 
Hanna's (1983) hypothesis that the clustered sherds were not the product of pots which 
had failed during use. but were the remains of vessels which had failed to survive the 
tiring process. 

The possibility that a pottery firing hearth could exist in the locality was investigated. 
Unfortunately. large scale grading around the blocks revealed that most of the occupation 
floor in the area had been badly disturbed by cultivation. If a hearth had been located in 
the area. most traces had disappeared pnor to exposure of the paleosol remnants. Surface 
recoveries of artifacts were very scant in the vicinity of the block. unlike in other areas in 
which a productive archaeological living floor had been disturbed by cultivation. Thus. 
the area was probably somewhat peripheral to the main area of occupation for the site. 
and may indeed have been used for firing pottery vessels. 

CERA~IIC VARIAUILITU WITHIN GENERAL CAI.IPSITE ACTIVITY AREAS 

There were areas within Bushfield West which did not appear to exhibit the special- 
ized. gender-related activi ties described in the previous chapters. In these localities there 
was strong evidence that both men and women were using the same area when they were 
carrying out day-to-day domestic activities. Located within Block 2. the two areas were 
fully defined by excavation. Ceramic recoveries were relatively abundant in both areas. 
The chliracteristics of the pottery appeared to reflect the multi-gender, rnulti-behavioural 
character of the localities. 

Sub-Block 2.1 
This block was located direct1 y sout h of the hypothesized male-associated residence/ 



workshop area. in the southeast corner of Block 2. Several hearths and a dense artifact 
scatter were rncapsulated within it (Figure 5.8). Four separate activity areas were identi- 
fied. dthough the bulk of the anihcts. including the pottery, came from one large. dense 
scatter. The content of the activity areas is characterized in Figure 5.10. 

ActiviQ Com~lex Interpret~tion 
The quantity and diversity of cultural d e b k  scattered within Sub-Block 2.1 appears 

to be indicative of a residence and workshop (Figure 9.7). Lithic tool manufacturing was 
by far the most archaeologically visible activity taking place. Tools were apparently 
rnanufactured in the southwest half of the area. and the debns collected and deposited as 
Type 1 cluster discard in a midden to the nonheast. Within this lithic workshop area 
other domestic activities also took place. including some hide working. animal process- 
ing. bone srnashing and cooking. Cooking may have been done in pots; most of the bone 
bore no evidence of charring (except for the fragments found directly within the hearth 
ash). and very little fire-cracked rock was recovered. Most of the more complete pots 
were thrown ont0 the midden debris northeast of the hearth. extending beyond the hypo- 
thetical boundary of the residence. 

As in other areas of Bushtïeld West, bison and beaver were the fwoured anirnals for 
consumption. A signiiïcant quantity of fowl, principally grouse, were consumed as well. 
Seasonality indicators were few. but seemed to suggest a late spring occupation of the 
sub-block, 

Although an intensive amount of activity m u t  have taken place to generate so much 
waste iithic material and bone, the material scatter was confined to a 4 m diameter area 
surrounding the large hearth. with most waste extending nonh. south and northeast. 
Much of the debris was Type 1 cluster discard. to judge from the heterogeneity of the 
debris piles. rather than simply drop discard. This kind of discard was most prominent to 
the nonh of the heiirth. and especially to the nonheast. This distribution suggests that the 
workshop may have been bounded by a structure such as a tent. One Type 3 cluster 
discard area was positively identified on the south side. based on ceramic conjoins which 
appeared inside and outside of the hypothetical residence boundary. Interestingly. lack of 
ceramic conjoins suggests that several disposal areas may not have been part of this 
activity complex. A debris pile in the northwest was more probably associated with Sub- 
Block 2.3. Much of the material to the northeast apparently was associated with a srnall 
activity complex associated with a hearth in that location. In the southeast. two small 
durnp areas apparently had no identifiable associations, though they contained identifi- 
able remnants of Vessel 28 and possibly Vessel 25. As a consequence. it is possible that 
these two vesseIs are not associated with activities in Sub-Block 2.1. 

The only relatively clear area of this activity complex was to the west of the hearth. 
If it is assumed that the entrance would be kept clear of debris. the doorway to the dwell- 
ing was situated in this direction. away from where dl of the debris was disposed. A 
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Figure 9.7. Interpreted activities of Sub-Block 7.1. Bullets (*) in legend show 
individual behaviours recognized in the block. Squares represent 
activity area boundaries. 



much smaller debris scatter was documented to the south of the hearth area. which may 
have been an area where debris was tossed out of a convenient opening in the fabric. or 
carried outside and durnped beside the structure. 

Most of the identified activities within the structure area appeared to be male-associ- 
ated. Obviously intensive Stone working was an important indicator. but an equally 
important clue was provided by the recovery of exotic imponed shell (dentalium) from 
the midden. presence of which shows that some form of trade took place. possibly involv- 
ing ceremonial interaction. which in tum suggests that men may have been the primary 
personnel involved. Since the material was discarded in the midden. it may have been 
present in Iager quantities in better condition when exchange for the material took place. 

Despite the strong indications of male-associated behaviour in the area. there was 
some evidence that women were active in the residence as well. Hide-working tools 
were relativeiy abundant. and did not seem to be rejected products of the tool manufactur- 
ing taking place there. The wide variety of processed fiiunal remains attests to the impor- 
tance of food preparation and consumption. Rather thÿn being an exclusive men's resi- 
dence or covered workshop. it is quite possible that the area was the location of a 

commensal family dwelling. 

Use o f  Potte- in the Activiht Cornplex 
The remains of nine vessels (3.11.15.19.25.28.32.5 1 and 52)  were recovered from this 

activity complex. Five vessels were collected as part of a single cluster and one as a 
multiple cluster. and the other three were either scattered or isolated fragments. Vessels 
3. 11. 15. 19.15 and 32 were the best represented. With the exception of vessels 1 1 and 
75. they were found in an area northeast of the large heuth in the sub-block. The latter 
vessels were recovered several metres south of the hearth. Vessels 28.5 1 and 52 con- 

sisted of tiny sherds which rnay have been intrusive to the sub-block: they are not consid- 
ered in this discussion. Vessel 25 is problernatic in that i t  was found not associated 
directly with the southerist debris dump and yet was not represented elsewhere in the 
general debris scatter associated with activity complex. 

The five vessels which unequivocally came from the activity complex were a boiling 
vessel. a utility vessel and three heavy cooking pots (Table 9.11). Vessel 75 was also a 

Rssel Use Wear Lip Dec Fabric P r i m  

3 Boiling Exterior Prominent Obliterated 

I I  Hvy Cooking Undecorated Smoothed Obliterated 

15 UtiIity Exterior Smoothed Clear 

19 Hvy Cooking Ex terior Smoothed Obliterated 

2 5 Hvy Cooking Undecorated Smoothed None 

32 Hvy Cooking Exmrim Prominent Clear 

Table 9.1 1. Selected attributes of vessels associated with Sub-Block 2.1. 
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heavy cooking pot. The utility vessel was light orange in colour and appeared to have 
been poorly fired. ft was entirely unstained. The rest of the vessels were somewhat 
dÿrker in appearance and. with the exception of the boiling vessel. possessed thick resi- 
due deposits on their interior rirns. 

The vessels from this area exhibited considerable variation in size and f o m  (Table 
9.12). Most had moderately out-curving rims. with the exception of the single boiling 
vessel. This pot possessed a slightly incurvate. short rirn, and was smaller in diameter 
than al1 but one vessel. It also appeared to be less robustly manufactured than the other 

Table 9.12. Selected metrics of vessels associated with Sub-Block 2.1. 

vessels. Interestingly. Vessel 25 was significantly smaller in rirn length (32%) and orifice 
diameter (36%) than the average for the six-vesse1 collection. 

Al1 vessels possessed fabric impressions on their exterior. and exhibited a single row 
of punctates. Two of the six vessels had rirns which were undecorated: the others exhib- 
ited cord-wrapped tool impressions on their lip exteriors (one vessel possessed indistinct 
impressions on the brim as well). In hct. there were so few decorative differences be- 
tween üny of the vrssels that the presence of lip decoration proved to be a compelling 
visuai ciassificatory variable. When subjectively viewed as a collection. the rim-im- 
pressed pots appeared to form one group and the smoothed-rim vessels formed another. 
This impression seemed to override the vessel form and colour differences exhibited by 
the boiling and utility pot. This observation suggests that subtle forms of Iip decoration 
may have been very powerful stylistic indicators within a collection of pottery vessels in 
which decoration seemed to be de-emphasized. 

The already anomalous Vessel 25 did not possess lip decoration. nor did it bear any 
trace of fingerprints on its bosses. Significant differences in size and decoration between 
this vessel and others in the activity complex would seem to indicate that it was indeed 
intrusive to the area. This observation further supports the contention that the activity 
complex was physically separated from adjacent areas, probably by the cover of a tent. It 
was possible that the vessel fragment was tossed towards the tent during disposal or for 
some other reason, and fell down alongside it. dong its base. 



The çeramic recoveries were a mixed lot of heavy cooking. utility and boiling pots. 
The heavily encrusted cooking vessels could be directly correlated with the presence of a 
large quantity of srnashed bone and a large. well-used hemh. Found together. they 
suggest that bone was being rendered to extract marrow. The utility and boiling pots 
were anomalously associated with a11 the evidence of intensive cooking activity. They 
were possibly used for non-food processing activities such as boiling liquids or storage. 

This area was interpreted to have been a combination lithic and domestic chores 
workshop and residence. Although the most visible remains suggest male-oriented 
activity, kmale-associated activities were also in evidence. including hide working and 
bone smashing. In particular, the predominance of heavy cooking pots in the residence 
area provides a powerful argument for the presence of femdes in the area. As implied 
above. heavy cooking pots found elsewhere on the site were associated with bone grease 
m a n ~ ~ c t u r i n g  activities. The presence of these kinds of vessels in this activity complex 
seems to indicate that there may have been some intensive cooking taking place here. or 
that vessels from this area had been used for such purposes in a nearby area. 

It is not known whether the hypothetical male and fernale activities took place simul- 
taneously or at separate times. but the midden-like deposit to the nonheost of the heavily 
used hearth contained a homogcneous mixture of flakes. potsherds and smashed bone. 
This material seems to suggest that waste was thrown out synchronically. and not 
sequentially. The latter process of disposal presumably would have resulted in 
stratigraphie layering of bone and debi tage. 

Sub-Block 2.2 
This x e a  was located West of Sub-BIock 3.1, on the West side of Block 2. A number 

of activity areas were identified within it. as shown in Figure 5.11 and chmcterized in 
Figure 5.13. A considerable quantity of pottery, yielding many reconstructable vessels. 
was recovered. This area was unique in that it exhibited characteristics which suggested 
that it was a covcred residence. and also the centre of food processing activities which are 
normally believed to have been carried out in an unsheltered area. 

The most widespread activity within this block was bone smashing. which appeared 
to be centred in the b!ock's southem half. The purpose of this activity was probably to 
fumish fresh srnashed bone for cooking and perhaps bone rendering. which took place 
around the two heanhs and rock pit in the north half of the block (Figure 9.8.9.9). The 
heating features appeared to be located to one side of an activity cornplex in which stone 
tool manufacturing, bone working, clothing maintenance. butchering and cooking took 
place. The features and the primary discard debris associated with these activities could 
be contained within a five to six metre diameter area which would demarcate the bound- 
ary of a possible dwelling. Only areas of Type 3 cluster discard and bone smash in^ were 
located beyond this locality of complex activity. Although excavation was incomplete. 
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Figure 9.8. Interpreted activities of Sub-Block 2.2 Bullets (*) in legend show 
individual behaviours recognized in the block. Squares represent 
activity area boundaries. 

discard and bone processing was most prevalent on the south side of the residence be- 
yond its hypothetical boundruy. Much waste debris may have been ejected from the 
feature area to the southwest, in the area where bone processing took place. This may 
have been where the entranceway to the structure was located. Although the debris rnay 
have hampered access, if bone srnashing were aIso taking place. the immediate entrance 
to the hearth and pit area may have been quite expedient. Some debris may have been 
ejected to the northwest as well, but lirnited excavation in that area could not verify the 
actual extent of artifact dispersa1 in tbat area. 



Figure 9.9. Exposed living floor of Block 2.2, showing rock pit and associated hearths. 
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There seemed to be a rnix of male and female activities taking place in the sub-block. 
Intensive stone and bone tool making. and lithic reduction was undenaken in the area 
west of the heanh features. Evidence of female-associated hide working was not conclu- 
sive. but small mammai butchering and bone processing, previously associated with 
women's work elsewhere on the site. were. 

Bone processing and marrow rendering was probably the rnost dominant activity. in 
terms of debtis generation and physical activity. Bone was apparently splintered a few 
metres south of the structure. then camed to the double-hearth area. The exact rendering 
method remains speculative. but can nevertheless be hypothesized. Based on ethno- 
graphie and archaeological data (for a thorough summary of bone boiling pit characteris- 
tics see Dyck 1977: 263-270). a popular rnethod of rendering bone entailed excavation of 
a shallow pit in the ground. lining it with a water-irnpermeable covering. then filling it 
with water. The water wüs brought to a simrner by adding hot rocks. Comminuted bone 
was then added. and as the f i t  rose to the surface. it was skimmed off for storage. How- 
ever. most ÿrchaeological excavations of these features find considerable quantities of 
bone mixed in with the rock. The fire broken rock pit in this activity complex contained 
virtually no bone. 

Sirnilar rock features such as this were found at the Lloyd Site (Quigg 1983: 94- 105). 
which was located less than two km away from Bushfield West. on an adjacent river flat. 
Pottery from the Lloyd Site is very similar to that of Bushfield West; and it is possible 
that the site was occupied by the same people as was this site. although at a different 
time. The excavator. M. Quigg. was unüble to come to a conclusion about what the 
features were. dso  noting their lack of bone. He suggested that they may have been the 
remains of sweat lodges. This interpretation does not seem plausible in light of other 
probable sweat lodge discoveries in the region (Finnigan 1986). and on Bushfield West 
itself. These activities were never associated with tire broken rock pits. nor were they 
found in areas where any kind of human activity took place nearby. 

As an alternative, it is hypothesized that the pit in this activity complex was used for 
bone boiling. It was located in a sheltered habitation, perhaps because it was too cold 
outside to do the work comfortably otherwise. The pit was lined with a skin. filled with 
water. and hot rocks added as needed from the adjacent fire to keep the water hot enough 
to render bone splinters, which were brought in from the south side of the structure. 
When boiling was cornplete. the rocks were removed from the pit. and the skin was taken 
outside and its soggy contents dumped away from the living area as Type 3 cluster dis- 
card. Since the residence was still inhabited, the larger rocks were pushed back into the 
hole out of the way. This action would account for the relative lack of bone in the rock 
pit, since it had been discarded. Since the pit was small. it is possible that it was also 
used as a rnakeshift stewing container as well, and the liquid consumed. 

It is difficult to see how an intensive stone working industry and a bone processing 
operation could have been undenaken simultaneously. The heat from the rock pit and 



hearths musc have been too intense within a confined structure to manufacture tools 
successtùlly. Also. the physical activity of people canying in broken bone and fuel for 
the fire must have been somewhat dismptive. In fxt ,  it is probable that the two major 
activities were not undertaken at the same time. An important clue supporting this ides is 
the intrusion of the fire-cracked rock pit into the iarger. West hearth. suggesting that this 
was the original fireplace in the structure. Almost al1 of the microdebitage remains were 
Iocated around the north. west and south of this feature. 

If the two major activities were not simultaneous. the implication is that the area was 
reoccupied at a later date. However. the distributions of lithic and waste bone debris. 
hypothetically from different operations. were found to coincide almost exactly. Given 
the area available on Bushfield West. and the fact that there was a great deal of space on 
the occupation floor where no occupation whritsoever was identified, the overlapping of 
use areas seems too coincidental. Therefore. it is hypothesized that the two operations 
were undertaken at different times. but by members of the same "household" or 
commensal unit. It is suggested that tool making was probably initially carried out within 
a covered dwelling by men of the household. Their prirnary working area was probably 
West of the large central hearth. At some point tool making was discontinued (the men 
chased from the dwelling?). a rock pit was dug into part of the (by then) extinguished 
hearth, and a second hearth started to the south of the pit. Even with both hearths and the 
rock pit in operation. the dwelling may not have been moved. although the covering was 
probably pulled back to vent some of the heat. This action may account for the debris 
dumping in the nonhwest side of the structure. where the cover was lifted for tossing out 
waste, such as the remains of Vesse1 39 and 1 2  (Figure 5.7). Bone smashing was initiated 
in the areas where cooking and lithic debris had been previously disposed of. Extensive 
cooking (and perhaps boiie grease rendering) was then intensively undertaken. probably 
by the women of the household. 

The animals that were processed were almost entirely beaver and bison. A large 
proportion of the identifiable pans from these two species were from skulls. Not being 
easily cooked or rendered. these parts were probably not smashed beyond recognition. 
One foetal bison element was identified. Almost a quarter of the identifiable beaver 
remains (nearly al1 of the iigeable specimens) were from immature animals. These data. 
in combination with the recoveries of egg shell in the vicinity of the heruths. suggest that 
the dwelling was occupied in the middle to late spring, as in the other areas of the site. 

Use o f  Potterv in the Activitv C o m ~ l e x  
Fragments representing 14 vessels were recovered from this sub-block ( 6.1O.l8,38. 

39.40.4 1.42.43,M.4S.@.6 1 and 62). Most vessels were represented by large rim and 
neck sections. recovered in single clusters rather than as distributions throughout the area. 
Vessels 18.49. 61 and 61 consisted of single rim sherds or very small portions of vessels. 
Since they may have been intrusive to the sub-block. they were not considered in this 



study. Nearly a11 the area-associated pot remains were collected in the vicinity of the 
rock pitheuth features located in the north part of the excavated area. Parts of vessels 43 
and 45 were found ciustered in this area. but significant portions were also found in 
disposal areas up to five metres south of the features, Vessels 10 and 38 were recovered 
south of the katures in disposai areas. 

There was considerable variability in vessel form and style within Sub-Block 2.2. 
This variability did not appear to be based on vessel function. or on any stylistic charac- 
teristic (Table 9.13). Al1 vessels in the sub-biock exhibited punctates. but one cooking 
vessel possessed a double row of punctates. the only multiple punctate row vessel recov- 
ered from the excavated portions of Bushfield West. Cooking. boiling and utility vessels 

Vesse1 Use Wear Lip Dec FCJ bric P r i m  

Hvy Cooking 

Utility 

Utility 

Utility 

Hvy Cooking 

Hvy Cooking 

Hvy Cookins 

Boiling 

Boiling 

Hvy Cooking 

Brim 

Brim 

Brim 

Exterior 

Brim 

Undrcorzited 

Interior 

Undecorritecf 

Brim 

Ext/Int 

Prominrint 

None 

S moothed 

S moothed 

S moothed 

Prominent 

Prominent 

Prominent 

Prominent 

Prominent 

Clsar 

None 

None 

None 

None 

None 

Trace 

Clear 

None 

Clsar 

Table 9.13. Selected attributes of vessels associated with Sub-Block 2.2. 

possessed decorated and undrcorated rims. There was an unusually high incidence of 
decoration on brim lips. but this seerned to also crosscut vessel function. Only one vesse1 
possessed exterior rim decoration. 

Vessel form was somewhat variabIe as well (Table 9.14). The average vessel diam- 
eter was only 14 cm. yet the vessel diameter range was between 6 and 25 cm. The boil- 
ing vessels tended to be srnall in size and the cooking pots tended to be the Iaqest. How- 
ever. two reconstructed cooking pots measured under 10 cm in diameter. Cooking pot 
rims showed significant tlare (except for Vessel 41) but ranged in length from two to six 
cm. Utility vessels ranged from six to 20 cm in diameter. 

Vessel variability was exemplified additionally by the subjective separation of the 
vessels into three categories of style and shape. One "style" category consisted of a 
cooking and a utility vessel (Vessel 39 and 40). These pots significantly differed in size 
and paste composition. yet exhibited strikingly similar 'S'-shaped rim forms. They 
closely resembled the unique form of Vessel 4 from Block 1. A second style categoly, 
represented by Vessels 6.10.44 and 45, consisted of pots which varied in size, but exhib- 



Vesse1 Angle Length Diam Lip T LLip T Neck T Shld T Wall T M. Thick 

Table 9.14. Selected metrics of vessels associated with Sub-Block 2.2. 

ited strongly tlaring rims and unusually intricate lip decontion which tended to empha- 
size the brirn area. The third styIe consisted of vessels with rims which were quite long 
in cornparison to their nm diameters (Vessels 42 and 43). Two vessels Rom the sub- 
block (V 38 and 4 1 ) could not be subjectively categorized. They seemed to f i t  midway 
between the first style and the third. Of the three subjectively detined "styles", the one 
exhibiting prominent rirn flares and unusual lip decontion appeared to be the most inter- 
nally homogeneous. This style did not appear elsewhere on the site. 

Generally speaking, the vessels within Sub-Block 2.2 showed much less homogeneity 
in form and decoration than those of other excavated areas. This feature rnay have been a 
function of the üctivity which was hypothesized to have taken place in the area. I t  will be 
recalled that the distribution OC debris within the sub-block suggested that the are2 was 
onginally used for specialized lithic working and dornestic activities. At some point. the 
area was hypothesized to have been used for marrow rendering. When this activity took 
place. the heiurh was expanded and a pit excavated and filled with rocks. Bone was 
smashed intensively. some of it apparently dumped into clay pots for cooking, although it 
is suspected that most was dumped into the rock pit for pit rendering using heated rocks. 
This activity would explain the presence of a large number of heavy cooking pots and the 
concomitant total absence of light cooking pots. These vessels. bearing thick encrusta- 
tion of cooking residue. are hypothesized to have been used in the marrow extraction 
process which rnay have taken place in the area. The diversity of pot foms and decora- 
tive attributes (small and large rirn Iengths and dimeters, multiple punctate rows, varied 
rim decoration) suggest that several households may have been participating in the bone 
smashing activity. This kind of communal activity and the varied remains left behind 
could be expected during a labour-intensive bone rendering operation camed out by a 
group consisting of multiple coexisting households. 



Before this hypothetical activity was undertaken. male-associated tool manufactunng 
was interpreted to have taken place. It was during this time that the boiling vessels and at 
least a few of the utility pots may have been utilized. 

THE RELATIOXSHIP BETWEEN CERABIICS AND ACTIVITY COMPLEX BEMVIOL'R 

In Chapter 1 it was argued that through the evaluütion of the distribution and use of 
cerarnics within the context of campsite behaviour. the interpretation of Selkirk archaeo- 
logical components could be enhanced. In this study the cermic assemblage was accord- 
ingly used Less as a tool for linking activity complexes. and more for helping to define the 
behaviour which took place within the complexes. In the process. the ceramic recoveries 
were used to test certain hypotheses genented conceming the personnel who probably 
produced the remains in each residence/workshop area. 

Bone rendering for the production of marrow fat was predicted to have taken place in 
Sub-Block 7.2 because of the way in which smashed bone had been distributed around a 
complex hearth and rock pit feature. and in the possible bone smashing implements found 
strewn about with the smashed faunal remains. Half the vessels identified in these Ioca- 
tions were heavy cooking pots. The recovery of heavy cooking pots was in strong agree- 
ment with that interpreted activity. In Sub-Block 2.3. male ceremonid and other male- 
oriented activity dominated in most areas of the activity complex. There were no cooking 
pots in this same workshop and residence area. Pottery was apparently used only for 
boiling liquids and possibly for containing liquefied ochre; cooking activities appeared to 
be limited to roasting over an open fire. 

The hypotheses were upheld to some extent elsewhere as well. Interpretations sug- 
gested that Sub-Block 2. I was occupied by both genders. It was concluded that both men 
and women must have made use of the uea. given the mix of activities interpreted from 
the non-ceramic remains. Pottery recoveries bore out this interpretation: four of the six 
pots identified in the areü were used for cooking (and possibly bone grease rendering, 
given the amount of smashed bone). The pot remnants appeared to corroborate the 
overall interpretation that the area was probably a commensal residence. Ceramic recov- 
eries appeared to corroborate the activity complex interpretations made for Block 1 and 
Block 8. In those locations subsistence and hide-working activities were dominant. 
Cooking pots were among the most common type of vesse1 found in these areas. 



As discussed in Chapter 1. conventional efforts at interpreting Selkirk components 
have relied on cornparisons of artifact assemblages between sites. This is. of course. an 
essential first step in constructing a regionai cultural/chronological frarnework to which 
cultural materials frorn apparently diverse Selkirk cornponents can be compared. I be- 
lieve the work by Meyer and Russell (1987) has significmtly solidified this frarnework. 
As a means of enhancing the evaluation of Selkirk cornponents. this study has sought to 
use ceramic behavioural analysis in combination with intrasite analysis to interpret the 
archaeological component excavated at Bushfield West. Adoption of this research strat- 
egy permitted the Selkirk occupation remains to be interpreted in entirely new ways. It 
appears possible to obtain more detailed interpretations about past human activities and 
social behaviours frorn the remains of Selkirk components. especially if careful consid- 
eration is made of the context of each component's remains. and how the artifacts from 
them were used. 

As one reads through the latter part of this work. probably what comes forernost to 
mind is the unusual amount of social interpretation that has been developed from the 
prirnarily archaeological data recovered frorn the site. However. despite the level of 
interpretation that was attempted. much of it was made in the absence of detailed exami- 
nation of more traditionally studied components of the available archaeologicai assem- 
blage. For exarnple. analysis of Stone tools was lirnited to derivation of simple functional 
interpretations of individual items recovered from activity complexes. There was little 
discussion of those activity complexes in tems of tool morphology and attribute van- 
ables; indeed. neither were lithic material studies used to compare the complexes. Some 
of these studies have been undertaken to some extent, and are descrilied elsewhere 
(Gibson 1994, McKeand 1995. MacLean 1995); others remain to be done. Therefore. it 
must be acknowledged that many of the assumptions and hypotheses set up in this study 
represent but the first stage of analysis. Continued in-depth work on debitage and lithic 
tool problems. as well as faunal studies. hearth content studies and ceramic materials 
analysis can be used to test these assumptions and hypotheses for many years to corne. 

The numerous b'cautionary" archaeological lessons reveaied by many 
ethnoarchaeological studies (e.g.. Janes 1983; Yellen. 1977; Binford, 1978: Kent. 1984: 
Simms 1988) have tended to discourage rather than encourage archaeological interpreta- 
tion of activity areas. Archaeologists are continually belaboured with self-evident caveats 
such as "refuse is not necessarily deposited where an activity took place" or "the artifact 
assemblage may not reflect the frequency of occurrence of an activity." Taken as gospel 
truth. these statements can contradict most interpretive methodologies ernployed by 
archaeologists. Consequently, it is very cornmon to see fairly conse~at ive analyses of 



sites (which deserve much more interpretation than simple site description) with an 
obligatory leap into cultural-historical interpretation and perhaps a bit of socioeconornic 
analysis thrown in to cap off the study. This unwillingness to deal with actual data is not 
relieved by the many papers and books that seek to shed light on intrasite analytical 
procedures. Often as not they tend to be very long on theory but very short on its appli- 
cation. This study is a direct challenge to "cautionary tales" which 1 believe achieve little 
other than to stifie innovation and discourage active application of new methods and 
techniques in archaeological interpretation. It is incumbent upon every archaeologist 
who excavates a site to wring as much knowledge as he or she can from the archaeologi- 
cal remains. Though they must be prepared to defend their work under scientific chal- 
lenge. archaeologists must also be encouraged to take their analysis that extra step: to 
make that new conjecture or develop that new hypothesis based on their observations. 
Only then c m  the discipline move beyond simply recovering "redundant" information. 

Some archaeologists might be particularly uneasy with the "modal human behav- 
iours" which were developed in Chapter 6. 1 am quick to admit that this human activity 
classification is somewhat sirnplified. Trying to interpret what took place in the past 
from material remains is a formidable task. Consequently only the most basic of human 
behaviours were identified. From the perspective of a professional archaeologist and 
scientist the classifications seem useful. From the perspective of the people who actually 
Ieft the cultural remains behind. the classifications rnay make no sense whatsoever. 
Consultation with the local Native community may have been one appropriate way to 
address the validity of these behaviours. as has been done in other regions (e.g.. Jünes 
1983). This research would have been a major investigative endeavour in its own right. 
and was judged to be beyond the scope of this study when it begÿn. Several attempts to 
test sorne of the site formation and use hypotheses developed here. with the assistance of 
First Nations people. have yet to come to fruition because of lack of support funding and 
political complications. Nevertheless. it is suggested that this study may serve as a useful 
mode1 for the consideration of the Native viewpoint about hypothetical Cree campsite 
behaviour, prior to the amval of Euro-Canadians ont0 the Saskatchewan River. 

Ethnoarchaeological models were important sources of information for deriving many 
of the interpretations made on Bushfield West. One important observation derived 
through ethnoarchaeological studies. which was strongly supponed by the Bushfield West 
excavations. was the need to expose large areas of a site in order to cany out a reasonably 
complete intrasite analysis. Although the areas suggested by O'Connel1 (1987: 105.106) 
may be appropriate for certain kinds of site analyses, for practical purposes. an activity 
complex on Bushfield West was adequately exposed with a circle of four to five metres 
radius. Once an activity complex was discovered. excavation of a 50 or 100 m square 
block would almost always be large enough to expose the central working areas plus 
areas of irnrnediate disposal. Most importantly, ceramic crossmends suggested that most 
pottery vesse1 remains did not become scattered beyond this area. This size of exposure 



is slightly smaller than the minimum exposure suggested by others (for example Simms 
1988 :2  10) for successful pattern recognition within a campsite. Nevertheless. it appears 
to be an optimum size for interpreting commensal residence areas in this kind of occupa- 
tiond situation in the bored forest. 

~TRA-SITE HUMAN BEHNIOUR ON BUSHFIELD WEST 

Multiple lines of evidence indicated that the living surface on which Bushfield West 
was situated could not have been extant for many years. and thn human occupation of the 
river tlat took place just prior to the Iandform surface being once more covered by allu- 
vium. Large scale exposure of the site's discrete occupation revealed a vast quantity of 
cultural remains. Using a specidly devised matenal clustering analysis methodology. 
discrete artifact clusters were delineated and recognized as the residue of prehistoric 
activity. These artifact clusters were individually analyzed in order to interpret the be- 
haviour that created thrm. Study of the bebaviours helped to link the activity areas into 
composite areas called activity complexes. 

Most activity complexes were hypothesized to have been the physical remains of 
shelters (possibly residences) or outdoor workshops. each yielding faunal remains which 
indicate that they were fonned in the Iate spring. Although bison and beaver were the 
most common identified species consumed. lesser numbers of many other species were 
evidently exploited. Many specimens of upland birds and wüterfowl. small and large 
mmrnals and tïsh were also identified. Although faunal interpretations for this study 
were based on a limited. sampled faund data set. a subsequent, independent. and very 
thorough study of rnost of Bushfield West's faund remains by Peggy McKeand as part of 
a Masters thesis did not significantly challenge the interpretations presented in this study 
(Mc Keand 1995). 

The interpreted activities that took place within each of these shelters and workshops 
suggested that some were devoted to general domestic tasks usually involving subsist- 
ence. A few complexes deduced ro be residences yielded evidence of non-domestic 
behaviour. generally refened to as ceremonial behaviour. Interpretation of the tasks 
carried out in each area suggested that some residences/workshops were occupied andor 
used principally by men. some by women and a few were occupied by representatives of 

both genders. 

L~NKING ACTIWTY COMPLEXES 

Although it is beyond the direct focus of this thesis. a few comrnents can be made 
concerning the spatial and temporal relationships exhibited between the major excavation 
areas discussed. Geoarchaeological evidence suggested thüt the surface of Bushfield 
West was occupied for very few years prior to its inundation. In fact, evidence suggested 
that some of the archaenlopical remains had been buried within one season of their being 
abündoned. The apparently minimal period of stable surface development coupled with 
the abrupt discontinuation of an inhabitable surface suggests that only a few seasons of 



human occupation could have reasonably been possible on Bushfield Rat during that 
episode of surface stability. 

Concomitant with the geomorphological evidence. there was very little archaeological 
data that could be used to demonstrate that the site had been reoccupied over any length 
of time. In f x t .  in most parts of Bushfield West the paleosol was completely sterile. 
Most indications of hurnan habitation consisted of the presence of distinct artifact clus- 
ters. often forming activity complexes that surrounded significant features such as hearths 
or refuse rniddens. Even in areas of densest occupation there was no distinct indication 
of activity overlap. Upon reflection. it seems unusual that the intense activities that 
produced dense amounts of artifactual debris did not overlap in any significant way. It is 
therefore argued. given the debris patteming found on Bushfield West, that any re-occu- 
pation. if it did occur. must have corne on the heels of the previous visitation. This infer- 
ence would account for the fact that. though activity complexes were situated quite close 
to one another in some areas (Block 2 for example), they never did coexist on the same 
part of the living surface. 

A detailed comparison of the relationships between activity complexes is beyond the 
scope of this particular study. This analysis was done as part of the general site reporting. 
culrninating in the final site report (Gibson 1994). now under third-party review. Never- 
theless. from the abbreviated dota presented in this work. several observations can be 
made about the spatial and functional relationships between activity complexes. 

Most of the complexes that were examined through excavation were located within 
I O  m of one another. Although large areas of the site were tested magnetometrically. by 
shovel assessment and by extensive exposure using heavy equipment, nearly al1 archaro- 
logically productive occupation was localized to the nonhwest corner of the site. A 
second area of dense occupation was hypothesized (based upon redeposited anifact 
recoveries) to have been located dong the West side of the site adjacent to the river: it 
was destroyed by natural erosion. A third area of occupation consisted of a single activity 
complex located remotely on the interior of the site. The proximity of the activity com- 
plexes to one another in their respective localities suggests that they may have been 
related, and perhaps represent evidence of synchronous occupation. Thus. the activity 
complexes in Sub-Blocks 2.1. 2.2 and 2.3 were sufficiently close to one another to have 
represented separate coexisting residences of a single band. Block 1 was also located 
nearby, and may have been part of this hypothetical synchronic occupation. Block 8 was 
somewhat more distant. and in fact appeared to bridge the area between the relatively 
isolated Block 3 and the nonhwest occupation area. The activity complexes in Blocks 3 
and 8 could be expected to represent separate. asynchronous occupations based solely on 
proxernics. 

The abundant faunal assemblage helps in determining relationships amongst activity 
complexes. Seasonality data from the assemblage suggest that every block and sub-block 
activity complex was formed during the late spring. This interpretation is based upon the 



recovery of foetal bison elements. immature beaver remains and varying quantities of egg 
shell fragments. Block 8 yielded no foetal or immature animal remains. although the 
small block did produce two pieces of egg shell. 

Again. with the exception of Block 8. al1 excavated areas produced identifiable hunal 
assemblages heavily dominated by bison and beaver rernains. Block 8 was the only 
activity complex that did not produce identifiable beaver elements. This absence may 
indicate that the activity complex may have been formed at a different season (the pres- 
ence of egg shell seems to contradict this interpretation). or at least under differing cir- 
cumstances. 

Faunal assemblages did show some differentiation for some activity complexes. 
however. Block L yielded a considerable quantity of bird remains. as did Sub-Block 2. L . 
The other adjacent activity complexes in Sub-Blocks 2.2 and 2.3 did not produce as many 
bird remains. Ordinarily. this difference would be a signi ficant phenomenon. sugges ting 
that the individuals forrning the activity complexes were involved in slightly different 
modes of resource exploitation. However. minimal identification of avian fauna in the 
latter two Sub-Blocks c m  most probably be attributed to differences in faunal anaiysis 
procedures rather than actual differences in the assemblage compositions. The really 
significant difference in faunal remains between Block 1 and the other activity complexes 
rests with the quality of bone recovery. In Block 1. bone was recovered in a relatively 
unbroken state. in contrast to the faunal remains collected in other areas of the site, par- 
ticularly in the activity complexes of Block 2. This phenomenon will be discussed in 
more detail Iater. 

There are a number of other ways in which the activity complexes can be related 
using the site artifact assemblage. However. for purposes of this study they are not 
addressed. They are examined in more detail in the final site report (Gibson 1994). 

Significant differences become apparent when comparing the activity complexes 
behüviourally. For example. extensive tool making was interpreted to have occurred in 
the activity complexes of Sub-Blocks 2.1. 7.3, and Block 3. This industry was also 
correlated with ceremonial activity in the three complexes. These areas were interpreted 
to have been primkly used by males. An extensive tool manufactunng industry was 
largely absent from the activity complexes of Block 1 and Block 8. The p r i m q  activi- 
ties interpreted for those locations were hide working and food preparation. sugpesting 
that they were used by females. Block 2.2 manifested two distinct kinds of activity (tool 
making and bone rendering). which could not be feasibly undertaken sirnultaneously. 
Consequently, two stages of use were hypothesized for the area. In "Stage 1 ." intensive 
stone working (and probably other activities as well) was carried out around a hearth. 
Men were interpreted to have carried out these activities. In "Stage 3," the heating area 
was expanded by placing a second hearth beside the first and adding a rock pit: intensive 
bone smashing and boiling was then undertaken. Women were hypothesized to have 
been the primary participants in this activity. 



Using proxemic. fauniil and interpreted be havioural data, it is hypothesized that the 
activity areas of Block 1 and Sub-Blocks 2.1.2.1 and 7.3 could have represented a syn- 
chronous occupation of Bushfield West during the late sprint. The lirnited data suggest 
that male ceremonial activities took place away from the river. while female activity 
occurred close to the river edge. Between the two areas was an intermediate zone in 
which male tool-making activity and fernale food processing activities could coexist. 

Of course. this is a very tentative hypothesis which requires testing using other data. 

One very important data set that can be used to test these ideas is the ceramic assemblage. 

Bushfield West yielded remains of 96 vessels. Through stylistic cornparisons. the 
assemblage seems most closely related to Clearwater Lake Punctate materials found 
downriver on the Saskatchewan near the comrnunity of The Pas. and on surface sites 
identified on Clemvater Lake. Meyer (198 1) noted that at least a few vessel attributes 
bore stylistic characteristics resembling Pehonan Complex pots. Using stylistic attributes 
of the pottery. there was little difficulty in placing the Bushfield West pottery assemblage 
generally within the existing Meyer-Russell cultural-historical framework. 

Probably the most remarkable aspect of the Bushfield West vessels was their homoge- 
neity of form and decoration. As a consequence. the collection was analyzed in a some- 
what non-traditional way in order to discem patterns of vessel construction. form and use. 
Style. the most frequently addressed attnbute of Selkirk pottery, was purposefully de- 
emphasized. Instead, the collection was andysed primarily from the perspective of a tool 
class. rather than as anifacts beuing information about style. Less comrnonly exarnined 
characteristics such as paste colour and consistency. certain vessel form variables. and the 
interpreted use to which a vessel had been subjected. were particularly investigated. 

Detailed qualitative and quantitative treatment of the collection indicated that signi fi- 
cant variation occurred within characteristics which could have been affected through 
vessel use. Ethnohistorical documentation. tested through replicative expenmentation. 
appeared to corroborate the hypothesis that vessel use could be reliably interpreted 
through relatively superficial examination of the residue found adhenng to a vessel's 
paste. and in the presence of firing stains on its wails. Using these critena. four classes of 
pots were identified in the B ushfield West assemblage: heavy cooking, light cooking, 
boiling and utility. Funher study indicated thüt pot functiori appeared to be unassociated 
with most traditionally examined vessel attributes (particularly style), but could be asso- 
ciated with general vessel form and some manu fac turing chüracteristics. 

Vesse1 function and usage was found to be directly and indirectly responsible for 
much of the variability within the Bushfield West ceramic assemblage. For example. it 

was determined that the frequency of vessel use on a fire was probably the primary 
variable responsible for variation in vessel paste quality and colour. Interpreted vessel 
use was also found to be a strong factor in "determining" vessel form. Vessels used for 
cooking tended to have lÿrger nm diameters and longer rims than those used simply for 



boiling water or other non-staining liquids. In fact. the rims of the latter vessels were 
found to be among the srnailest in diameter and shonest in length within the entire pot- 
tery assemblage. Cooking pots also tended to have rirns which curved outward. while the 
rims of boiling pots tended to be vertical. Finally, boiling pots were found to have a 
thinner. less robust construction than cooking pots. 

One class. utility vessels. was found to fa11 midway between the cooking and boiling 
vessel classes in form and attributes. These were used to develop the argument that 
vessels used for cooking and boiling were the two prlmary types made by potters on 
Bushfield West. Utility vessels were hypothesized to represent vessels that were not 
sufficiently well made to be used for cooking or boiling. They may have served as con- 
tainers for dry or wet srorage. and probably were rarely purposefully made. However, 
some utility vessels may have been specifically made for non-heatinp purposes. Small 
cups and bowls, for exampie, were probably never made for heating on a fire. Some 
Iarger vessels may have been specifically made for ceremonial use, as well. 

Several hypotheses were developed to account for the variation in form and size for 
cooking and boiling vessels. It was suggested that the purposefully designed variation 
may have been attributable to the way in which the pots were used on a fire. BoiIing pots 
were smaller and had shorter rims, which would have made them useful for filling with 
water and setting directly in a fire. Cooking pots were large in size and more robust in 
construction. and had rims that were larger and flared outward. This feature would have 
facilitated their being suspended over a fire, which would maximize heat exchange to the 
pot contents. permitting a more efficient (and quicker) cooking process. Pots with large 
quantities of cooking residue adhering to their paste (heavy cooking pots) were hypoth- 
esized to have been used for tasks involving long-term cooking of fat-laden food. This 
food may have been smashed bone. which was boiled in water to remove the fatty mar- 
row. 

A number of assumptions about the use of ceramics on the site were made so that the 
artifact class could be used to help explain human behaviour taking place on the site. The 
cerarnic use assumption is perhaps the most critical one for this study. Basically. it is 
assumed that vessels encrusted with cooking residue were used for cooking, and that the 
amount of residue encrusted on a pot c m  be used to infer the type of cooking for which 
the vessel was used. Specifically. vessels encrusted with the heaviest cooking residue 
were hypothesized to have been used at Bushfield West for bone boiling to obtain grease. 
Archaeological interpretations from other regions support this hypothesis. Unfortunately, 
there are no ethnohistorical data available in western Canada either to support or refute 
the idea. 

In an attempt to verify the critical ceramic use hypothesis, a series of replication 
studies addressing the relationships between pot use and food residue formation were 
initiated. The results of the expenment suggested that repeated rendering of fat in a clay 
pot containing boiled water would account for the presence of carbon encrustation in 



precisely the areas found on rnany of the pots from Bushfield West. Repeated boiling of 
vegetables and fruit in similar pots did not produce significant carbon encrustation. The 
experiment was repeated at another location using different vessels. yielding similar 
results. 

To date. this kind of experimentation has not undegone widespread scrutiny and 
pnctice for pottery use studies. In fact. pottery use studies are only now being under- 
taken with any regularity. Consequently. it is argued that there arc rnany specific situa- 
tions in which pots could be used. and thus specific experiments must be set up to match 
each situation. Potentially. residue formation expenments could show that the kind of 
food boiled. the temperature and length of time in which it was heated. or the size and 
shape of the heating vessel. al1 contribute to the formation of food residue. Fonunately, 
one such study has just been completed by Mary Malainey at the University of Manitoba. 
and includes results of residue analysis of a sarnple of Bushfield West pottery. 

As part of her Ph.D. research, Malainey studied the residue remains from more than 
200 cooking pots from 18 plains. parkland and forest sites from western Canada 
(Malainey et. al. 1997 a.b). Her work focused on analyzing the residues trapped in the 
walls of pots. using Cas chromatography to detemine the relative percentage of htty 
acids present in individual potsherds. The fatty acid composition results were cornpared 
to that of a reference collection of wild plant and animal foods. using principal compo- 
nent analyses. Without direction from the author, Malainey chose 19 samples from the 
Bushfield West ceramic assemblage. Since her analysis procedures were considered 
destructive. she collected samples from either well-represented vessels. or from body 
sherds not associated with any particular vessel. Her analysis results are shown in Table 
10.1 (Maiainey 1997). 

Six identifications were made of fragments of identified vessels (V2.4.14.4O.U and 
92) associated with specific activity areas (AA1.3.1.1.2.2, 3.7 and 8.2). Three other 
identifications were made on sherds believed to be part of specific vessels (V5.29 and 
again. V92), but direct crossrnends could not be made; these also came from specific 
activity areas (AAS.?) or explontory Blocks (B5 and B 10). One sherd was collected 
from a specific activity area in which 2 number of vessels were identified (AA2.37). but 
it could not be definitively associated with any particular vessel. However. re-examina- 
tion of Malainey's records (including the photographs and sketches of the sherds she 
processed) sugpsts that the fragment is part of the shoulder of Vessel 2 1. parts of which 
were also found in Activity Area 2.40. The remainder of the sherds came from uncertain 
contexts associated with the Reworked Sand deposit. 

Malainey's residue source interpretations strongly support the vessel use interpreta- 
tions summarized in Chapter 9. For example. Vessels 2 and 4, from Block 1.3. were 
interpreted to have been used to cook large herbivore (presumably bison) and plant 
remains. This mixed pottery usage correlates well with the interpretation that the area 
reflected general commensal household activities. Vessel 40 yielded residues of large 



Lab ID 

Bush 1 

Bush2 

Bush3 

B us h4 

Bus h5 

Bush6 

Bush7 

Bush8 

Bush9 

Bush I O  

Bush1 l 

Bush 12 

Bush 13 

Bush14 

Bush l5 

Bush 16 

Bush i 7 

Bush 18 

Bush19 

Vessel 

4 

92 

14 
3 - 

42 

40 

V29? 

9 2?  

v5 ? 

Cat Num 

9760 

26953 

19442 

32030 

20455 

2039 1 

2367 1 

42772 

19694 

357 16 

328 18 

33977 

21646 

24025 

South 

2 10 

198.5 

2 16 

7 14 

210 

22 1 

212 

33 1 

182 

233 

2 14 

225 

East 

I O 6  

57 

112 

I l2  

1 24 

74.5 

1 O6 

78 

70 

I l7 

I l6 

I l8 

Block 

B 1 

RS?  

B8 

B3 

B 1 

B 2.2 
B2.2 

RS 

B 10 

RS 

RS 

RS 

B8 

RS 

B5 

B2.3 

RS 

RS 

RS 

Residue Source 

trirge herbivore 

large herbivore 

large herbivore 

large herbivore and plant 

plant and large herbivore 

plant and large herbivore 

large herbivore 

plant 

large herbivore 

fish or corn 

large herbivore and plant 

large herbivore and plant 

Ixge herbivore 

large herbivore 

tish or corn and plant 

plant 

tish or corn 

large herbivore with plant 

large herbivore and plant 

Table 10.1. Summary of pottery samples used and interpreted sources of residues 
from Bushfield West ceramic assemblage (from Malainey 1997). 

herbivore. and was associated with Activity Area 1.3. interpreted to have been the loca- 
tion where intensive bone marrow processing took place. among other activities. Vessel 
42. containing plant and large herbivore residues. was associated with this activity area. 
although most of its pieces came from Activity Area 2.1. where it appeared to have been 
purposefully dumped. Since Sub-Block 2.1 appears to have been a multi-use locality. it 

is possible that Vessel 42 may have been used when the area was a commensal residence 
(hence the mixed residue results) and that Vessel 40 wüs used when the area was a bone 
processing locality. 

Block 8. interpreted to have been a domestic residence in which hide working and 
meal preparation dominated. was represented by Vessel 92. a heavy cooking pot yielding 
large herbivore fat residues. The one vessel representing Block 3 (Vessel 14) was sus- 
pected of being intrusive and cannot be considered unequivocülly to represent the activi- 
ties interpreted for that locality. 

Undoubtedly the most intriguing residue interpretation is associated with sample 
"Bush 16" (Table 10.1). which is unequivocally identified with plant remains. The sample 
potsherd was recovered from Activity Area 2.37, in which it has been associated with 
Vessel 2 1. This vessel, based on paste characteristics, was interpreted to have been used 
for boiling clear liquids. Sub-Block 2.3 was interpreted to have been a men's special 



purpose residence. where ceremonial activity dominated. and pot use was restricted to 
boiling liquids for beverages and for rnixing ochre. Consequently, the identification of 
plant residues from this pottery sarnple correlates well with the interpretation that the 
vessel may have been used to prepare a hot plant-based beverage. 

Ass~ssrrvc THE CHAIUCTER OF A C T I V I ~  COMPLEXES THROUGH ANALYSIS OF CERAMIC 

Inteprÿtion of the cerarnic stylistic and behaviourd data did not alter the synchronicl 
asynchronic relationships derived from the non-cerarnic data set. In fact. they tended to 
establish the relational hypotheses more tirmly. For example. the activity cornplex in 
Sub-Block 2.3. though containing a number of identifiable vessels, yielded no cooking 
pots whatsoever. This anomalous tinding considerably strengthened the interpretation of 
that area as being one where very special activities took place. with men being the princi- 
pal. if not sole. participants. The evidence for any femaie-associated activities within the 
complex was not very strong, except in one small area. If women were present in the 
activity complex at all, they apparently did not have a significant presence which could 
be related to the deposit of non-perishable archaeological remains. 

In the case of Block 8. pottery remains helped in the understanding of the cornplex's 
relationship to other areas of the site. In this case. the activity complex could not be 
conclusively linked to any other complex because it was spatially separated from the 
others. and yielded an anomalous faunul assemblage. The ceramic assemblage (which for 
interpretive purposes consisted of only one vessel) appears to support the unique nature 
of its occupation by being in itself stylistically distinct frorn the other complexes. in mode 
of vessel construction. surface finish and forrn. The evidence, independently derived 
through cemmic and other data sources. indicates that this locality of Bushfield West rnay 
have been occupied at a time other than when areas several score metres to the nonh were 
inhabited. By contrast. the ceramics from Block 3, located even farther away in what 
rnay have been a heavily forested part of the site, did not significantly differ in style or 
use behaviour from those of rnost of the other activity complexes on the site. Since 
Block 3's non-cemmic characteristics were also quite similar. it seems reasonüble to 
conclude thüt the locality. despite k ing  remote from the rest of the occupied site. may 
have been conterminously inhabited. 

Significant cerarnic links were found between activity complexes of Block 1 and 
Block 2. The really important ÿrea that served to tie the Block 1 and 2 complexes to- 
gether was located in Sub-Block 2.2. This activity area was interpreted to have been a 
bone smashing and marrow rendering (loosely termed "bone boiling") location. The 
ceramic assemblage from the cornpiex, consisting of a large nurnber of heavy cooking 
pots, supported the bone boiling interpretation. The non-hornogeneous mixture of vessels 
suggested that personnel from at least two of the activity complexes may have taken pan 
in the rendering activity: a boiling pot and a utility pot from Sub-Block 2.3 clearly resem- 



bled a cooking vessel recovered from the domestic residence of Block 1: and a boiling 
vessel and a cooking vessel frorn the same area bore strong resemblances to a boiling 
vessel from Sub-Block 2.3. Sub-Block 2.1 produced no vessels which were sufficiently 
distinct in style or form to enable the forging of a direct ceramic association with Sub- 
Block 2.3. However. the former block did produce a large number of heavy cooking 
vessels which could not be correlated with extensive bone smashing activities. It is 
possible that those pots could have been used in the hypothetical bone rendenng opera- 
tion of Sub-Block 2.2. 

There is at least one modification which can be made in the inrerpretation of activity 
complexes when ceramic behaviour data are considered. This concems the assigning of 
certain personnel to an activity complex. In Sub-Block 2.1. the presence of cooking pots 
in high frequencies suggests that women may in fact have been more active within the 
activity complex than other archaeological data indicate. Whether these women were 
actually using the pots. and not the men who appear to have been responsible for most of 
the anifact debns. is difficult to determine. although in other areas of Bushfield West i t  

would appear that men did not have an affinity for cooking vessels. 

There appeared to be surprising congmity between hypothesized pot fùnction and the 
interpreted human behaviour which took place on selected areas of Bushfield West. 
However, can the simple guidelines for interpreting pottery use in terms of site behaviour 
be applied to sites which do not have as complete an archaeological record as exhibited 
on Bushfield West'? Is it possible to use the functional categories derived from Bushfield 
West's Ni situ occupation to interpret archaeological sites which consist solely of sherd 
collections with inaccurate locations? The substantial ceramic collection recovered frorn 
the Reworked Sand deposit provided an opportunity to test the predictive utility of the 
cerarnic hypotheses. 

The remains of 34 recognizable ceramic vessels were recovered from the Reworked 
Sand deposit. Nearly al1 were single rim sherds and al1 were from uncertain contexts. 
Ordinarily. when compared with the much more complete recoveries made from the 
excavated activity complexes. it would have been expected that these sherds would yield 
little behavioural information about the site. However, using the critical attribute and 
metric criteria denved and applied to the detined activity complexes. even smdl rim 
sections yielded significant information about the vessels. Statisticd testing of the sam- 
ple variables suggested that the Reworked Sand vessels were part of the Bushfield West 
target population. Subjective cornparisons of the Reworked Sand materials with the 
excavated materials supported this observation. Although most of the rims were frag- 
mentary. most did not appear to be much different in form and decoration from pot re- 
mains in any of the activity complexes. 

Since the Reworked Sand ceramics appeared to be very similar to those from the 
excavated areas (both objectively and subjectively). it was considered feasible to take this 



large sample of vessels and. using the results of the cerürnic behavioural interpretations 
developed for the iti siru excavations. produce generalized models of behaviour which 
could be used to interpret the kinds of activities which produced the sarnple pots. 

For example. eight of the 12 cooking pots identified from the Reworked Sand deposit 
were heavily encrusted with cooking residue. It was hypothesized that pots beanng such 
stains were used for boiling bone fragments in order to obtain their marrow. A correlation 
was made between the coexisting presence of large numbers of heavy cooking pots and 
widespread evidence of bone smashing activities. Therefore, it could be predicted. in 
view of these data. that bone smashing and marrow rendering were also important activi- 
ties which took place in the areas represented by the Reworked Sand. 

Unfortunately. the frügile nature of this kind of predictive argument becomes al1 too 
obvious when reviewing the actual situation exhibited at several of the activity complexes 
on Bushfield West. For rxample. heavy cooking pots were found on other piirts of the 
site (albeit in lesser frequencies) where bone marrow extraction did not appear to be a 
major activity. Consequently. no direct correspondence can be incontrovertibly predicted. 
In addition. the identification of four light cooking vessels. four boiling pots and eight 
utility pots in the Reworked Sand assemblage made it difficult to deduce what particular 
type of activity took place in the source area of the redeposited sands. Without additional 
kinds of data. such as the presence of smashed bone or hearth remains. one can rely only 
on proportional statistical quantification to hypothesize types of activity in an area. 
Given the chances that many other kinds of behaviour may have yielded similar vessel 
counts (the sands may have represented the remains of six or seven separate activity 
complexes. for example). generalized statemen ts based on proportional frequenc ies 
should be used with caution to interpret the data. 

The ambiguity of the morphological data aside. examination of Malainey's residue 
data (Table 10.1) with reference to the Reworked Sand pottery indicates that samples 
from this assemblage were used for different cooking purposes than those of the in situ 
pottery assemblage. In addressing this issue. consideration of vessel provenience on the 
site becomes an issue. The iti situ sample recoveries corne from al1 over Bushfield West, 
but the out-of-context Reworked Sand samples are hypothesized to have derived from a 
spatially segregated locality located south and West of the main block excavations. De- 
tailed shovel test assessment and post-excavation topsoil stripping over the entire site 
dernonstrated that there was a definite break in artifact recoveries between the non11 end 
of the site. where the main block excavations took place, and the south side. in which 
very little evidence of occupation was observed. except for isolated Blocks 5 and 17. 
even in areas where the occupation paleosol was not eroded. Therefore. it is acceptable 

to hypothesize thüt a separate encarnpment was Iocated in the southwest portion of Bush- 
field West. The main part of the arcnaeological remains of this south encarnpment were 
eroded away by flooding, leaving only a few remnants such as the fïnds from two above- 
rnentioned excavation blocks, and of course the artifacts found in the Reworked Sand. 



The hypothesized spatial extent of the two camps is shown in Figure 10.1. 
If the South Encarnpment is to be considered a separate occupation locality. then it  is 

reasonable to reassign some of the vessels from Trible 10.1 to the newly defined camp. 
For example. Vesse1 14 (Lab ID Bush4 Table 10.1) has elsewhere been consigned to the 
Reworked Sand deposit. As well. sample Bush15 from Table 10.1. provisionally as- 
signed to Vesse1 5. represents an actud in sitti recovery within the hypothesized extent of 
the South Encampment. Table 10.2 shows the consequence of this sherd sample reassign- 
ment. 

The implications of the Table 10.2 data are significant. In the North Encampment. 
five pots yielded luge herbivore residues, two exhibited traces of large herbivore and 
plant residues. and one had traces of plant residues. For the South Encampment. only 
two samples yielded residue traces consistent with those of large herbivores alone and 
another four were associated with herbivores and plants. Three samples produced 

- - - -  - - - - - - - 

Site Localitv Herbivore Herbivore/Plant PIant Fish/Corn 
North Encampment 5 2 1 O 
South Encampment 2 5 1 3 

Tiible 10.3. Assignment of pottery residue sherd identifications by hypothesized 
Encampment on Bushfield West (data from Table 10.1). 

residues which suggested they were derived from either fish or corn remains. Although 
current calibration statistics are unable to distinguish the two lipid sources reliably 
(Malainey et al. 1997). 1 strongly suspect that the actuai source is probably fish. 

Of course. the sample data are meagre; it would be especially interesting to expand 
the residue analysis to sample al1 identified vessels from Bushfield West and obtain a 
fuller understanding of what was cooked in them. However. sample limitations aside. it 
is apparent that although the pottery assemblages from the two sepante encampments 
exhibit sirnilu morphologicÿl and decorative characteristics, they appear to have been 
used for cooking different kinds of food. In the North Encarnpment. bison parts were the 
dominant remriins in the faunal assemblage: fish remains were relatively poorly repre- 
sented. This difference appears to be reflected in the high proportion of residue samples 
associated with large herbivores. In the South Encampment. where there are no signifi- 
cant in situ remains to study, residue data indicate that although large herbivores were 
consumed. fish was also an important dietary source. Therefore it is hypothesized that 
the encarnpments were not asynchronous: however, it is still argued that the encamp- 
ments were the product of the same group of people. probably revisiting the site in con- 
secutive years. Furthemore, the South Encampment represented the final occupation of 
Bushfield West by this hypothetical group, since the catastrophic flood which tore up the 
in siru remains imendered the flat uninhabitable. as explained in Chapter 3. 
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Figure 10.1. Plan view of Bushfield West site. showing hypothetical location of North 
and South Encampment. Adapted from Figure 3.4. 



THE NATURE OF THE COBI~IL-NITY AT BCSHFIELD WEST 

Cenain aspects of the intrasite analysis and associated ceramic interpretation p e h t  
some ideas to be formulated about the group of people who actually were responsible for 
the remains left on Bushfield West. For various reasons, as discussed above, it has been 
suggested that the four activity complexes represented in Blocks 1 and 2. as well as 
perhaps one activity complex in Block 3, may have represented part of one synchronous 
site occupation. called the North Encampment. Although it could be argued that much of 
the evidence could be explained by coincidence and insufficient sarnpling, arguments of 
proximity. seasonality. subsistence similuities. deduced behavioural similarities and 
subjective ceramic co-associations have been used to link the areas together, suggesting 
that they were the remains of a past social system. This hypothetical arrangement of 
residences can theoretically be used to reconstruct the social organization of the pre- 
Eurocanadian contact campsite. S ince the South Encarnpment has no appreciable in situ 
rernains. it falls outside of the scope of this discussion. 

There are many social questions that can be addressed by close scrutiny of the four or 
five North Encampment activity complexes so delineated. Each complex is distinct and 
in some way appears to serve as an important cornponent of a larger whole represented by 
the camp. Thus, within these four centrally located areas and the remote one are a male/ 
female (commensal) residence. a female workshop area. a communal bone rendering area 
and two male ceremonial residences. The configuration does not appear to represent a 
typical "hunting group" as described for northern Algonquians elsewhere (Rogers 1969) 
and seems more complex than would be expected for a local band camp. 

In her study of the Northeastem Athapaskans. Helm ( 1965. 1966) recognized four 
fundamental groups. based upon group duration and mode of membership attainment. 
Ranged on a continuum. these were the task group. the local band, the regional band and 
the "tribe." The task group typically lasted only a short time (a few weeks) and existed 
primarily for the oganization of exploitive activities such as hunting or fishing (HeIm 
1965:378, 379). The locaI band consisted of a longer term kin-oriented localized resi- 
dence unit, somewhat fluid in composition, which could have crystallized out of a par- 

ticular task group. The regional band grouping was not based upon short or long-term 
subsistence as was the task group or local band. It wüs territorial in nature: 

... the shared orientation of the regional band in roto is to an 
extensive exploitative zone or temtory-its biotal resources, 
their sites, and the routes of access (rnainly waterways) to those 
sites, which determine the stations and movernents of various 
groupings. Traditionally, from the patterns of human ecology 
that the region irnposed on the Indians exploiting it, the region 
and the people were socially defined. (Helm 1965:376-377) 



It is the characteristics of Helm's "regional band" that appear to reflect most closely 
the settlement situation exhibited at Bushfield West. Though based on studies of 
Athapaskans. similar social grou pings have been identified for Algonquians. including 
the Cree. by other researchers (Leacock 1969: Rogers 1969). The regional band would 
achieve its archaeological expression. following Helm's and others' ideas. when local 
bands and scattered family groups within that region seasonally coalesced. This meeting 
was a prerequisite in order to ensure a minimally sufficient pool of potential rnamage 
partners and to reaffirm regional band identities and allegiances (Helm 1965:379). It also 
functioned as a vital source of information exchange about resource conditions in the 
larger band temtory. The archaeological remains exposed on Bushfield West appear to 
reflect many of these activities. which would represent a spring aggregation of bands 
separated throughout the winter. 

In a recent publication Meyer and Thistle ( 1995) discuss in some detail the archaeo- 
logical criteria necessary for identifying the remains of a regional band aggregation site. 
Borrowing from the work of Conkey (1980) they suggest that such sites would be charac- 
terized by a wide rmze of artifacts found over an unusuaily large area. with a wide range 
of archaeological features being present. Despite the diversity in archaeological remains. 
artifacts bearing identifiable stylistic attributes would be relatively uniform in decorative 
pattern (Conkey:409-4 10). The description of the hypothetical archaeological component 
is very characteristic of the one actually exposed on Bushfield West. Most intriguing. 
however. is the suggestion that artifactual style would also be uniform; if style reflects the 
identity of a cohesive social group. it should not exhibit much variability. As has been 
previously pointed out in several chapters (and is visually evident in Appendix C). the 
decorative variability of the portery from Bushfield West is exceptionally uniform. In 
I'act. stylistic variability is so minimal that individual vessels cannot be divided statisti- 
cally into meaningful groups for detailed analysis. It is therefore argued that the Bush- 
field West occupation most probably represents a regional band aggregation. 

The reason for aggregation on Bushfield Flat may have been the abundance of water- 
fowl. upland garne birds. beaver and fish occurring in a locality during the early or mid- 
dle part of the spring. It is also possible that a srnali bison herd rnay have been grazing 
on the tlat. or the upiands above, permitting easy predation by a large group of people. 
Whatever the case. this would have been at a time of the year when band members. who 
had endured a considerable time apart because of winter group dispersal. would take the 
opportunity to find a place in which al1 could get together for various social needs. The 
camp remains exhibited in the North Encampment reflect Meyer's aggregation centre 
predictions (1982240-24 1). and the interpreted behaviours appear to be consistent with 
those associated with the Goose Dance. Meyer and Thistle (1995) have already exhaus- 
tively documented the examples of several aggregation or "rendezvous" localities, and 
Bushfield West is in fact located on one of the more prominent centres. called 
"Nipowiwinihk" (ibid: 4 16; 433). 



As tantalizing as it is to set about reconstructing the prehistot-ic aggregation campsite 
community using currently interpretable data. it is perhaps premature to cany the inter- 
pretation too far. For one thing, the founding assumptions regarding human behaviour 
versus material remains models must be made more rigourous. Another reason is chat 
there are more data which can be used to help fil1 in the relationships between the areas. 
These include tool and lithic analyses. ceramic materials studies. cerarnic residue analy- 
ses. hemh content cornparisons. enhanced faunal analyses. microfaunal analyses and 
fingerprint studies. to mention only the major ones. A considerable quantity of pnmary 
data from the site resides in archival storage at this time. awaiting any nurnber of analyti- 
cal treatments which can be used to build on the hypotheses generated in this study. or to 
investigate di fferen t problems. For example. if the Reworked Sand artifac t assemblage is 
the product of an entirely separate encampment of the same group of people. what artifact 
analysis methodologies can be brought to bear on the collection to try and replicate the 
findings from the in situ recoveries from the North Encampment? Perhaps even more 
important. can the results of this particular Bushfield West study be used to direct re- 
search questions on other sites in the region which yet remain to be discovered? Can 
rernains of the group who carnped on Bushfield Rat be identified elsewhere along the 
Saskatchewan River valley, or its tributmies? 

With this question in particular. 1 believe it is time to draw back from the communal 
dynamic represented in the activity complexes and ponder instead the implications of the 
synchronous Selkirk occupation represented by the North Encamprnent and (perhaps) the 
South Encampment. what they represent in terrns of human social organization and how 
the ceramic ÿrtifact assemblage so important to Selkirk archaeological interpretation is 
reflected in this social situation. 

Assuming Bushfield West represents an archaeological manifestation of the regional 
band. the ceramic variability exhibited by the component should be roughly reflective of 
the band community. This appears to be the case. for, as demonstrated by objective and 
subjective analysis. the ceramic assemblage from Bushfield West appears to be intemally 
hornogeneous. and yet unique in cornparison to other Selkirk cerarnic assemblages. The 
conservative. repetitive decorative styles used on almost al1 pots (cord-wrapped-stick on 
rim lip. single row of punctates below lip. fabric finish on body. rounded but sornetimes 
prominent vessel shoulders, straight, long nms) suggest a profound group identity re- 
flected. or perhaps purposefully focused upon. pottery. This "identity-imprint" appeared 
to crosscut pot function. and was even found on the srnallest vessels. interpreted to have 
been "toy pots" manufactured for or perhaps by Young, aspiring pottery rnakers. The 
rnost significant variations that appeared between pots were subtle changes of vessel 
form. principally represented by a few pots which exhibited unusually prominent incipi- 
ent-S rim shapes. Yet these pots still seemed to adhere to the overall "Bushfield style of 
high. straight decorated rims and single rows of punctates. 



As will be explained below. the Bushfield West assemblage. interpreted to be repre- 
sentative of a regional band. appears to be distinct from the ceramics representative of 
Clearwater Lake Complex sites. Kissis Complex sites and Karne Hills Complex sites. 
Thus the results of this study, which represents an in situ analysis of the vxiability 
retlected in a single Selkirk ComplexRegional Band. appears to alhy the concems that 
Selkirk scholars may have confused intragroup vesse1 variability with inter-group vari- 
ability. Theoretically at least. these divisions still stand up since intragroup cerarnic 
variability, at least as refiected by the complex/regional band occupying Bushfield West. 
is much smaller than the variability between interpreted complexes/regional bands. 

Perhaps what is most interesting about Bushfield West is that it is located in a geo- 
graphic area where another distinctive Selkirk cornplex, Pehonan. was originally defined. 
Although the temporal associations of the Bushfield West component and Pehonan com- 
ponents are difficult to ascertain. the site and cornpiex dates appear to be sornewhat 
contemporaneous. the resource exploitation patterns appear very similar. and non-ceramic 
tool assemblages are identical. Indeed. Pehonan Complex sites are represrnted in the 
very tlat on which Bushfield West is situated, and the ceramics from Bushfield West have 
until recently been interpreted as being part of Pehonan (Meyer 198 1: Meyer and Russell 
1987: Quigg 1983 to name but a few writers). 

Vessei Block 'S' Rim Nipawin Angular Interior Other Comment 
Pmfile Horizontal Shoulder Punctate 

Nonh Encampment 
1 1 O 

3 1 2.3 
3 9 3.2 œ 

40 -.- 3 3 

I I  -.- 9 7 O 

48 1 
66 1 

South Encampment 
7 17 

14 3/RSS? 
16 RS 
7 3 RS 
74 RS 
76 RS 
80 RS 
82 RS 
87 RS 

24 No Context 
19 No Context 
54 No Context 

Probably Reworked Sand 
Zig-Zrig body decoration 

Table 10.3. Summary of vessels which exhibit Pehonan cerarnic characteristics from 
Bushfield West. 



It is true that the hallrnark slements of Pehonan pottery are present in the Bushfield 
ceramic complex. although in minimal frequencies (Table 10.3). The François Punctate 
type. characterized by decorated or very angular shoulders. is represented clearly by only 
three vessels (Vessels 7-11  and 4 1 have angular shoulders). None of the identified ves- 
sels from Bushfield West display shoulder decontion. although at least one decorated 
shoulder was found out-of-context in the plough zone. The Nipawin Horizontal type. 
originally thought to be integral to Pehonan but later re-evaluated as a less important 
marker (Meyer 1984: Meyer and Russell 1987) appears to be represented by only one 
vessel. 49. which was found out of context. Exterior rim bossing (interior punctating) is 
probably present on only one vessel. (Vessels 48 and 66 rnay be one and the sarne). 
Similarly. "S" rim profiles (most being very slight) appear in less than 15% of the vessel 
assemblage. In surnmary. only six vessels have any attnbutable Pehonan charactenstics 
from the Nonh Encamprnent area. while nine arc attributable to the hypothesized South 
Encampment. 

So what of the ceramic manifestation represented at Bushfield West? 1s it part of 
Pehonan as suggested by others. or is it sufficiently distinct to define another Selkirk 
Complex? Based upon extensive observation of most significant Selkirk collections it is 
my hypothesis that Bushfield West is part of a unique Selkirk complex which extends 
dong the Saskatchewan River east to The Pas. and possibly northward into the Sturgeon- 
weir River system. It should be cautioned that this hypothesis is based on observation of 
surface collections of pottery recovered from sites from the latter region, and more direct 
observation from pottery recovered from upper components of the The Pas site. housed at 
museums in Dauphin and Winnipeg. This pottery from the Saskatchewan River appears 
to be similar to pottery from the Clecwater Lake sites. and to pottery from the Pehonan 
sites as well. although it actually exhibits few of the genuine Pehonan cerarnic attributes 
in any significant frequency. 

It is possible that the Bushfield West assemblage can be considered a subset of 
Pehonan. Since it is hypothesized that the assemblage was produced by a single group of 
largely related people over a very shon tirne. it could be argued that the Bushfield West 
assemblage represents a "snapshot" of Pehonan. as opposed to the longer term observa- 
tion of the material culture vuiability which we have defined as Pehonan. Thus. taken 
over time. one would expect Pehonan to exhibit considerable variability in ceramic 
attnbutes (pottery being such a plastic medium as opposed to other non-perishable diag- 
nostic artifact classes) brought on by the variabili ty naturally appearing between genera- 
tions of pottery makers. The problem is that other Pehonan sites. although not as large as 
Bushfield West. appear to represent short-tem occupations which have yielded pottery 
assemblages much more variable than this site, containing proportionately many more 
vessels identified as being Pehonan. For example. the Lloyd site. located less than 3 km 
from Bushfield West on an adjacent fiat. yielded 10 vessels. of which the majority were 
of the François Punctate style (Quigg 1983: 147). 



This unique complex is called "Keskatchewan". which is a denvative of the Cree 
term for "Saskatchewan River" (see Russell 199 1 : 12 1). The "Keskatchewan" Complex 
is one of the most clearly defined within the Selkirk Composite. tt is representative of a 
defined group of people as manifested by an extensive. well presemed and definitive 
archaeological component laid down at a time when virtually al1 members of the cornmu- 
nity were hypothesized to be together in one place at one time. The cerarnics are homo- 
geneous in style and fom. distinct from other Selkirk wares, and appear to be distributed 
dong a logical geographic corridor, defined primarily by the Saskatchewan River. 

Keskatchewan vessels are generally well-made, exhibiting a dense, hard paste that 
could f o m  relatively thin vesse1 profiles. The vessels exhibit generally long vertical to 
slightly outflaring rims, which impart a distinctive "collared" appearance. Vesse1 shoul- 
ders range from rounded to abrupt, bui are rarely angular. Decoration is usually con- 
servative. consisting of a single row of well-formed punctates set well below the rim edge 
with frequent exterior rim notching using a cord-wrapped stick. Other kinds of rirn 
decoration occur infrequently. and are usually restricted to the upper rim area. particularly 
the lip. Interior iip notching is rare: extenor bossing is rare to non-existent. as is shoulder 
decoration. 

The Keskatchewan Complex is the material culture derivative of a distinctive re- 
gional band. whose apparent area of resource extraction (at least in spring and summer) 
was focused on the margins of large river tlats on the Saskatchewan River east into the 
Saskatchewan Delta and nonh along connecting river systems. Being essentially Selkirk 
people (Le.. precontact Cree) they shared rnany material culture sirnilarities with other 
contemporaneous Selkirk bands. Of their non-perishable cultural attributes. only their 
cerarnics were sufficiently distinctive to separate them from bands in the lower Saskatch- 
ewan River area, in the Southern Indian Lake areri and even in the Buffalo Narrows area. 

In their review of protohistoric Cree rendezvous centres, Meyer and Thistle 
( l995A 16; 433) identify six named aggregating centres in the Saskatchewan River valley, 
and an additionai one off the main river channel. The Pehonan centre is the most west- 
erly, in the Fon A La Corne area. Being the first place up the Saskatchewan River where 
aspen parkland is contacted, it would have been a logical place for bison hunters and 
woodland people to meet, as observed by Meyer and Thistle. Eighty kilometres down- 
stream was Nipowiwinihk, where Keskatchewan people met. Using the mode1 put for- 
ward by Meyer and Thistle, a third rendezvous centre was located 100 km funher down- 
stream at Paskwatinow, and a founh at Opaskweyaw, near the town of The Pas. Theoreti- 
cally. Paskwatinow would have marked the meeting centre for a third identifiable group 
of people, and Opaskweyaw the fourth, making the hypothetical downriver range of the 
Keskatchewan band from Nipawin to The Pas unrealistically large. However. although 
tentatively located by Meyer et al. (1992). the actual archaeological component at 
Pasquatinow is virtually unknown. In fact there have been no ceramic recoveries made at 
the site. which has yet to receive even cursory archaeological reconnaissance. As previ- 



ously discussed. the pottery from the The Pas Site examined by the author does bear a 
striking resemblance to that of Bushfield West. suggesting a strong affiliation. 

One fact that must not be overlooked is that the Bushfield West component appears to 
be temporally defined very tightly. Indeed, there is strong evidence that most of the 
excavated activity complexes were synchronous, and were the product of a single season 
of occupation. although other parts of the site (the hypothetical South Encampment) may 
have been occupied ü year or so later. The site rnay have been occupied only for a few 
years, perhaps rnuch less than a decade. When one is dealing with a highly mobile soci- 
ety. it may be reasonable to presurne that in the space of a genention several aggregation 
centres might be recognized for a single regional band. and that they might be some 
distance apart. perhaps as far apan as Nipawiwin and Pasquatinow. or even 
Nipawiwinihk and Opaskweyaw. 

The Meyer and Thistle mode1 of Cree social geopraphy, though drawn with a broad 
chronological brush. does appear to be a sustainable one when the Busht'ield West data 
are brought to bear on it. Nevertheless. until more work is done in identifying and testing 
arc haeolog ical sites elsew here dong the Saskatchewan River, particularly at 
Pasquatinow, the actual extent of the hypothetical Keskatchewan regional band remains 
subject to interpretation. 

Meyer and Russell ( 198726) have hypothesized a correspondence between Selkirk 
ceramic differentiation and precontact Cree sociopolitical differentiation. Specifically. 
they postulate that the Kisis Complex correlates with the Athabasca Cree of northwestern 
Saskatchewan. the Cleÿrwater Lake Complex with the Missinipi Cree dong the Churchill 
River and the Pehonan Complex with the Pegogamow Cree from the Saskatchewan 
River. Where does the Keskatchewan Complex fit in to this scheme? Temporal associa- 
tion of the two complexes is problematic. due to the lack of precise chronological control 
for Pehonan, and to a certain extent for Keskatchewan as well; nevertheless, there are 
several possibilities. One is that Keskatchewan and Pehonan were largely contemporane- 
ous clan groups within the precontact Pegogamow; the former preferring to exploit the 
more forested resources down the Saskatchewan River and into the Sturgeon-Weir sys- 
tems, and the latter preferring up-river, parkland seasonal exploitation. This would 
explain the generally similar cenmic assemblages. with Pehonan pottery coming under 
more influence frorn possible contacts with Plains-oriented groups to the west and south. 
Another explanation may be that Keskatchewan is ancestral to Pehonan, and represents 
earlier, westward occupation of the Saskatchewan River by Selkirk people. This would 
explain the relative lack of Pehonan traits. which would develop as Keskatchewan people 
continued to exploit the river valley westward onto the parkland. This cm be explained 
by comparing the Lloyd Site and Bushfield West site cerarnic assemblages. 
Keskatchewan pottery, recovered from a site with good stratigraphie control (Bushfield 
West). has vessels which are conservatively deconted and relatively homogeneous. 
Pehonan pottery. represented by another well-controlled site (Lloyd Site). has pottery that 



is more heterogeneous in decoration with a wider range of pottery types. It is possible 
that the time of occupation for the Lloyd Site was later than for Bushfield West (whose 
landform was rendered uninhabitable immediately after occupation) and the wider deco- 
rative range was a function of more contact with non-Cree groups to the West and south. 

Clearly. more precise chronological control is needed to son out the relationships 
between Pehonan and Keskatchewan: discovery and excavation of additional sites repre- 
senting this time penod is strongly recommended. 

To summarize. Keskatchewan pottery was very similar to that of a plains-oriented 
Selkirk band. whose members apparently frequented parts of the Saskatchewan valley 
where it contacted the open parkland. They could be materially recognized by their 
pottery style and form. the hallmark of a band which probably congregated at a place 
called Pehonan. It is even conjectural that the Pehonan band may have had its genesis in 
Keskatchewan, when a few families chose to leave the Keskatchewrtn band, centring at 
Nipowiwinihk. because they wished to exploit parkland resources south of the Saskatch- 
ewan River. Lacking sufficient personnel to maintain mamage exchange within the new 
band. these families may have been compelled to accept people from non-Cree bands also 
living in the parklands. These new band mernbers were more than likely women. who 
brought with them their distinctive ideas on how to make and decorate pottery (for a 
discussion of such a social mechanism, see Hanna 1984). One can only speculate on the 
pressures that were placed on these immigrmt members to confom to the ways of the 
band. especially in the manufacture of pottery. Nevertheless. it is probable that they 
succeeded in introducing their own distinctive parkland and plains decorative styles on 
pottery with a Selkirk forrn. resulting in the distinctive François Punctate (and to a lesser 
extent Nipawin Horizontal) form. 

Pehonan and Keskatchewan bands may have enjoyed some contact (assuming that 
they coexisted temporally). but if so it was never a close intermixing, as suggested by the 
minimal Pehonan pottery recoveries from Bushfield West. If there was ever any signifi- 
cant exchange. it was probably for exotic goods such as obsidian. Knife River flint and 
the like. Sornetimes. of course. something tmly foreign. like dentalium. was traded. And 
occasionally. a piece of iron. sornething the like of which had never been seen before. 
was passed on to the Keskatchewan people: a foreboding of impending change as mo- 
mentous as their recent move from beyond the eastem forest out onto the edge of the 
plains. 
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Appendix A 

Summary Quantification of Artifact Recoveries 
by Selected Blocks and Activity Areas on 

Bushfield West (FhNa-10) 



A Area AA 13 AA 1.4 rti 1 5  
Ceram ics 499 53 34 
Tools 2 1 4 - 7 

Cores 27 6 1 
Debitage 1480 311 117 
Microdeb 123 O O 
FCR 2066 41 0 (gr) 
Faunal 5730 873 0 (gr) 

Class Expecr Actuul C % C  
Ceramics 125.3 499 4 23.5 
Tmls 9.1 21 2.3 13.6 
Cotes 8.05 27 3.4 19.8 
De bitage 474.6 1480 3.1 18.4 
Microde b 1972.95 123 O. 1 0.4 
FCR 3092.6 2066 0.7 3.9 
Faunal 1669.85 5730 3 -4 20.3 

Cells 35 
CCs 2.42 

Class Expect Actual C % C  
Ceramics 32.22 53 1.6 15.1 
Twls 2.34 4 1.7 15.7 
Cores 2.07 6 2.9 26.6 
Debitage 122.04 311 2.5 23 -4 
Microdeb 507.33 
FCR 795.24 41 0. i 0.5 
Faunai 429.39 873 2 18-7 

Cells 
ccs 

Class Expect A m a l  C % C  
Ceramics 7.16 34 4.7 3 1.5 
Tools 0.52 2 3.8 25.5 
Cores 0.46 1 -.- 7 7 14.4 
Debitage 27.12 117 4.3 28.6 
Microde b 1 12.74 O O O 
FCR 176.72 O O O 
Faund 95.42 O O O 

Ceils 
ccs 



A Area A4227 AA2.42 AA2.43 
Ceramics O 24 2980 
Cores O 9 147 
Tools 3 5 106 
De bi tage 2 1 213 10100 
Microde b O 634 73065 
FCR O 295 1 8677 (gr) 
Faunai 54 797 8761 (gr) 

Ciass Expect Acnuzl C % C  
Ceramics 3.58 O O O 
Twls 0.26 3 11.5 8 1 
Cores 0.23 O O O 
Debitage 13.56 21 1.5 11 
Microde b 56.37 O O O 
FCR 88.36 O O O 
Faunal 47.7 1 54 1.1 8 

Cells 1 
ccs 2.0 1 

Clms Expect Acncal C % C  
Ceramics 35.8 24 0.7 4.7 
Twls 2.6 5 1.9 13.5 
Cores 2.3 9 3.9 27.5 
De bitage 135.6 213 1.6 11.1 
Micmdeb 563.7 634 1.1 7.9 
FCR 883.6 2951 3.3 23.5 
Faunal 477.1 797 1.8 11.8 

Ceiis 10 
ccs 2.04 

Class Expect Actud C % C  
Ceramics 322.2 2980 9.2 19.8 
Tools 23.4 106 4.5 9.7 
Cores 20.7 147 7.1 15.2 
De bi rage 1220.4 10100 8.3 17.7 
Microde b 5073.3 73065 14.4 30.8 
FCR 7952.4 8677 1.1 2.3 
Faunal 4293.9 8761 2 4.4 

Cells 
ccs 



AcArea A 2.1 A 2 2  A 2.3 A 2.4 A 2 5  A 2.6 A 2.7 A 2.8 A 2.9 A 2.10 A 2.11 
Cerarnics 176 988 5 26 101 181 5 50 168 2 1 1 
Cores 9 47 2 5 5 10 3 9 14 1 - 3 

Tools 3 13 4 3 20 4 4 4 14 3 O 
Debitage 266 1686 93 118 411 203 34 235 433 41 47 
Microdeb 1226 9202 705 282 1951 625 38 489 759 37 77 
FCR 296 11434 187 1571 1583 89 1308 266 2751 908 1111 (gr) 
Faunal 1552 5761 295 1359 3447 2232 3009 3159 4027 290 1358 (gr) 

AA 2.1 
F a  CI % C I  

Ceramics 42.96 176 4.1 28.2 
Tm 1s 3.12 9 2.9 19.9 
Cores 2.76 3 1.1 7.5 
Debitage 162.72 266 1 .O 11.3 
Microdeb 676.44 1226 1.8 12.5 
FCR 1060.32 296 0.3 1.9 
Faunal 572.52 1552 2.7 18.7 

Cells 12 
CCs 2.07 

Class Expect Acnial C % C  
Ceramics 175.42 988 5.6 26.3 
Tools 12.74 47 3.7 17.2 
Cores 11.27 13 1.2 5.4 
Debi tage 664.44 1686 2.5 11.8 
Micrudeb 2762.13 9202 3.3 15.5 
FCR 4329.64 11434 2.6 12.3 
Faunal 2337.79 5761 2.5 11.5 

Cells 49 
CCs 3 .O6 

AA 2.3 
Class Expect Actual C % C  
Ceramics 14.32 5 0.3 2.6 
Tools 1 .O4 - 7 1.9 14.2 
Cores 0.92 4 4.3 32.1 
De bi tage 54.24 93 1.7 12.7 
Microdeb 225.48 705 3.1 23.1 
FCR 353.44 187 0.5 3 -9 
Faunal 190.84 295 1.5 11.4 

Cens 4 
CCs 1.93 



Class Expecr Acnral C % C  
Ce rarnics 2 1.48 26 1.2 7 -3 
Tools 1.56 5 3 -2 19.3 
Cores 1.38 3 2.2 13.1 
Debitage 81.36 118 I .5 8.7 
Microdeb 338.22 282 0.8 5 
FCR 530.16 1571 3 17.9 

CCs 2.37 

Class Expecr Acrual C % C  
Ceramics 57.28 101 1.8 9.7 
Tmls 4.16 5 1.2 6.6 
Cores 3.68 20 5.4 30 
Debitage 216.96 411 1.9 10.5 
Microde b 901.92 1951 2.2 12 
FCR 1413.76 1583 1.1 6.2 

CCs 2.58 

Class Emect A c m l  C % C  
Ceramics 42.96 18 1 4.2 28 
Tools 3.12 10 3.2 21.3 
Cores 2.76 4 1.4 9.6 
Debitage 162.72 203 1.2 8.3 
Microdeb 676.44 625 0.9 6.2 
FCR 1060.32 89 O. 1 0.6 
Faunal 572.52 2232 3.9 26 

CeLls 
ccs 

Class Ewect Actuul C % C  
Ceramics 28.64 5 0.2 1.3 
Tools 2.08 3 1.4 10.4 
Cores 1.84 4 2.2 15.6 
Debitage 108.48 34 0.3 2.3 
Microdeb 450.96 38 0.1 O. 6 
FCR 706.88 1308 1.9 13.3 
Faunal 381.68 3009 7.9 56.6 

CeUs 8 
ccs 1 -99 



AA 2.8 
F-r C % C  

Ceramic s 32.22 50 1.6 8.7 
Tools 2.34 9 3.8 2 1.5 
Cores 2.07 4 1.9 10.8 
De bi tage 122.04 235 1.9 10.8 
Microde b 507.33 489 1 5-4 
FCR 795.24 266 0.3 1.9 
Faunal 429.39 3159 7.4 41.1 

Cells 9 
CCs 2.56 

Class 
Ceramics 
Tools 
Cores 
De bitage 
Microdeb 
FCR 
Faunal 

AA 2.10 
Exvect Acnral % C  

Cerarnics 7.16 2 1 2.9 13.7 
Twls 0.52 1 1 -9 9 
Cores 0.46 3 6.5 30.5 
De bitage 27.12 41 1.5 7.1 
Microde b 1 12.74 37 0.3 1.5 
FCR 176.72 908 5.1 24 
Faunal 95.42 290 3 14.2 

Cells 2 
CCs 3 .O6 
AA 2.11 
Class Emect Actual C % C  
Ceramics 14.32 1 O. 1 0.5 
Tm ls 1 .O4 2 1.9 14.3 
Cores 0.92 O O O 
De bitage 54.24 47 0.9 6.4 
Microde b 225.48 77 0.3 2.5 
FCR 353.44 11 11 3.1 23.4 
Faunal 190.84 1358 7.1 52.9 

Cells 
ccs 



A ctivity Area 2 -2 9 234 235 236 2.37 2.39 2 -4 
Ceramics 15 40 66 174 294 16 111 
Tools 7 8 16 5 34 7 30 
Cores 3 12 12 12 10 3 16 
Debitage 160 213 403 540 1565 166 2544 
Microdeb 487 560 839 3 192 7345 646 15081 
FCR 380 454 2520 2 197 508 1397 1236 (gr) 
Faund 1835 990 2216 1083 1329 237 2572 (Pr) 

Class Expected Actual C % C  
Cerarnics 32.22 15 0.5 3 -9 
T'ls 2.34 7 3 25. 1 
Cores 2.07 3 1.4 12.1 
De bi tage 122.04 160 1.3 11 
Microdeb 507.33 487 1 8 
FCR 795.24 380 0.5 4 
Faunal 429.39 1835 4-3 35.8 

Class Expected A c m l  C % C  
Ceramics 32.22 40 1.2 7.7 
Tmls 2.34 8 3-4 21.1 
Cores 2.07 12 5.8 35.8 
Debi tage 122.04 213 1.7 10.8 
Microde b 507.33 560 1.1 6.8 
FCR 795.24 454 0.6 3.5 
Faunal 429.39 990 2.3 14.2 

- - 

Ceils 9 
CCs 2.3 1 

Clars Expected A crual C % C  
Ceramics 42.96 66 1.5 7.3 
Tools 3.12 16 5.1 24.4 
Cores 2.76 12 4.3 20.7 
De bi tage 162.72 403 2.5 11.8 
Microdeb 676.44 839 1.2 5.9 
FCR 1060.32 2520 2.4 11.3 
Faunal 572.52 2216 3 -9 18.5 

CeUs 12 
ccs 3 



AA 2.36 
Ciars Exgected Actuul C % C  
Ceramics 42.96 174 4.1 18.4 
Twls 3.12 5 1.6 7.3 
Cores 2.76 12 4.3 19.8 
De bitage 162.72 540 3.3 15.1 
M i d e b  676.44 3192 4.7 21.4 
FCR 1060.32 2197 2.1 9.4 
Faunal 572.52 1083 1.9 8.6 

Ceils 
ccs 
AA 237 
Class 
Ceramics 
Tmls 
Cores 
De bitage 
Microdeb 
FCR 
Faunal 

Ciass Expected 
Ceramics 32.22 
Tools 2.34 
Cores 2.07 
De bi tage 122.04 
Microde b 507.33 
FCR 795.24 
Faunal 429.39 

Actual C 
7 0.2 
O O 
3 1.4 

452 3.7 
1608 3 -2 
472 0.6 
395 0.9 

- -- 

Ceils 9 
CCs 1.44 
AA 2.40 
Class Expected Acruai C % C  
Ceramics 89.5 111 1.2 4.2 
Tools 6.5 30 4.6 15.6 
Cores 5.75 16 2.8 9.4 
Debitage 339 2544 7.5 25.4 
Mictodeb 1409.25 15081 10.7 36.2 
FCR 2209 1236 0.6 1.9 
FaunaI 1192.75 2572 2.2 7.3 
Ceiis 25 
CCs 4.22 



A Area 3.3 3.4 3 5 3.6 3.7 3.8 3.10 
Ceramics O O 49 34 574 O 2 
Cores O O O 26 O 1 O 
Tools O 6 O 20 2 O 7 

De bitage 66 117 O 1028 20 83 20 
Microdeb 225 3 12 O 7134 5 10 O 
FCR O 72 O 562 34 O 0 (gr) 
Faunal 102 301 O 1047 194 O 192 (gr) 

AA 3.3 
CZass Expect Acncal C % C  
Ceramics 3.58 O O O 
Tools 0.26 O O O 
Cores 0.23 O O O 
Debitage 13 .56 66 4.87 44.26 
Microdeb 56.37 225 3 -99 36.3 
FCR 88.36 O O O 
Faunal 47.71 102 2.14 19.44 

cells 1 
CCs 1.57 

Class Expect Acnïal C % C  
Ceramics 14.32 O O O 
Tools 1.04 6 5.77 52.02 
Cores 0.92 O O O 
Debitage 54.24 117 2.16 19.45 
Microdeb 225.48 312 i .38 12.48 
FCR 353.44 72 0.2 1.84 
Faund 190.84 301 1 .58 14.22 

cells 4 
CCs 1.58 

Class Expecr Acnuzl C % C  
Ce rarnic s 3.58 49 13.69 100 
Tools 0.26 O O O 
Cores 0.23 O O O 
Debitage 13.56 O O O 
Microde b 56.37 O O O 
FCR 88.36 O O O 
Faunal 47.7 1 O O O 

cells 
c c s  



C l m  Expect Acrual C % C  
Cerarnics 64.44 34 0.53 2.2 1 
Tools 4.68 20 4.27 17.88 
Cores 4.14 26 6.28 26.28 
De bitage 244.08 1028 4.2 1 17.62 
Microdeb 1014.66 7134 7.03 29.42 
FCR 1590.48 562 0.35 1.48 
Faunal 858.78 1047 1.22 5. f 
CeUs 18 
CCs 3.41 

CIass Emect A c m l  C % C  
Ceramics 14.32 574 40.08 92-12 
Tmls 1.04 2 1.92 4.42 
Cores 0.92 O O 0 
De bi tage 54.24 20 0.37 0.85 
Microde b 225.48 5 0.02 0.05 
FCR 353.44 34 0.1 0.22 
Faunal 190.84 194 1 .O2 2.34 
CeUs 4 
CCs 6.22 

Class Expecr Acncal C % C  
Ceramics 3.58 O O O 
Tools 0.26 O O 
Cores 

0 
0.23 1 4.35 40.84 

Debitage 13 .56 83 6.12 57.49 
Microdeb 56.37 10 0.18 1 .O7 
FCR 88.36 O O 0 
Faunal 47.7 1 O O 0 

CeUs 1 
CCs 1.52 

Clars Expect A crual C % C  
Ce rarnic s 3.58 2 0.56 4.06 
Tools 0.26 2 7.69 55.94 
Cores 0.23 O O O 
Debitage 13.56 20 1.47 10.73 
Microde b 56.37 O O O 
FCR 88.36 O O O 
Faunai 47.7 1 192 4.02 29.27 
Cens 1 
CCs 1.96 



B 8  
A Area 8.1 8 2  8.3 
Ceramics O W8 19 
Cores O 6 3 
Tools 3 22 O 
De bi tage O 565 59 
Microde b O O O 
FCR O 762 
Faunal 

2472 (gr) 
O 1684 207 (gr) 

C h s  Expect Acmi  C % C  
Ceramics 3.58 O O O 
Twls 0.26 3 11.54 1 0 0  
Cores 0.23 O O O 
Debitage 13.56 O O O 
Microde b 56-37 O O O 
FCR 88-36 O O O 
Faunal 47.7 1 O O O 

Cells 1 
CCs 1.69 

Class Expect Acnuzl C % C  
Ceramics 89.5 648 7 -24 47.97 
Tools 6.5 22 3.38 22.43 
Cores 5.75 6 1.04 6.9 1 
De bitage 339 565 1.67 1 1.04 
Microde b 1409.25 O O O 
FCR 2209 762 0.35 2.29 
Faunal 1192.75 1684 1.41 9.36 

Cells 25 
CCs 2.16 

Cims Expect A c w l  C % C  
Ce rarnic s 10.74 19 1.77 9.65 
Tools 0.78 O O O 
Cores 0.69 3 4.35 23.7 1 
De bi tage 4 .68 59 1 -45 7.9 1 
MicIPdeb 169.11 O O O 
FCR 265.08 2472 9.33 50.85 
Faunal 143.13 207 1.45 7.89 

Cells 3 
CCs 2.62 



Appendix B 

Summary Quantification of Faunal Recoveries 
by Selected BIocks and ActiMty Areas on 

Bushfield West (FhNa-10) 



Table B.1. Summary of identifiable faunal specimens (NISP) by b i d  sptxies for selwted 
a t i  "ty areas excavated on Bushfield West. 

J 

Table B.2 Legend (see next page for full table) 

Grause b mck 
Herm 4 

4 
tom Lo 

Crane Cr Swan Sw 

Canada ~ o o s e  23 Utiknown Bird UB 

Deer 

Table 82. Legend (above) and table (next page). Summary of identifiable faunai speamens 
RuISP) by rnamrnal species for selected activity areas excavated on Bushfield West. 





A Area Indetem Foetal Immature Adult 
B 1 1.3 94 13 29 4 3 

1.4 16 2 3 6 
1.5 

B 2.1 2.27 
2.42 1 I 
2.43 48 26 1 108 

B 2.2 2.1 12 2 7 
2.2 48 8 15 
2.3 1 1 1 
2.4 10 5 
2 . 5  38 7 10 
2.6 13 3 7 
2.7 23 2 9 
2.8 16 8 
2.9 43 10 Il 

2.10 5 

Table 83. Summary of identifiable mamrnd faunal specimens (NISPI by maturity for selected 
activity amas excavated on Bushfield West. 



A Area Undamaged Burned Modified Chewed Total 

Table 8.4. Summary of identifiable mammal faunai specimens NSP)  by element condition for 
selected activity areas excavated on Bushfield West. 



Appendix C 

Description and Selected Illustration of 
Pottery Vessels Recovered from 

Bushfield West 

Key to pottery illustration arrangements and 
some special terms used in pottery descriptions 

cw t (cord-wrapped tool) 

cxterior 
Exterior Intt3ri~r Extçnor tïllet 

Interior 

Interior 



Vessel: 1 

.4 mnm t 

Finish 

Paste 

Decm tion 

Cornrnen ts 

This vessel has been contiguously assembled from the rim to just below the shoulder. 
Much of the vessel wall and base has also been reconstructed, but these sections could 
not be directly joined with the rim/shoulder segment. However, by extrapolation it 
is possible to reconstruct the entire vessel form. Thus, at  least 75% of the vessel appears 
to-be present. 

The rim is relatively 
long and vertical, rest- 
ing on an angular neck 
which leads to a fiat 
upper shoulder. The 
shoulder curve is an- 
gular. The lower wall 
does not immediately 
curve inward, but ap- ,=wiwF" 
pears (through corn- F?.:'" 
~ o s i t e  a s s e m b l v ~  to 
1 - '  

continuedownward nt 
a very shallow angle. 
The rim and shoulder 
are thin for the size of 
the vessel, and of rela- 
tively uniform thick- 
ness. Belotv the shoul- 
der the vessel wall be- 
cornes even thinner 
rightdown to the base. 

The entire exterior of 
the vessel is covered 
with a prominent fab- 

5 cm - 
vessel 1 

ric finish from the rim to the base. The fabric weave appears to be knc~tted, and is 
vertically oriented in the vicinity of the neck and upper shoulder. Weave orientation 
is less preciseover the body, but continues to be linear in direction, rather thancrossed. 
The fabric impression extends over the lip brim just into the interior of the rim. On the 
interior of the vessel, below the rim, the surface has been slightl y smoothed. Brushing 
is pronounced in the neck and upper shoulder area, where striations are visible. 

The paste is dense but only moderately consolidated. Quartz and feldspar temper are 
homogeneously mixed throughout the matrix. The temper particles appear to be 
largely uniform in size. The outer and inner edges of a typical s h e d  are colourd an 
orange-tinted tan. The interior paste is grey. No part of the vessel bears any form of 
encrustation, although a few darkstainsappear on the vessel exterior around the base 
and lower wall. 

On the rim, altemating, irreplar ,  shallow impressions appear along the inner and 
outer edgeof the slightly rounded lip. These impressions give the rim a slight fiilet on 
the exterior. Below the lip is a row of deep, well-rounded punctates. On the vessel 
interior, the puncta tes have prod uced prominent bosses which bear occasional 
fingerprin t traces. 

Most of Vesse11 was recovered as  part of a large concentration of sherds in association 



Vessel: 2 

Arrrmrnt 

Fonri 

Finish 

Pnste 

Decmation 

Colri men ts 

with Vessel8, in Activity Area 3.7. Other parts of the pot were found in Activity Area 
3.6 (in a hearth rernnant) and 1 m south of Activity Area 3.3. It does not appear to have 
been used forcooking becauseof the lack of carbon encrustation. Several of the sherds 
on the vesse1 appear to have been wum by water action. It is possible that the vessel 
was disturbed when the living floor was inundated by the fluvial sand deposit which 
overlaid the occupation paleosol in the Block 3 locality. This may explain why a 
portion of the vesse1 was not recovered, as those pieces rnay have been washed away 
at the time of the flood. Although this vessel does not appear to have been used for 
cooking, the stains appear to have been related to charring. 

Approximately half to three quarters of the vessel has been reconstmcted from just 
above the base to the rim. Nearly 80°/o of the rim has been assembled, although only 
35"h of the neck. Much of the body is present, although a large section cannot be 
directly cross mended. 

The rim is long and straight, with a 
nearly vertical orientation- The rim 
exterior and interior are shghtly fil- 
Ieted. The neck is sharply angled on 
the exterior and interior. The shoul- 
der is moderately to prominently an- 
gled. The vessel construction is quite 
delicate, but very sturdy. The vesse1 
profile is quite thin and fairly uni- 
form in thickness, varying little from 
below the rim through the shoulder 
and body to near the base. 

A fabric finish has been impressed 
on the vessel exterior from the base 
to the edge of the rim lip, and in 
places over onto the rim brim. It is 
very prominent, showing the fabric 
weave in great detail. The interior finish is smoothed. 

The paste is dense and finely tempered. The exterior of the vessel is grey and brown 
in colour. There is some evidence of interior encrustation in the shoulder area and on 
parts of the rim. 

The vessel rim has a flattened lip with tiny irrebrular cwt impressions on the brim. 
Ovate, vertically oriented, Iow lying punctates have been spaced closely, midway 
between the rim lip and the neck. The punctates have produced prominent busses. 

The vessel appears to be unusually snort for its width, and the length of the rirn. A few 
sl-ierds have been charred, indicating that they were recovered from a hearth. Al- 
though very delicate, the vessel was obviously used for cooking, judging from the 
residue traces found on the interior. 



Vessel: 3 

A~rfozmt About 7/3  of the rim, neck and shoulder of the vesse1 are represonted. There are 
probably a number of body sherds which can be crossmended to the vessel. 

Fonrr The rim is rela- 
tively short but 
s t r a i ~ h t .  with a - a -, 

nearIy verticalori- 
enta tion. The neck 
is sIightly thick- 
ened before thin- 
ning into a thin 
upper shoulder. 
The shoulder  
curve is modera te, 
with some thick- 
ening on the exte- 
rior. The vessel 
construction is 
delicate, but 
sturdy. The ves- 
sel profile is quite 
thin, and appears 
to be fairly uni- (CI- '1 
form in thickness, 
from the rim 
through the 
shoulder. 

Finish A prominent fab- 
ric finish has been impressed un the vessel exterior from the interiut- edge of the rim 
lip to below the shoulder. The interior finish is smoothed with some scraping in the 
upper lip area. 

Prrsf e The paste is dense and finely tempered. The exterior of the vesse1 is black-grey and 
brown in colour, the darker patches apparently attributable to firing. The interior is 
Iightly stained and encrusted near the shouldercurve, witha few residuepatches near 
the rim lip. 

Decorrrtion The exterior lip is decorated with verticalIy oriented, shortened cwt impressions. A 
single line of regular, round, deeply impressed punctates is present just below the lip 
decorations, leaving prominent, rounded bosseson the interior, which bear somewhat 
obliterated fingerprint traces. 

Co~nrnents This is a well-made vessel, probably used for cooking, although interior encrustation 
is minimal. Although most of the body is missing, the angle of the lower shoulder 
suggests that the vessel was squat in cornparison to other vessels. A few rim sherds 
have a reddish tinge, suggesting that they rnay have been charred in a fire. 



Pflste 

Decor~i t ion 

Corn inen ts 

The entire vessel form is represented, although a small section of the rirn and larger 
portion of the shodder and body are rnissing. Approximately 75O;7 of the vessel has 
been recons tructed. 

The vessel rim is short and 
has a pronounced 
excurvate or 'S' rirn shape, 
bulging out at  the middle 
along the punctate line. 
The neck is prorninently 
angled on the exterior, and 
the interior is very sharply 
angled. The shoulder is 
also prominently angled, 
cunring outward then in- 
ward very quickly. The 
vesse! construction is fairly 
robust, especially around 
the rirn and neck, al though 
the profile is relatively thin. 
The vessel is very short in 
relation to its width. 

There is a fain t exterior fab- 
ric impression on the up- 
per shoulderand neck, oth- 
erwise the vessel has a 
smooth finish. The inte- 
rior has been smoothed, 
with some evidence of brushing on the rirn and neck area. 

The p s t  is dense and well consolidated, with small and medium sized pieces of 
feldspar temper. The exterior is grey-black in colour with a brownish-red discolora- 
tion on the base and lower body. The interior is a Ii t t legeyer in colour around the neck 
area. There appears to be some cooking residue around the exterior punctate area, 
represented as a dark stain. The interior is heavily s tained, with ci thin but p rominent 
encrustation on theshoulderarea. Thicker encrustation appears in the upper rirn area. 

Indentations have been piaced horizontally across the lip brim at a vertical angle, 
giving the vessel rima saw-tooth Iip decoration. Round, regularly spaced punctates 
have been placed midway between the rirn lip and the neck o n  the midpoint of the rirn 
bulge. The punctates, although deep, have produced minimal bosses on the vessel 
interior, probably because of the unusual thickening of the 'S' rim. Some punctates 
penetrate into the vesse1 interior, producing small holes. 

The inci pient S-rirn form and li p incising are reminiscent of plains ceramics. Saw-tooth 
decoration is similar toSandy Lake in Minnesota (D. Olynyk personal communication 
1988). The vessel appears to have been a weil-used cooking pot. 



Vessel: 5 

L-imntnf Almost the entire vesse1 has been reconstructed, from the rim to the base. Only a fetv 
smali sherds are rnissing. 

Fonn The rim is flat- 
topped and has a 
slight to rnoderate 
interior fillet and 
a slight exterior 
splay. It angles 
slightly outward, 
resting on a neck 
which is moder- 
ately curved on 
the exterior but 
more angled on 
the interior. The 
upper shoulder is 
rela tively long, 
angling sharply 
downward to a 
longstraight body 
nrea which tapers 
toa rounded base. 
The profile is thin 
butquiteunifom, 
with thickening 
only in the neck 
area and a t  the 
shoulder. 

Finish The exterior has been impresseci with a prominent fabric finish from the base tu the 
w t e r  edge of the rim lip. The finish has been slightly smeared around the body. The 
interior has beensmoothed, with brush marksappearingaround therimand shoulder 
a rea. 

Paste The paste is poorly consolidated, tending to exfoliate on the interior and exterior. it 
contains a moderate amount of white feldspar temper. The exterior is a tan brown 
colour, with somedarker discoloration. The interior is the same, with morediscolora- 
tion around the shoulder. 

Decmntion The exterior edge of the rim lip bears closely spaced vertical dowel impressions (not 
cwt). A line of tiny circular, deeply impressed punctates encircles the centre rim area. 
They are very tightly spaced together and often penetrate entirely through the paste, 
forming tiny holes in the vessel interior. Punctate bosses are small and quite 
prominent, many with obliterated fingerprint marks. A cluster of tiny perforations is 
present on the interior of the rim in one area. 

Cominents Opposing perforation clusters is very unusual for Cleanvater Lake and unknown for 
rest of collection (except for Vessel 29?). Several vessels from Nipawin region have 
something like this feahireand one vessel from Pathlow (the MudnickSite, according 
to Lenius and Olynyk [personal communication 19851 has this feature almost exactly). 
This site is remarkably like the Nipawin sites. D. Meyer has seen this type of 



decoration on Mortlach vessels (personal communication 1988). Vesse15 was found 
smashed in place well away from any occupation area. Two vessel rirns were found 
in the cerarnic cluster, Vessels 56 and 57. Although their forms are slightly different, 
their paste strongly resembles that of this vessel. Hama  (1982, 1983) has suggested 
that this vessel was a discarded firing failure. 

;t!noruzt Portions of the vesse1 from the rim to the midpoint of the shoulder are represented. 
Only about 15 to 20% of the rim circumference is present, however. 

Fonn The rim lip is slightly 
rounded, bulging on the 
inner and ou ter corners, 
giving it a filleted ap- 
pearance. The rim is 
short and flares outward 
at  nearly 45". It rests on 
a short, thick angular 
neck which leads to a 
long, s t ra ight  upper  
shoulder. The shoulder 
juncture is rounded. The 
rim and neck are thick, 
although the shoulder 
waIls narrow consider- 
ably, forming what may 
be a thin upper wall. 

Finish A prominent exterior 
fabric finish covers the 
vessel from just below 
the protruding rim lip to 
below theshoulder. The 
fabric weave has a verti- 
cal orientation, and may Vessei 6 

be a sprang weave. The 
interior has been smoothed. 

The paste is modera tely consolida ted and con tains little temper. The exterior is tan in 
colour, with darker discolourations due to buming. The interior is a darker tan and 
heavily discoloured, probably by open exposure to a fire. The interior of the vessel 
bears a great deal of cooking residue, particularly around the lip and shoulder. 

Decoration An irregular cwt linr impression runs horizontally along the brim. In some places this 
impression has been deeply incised. A double row of punctates circles the middle of 
the rini. The punctates appear to be paired, although each lower punctate is offset a t  
an angle from the upper one. The punctates are round and deeply impressed into the 
paste. However, very shallow bosses are forrned, and the puncta tes occasional1 y 
penetrate into the interior, leaving a hole. Some bosses bear clear fingerprints. 

Cornments The overall vessel form and many decorative aspects of this vessel are somewhat 
aberrant for the Bushfield West collection. The multiple punctate rows are unlike 



anvthing from the Saskatchewan River area. Double punctates are found a t Southem 
~ndian Lake sites in Manitoba (Olynyk, personal communication 1988). This vesse1 
was obviously a well-used cooking pot. 

Vessel: 7 

,4rnozlnt The vesse1 has been reconstructed from the rim lip through the neck and shoulder 
down to the midpoint of the lower body. Just over a quarter of the body circumference 
is represented by the reconstruction, although less than 20% of the rim is present. 

Fonn The rim is very short 
and almost vertical. 
On the exterior the 
neck flares outward 
and downward to a 
sharp, angular shoul- 
der  which slowly 
curves inward, pre- 
sumably to the base. 
On the interior, the 
neck bulges slightly, 
cunring gently out- 
ward and around in 
a smooth arc, before 
cunlinginward again 
to the base. The con- 
trast of the exterior 
and interior forms is 
marked, indicating 
that an exterior an- 
gular shoulder has 
been imposed on the 
overall vessel form, 
rather than being in- 
trinsic to its shape. 
The small portion of 
the exis ting rim lip is 
slightly warped or  
twisted. The lip has 
also been slightly 
rolled outward from 

Vessel 7 

the interior producing a slight exterior fillet. 

Finish The exterior of the vesse1 is entirely covered with a coarse fabric impression resem- 
bling twisted twine, right up to the edge of the rim lip. The vessel interior is smoothed. 

Pmte The paste is only moderately well consolidated, with a tendency to exfoliate on the 
interior. The vessel exterior is an orange tan colour, as is the interior. The paste interior 
is a grey colour on some sections of the vessel. There is some dark staining on the 
shoulder exterior, but this may be soi1 staining rather than darkeningassociated with 
heating. Temper is composed of a moderate to great amount of medium and small 
pieces of white feldspar. 



Decurafion The rim bears regular, oblique indentations on the brim (penetrating to the rim 
interior), made by a stick o r  bird quill. A single row of tiny, circular punctates 
surrounds the vesse1 just below the rim. Tiny prominent bosses are formed on the 
interior from these relatively deep punctates, which bear fingerprint impressions. The 
entire vessel has a reddish colour. 

C o m ~ m t s  Although the vessel is small it is not a miniature. The imposed angular shoulder is 
unusual for the Bushfield West collection. The vessel bears no encrustation or any 
burn marks and probably was never used as a cooking pot. The unusual construction 
may have made the vessel difficult to fire, and it may have been a waster. It bears a 
strong resemblance in form (except for the imposed shoulder angularity) to Vessel5, 
from Block5. The paste colour and texture resembles Vessels5,56 and 570f that bIock. 

Vessel: 8 

A rnorrn t The vesse1 has been entirely reassembled from rim to base. Some sections of the body 
and upper shoulder are missing, but the entire rim circumference is present. 

The rim is outnaring and rests 
o n  a thickened, angular neck. 
The remainder of the vessel is 
globular. The distinction be- 
tween the shoulder and the 
body is difficult to Jetermine 
as there is no pronounced 
shoulder juncture. Below the 
neck the thin vessel wall curves 
gently outward then inward 
with no perceptible thicken- 
ing until the gently rounded 
base of the vessel is encoun- 
tered. 

A fabric finish extends from 
the Iip brim down theexterior 
of the vessel to its base. The 
fabric weave is knotted and 
appears to have a vertical ori- 
entation with an occasional 
fabric overlap a t  the midpoint 
of the vesse1 body. Some of 
this finish has been obliterated 
on the upper shoulder and  
neck by horizontal brushing. V c s d  8 

The vessel interior has been 
smoothed with horizontal 
brushing, especially in the upper rim area below the punctate bosses. 

Pnste The paste is dense and well tempered with large and srnall pieces of feldspar and 
quartz. Laminations of clay are visible in many sherds. The outer wall of the pot is 
blackened, while the inner wall is grey/tan in colour. Some carbon encrustation is 
present on the i ~ e r  and outer portions of the rim. 



Decorntiotz On the rim, small, vertically oriented cwt impressions appear along the outer lip. 
These indents have been occasionally smeared. The i ~ e r  lip is undecorated, but has 
been slightly deformed by the outer lip decoration process. Regularfy spaced and 
deeply impressed ovate and rectangular punctates are present below the outer lip, 
angling from upper Ieft to lower right. The punctates have produced bosses on the 
interior of the vessel which are prominent and aimost squash into one another. Many 
of the bosses bear figerprints. 

Corrtrrtents Most of this pot was found in association with Vesse1 I in Activity Area 3.5. It is 
extremely thin and well made and appears to have been used for cooking, judging by 
the extensive blackening on the vessel exterior and by the presence of carbon 
encrustation on the rim and in the shoulder area. 

Vessel: 9 

A~nmirr t Approximately 30% of the rim, neckand shoulder are present, plus a small portion of 
the upper body. 

This vessel has a short 
vertical rim which 
bears a prominent fit- 
let on the interior lip. 
The rim rests on a 
moderately angled 
neck on the exterior, 
which appears more 
abrupton the interior. 
The shouider  is 
abrupt, aimost angu- 
lar on the exterior, al- 
though the interior 
shoulder is less angu- 
Iar. This is caused by 
intentions 1 thic kening 
of the exterior to ap- 
parently give the im- 
pression of angular 
shoulders. Theshoul- 
der  leads to a thin, 
straight upper body 
wall. The rim profile 
is relatively thin, and 
the body profile is 
very thin. 

Finish A smoothed corded fabric finish has been impressed on the vesse1 parts represented. 
The finish is especially prriminent on the upper shoulder and neck. The interior has 
been smoothed, with brushing evident on the upper shoulder 2nd neck area 

The vessel paste isdenseand well tempered with mediumand small pieces of feldspar. 
The exterior is brown with grey and black stains on  the shoulder and upper rim area. 
The interior is a uniforrn tan colour with some dark stains in the shoulder area. 



Decorrztion The vessel rim has a ffattened lip with cwt impressions on the outer edge. The lip 
surface has been smoothed. Circular and obIong punctates have been reg.darly 
spaced near the rirn Iip, creating fairly prominent bosses. Most bosses have finger- 
prints. 

Co~nrnents This vessel is very nicely made by an experienced potter, and is tvpical in form and 
decoration to rnany other vessels found on Bushfield West. [t does not appear to have 
been used much for cooking, since it is not very stained. tt may have b e n  used more 
for boiling clear liquid, since the exterior is well-blackened. 

Vessel: 10 

Arnorr rz t The entire vesse1 profile is represented by this tiny pot, with about half of the rim, 
shoulder and body circ~mference, and a piece of the base. 

Vessel 10 
Fonn The pointed rim lip is outflaring and short. The moderateiy 

angled neck rests on a straightÜpper shoulder. The shoul- 
der junchire is thickened, and sharply rounded, abruptly 
Ieading to a short lower body with a flat base. 

Fin islt Both the wterior and the interior have a smooth finish. 
There are faint horizontal scrape marks above the exterior 
shoulder on parts of the vessel. 

Paste The paste is poorly consolidated and virtually untempered. 
Thereare largespalls on theexterior of the vessel, particularly below the shoulder. The 
interior has a number of smaller potiid spalls. The paste is a mottled tan colour on the 
exterior and the interior. 

Decuration Regularly spaced vertical notches or incisions encircle the interior portion of the rim 
Iip of the vessel. These notches extend over the brim and onto the outer edge o f  the rirn 
lip, giving the vessel rim a serrated appearance. A single row of small, elongated 
punctates encirctes the vessel midway between the rirn lip and the upper shoulder. 
The punctates appear to have been made with a sharp instrument such as a needle or 
awl. The punctates have left tiny, prominent bosses on the vessel interior. 

Corntrrents The paste strongly resembles that of ceramics from Southem Indian Lake. Though the 
vessel is quite tiny, like a mortuary vessel, the form is similar to others on Bushfield 
West. It bears no evidence of use Wear. It may have been a child's pot. 

Vessel: 11 

,4 tnmtn t Approximately 1 /4 of the vesse1 circurnference is represented by two sections consist- 
ing of the rim, neck and upper shoulder. 

Fonn The vesse1 has a vertical rim resting on a moderately angled neck. The interior of the 
rim lip bulges slightly into a fillet. The upper rim is thick, but tapers to forma thinner 
nec k area. 

Finisfi The vesse! exterior has a vertically oriented, obliterated fabric finish over most of 
portions represented, except for the upper rim. The rirn lip may have been fabric 



Decmn t ion 

Cornrrren ts 

Vessel: 12 

,4rrroztrrt 

Finish 

finished, but  was  subsequently 
smoothed and humished before fir- 
ing. The interior appears to have been 
heavily srnoothed and almost bur- 
nis hed. 

The clay appears to be very dense, 
highIy compacted and welI consoli- 
Jated. The temper is finely ground 
and homogeneous. 60th the vesse1 
interiorand exterior are a mottled grey- 
black with some residue adhering 
around the punctate bosses and below 
the punctates on theexterior. The black 
colour of the paste may be due to a fine 
layer of some form of coo king residue 
that covers most of the interior and 
exterior. 

The vessel lip is burnished, b u t  
undecorated. A single row of round, 
deeply impressed punctates encircles the lower rim of the vessel, near the neck 
juncture. The resulting bossesare largeand gently rounded, and a few bearobliterated 
fingerprint impressions. 

This vesse1 is unusual in the density of its paste, which appears to have been very well 
paddled. One rim sherd was retrieved from a hearth and crossmended to the rest of 
the rim. This sherd was coloured a light tan from the firing. This vessel was used for 
coo king. 

Approximately 15 to 20°/0 of the rimand neck portion of this vessel has been recovered 
and reconstructed. 

The rim is straight and of moderate 
length, angling slightly outward. The 
rim lip has a prominent 'T' shape, 
caused by pronounced exterior fillet- 
ing and less pronounced inner fillet- 
ing. The neck has a moderate angle, 
and is thin. 

A prominent smoothed fabric finish 
has been impressed on the vesse1 exte- 
rior from the neck to the outer edge of 
the rim Iip and over to the imer  lip. 
The interior surface has been floated. 
Faint brushing is apparent around the 
inner fillet and on the upper shoulder 
in terior. 

The paste is well consoiidated with a 
moderatequantityof mediumand fine 



Vessel: 13 

,4rnorurt 

Finish 

f nste 

textured feldspar temper. The vessel exterior is a light tan colour, although a few 
sherds are much darker, due to differential soi1 staining. The interior is also a tan 
colour. One section of the vessel interior is much darker, stained frum neck to lip. 

The vessel rim has a pronounced 'T' lip with precisely applied vertical stick indenta- 
tions on the outer edge creating notches which are easily visible €rom the exterior. 
Round puncta tes have been consistently placed in a wavy line near the rim lip. The 
punctates are deeply impressed into the rim, creating large, well-formed bosses which 
display very prominent fingerpnnt impressions. These prints are so precisely placed 
that they appear tu have been some form of decorative mark, since similar prints do 
not appear elsewhere on the vessel. 

This vessel was very expertly made by an  experienced potter. The clay must have been 
wet during the decora tion process, for the fingerprint marks are exceptionaily clear. 
,4n analysis of al1 complete prints indicates that they were impressed by the same left 
index finger of a young woman, with her finger oriented upward. The vessel does not 
appear to have been used for cooking since there is little evidence oicooking residue. 
It may have been used for boiling clear Iiquid, or for storage. 

The vessel is represented by approxirnately 75% of the rim and neck circumference, 
but anly 10% or the shoulder. 

The vessel lip is tlat, with a slight fillet 
on the interior. The rim is long and 
vertically oriented, resting on a moder- 
ately angled neck. The upper shoulder 
is longand straight, leading toa sharply 
rounded shoulder juncture. The rim 
profile is thickened in the ri marea, thin- 
ning somewhat in the upper shoulder 
region. The shoulder is thickened, but 
thins below into the body. 

A smoothed fabric finish covers the ves- 
sel fram the interior rim lip edge over 
the exterior edge to below the shoulder. 
The interior is smoothed, with promi- 
nent horizontally oriented brush marks 
around the rim lip and in the neck area. 

The paste is moderately to poorly con- 
solidated, containing a small amount of 
large and srnaIl white feldspar ternper- 
ing fragments. The exterior is a yellow 
tan colour, with portions of the rim and 
shoulder bearing a darker stain. The 
interior is a Iittle darker in colour, with 
more staining. The sherds have a ten- 
dency to exfoliate on the interior. 

The ou ter corner of the lip appears to bear intermittent, obli terated notches. Other- 



wise, the rim is undecorated apart froma fabric finish. A single row of round punctates 
encircles the vessel in a slightly wavy line, leaving prominent but deformed bosses on 
the interior. The bosses bear brush marks and highly obliterated fingerprin ts, w d  are 
vccasionally broken off, leaving a tiny hole. 

Covrrrtents This is a standard Bushfield vessel, with a fairly large orifice in cornparison to the rest 
of the vessel. There appears to be no cooking residue present, aIthough there is some 
light carbon staining on the interior. The vessel may have been used for dry storage. 
Paste consistency suggests tha t the vessel would not have stood much thermal stress 
from being placed on a fire. 

Vessel: 14 

Arrimnt 

Fonn 

Finish 

Desorat iorr 

Cor ri men ts 

Only a small section of the rim is present, although a larger portion of the neckarea is 
represen ted . 

The rim is very long and flares 
outward. However, the Iip flares 
inward so that the upper rim area 
is oriented slightiy inward. The 
neck is prominently curved and 
is thickened. 

The vesse1 exterior bears a fabric 
impression which has  been 
smoothed but appears to have a 
vertical orientation. There has 
been someobIiteration of this fin- 
ish below the punctate row. There 
is a trace of this finish on the lip 
bnma~well~butithasbeenlargely 
oblitera ted by smoothing. The 
interior has been heavily brushed 
below the punctate bosses and 
smoothed above them. 

The paste is Iaminated and mod- 
erately consolidated. Large and 
small pieces of feldspar temper 
are thoroughly mixed into the 
matrix. The exterior of the pot 
has been heavil y blackened and bears carbon encrusta tion. The interior is blackened 
only around the upper rim. 

The vessel section has deeply impressed, elongated, nearty rectangdar punctates 
which are closeiy spaced near the top of the rim. The punctate bosses are prominent 
and nearl y squash into one another in places. The rirn lip is smriothed and sharpl y 
defined on the exterior and interior. 

This vessel was qui te large and used for coo king. The punctates are irregdarly furmed 
and the bosses are cracked, suggesting the decorations were impressed when the 
vessel paste wasgetting dry. Very littleof this vessel was found in situ in Activity Area 
3.7. Any remaining pieces of the pot were scattered outside the excavated portion of 



Vessel: 15 

.-imorrnt 

Fonn 

Finish 

Pas te 

Decor0 tio i r 

Block 3. It is also possible that this vessel fragment was intrusive to the occupation 
paleosol, and may have been part of the Reworked Sand deposit. 

This vessel consists of many fragments forrning the rirn and upper shoulder of a 
normal sized vessel. 

The vessel rirn is vertical 
to slightly outcurving, 
with a v e l  shailow neck 
angle. The rim section is 
shor t  and of uniform 
thickness with sl ight 
thickening around the 
neck juncture and the up- 
per sho ulder. 

A smoothed fabric finish 
extends from the inner 
edge of the rirn lip ont0 
the exterior of the vessel 
to the represented por- 
tions of the upper shoul- 
der. The interior has been 
smoothed, with burnish- 
ing around the upper rirn 
above the row of bosses, 
and  again below the 
bosses but above the neck. 
The latterarea also shows 
some  distinct scrape 
marks frorn this burnish- 
ing. 

Vessel 15 

The paste is orange (alrnost pink coloured) on the exterior and interior but grey in the 
centre, and is poorly consolidated. Gritty looking quartz temper is visible on 
smoothed portions of the exterior and interior vessel surface. 

There is a rebwlarly spaced series of vertically oriented cw t impressions on the exterior 
edge of the rirn lip. The lip itself is flat. A single line of deeply impressed punctates 
circles the rirn midway between the vessel lip and the neck juncture. A few bosses have 
fingerprints. 

This vessel is typical of the Bushfield West collection, although the paste is unusual in 
its poor quality and orange and pinkcolour. The vesse1 was probably used for storage, 
since there is no evidence that it was used for cooking, or was even heated over a fire. 



Vessel: 16 

Arnmrnt 

Fonn 

Finish 

Approximatelv 30"L of the rim and body of this tiny bowl is represented. 

This vessel is a very small bowl 
or cup. The rim is thin and 
rounded, almost bluntly 
pointed. From the rim, the ves- 
sel profile widens and curves 
inward to a thickened bowl-like 
base. The profile actually is 
somewha t variable, depending 
upon the portion of the vessel 
examined. 

Both the exterior and interior of 
the vessel are unfinished, apart 
from smoothing imparted to the 
surface as part of vessel forma- 
tion. 

Pnste The paste is moderately well V e s s d  16 

consolidated, and untempered. 
The exterior is a yeIlow tan colour. The interior is more greyish tan with some slight 
dark staining. The centre of the paste is grey in colour. 

Decorntion A series of notches has been transversely impressed across the brim from the exterior 
to the interior, probably by a thin piece of bone or wood. The exterior of the vessel is 
incised with a number of contipous 'X' marks, resembling crossiiatching. The marks 
extend from the rim edge to nearly the base of the vessel. Tnere are no other decorative 
markings on the vessel. 

Cortirrients This bowl shows noapparent use wear. Its small sizeand unusual decoration suggests 
it may have been used for some non-domestic purpose, or it may have been the work 
of a child. Exterior incising suggests plains influences. 

Vessel: 17 

'4 rnmm t ApproximateIy 10% of the rim, neck and upper shoulder of this vesse1 is represented. 

Fonri The rim profile is long and has an outward flare. The rirn lip is flat and has a 
pronounced ridge on its imer  edge. The neck angles shallowly and is thickened, as is 
the upper shoulder. 

Finish A smootheci fabric finish has been impressed on the vesse1 exterior, extending 
downward from the rïm edge. The interior finish is smoothed. 

Poste The paste is well consolidated, containing a moderate quantity of large and small 
pieces of feldspar temper. The exterior is tancoloured, but heavily blackened from the 
neck upwards with a carbon deposit and some cooking residue. The upper shoulder 
is also blackenzd in patches. The interior is a light tan colour. Only the upper portion 
of the rim (above the punctate line) is blackened by carbon encrustation and food 



residue. 

Dticomtiori The vesse1 rim has a flattened lip with 
diagonal cwt indentations or notches 
o n  the outer edge. Deep, round 
punctates have been uniformly posi- 
tioned midway between the rirn lipand 
neck curve. The puncta tes have pro- 
duced broad low bosses which bear oc- 
casional veryobliterated fingerprint im- 
pressions. 

Cornmen& lnterior encrustation around the rirn 
suggests that theuessel was a largecook- 
ing pot. The pronounced ouhvard flare 
is unusual for Bushfield West. 

Vessel: 18 

.irncnrnt This miniature vessel is represented by a single sherd representing the rim, neck, 
shoulder and part of the lower body, although it is so poorly represented that the full 
extent of the vessel is unknown. 

The rimof this vesse1 is nearly vertical, restingrm 
a barely perceptible neck consisting little more 
than an inward bulge. The neck curves stightly 
outwards to a minimaIlv formed shoulder, be- 
fore curving inwards t; f o m  the lower body. vesse1 IEJ 

The shoulderexterior appears to have been built 
up by pinchingor applied to emphasize its form. 
The sherd varies little in thickness from rim to 
lower walt. 

Finish This vesse1 is unfinished, apart from the smoothing that took place as part of its 
mou lding process. 

Paste The paste is poorly consolidated and prone to fragnentation. The paste contains no 
temper. 

Decmtion A series of square notches have been regularly impressed obliquely on the brim, 
perhaps by a flat piece o f  wood or bone. The vessel has no punctates. 

Coirrrnents This vessel isa crudely made miniature, moreof a pinch pot thananattempt at  making 
a t u e  vessel. Its unusual fo rm suggests a pkiins association. It may have been a child's 
pot. 



Vessel: 19 

,-\inount ..\pproximatelv half the vesse1 circumference is represented by various portions of the 
rirn neck and ipper  shoulder. 

Finish 

The vessel has a long, nearly 
vertical rim resting on  a 
shaIIowly angled neck, which 
leads to a long straight upper 
shoulder. The exterior lip edge 
is slightly filleted and the inner 
edgehas a slight ridge. The Rm 
lip itself is flat. Apart from 
some lip flaring and a thick- 
ened neck, the vessel profile is 
relatively thin. 

A slightly smoothed fabric fin- 
ish extends from the inner edge 
of the rim lip over to the outer 
Iip and onto the entire repre- 
sented portions of the v&el 
exterior. The interior is 
smoothed, wi th some scraping 
apparent on the upper interior rim. 

Pastr The paste is moderately weIl consolidated although fairly dense. The vesse1 exterior 
is grey brown in colour, with extensive surface cracking. It is covered with some 
cooking residue. The interior is less cracked by bears more cooking residue, particu- 
lady around the punctate bosses. Temper is fairly ccarse in texture, and appears to be 
prirnarilv of feldspar. There is nota great quanti? of temper in the paste, but there is 
a sufficient amount to give a sparkling effect to the vessel exterior when held up to 
direct light. 

Decoration A regularseries ofobliquely impressed cwt decorations have been placed on the outer 
corner of the rim Iip. A single row of round, deeply impressed punctates appears 
about midway between the rim lip and theshoulder juncture. The resulting bossesare 
prominent, with occasional smoothed fingerprint impressions. In places, the bosses 
have a bumished appearance. 

Cotnirrents This is a standard vessel form for Bushfield West. The vessel is a bit friable, but was 
used for cooking, judging from the residue present on the inner surface. 

Vessel: 20 

Atnozmt Altt-iough there are many unmended fragments representing this vessel, only one 
section has been reconstmcted sufficiently to extend below the shoulder juncture. 
This section represents approximately fOOh of  the vessel circumference. 

Forrn This vesse1 has a relatively straight rim with a slight outward flare. It rests on an 
a n p l a r  neck with leads to a straight upper shoulder. The shoulder juncture curves 
abruptly but is not angular. The rim lip has a distinct interior fillet or ridge. The 
exterior is Iess ridged but also has a slight filleted appearance. Apart from some lip 



Finish 

Decornf ion 

Vessel: 21 

Arrrorrnt 

Fonn 

Finish 

Pnste 

thickening caused by fiileting, the profile thickness is remarkably uniform and v e l  
thin, giving the vessel a delicate appearance. 

A prominent vertically onen ted fabric finish 
extends from the edge of the lip exterior to 
below the shoulder. The finish is slightly 
smoothed at  the shoulder juncture. The inte- 
rior has been smoothed almost to the point of 
being bumished. Some scraping has been 
done just below the lip interior. 

The paste is moderately consotidated. Feld- 
spar and quartz temper is unusuaIly coarse 
for the thickness of the vessel. tn places, 
temper fragments comprise over three quar- 
ters of the walt thickness. The vessel exterior 
is an orange brown colour with slight black- 
ening in a few places. The vessel interior is a 
lighter tan colour. The exterior has a slightly 
reddish tinge, which rnay be due to ochre 
staining. Many sherds bear a reddish stain 
on the interior. 

A thin line has been incised down the centre 
of the lip brim, parallel with the innerand outer lip edge. A single rowof round,deeply 
impressed punctates are positioned midway between the rim lip and the neck 
juncture. The interior bosses are prominent but somewhat squashed in places. Faint 
reddish stains appear in the vicinity of the punctate row and at the neck. 

This is a very finely made, small, thin vessel. A reddish tinge to the exterior suggests 
that this vessel may have been slipped with ochre. The interior also bears a faint 
reddish tinge. The lip incising is unusual, otherwise the vessel furm is typical of 
Bushfield West. This vessel was used for storage, since it does notappear ta have been 
heated over a fire. 

Large sections of the rim, neck, shoulder and body represent this vtrssel. 

This vessel has a long vertical rim resting on a shallowly angled neck. The upper 
shoulder is straight, leading to a sharp exterior shoulder juncture, which is less sharp 
on the interior. The profile maintains a uniform thickness from the rim lip tu below 
the shoulder, with only slight thickening around the shoulder juncture, where the 
shoulder anbwlarity is imposed on the exterior. 

A prominent knotted, vertical ly oriented fabnc finish covers the entire represented 
vessel, extending over the lip onto the brirn. The fabric impression is slightly 
smoothed at  the sharp shoulder edge. The interior is smoothed to the point of being 
nearly bumished, particularly below the shoulder. Occasional brush marks appearon 
the upper rim. 

The paste is dense and well consolidated, containing numerous pieces of crushed 
feldspar as temper. The exterior is grey brown in colour, with occasional dark carbon 



patches. The in- 
terior is a lighter 
grey colour, with 
large patches of 
carbon staining. 

Decorfltiorr The rirn appears 
t o be 
undecorated. A 
single, closely 
spaced line of 
very round 
punctates encir- 
cles the  lower 
rim, above the 
neck juncture. 
The punctates 
have been deeply 
impressed witha 
hollow tool such 
as a reed or quill, 
leaving promi- 
nent bosses, 
w hich have occa- 
sionally bro ken 
away leaving a 
hole. The bosses 
have smeared 
fingerprint im- 
pressions. 

Corrrments This large vessel hasa typical Bushfidd West f o m ,  with theadded unusual featureof 
a sharp shoulder. AIthough the interior of thevesse! iscarbon-stained, there is no trace 
of cooking residue, suggesting the vessel kvas used for dry storage or for boiling clear 
liquid. 

Vessel: 22 

,4rnorrnt 

Fonrr 

Finish 

Poste 

Approximately 20% of the rim and neck are represented. 

The rim is long and straight, with a slight outward fIare. The lip appears to unduIate 
up and down, giving it a slight castellated appearance. The neck is moderately angled 
on the exterior, although the interior angle appears to be more prominent d u e  to the 
presence of punctates and bosses at the point of curvature. 

An obiiterated fabric finish covers the neck and rim, extending over the lip. The 
interior appears to be unfinished, although the punctite bosses havea burnished look. 

The paste is moderately consolidated, with a tendency to exfoliate on the interior. The 
temper is composed of large feldspar fragments which are not uniformly distributed 
within the paste. The vessel exterior is dark brown with carbon staining and food 
residue adhering to the lip area. The interior is a lighter tan colour, with some vessel 



sections exhibiting carbon encrusta- 
tion and food residue. 

Drcuration The vessel rirn has a tlattened lip with 
cwt indentations on the outer edge. A 
single large cwt notch diagonally 
crosses the lip fromexterior to interior. 
Punctates aredeep, irregularlv shaped 

Vessel: 23 

A n t 

Fonn 

Finish 

and closely spacéd in al ine along'the 
neck juncture. They have produced 
minimal bosses on the in terior. 

Interior encrustation suggests that this 
vessel was a cooking pot. The single 
cwt crossing the vessel lip suggests a 
quartering decora tion. This and the 
~ossiblv castellated f o m  is unusuai r i 

for Bushfield West. However, the rest WaMR 

of the vessel decoration and form fit in 
well with the Bushfield collection. One cim sherd was burned in a fire. 

A single rirn sherd with insufficient lip surface to determine vessel orientation. 

The rim has an  unusual shape in 
that the profile is quite thick in 
the area of the punctates, but ta- 
pers to a blunt point at the lip. 
The vessel form may be conoidal 
or even represent a fragnent of a 
plate, but there is insufficient re- 
mains to determine what the true 
iorm should be. 

The exterior of the sherd is 
smoothed, although there is a 
suggestion that a fabric finish 
may have been present prior to 
the smoothing process. The inte- 
rior of the sherd has been scra ped 
horizontally and roughened. 

S a n  

Vessel 23 

The paste is sandy in texture and laminated, showing a poorly consolidated rnatrix. 
There is some feldspar and quartz temper, of varying sizes. The exterior and interior 
faces of the sherd are darkened by carbon; the intemal material is orange-grey in 
colour. The paste may in fact be composed of river silt rather clay. 

Decoration The rim lip is thinand is marked by an oblique notch. There is no other lip decoration. 
Two punctates are present, irnpressed deeply by a rectangular tool oriented a t  an 
oblique angle. Despite the depth of the punctates interior bossing is minimal. The 
bosses have been defomed by interior scraping. 



Corrtrnents This sherd \vas found in Activity Area 3.10. Another unidentifiable body sherd tvas 
also found in the Iocality but could not be directly associated with Vessel 23. 

Vessel: 24 

,-2rnmlnt 

Forrrt 

Finish 

Poste 

Corrt ~nen ts 

Vessel: 25 

A rrrmtn t 

Fonrr 

Finish 

This vessel is represented by a single large rim sherd which ends at  the neck area. 

The nm is flat, flaring inward slightly, with 
a trace of an exterior fillet. The rim gradu- 
ally curves outward, then inward again to 
the neck area. This gives the vessel a slight 
'9 rim. The general profile is quite thin and 
uni form. 

The exterior has a highIy smoothed fabric 
finish. Most of this finish has been entirely 
removecf by horizontal brushing in the up- 
per rim area. The interir~r has been slightly 
smoo'hed, tvith more horizontal brushing 
around the upper rim. 

The paste is dense and well-consolidated, 
containing a moderate amount of medium 
and small fragments of feldspar temper. 
The exterior of the sherd is grey-black in 
colour, with traces of food residue in the 
punctate area. The interior is a grey tan 
colour, with food residueencrusted around 
the punctates. 

The exterior of the rim lip has been pre- 
cisely impressed with a close-spaced senes 
of angled cwt Iines. These markings d o  not 
extend to the interior of the lip, the edge which has been carefully unmarked and 
appears to be almost bumished. A line of round, widely spaced punctates appears on 
the lower portion of the rim, just above the neckarea. The puncta tes have been deeply 
impressed, leaving prominent bosses on the interior which bear faint, obliterated 
fingerprints. 

This 'Sr rim vessel was a large well-made cooking pot. 

This small vessel is represented by a portion of the rim, neck and upper shoulder. 

The flat lipped rim is nearly vertical, but dopes out slightly at  the very shallow neck. 
The upper shoulder is long and straight. The rirn area is thick in profile, tapering 
slightly in the neck region. 

A smoothed finely-woven fabric finishextends from the lip brimover theouter surface 
of the vessel. The interior is smoothed. 



t ion 

The paste is moderately well consoli- 
dated, containing a small amount of 
finely ground temper. The exterior 
and interiorareslightly cracked. The 
exterior is grey brown incolour, bear- 
ing carbon stains and cooking resi- 
due, particularly around the punc- 
tates. The interior is black and heav- 
ily encmsted with cooking residue. 

A single row of large, irrebwlarly 
spaced, round punctates encircles the 
midpoint of the rim. interior bosses 
are covered wi th encrus ted coo king 
residue. The rirn Iip is undecorated. 

This vessel is standard Bushfield West 
in form. It was used a great deal for 
cooking, judging from the accumu- S m  

lation of cooking residue h u n d  en- - 
crusted on the vissel interior. vessei 25 

Vessel: 26 

Ainorrn t This vesse1 is represented by approximately 35% of the rim, nec k and upper shoulder. 

Finish 

The rim is flat topped with 
a slight interior fillet. The 
straight rim flares outward 
from the shatlowly angled 
neck. The neck interior is 
sharper than the exterior. 
The profile is thin at  the 
upper rirn, thickening in the 
neck area, then thinning 
again in the upper shoul- 
der. 

An obliterated fabric finish 
covers the exterior of the 
vesse1 up to the rim lip. 
Some faint brushing is ap- 
parent in the upper rim 
area. The interior has been 
horizontally brushed, par- 
ticularly in ihe uppersh&- 
der area. 

Pnste The paste is weH-consoli- V e s d  26 
dated, containing a moderate amount of white feldspar temper. The vesse1 exterior is 
a grey tan colour, with some darkening due  to carbon a n d  food residue staining. The 
interior is tan coloured, with thick deposits of  food residue encrusted on the rim area, 



around the puncta te bosses. 

Drcomtiort Obliquecwt impressions appear on the outer edge of the rim lip, penetrating tu about 
the centre of the brim. A line of widely spaced, smallish, circular punctates has been 
deeply impressed at the centre of the rim, leaving shallow bosses which occasionally 
have broken away leaving a small hole. 

Coinmmt~ This was a large cooking pot, very similar in size and shape to Vessel 29, with which 
it was associated when the remains were recovered in Block 10. Significant differences 
from V 29 are the lack of quartering, different placement oflip decoraticin and absence 
of fingerprints. 

Vessel: 27 

Alnmmt 

Firrish 

This vessel is represented by a portion of the rim and neck, perhaps 15-20" of the 
ci rcurnference. 

The rim is nearly ver- 
tical, resting on a 
moderately angular 
ou tflaring neck. The 
upper rim is thicker 
than the neck area, 
and has a slight to pro- 
nounced flare on the 
interior, depending 
upon the portion of 
the rim e-xarnined. 
The lip is large and  
flat. 

A highly smoothed 
fabric fiishcovers the 
lip and extends over 
al1 of the represented 
vessel exterior. The 
fabric appears to be S m  
more prominent be- - 
low the punctate row, 
and has a horizontal 

Vessel 27 

orientation almost re- 
semblinga continuous line of twisted cord. The interior is only slightly smoothed, and 
actually appears to be roughened. 

The paste is moderately consol idated, containing a considerahle amount of variably 
sized feldspar temper. Theexterior is tan coloured with a slight carbon smudge on the 
upper rim. The interior is slightly darker with a faint blackening in the neck area. The 
paste surface appears cracked, as if  the vessel did not dry properly but was fired 
anyway. 

Decorntion The rim is undecorated. A single line of round punctates has been impressed into the 
mid rimarea usinga tool witha rounded, hollow tip,suchasaquill. Wide but not very 
prominent bosses appear on the interior. 



VesseI: 28 

A~notmt 

Fonn 

Finish 

Pnste 

Decorn tion 

Corrr ineri ts 

Vessel: 29 

,4rnolrnt 

Fonn 

This vessel is of the standard Bushfield West f o m ,  although small. It was never used 
for cooking or heating, by al1 appearances. 

This tiny vessel is represented by a single rirn sherd. 

The sherd is of uni- 
fonn thickness and 
appears to be part 
of a small conoidal 
pot or bowl. The 
flat rim lip appears 
to undulate  in 
height, giving it a 
castellated appear- 
ance. Although it 
was difficult to ori- 
ent the sherd, the 
rim appears to be 
insloping. 

The sherd exterior has been impressed wi th fabnc, particularly above the punctates. 
Fabric impressions have been obliterated below the punctate line. The interior has 
been partially smoothed. 

The paste is moderately consolidated, with large and small pieces of crushed feldspar 
ternper. There is evidence of cracking on the interior around the punctate bosses. The 
sherd exterior is tan coloured, with some darkening near the rim. The sherd interior 
is slightIy darker and has an orange tint. The interior of the paste is grey in colour, 
suggesting thevessel was fired on theexterior and interior in an oxidizingatmt~sphere. 

A single row of closely spaced round punctates encircles the vessel. The punctate line 
appears tu undulate, paralleling the undulation of the rirn lip. The resulting bosses are 
srnall and not prominent. The rirn is undecorated. 

This tiny vessel is unusual in its apparent conoidal form and undulating rirn shape. It 
is possible that the sherd represents a vessel with a pronounced '5' rim, but this does 
not seem likely given theapparent small circurnference of the vesse1 orifice. The vesse1 
was not used for cooking, nor for heating on a fire. 

Alrnost the entire vessel has been reconstructed, from the rim to the base. Only small 
sections of the body are missing. 

The vessel rirn is straight and moderately outfiaring. The rim lip is slightly rounded. 
The rirn rests on a moderately angled neck. The upper shoulder is short, with the 
actual shoulder juncture being only moderately rounded. Below the shoulder the 
body curves inward in a circular arc to the base. The profile is uniform in tl-iickness 
frtim the rim to the base with oniy a little thickening at the neck and at the shoulder. 



Finish 

Piste 

Decorn t ion 

Conr men Cs 

In the latter area the exterior seems to beslightly built up in cornparison to the interior, 
as if the shciulder angle was emphasized. 

A smoothed fabric finish covers the entire vessel from the rim brim over onto the 
exterior to the ves- 
sel base. Above the 
punctate Iine the 
fabric finish is 
nearly obliterated 
by smoothing. The 
interior i s 
smoo thed. 

The paste is well 
consolidated, con- 
taining a small 
amount of finely 
ground dark  
quartzite temper. 
The exterior is a 

brown coiour 
with occasional 
Jark carbon stains 
around the neck 
and on the vessel 
hase. The interior 
is alst) a grey 
brown colour, but 
is heavily stained 
with carbon over 
most of thesurface, 
and also bears a 
thick encrustation 
of coo king residue 
from the shoulder 
area up to the rim 
edge- The residue Iayer is particularly thick in the rim area. 

The rim has a series of tiny, verticaily oriented cwt decorations impressed on the inner 
edge of the lip. Four probable thumb impressions appear on the interior lip, 
representing a quartering decoration technique. A single row of precisely round, 
deeply impressed punctates appear rnidway between the neck juncture and the rim 
Iip, creating prominent, precise bosses which bear well formed fingerprints. 

This completely reconstructed vessel was obviously a well used cooking pot. Al- 
though the rim is outfiaring, the overall vessel appearance fits in well with the 
Bushfield West collection. The interior rim quartering is unusual, however. This 
vessel was found associated with Vessel 26, which closeIy resembled it. The vessel 
paste was intensively examined by Malainey (1985) using INAA techniques to 
determine the variability in trace element content throughout the vessel. She found 
that paste compositional variabilil did not significantly Vary; therefore it was 
probable that lNAA analysis could feasibly be carried out on any part of a particular 
vessel with some reliability. The study further suggested that when such material 
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Vessel: 31 

Finish 

studies are carried out on incomplete vessels, the results can be reliably compared. 

The vessel is represented by a single rirn 
s herd 

The vessel rirn appears to be vertically 
oriented, with slight filleting on the exte- 
rior and interior, caused by lip decora- 
tion. The interior lip edge is quite sharp. 

A smoothed fabric finish covers the sherd 
exterior from the edge of the rim lip. The 
interior has been smoothed by horizontal 
scraping. 

The paste is moderately well consolidated 
with a moderate amount of variabty sized 
feldspar temper. The exterior is orange 
brown in colour. The interior is orange 
grey. 

Vessel 30 

Oblique, very distinct cwt impressions have been reylar ly  placed along the exterior 
edge of the rim lip. 

Theclay must have been very moist to formsuch distinct impressions on the lip. There 
is not enough of the vessel represen ted to determine if punctates were present. The 
vessel was probably used for storage since it does not appear to have been heated on 
a fire. 

This vesse1 is represented by a single rim sherd, with a portion of the neck present. 
The flat rim may be verti- 

cally oriented, resting on a 
slightty outflaring neck. The 
rim is thick, and has a slight 
fillet on the interior. 

A smoothed fabric finish ex- 
tends over the exterior from 
the lip edge. The interior has 
been smoothed. 

The paste appears to be qui te 
denseand well consolidated . 
There is a variableamount of 
coarse feldspar temper in the 
paste,someof it well crushed 
and some ra ther coarse. The 

Vessel 3 1 

exterior of the sherd is dark brown in coloiir and stained with black carbon and 

277 



cooking residue. The interior is encrusted with coo king residue. 

Decorotion The rim lip mav have shallow, irregular stamp impressions on the brim. There rnay 
also be a series of notches on the exterior of the rim lip, g o u n d  into the paste after the 
firing process. A single row of widely spaced punctates encircles the vessel, far down 
the rim near the neck. The punctates aredeeply impressed and do no t appear to follow 
a straight iine. On the interior, the punctate bosses are prominent, bearing very faint 
fingerprint traces. 

Corn~nents The apparent lip decorations may be the result of post-depositional disturbance. 
Orientation of the sherd is only an estimate; the rim may angle oumard  to a greater 
degree. This vessel was probably a cooking pot. 

Vessel: 32 

A   ri ai n t 

Forrn 

Finish 

Various fragments comprising a section of rim and neck. 

The rim angles outward slightly, resting 
on a mliderately curving neck. The rim 
lip is slightly rounded, with a trace of 
filleting on the interior and a sIight fiare 
on theexterior. AIthough the upper rim 
is qui te thick, the neck thins appreciably 
and the upper shoulder is thin. 

A fabnc finish extends from the outer 
edge of the lip down to the upper shoul- 
der. However, the finish is nearly oblit- 
erated by smoothing in the area above 
the punctates. The vessel interior has 
been smoothed to the point of being 
bumished or floated. There is evidence 
of brushing in the vicinity of the punc- 
tate bosses. 

The paste is dense and well consoli- 
dated. Temper is ofquartz and feldspar, 
and appears to be a uniform, srnall size. 
The vessel exterior is dark brown to 
black in colour; the interior is black with 
a thin film of cooking residue present Scm 
around the bosses. - 

Decorntion The Rat lip appears to bear faint stamps Vcssd 32 
which areshaped like fabric knots. They 
are not connected however, and appear 
to be offset evenly wi th decorative indents located on the ou ter corner of the lip. These 
latter marks are occasionally quite faint and may be cwt. although some appear to be 
plaits or knots as  well. They appear to be widely spaced. A single row of very round. 
deeply impressed punctates is located well down on the rim. The punctates have 
produced prominent bosses with fingerprint impressions. 

Com~nents Vessel formand decoration arestandard for Bushfield West. This vessel was probably 



a small cooking pot. 

Vessel: 33 
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Vessel: 34 

A~~lotrnt 

Fonn 

Finish 

Pas te 

This vessel is represented by a single rim 
sherd with partial punctates showing. 

The vessel rim appears to be vertical, with a 
rounded lip. There is a suggestion tha t the 
rim may be slightly '5' shaped, although 
there is really insufficient rim area to deter- 
mine this positively. 

A smoothed fabric finish extends from the 
edge of the I i  p down the exterior. The inte- 
rior is smoothed. The rirn lip is bumished. 

The paste is dense and well consolidated, 
containing only a smaIl amount of finely 
ground dark quartzite or sand temper. The 
exterior of the sherd is grey black with coo k- 
ing residue present on the lip edge. The 
interior is moregrey in cdour, with blacken- 
ing (cooking residue?) on the upper rim 
a rea. 

A series of deeply impressed vertically oriented cwt impressions is present on the 
outer edge of the lip, intruding to nearly the centre of the lip brim. A series of round, 
deeply impressed punctates appear well beIow the rim, [eaving large, wide bosses 
with prominent fingerprints. 

This vessel was probably a cooking pot. 

Although many rim fragments are present, 
only two pieces could be crossmended suffi- 
ciently to form a rim and neck portion. 

The rirn is flat lipped and slightly ou t cu~ ing ,  
resting on a shallowly CU rved neck. The rim 
body bulges below the Iip, which is dightly 
filleted on the exterior. The rim thickness 
decreases towards the neck. 

A dense, finely woven fabric impression 
covers the exterior of the sherd up to the rirn 
iip. The interior is smoothed. 

The paste is moderately consolida ted, tend- 
ing to exfoliate on the interior. It has a small 
amount of finely ground feldspar temper. 



The exterior of the sherd is tan orange in colour, as is the sherd interior. The paste 
interior is grey. The exterior has a reddish tint to it, suggesting it may have been 
stained with ochre. 

Decorgtio~r This vessel does not appear to have any punctates. The rirn Iip has oblique cwt 
impressions applied a t  close intervals aruund the exterior. There appears to be a cwt 
notchapplied atvery intermittent intervals on the interior extendingacross brim to the 
exterior, perhaps representing a quartering decoration. 

Cornrnmts Although this vessel has no punctates it stiI1 appears to resemble the Bushfield West 
form. At least three miscellaneous unattached rirn sherds from this vessel exhibited 
an interior notch. These sherds probably represent less than a third o f  theentire vessel 
circumference. This suggests that the interior notch may occur more often than four 
times, which is unusuaf for most pottery of this type, where quartering is the norm. 
The richre stains on this vessel associate it with Vessels 20 and 37, both which came 
from the same area (Block 2.3) where intensive ochre processing took place. interest- 
inglv, the stains are present only on the exterior of the fragments which currently 
represen t the vessel. 

Vessel: 35 

Ainozrnt The vesse1 is represented by several rim sherds. 

Fonn The rim appears to be verti- 
cally orienied, with slight fil- 
leting on the exterior and inte- 
rior rirn lip. Thc'lip itself is flat. 
The rirn thickens as  it ap-  
proaches the punctate line. 

Finish A knotted fabric finish covers 
the sherd from the interior of Sar i  

the rim Iip over onto the sherd - 
exterior. The fabnc finish is Vesse1 35 
almost entirely obliterated on 
the Iip, but only partially 
smoothed on the exterior, primarily by horizontal scraping. The interior is smooth 
with some scraping. 

Pas te n e  paste is mtiderately to well consolidated, with laminations visible on the inside of 
thesherd paste. A moderateamountof variablesized feldspar ternper is present in the 
paste. The exterior is grey in colour, and the interior is a lighter tan colour. 

Decoration A regular series of long, cwt impressions run obliquely across the rirn lip from the 
interior left to the exterior right. They do not penetrate into the rim interior, although 
they are visible from the exterior. Punctates are located well down the rirn and are 
somewhat elongated and vertically oriented. These punctates have left poorly Sormed 
bosses on the interior. 

Coirirnents Parts of this vessel were found on the surface and parts were recovered from the 
Retvorked Sand deposit. There is no evidence that this vessel was ever used for 
coo king. 



Vessel: 36 

,-lrrrozint This vesse1 is represented by a few tiny rim sherd fragments which could not be 
reliably oriented. 

Fonn The vesse1 is poorly represented. 
Therefore, it is difficult to determine 
the vessel form. However, by roughly 
combining what rirn sherds are 
present, it seems that the rirn is slightly 
outflaring. The rim sherd is flat 
topped with rounded edges, possible S a n  
tapering to a thin neck. - 

Finish A partially smoothed fabric finishcov- 
ers the exterior. The interior is 
smoothed. 

Prrste The paste is very friable and poorly consolidated, causing the sherds to spli t longitu- 
dinally. The sherds are very light grey, resembling a light ash coIour, both on the 
exterior and interior. They appear to have been severely charred in a fire, which may 
account for the poor condition of the paste. The vessel temper, which is not 
homogeneously distributed throughout the paste, appears to contain limestone as 
well as quartz and feldspar. 

Decorniion Alternating diagonal cwt notches appear on the imer  and outer edges of the rirn lip. 
This gives the vessel rirn a zigzag appearance. A single punctate boss is present on 
the interior, which has a fingerprint trace. 

Cornrnenfs The altemate notching on the lip is unusual for Bushfield West, although it is 
duplicated inother vessels from thesite. This vessel doesnotappear to have been used 
for cooking, although it is so badty charred that cooking remains may have been 
obliterated. 

Vessel: 37 

Amount Various parts of the rim, neck and shoulder represent this vesse!. A section of the 
vesse1 has been reconstructed to just below the shoulder juncture. 

Fonn The vesse1 has a fiat Iipped, vertically oriented rim which rests on a moderately 
outcurving neck. The upper shoulder is long and straight. The shoulder juncture is 
sharpIy rounded, nearly angular. Aithough Little of the lower body is c o ~ e c t e d  to the 
shoulder, the trend of the lower wall remnants suggests that the vessel is quite short, 
almost squat. Despite its size the vessel walls are thin, making the forrn appear quite 
dei icate. 

Finish A prominent exterior fabric finish wtends from below the shoulder to the Iip. The 
interior is smoothed, and there is some brushing above the punctate bosses. 

Pnste The paste is only moderately consolidated since the exterior and interior of many 
sherds tend to spli t There is only a small amount of variable sized quartz and feidspar 
temper. The vessel exterior is an orange brown colour. The interior is more red than 



orange. Both sides of each sherd, as 
well as the interior, appear to be very 
oxidized as if the vessel were fired in 
an oxidizinr atmos~here.  The interior 

V t 

is heavily stained with red ochre. 

The rirn iip is smooth, nearly bumished. 
A single row of small, off-round 
punctates encircles the vessel at the 
centre of the rim. These deeply im- 
pressed punctates have produced 
prominen t bosses with fingerprint im- 
pressions. 

Vessel 37 

Co~nrnents This vessel is a standard Bushfietd West 
type. it has a wide orifice in cornpari- 
son to the rest of the body. The lack of 
cooking residue suggests that it was 
not used for cooking, and may have 
been used for some kind of storage, 
probably of Iiquified ochre. This ves- 
sel closely resembles Vessel 20 in f o m  F csar 
and finish, some of which was found i::::::m::::::mr::::::: 
in Block 2.3. Most of this vessel also 
came from Block 2.3. The association of ochre staining with Vesse120 (and Vesse1 34) 
suggests that al1 three vessels were used for ochre manufacturing and/ur storage. 
During fingerprint anaiysis using laser light, the interior of this vessel distinctly 
f l  uoresced, perhaps beca use of the ochre staining. 

Vessel: 38 

Ainoltnt This vesse1 is represented by nearly 50% of the rim and neck. 

Forr n The rim is nearly vertical, with a 
slieht outflare. The fiat rim l i ~  

Finish 

u L 

bulgesouta bit, possibly becauseof 
the decoration that has been im- 
pressed upon it. The neck barely 
curves outward. 

.4 brushed and smoothed fabric fin- 
ish covers the exterior to the rim lip. 
There are brush lines below the lip, 
immediately above the punctate 
row. The interior has not been ?. 

smoothed and appears to be quite 
rough. 

The paste is poorly consolidated 
with al1 the sherds tending to split 
apart. It also appears t o b e  well 

S a n  
tempered with fine pieces of feld- 
spar and quartz. The vessel exte- 
- 

rior is a yellow tan colour, with Vcssd 38 



Decorrz t ion 

Vessel: 39 

,ilrriamt 

Fonn 

Finish 

Decorn tion 

Corn rnen ts 

occasional blackstains as i f  part of the vessel were used for heating. The vessel interior 
is much the same colour. The paste interior is occasionally grey in colour. 

A single row of tiny circular punctates encircles the vessel a t  the centre of the rim. 
These have left small, somewhat deformed bosses on the interior. The rim li p has been 
impressed at  irregular intervals with rectangular stamp impressions, which have 
deformed the lip area occasionally. There appears to be no particular pattern to the 
stamping. 

This small vessel has the same general formas other vessels on Bushfield West, except 
that the paste is poor and the Iip decoration is unusual. It was not used for cooking, 
but may have been used for boiling liquid. 

This vessel is represented by nearIy 50% of the rim, neck and upper shoulder. 

The vessel has a outwardly angled, flat 
topped rim which curves inward to a thick- 
ened, nearty angular neck. The nec k area is 
largeand outcurves tr, a long, straight upper 
shoulder which tapers slightiv. The overali 
effect is an unusualiy large hm with an in- 
cipient 'Sr profile. The rim Iip has an interior 
fillet. 

A smoothed fabnc finish extends from the 
inner corner of the lip over onto the exterior 
of the vessel to the upper shoulder. There 
has been some brushing below the neck junc- 
ture. The interior has been smoothed or 
possibly floated, with some brushing in the 
upper rim area and around the neck junc- 
ture. 

The paste is poorly consolidated, and con- 
tains a great amount of temper, cornposed of 
large pieces of white feldspar. The paste 
could not have been paddled very well, for 
the temper is quite apparent on the vessel 
exterior and interior. The vessel exterior is a 
tan brown colour. The interior is also a tan 
colour, although the upper shoulder area is discoloured by a grey stain which 
resembles charcoal. The sherd interior is grey in colour, perhaps suggesting that the 
vessel had been fired in an oxidizing a tmosphere. 

Obtiterated cwt impressions have been regularly placed on the outer edge of the rim 
lip. A single row of round punctates encirctes the vessel at the centreof the rim, leaving 
low bosses on the interior. 

Theincipient'S8 rim form isnot usuaI for Bushfield West,although thedecorative forrn 
is quite standard. Although there is some charcoal staining on the vessel interior, this 
vessel was not used as a cooking pot. It may have been used for some form of boiling, 



but the paste is so poor that i t is doubtful that it would have suntived on a fire. I t may 
have broken up before much use was made of i t. 

Ammrnt This vesse1 is represented by several large sections of rim, neck, shoulder and lower 
body. 

Fonri The upper rim is curvate, sloping outward 
then inward to a moderately outcurving neck. 
The rim lip is flat and slopes inward towards 
the vessel centre. The interior edge of the lip is 
sharp and possibl y filleted. The upper shoul- 
der isstraight, with a moderately curved shoul- 
der juncture. Based on the curve of the lower 
body, the vessel appears to be fairly short 
below the shoulder. Once reconstmcted, the 
vessel has an unusually large orifice, a pro- 
nounced 's' rirn and is relatively squat. De- 
spite its smallness it is quite well made, with 
thin walls and a delicate appearance. 

Finish The exterior is has a smoothed fabric finish 
h m  the rirn edge to below the shoulder. The 
upper rim finish is highly obliterated by 
smoothing and brushing. The interior has 
been smoothed by scraping, leaving promi- 
nent striation marks. 

The paste is rnoderate to well consolidated, with occasional frabmenting. The clay 
contains a small amount of finely g o u n d  feldspar and quartz temper. The exterior is 
grey brown with abundant black staining, and traces of cooking residue. The interivr 
is very dark brown, with occasional thick cooking residue encrustations, particularly 
in the upper rirn area. 

Decorrrtion The rirn lip is smoothed, with possible random marks which may be remnant knotted 
fabric impressions. A single row of round, deeply impressed punctates encircles the 
vessel just below the '5' rirn bulge. The resulting bosses are not prominent, and have 
been deformed somewhat by scraping. A few have been bro ken away, leaving holes 
in the vessel. 

Cornrrzents This vesse1 shows the standard Bushfield West form, although it has a pronounced 'S' 
rirn profile. Cooking residue suggests that it was a well used little cooking vessel. It 
cfosely resembles Vessel 4 from Block 1. 

Vessel: 41 

A~nozlnt A large section of the rim, neck, shoulder and lower body represents this vessel. 

Forrn The flat rim is long and vertically oriented, resting on a moderately outcurving neck. 
The upper shoulder is long, bulging slightly outward. The shoulder juncture is 
sharply angular, cuwing quickly inward to form a short lower body. Although the 



Finish 

upper rirn is thick, the neck 
and shoulder are actually 
thinner, and delica tely 
fomed. 

A prominent fabricfiishex- 
tends from the inner corner 
of the rim lip over the exte- 
rior edge and down the side 
of the vessel. The interior 
has been smoothed, espe- 
cially around the punctate 
bosses. 

The paste is well consoli- 
dated, containing variable 
sized bits of feldspar and 
quartz temper. The exterior 
is grey black, and coated 
with traces of coo king resi- 
due on the upper shoulders 
and around the upper rim. 
The interior is a tan colour, 
but heavily stained black 
with carbon and cooking 
residue, especiatly on the 
upper rim, where the resi- 
due furms a crust. 

Decornlion The rirn is undecorated. A 
single line of round, closely spaced puncta tes encircles the vessel mi d way between the 
neck and the rim lip. On the interior, bosses formed by these punctates have b e n  
smoothed or even bumished. 

Cornrnents This vessel, although quite short, displays a classic Bushfield West form with a high 
rim and prominent shoulders. It was very weIl made and, although yuite small, was 
obviously used for cooking. 

Vessel: 42 

,4 rrrorln t This vesse1 is represented by several rirn sections, a rirn and partial neck section, and 
a partial neck, shoulder and lower body section. Although the shoulder and rirn 
cannot be directty crossmended, there are sufficient vessel parts available to create a 
composite vessel profile. 

fonn 

Finish 

Based on a profile reconstruction, the vessel has a long, vertical rim which slopes 
inward slightly to a moderatelyangular, outcurvingneck. Theupper shoulder is long 
and straight and the shoulder juncture curves quickly down to the lower body. -The 
rirn lip is 'Tt shaped, probably due to deformation caused by lip decoration impres- 
sions. Despite the size of the vessel, the rim, neck and shoulder are thin and delicately 
formed. 

A prominent obliquely orienteci fabric finish covers theexterior of the vessel from the 



Cor ri I nen ts 

Vessel: 43 

A rnouri t 

edge of the rim lip to below the shoul- 
der. The fabric impressions may have 
been smoothed around the neck area 
and at  theshoulder juncture. The inte- 
rior has been smoothed. 

The paste is well consolidated and 
dense, with only a small bit of finely 
g o c n d  temper apparent in the clay. It 
appears to have been well paddled. 
Theexterior isgrey black with cooking 
residue stains around the upper rim 
and on the shoulders. Bits of mica in 
the clay or temper give the exterior a 
sparkling appearance in strong Iight. 
The interior is also grey black, and 
bears heavy cooking encrustations 
around the upper rim and above the 
shouIder. 

The rim surface is flat but has been 
defomed significantly by a series of 
wedge sha ped impressions or notches 
placeci repeatedly around the inner corner of the lip. A single row of punctates has 
been deeply impressed around the vessel low down on the rim. Prominent bosses 
rvith faint fingerprint impressions appear on the vessel interior. 

This large vessel fits in well with the Bushfield West collection, though the inner 
corner lip decoration io; unusual. The vesse1 was used for cooking. 

This vessel is represented by several 
large sections of rim and neck. 

The rim is long, thin, and vertically 
oriented. It rests on a moderateiy 
curved neck. The rim lip is flat with a 
sharp interior fillet. The profite is thin 
in comparison to the large vessel size. 

A prominent fabric finish extends from 
the inner lip edge over the brim and 
onto the exterior of the vessel, down to 
the neck. The interior has been highly 
smoothed, and perhaps washed with 
a wet cloth or someother fabric. Some 
brushing has also been done in the 
neck area and near the upper rirn. 

The paste is very well consolidated, 
containinga small amount of variable 



Corn men ts 

Vessel: 44 

A~nmrnt 

Fonri 

Finish 

sized feldspar ternper. The exterior is tan coloured, with some brown staining. The 
interior is a lighter tan colour, with some brown and black staining. 

The rim lip is undecorated, apart from fabric impressions trailing over from the vesseel 
exterior. A single row of round, deeply impressed punctates encircles the vessel 
midway between the neck and the rim lip. These have produced prominent, well 
forrned bosses which have clear fingerprint impressions on hem. 

The rim sections represent part of a large, well made vessel showing a standard 
Bushfield West form. This vessel bears no encrusted cooking residue, although 
unusual brown stains are present in the area of the punctates. It may have been used 
for storage or water boiling. 

Several large sections of rim, neck and shoulder represent this small vessel. 

The short, pointed 
upper rim flares 
outward and rests 
on a strongly 
outcurving neck. 
The upper shoul- 
d e r  is long and 
straight. The 
shoulder juncture 
is abrupt (sharply 
rounded) but not 
angular. The rim 
and neck area and 
the shoulder junc- 
ture are thicker 
than the upper 
shoulder. 

A coarse, vertically 
oriented fabric fin- 
ish covers the 
shoulder and  
lower neck of the 
vessel exterior. 
The exterior above 
the neck has been 
smoothed. The in- 
terior has been 
stightly smoothed 
and brushed, but 
still appears to be 
rough in texture. 

The paste is poorly to moderately consolidated, with a tendency to crumble and 
exfoliate on the vessel interior. The clay contains a small quantity of variable sized 
feldspar temper. The vessel exterior is grey brown in colour with occasional dark 
stainsand a few tandiscolourations, perhapscaused by differential heatingduring the 



Decora t ion 

Cornrnents 

Vessel: 45 

Arnolrnt 

Finish 

firing process. The interior is a splotchy grey colour with temper fragments showing, 
suggesting that the clay surface had not been paddled as much as the exterior, where 
very Little temper shows. 

The rirn lip has been highly smoothed,almost bumished. The brim has been decorated 
with rectangular stamps or notches, which have been impressed deeply into the paste 
at an angle usinga sharp, pointed object such as a reed or a stick. A single line of tiny, 
deeply irnpressed punctates encircles the vesse1 just below the rirn lip. Tiny, deformed 
and occasionally punctured bosses appear on the interior o f  the vessel. 

The fm and decorative style of this pot is not standard for Bushfield West. It is more 
like Cleanvater Lake pottery from northem Manitoba. This vessel has some resem- 
blance to a vessel retrieved from Nickerson Mound 'R' in southwestern Manitoba 
(Capes 1963:140-142, Plate IX-11). The mound vessel does notappear to be punctated. 
This vessel was never used as a cooking pot, and it is doubtful it would have stood 
mudi hea ting. 1 t rnay have been used for s torage. 

This vessel is represented by a large portion of the rirn and neck, plus a second large 
rirn section. 

The upper rim 
flares outward,  
resting on a mod- 
e r a t e l y  
outcurving neck. 
The upper shoul- 
der of the vessel 
is long and  
straight. The rim 
lip is fiat, and has 
a pronounced in- 
terior fillet. 

A coarse fabric 
finish covers the 
vessel exterior 
from the outer 
edge of the rim 
lip to the upper 
shoulder. This 
impression has 
been smoathed 
above the 
punctates in 
some areas. The 
vessel interior 
has been 
smoothed, par- 
ticuiarly in the 
nec k a rea w here 
some scrminrr is Vessel 45 



evident. The upper rirn is rougher in texture, however. 

Paste The paste is only rnoderately consolidated, tending to fragment and exfoliate on the 
exterior, and crack on the interior. The clay contains a small to rnoderate amount of 
variable sized quartz and feldspar temper. The vessel exterior is grey tan in colour 
with heavy black food residue staining above the punctates. This residue is thickly 
encrusted around the upper rirn in some areas. The interior is a dark tan colour. More 
black food residue appears near the upper rim and over ont0 the lip. 

Decoration A series of cwt impressions is present on the outer edge of the rim lip. A single large 
indentation, formed by a finger or thumb, appears on the i ~ e r  edge of the one rirn 
section. This may indicate a halving or quartering decorative attribute for the vessel. 
A single row of round, small punctates appears near the neck juncture, leaving 
moderate sized bosses wi th fingerprin t impressions. 

Cornirrenfs The vessel form is much like Bushfield West, although the rim flares outrvard. 
Decorative aspects are much like other pots from the site. This vessel was a large 
coo king pot. 

Vessel: 46 

Arnorint This vesse1 is represented by a single rim sherd. 

Fonrr 

Finish 

Pas te 

The rim has a tlat lip which flares 
outward in profile, deformed by 
the decoration which has been 
irnpressed on the Lip. 

An obliterated fabric finish cov- 
ers the exterior. The interior is 
rough, possibly due to paste ex- 
foliation. 

The paste is friable and appears 
to be laminated. It is tempered 

Vessei 46 

with a small amount of small 
sized quartz and feldspar pieces. g. cm .....--.*--..- ** -.----..---- ---.-..-*-.-. 
The exterior is black in colour, ; ............ .-....,... ............ ; 
while the interior is a light tan. 

Decorntiorr The lip has been impressed with wide cwt decorations placed across the brim. These 
have deformed the 1ip area, making it flare out on the exterior and interior. A trace of 
two punctates appears at the base of the sherd. 

Cornrtrents The punctates are located well down on the rim. The small size of sherd makes it 
impossible to determine vessel form. The vessel does not appear to have been used for 
coo king. 



VesseI: 47 

.41riozint 

Fonn 

Finish 

Decornt ion 

Corn inen ts 

Vessel: 48 

Airrom f 

Fonrr 

Finish 

Decorcz tion 

This vessel is represented by a single rim lip fragment. 

The rim lip is fIat and squared off. There is a 
suggestion of a possible shallow 'Sr rim. 

The jherd exterior and interior appear to be 
smoothed. 

The paste is moderately consolidated with a 
moderate amount of light and dark quartzite 
and feldspar temper. 

The rim lip has been smoothed. 

The vessel is poorly represented. 

This vessel is represented by a single rim sherd. 

The rim is long and straight. Its orientation is 
indeterminate because of the small size of the 
sherd. The rim lip has an exterior fillet. 

The exterior of the sherd has a fabric finish. 
The fabric impressions have a hgrizontal ori- 
entation. The interior has a bunished look. 

The paste appears to be poorly consolidated, 
containing medium and small pieces of feld- 
spar temper randomly distributed within the 
paste matrix. The interior surface exhibits 
cracking. The exterior is tan coloured wi th a 
blackcarbon stain below the rim. The interior 
is tan coloured. 

The vesse1 rim has a tlattened lip with diago- 
nal cwt impressions placed alternately on the 
inner and ou ter corners. A trace of a punc ta te 
is found on the interior of the sherd with a 
corresponding boss on the exterior. 

Vessel 48 

Alternatins indents on the lip and reverse punctates are aberrant for the Bushfield 
West collection and these traits are found elsewhere only on Vessel 66, which was 
recovered nearby. The two vessel remnants may in fact represent a single vessel. The 
sherd thicknesses and rim profiles Vary significantly between the twn vessels, 
however, and they do not crossmend. Type of use camot  be interpreted. 



Vessel: 49 

Amntnt 

Fonrr 

Finish 

Pmfe 

Decoration 

Vessel: 50 

A\nollnt 

This vessel consists of a single rim sherd. 

Although there is very little 1ip surface, it appears 
that the rirn is nearly vertically oriented, with a 
slight incurve at the base of the sherd. This may 
represen t a shoulder, in which case the vessel would 
beconical and quitesmall. Altemativeiy, the incurve 
may represent the start of an inci pient 'S' rirn neck 
area. The sherd is of uniform thickness from lip to 
base. The rirn tends to undulate in height, suggest- 
ing it may be castellated. 

The exterior of the vessel has a very smoothed 
fabric impression. The interior is smoothed with 
some brushing apparent near the lip. 

The paste is only moderately consolidated, with a 
tendency to crumble. Large and small pieces of 
feidspar temper the clay. The exterior of the vessel 
is grey brown in colour, as is the interior. The sherd 
interior (paste) is a light tan colour. 

The rim lip is smooth, with evidenceof some brush- 
ing. At least 5 parallel lines of horizontal cord (or 
dentate) marks encircle the vessel. A punctate 
rernnant appears at  the very base of the sherd, 
where the profile cun7es in. 

I f  a punctate is present, the vessel appears to show the standard Bushfield West form 
with a high straight rim. The possible castellation and horizontal decorative lines is 
unusual for the site, however. The lines are suggestive of the Nipawin Horizontal 
type. This does not appear to have been a cooking vessel, 

This vessel is represented by a single rirn 
sherd with a punctate rernnant. 

Little of the rim is present; however there is 
some indication that the rim curves inward, 
suggesting an 'S' rim profile. The rim lip is 
flat and slopes outward. 

A fabric fish extends from the lip down 
the sherd exterior. The interior is rough- 
e n d .  

The paste is moderately well consolidated 
with large and srnaIl pieces of white feld- 

Vessel 50 



spar temper. Both the exterior and interior are g e y  in colour. 

Decomtiorz The lip is smooth. A deeply impressed punctate remnant is present, Ieaving a poorly 
forrned interior boss. 

Coinmnts The bulgingshape of thesherd suggests that it may havean incipient 'S' profile. There 
is no indication that the vessel was used for cooking. 

Vessel: 51 

A~rrm&nt 

Forrrr 

Finish 

P nste 

Decorn tion 

Corn men ts 

Vessel: 52 

,-\irmnt 

Fonn 

Finish 

This vessel consists of many tiny sherds of which only the upper rim is represented. 

The rirn lip is flat and very smooth with a 
rounded or rolled interior edge with pro- 
nounced fiaring or filleting. The exterior edge 
is quite rounded 

The exteriorand interior appear to besmoothed. 

The paste is not well consolidated, with vari- 
able amounts of finely ground quartzite tem- 
per. The vessel exterior is grey tvith black 
stains. The interior is black with extensive 
coo king resid ue. 

Vessel 51 

S cm 
Punctates are present on a few sherds, which -7 
could not be comected to a rirn section. 

This vessel is too fragrnented to make much comment. The rolled interior lip edge is 
unususl. Whatever the vessel looked li ke, it was apparently used for cooking. 

This vessel is represented by a single rirn sherd with 
neck and upper shoulder attached. 

The upper rim is vertical in orientation, resting on a 
weakiy outcurving (and nearly absent) neckand rela- 
tively straight uppershoulder. The upper rirn is short 
and is vertical when viewed from the point of view of 
the interior profile. From the exterior, however, the 
rirn is incurvate before curving out again at the neck. 
This gives the vessel an  overall incipient 'Sr profile 
that appears ta have been applied as a form of deco- 
ration, rather than being intrinsically part of the ves- 
sel form. The rirn lip is flat but Ieans inward at an 
angle. A h ,  the lip appears to undulate in height, 
suggesting that the vesse1 has a castellated rim. This 
makes it very difficult to secure a true vessel form. 

A fabric weave has been irnpressed on the exterior 

Scm 



from the lip edge to the upper shoulder. This fabric has been highly smoothed above 
the punctate line. The interior is smoothed, with some brushing in the upper shoulder 
area. 

The paste is moderately weli consolidated, with sorne tendency to crumble. There is 
a small amountof variablesized feldspar temper in theclay. Theexterior isgrey brc~wn 
in colour. The interior is also grey brown, with black staining resembling carbon. 

Decuration The lip is undecorated. A line of mund punctates encircles the vessel just above the 
neck juncture. These punctates have left interior bosses which have prominent 
fingerprint impressions. 

Corrlrnrnfs This small vessel is unusual in that the potter has attempted to give the vessel an 'S' 
rirn pr~file~despitethe shortnessoftherim. lnteriorstaining may be moreattributable 
to liquid boiling than cooking. 

Arrmnt Vessel represented by a singk rim sherd. 

Fonn The rim lip is flat with a sharp interior edge or 

Finish 

Priste 

splay. ~ h e i i r n  appears to be incurvate, alth6ugh 
too little of the vessel is represented to justify 
calling it an 'S' rim. 

Vessel 53 

The exterior has an obliterated fabric finish. The 
interior is srnoothed. 

The paste is moderately we1l consolidated wi th a 
srnail amount of large and small fragments of 
dark quartzite temper. The exterior is grey black 5 c m  
in colour, while the interior is grey, and lightly 4 

encrustecl with coo king residue. 

Decorntion Wide, loosely wound (babiche?) cwt marks have been vertically impressed around the 
rim lip exterior edge. A row of deeply impressed punctates has been placed immedi- 
ately below die lip, creating prominent interior bosses. 

Comnents This vessel was probably quitesrnall, and may have beena miniature bowl. It strongly 
resembles vessels from the northeastern plains. It was apparently used for cooking. 

Vessel: 54 

A ~rrmrnt The vesse1 is represented by a single long rim sherd. 

Fonn The rim may be vertical with an incipient 'Sr rim profile. Unfortunately, not enough 
rim area is present to propedy orient the sherd. The lip is flat with a hint of an interior 
fillet caused by lip decoration. 

Finish A verticatly oriented fabric finish covers the cxterior of the vesse1 from the lip edge. 
The interior is smooth. 



Pnste 
Vessel 54 

The paste is moderately well consolidated, con- 
taininga large amountof medium and fine white 
feldspar temper. The exterior of thesherd is grey 
brown in colour with some blackening near the 
lip. The interior is more grey than brown with 
some black patches. 

Decoration Alternating vertical cwt impressions have been 
placed on the extetior and interior edge of the Iip, 
giving it a wavy appearance from the top. Tiny 
but deep punctates have been placed well below 
the rim edge, leaving minimal bosses. 

Co~riments Ai temating lip decoration, plus suggestion of 
incipient 'Sr  rim, is unusual. This vessel may 
have been used for cooking, since a trace of 
residue is apparent in the punctate area. 

Vessel: 55 

14molrnt 

Fonri 

Finish 

Pnste 

Decornt ion 

Vessel: 56 

Ammnt 

Fonri 

This vessel is represented by a single long rim sherd, in which the Iip is almost entirelv 

Rim rnay be vertically oriented, but its 
stance cannot be detemined. The rim 
has a rounded lip. 

h obliterated fabric finish covers the 
exterior from below the lip. The inte- 
rior is smoothed. 

The paste is dense and well consoli- 
Jated. A moderate amount of large 
and small feldspar fragments make up 
the temper. Theexterior is dark grey in 
colour, and the interior is dark grey to 
black, and covered with a thin Iayer of 
cooking resid ue. 

Vessel 55 

Obliterated, vertically oriented cwt impressions have been placed on the uuter edge 
of the rim lip. A punctate remnant is present well below the lip. 

Very littleof vessel is present to obtain a proper orientation. However, it was probably 
a cooking pot. 

This vessel is represented by a single rirn and neck sherd section. 

The rimis long and straight, witha veryslightoutward angle. Therim restsonagentiy 
outcurving neck, leading to a straight upper shoulder. The entire profile is thin in 



comparison to the size of the vessel. Vesse1 56 

Finish 

Decorn tion 

Vessel: 57 

ri~rrollnt 

Fonn 

Finish 

Paste 

Decura tion 

A prominent, rough fabric finish extends from 
the exterior Iip edge down to below the upper 
shoulder at least. The interior is unsmoothed 
in the area of the rim, but smoothed in the 
upper shoulder 

The paste is poorly consolidated, with a ten- 
den- to exfoliate on the interior. The paste 
contains a small amount of finely ground feld- 
spar temper. The exterior and interior of the 
sherd section are an oranEe tan colour. The 

V 

sherd interior paste is grey in colour. 

The rirn lip appears to be undecorated, except 
for a small indent on the outer edge, caused by 
a fabric knot. A line of punctates is present far down the rirn near the neck. They are 
round and so deeply impressed that they havecreated bosses which have broken away 
from the interior wall, leaving round holes in the rim. 

This vessel was found associated with Vessels 5 and 57 in a pot smash area. The vesse1 
appears to have never been used on a fire, and may have been a rnanufacturing failure. 

This vessel is represented by a single rirn and neck sherd section. 

The rim is long, straight and vertically oriented, 
resting on a shallowly outcunring neck. The rirn 
lip is flat and thickened by a fillet on the interior 
and a slight bulge on the exterior. The rirn thins 
below the lip, but thickensabruptly on theinterior 
in the punctate area. it then thins significantly in 
the nec k a rea. 

A prominent, knotted fabric finish has been im- 
pressed from the exterior lip edge to below the 
nec k. The finish has been largely obliterated. The 
interior has been smoothed in the lower neck area, 
and horizontally brushed smooth in the upper rirn 
area above the punctates. The rirn Iip has been 
smoo thed. 

Vessel 57 

The paste is poorlyconsolidated, with a tendency to crackand crumbleon the interior. 
The exterior and interior are an  orange tan colour. The interior sherd paste is grey. 

The rim lip is undecorated, except for the odd knot impression present on the ou ter lip 
edge. A line of deeply impressed, round punctates has been impressed about rnidway 
between the neck and the rirn lip. These punctates have produced large, bulbous 
bosses on the interior, which bear faint fingerprint impressions. Several bosses have 
been cracked, forming holes in the rim. 



Comments This vessel section was found associated with Vessels 5 and 56 in a pot smash. The 
vessel was never used for cooking or general heating and may have been a firing 
failure. In fact, al1 three vessels bear a striking resemblance in paste characteristics. 

Vessel: 58 

'4 rnorin t Vessel is represented by a single split rim sherd. 

Fonn Single sherd is split, but the upper portion of Vesse1 58 
the rirn appears to be straight. T lio is flat. . . V 1 

with a possible exterior fillet. 

Finish The exterior is fabnc impressed. The interior 
has been exfoliated. 

Prrsfe The paste is very poor with variable sized 
pieces of quartz and felspar temper, protrud- 
ing onto the exterior surface. ~ h e  exterior is a 5 r i ~ i  
light tan colour, as is the exfoliated interior. 

Decmztion The rim Iip appears to have been roughened. No punctates are visible. 

Cornrnents There is insufficient sherd available for detailed interpretation. 

Vessel: 59 

Arnatnt Vesse1 is rep resented b y a single rim s herd. 

Fonn The sherd is vertically oriented, wi th a very thin Vesse1 59 
profile. The lip is flat and smooth, with a strip of 

Finish 

Paste 

Decorri tion 

clay applied tb the interior edge togive it a fillet. 
The exterior lip bulges outward a bit. 

A fabric finish covers the exterior of the sherd 
from below the rim lip down to the limit of the 
sherd. The interior has been horizontally 
smoothed. 

The paste is well consolidated with a moderate 
amount of large and small white feldspar tem- 
per fragments. The exterior is grey brown in 
colour; the interior is a lighter brown. 

The lip is smooth and undecorated. There is no 
trace of a punctate, although there is a fair 
amount of rim represented. 

Cornrnents This vessel is unusual in the thinness of its 
profile, lack of decoration on the lip and possible -......-.. $ C m  . . . . . . .. . . .. 
lack of punctates. It does not appear to have i---..------ ............. ............ 1: 
been used for cooking. 



Vessel: 60  

Airrozu~t 

Fonn 

Finish 

Decornt ion 

Vessel: 6 1  

,.Iinorint 

Fom 

Finish 

Vessel is represented by a single tiny rim sherd. 

Sherd lip is rounded, particularly on the inner 
corner. nie exterior lip is slightly splayed. 

The sherd exterior is covered with an obliterated 
fabric impression. The interior has bwn horizon- 
tally smoothed. 

The past is moderately consolidated, containing 
a small amount of dark quartzite and the occa- 
sional white limestone temper fragment. The 
sherd exterior and interior are orange brown in 
colour; the paste interior is grey. 

The rim iip has been notched from the centre of 
the brim to the interior with verticalfy oriented, 

Vessel 60 

wide cwt impressions. There is no trace of a punctate. 

Sherd is too small to interpret, other than to note that interior notching is not common 
on Bushfield West. 

The vessel is represented by a single tiny rim sherd. 

The sherd hasa fiat lip with a sharp interior lip 
edge resembling a fillet. 

The sherd is smoothed on the exterior and 
interior. Both sides show evidence of horizon- 
tal brushing. 

The paste is laminated, but well consolidated. 
There is an abundance of white feldspar tem- 
per in the clay. The exterior of the sherd is grey 
brown; the opposite side is grey a trace uf dark 
s taining. 

Vessel 61 

The lip is smoothed. No punctates are apparent. 

There are insufficient data available to characterize this vessel. 



Vessel: 62 

d-î~r~min t This vesse1 is represented by two tiny split rim sherd fragnents. 

Fonn The rim lip is flat and extends over the exterior 
forming a fiIIet. Vesse1 62 

Finish 

Poste 

The exterior is fabric finished. The interior is 
missing. 

The exterior of the sherd is grey in colour, with 
some faint carbon staining. The clay is very 
poorly tempered. 

Decoratim The lip is smooth. No punctates are visible. 

Comrnents This vessel is too poorly represented to inter- 
pret. One of the rim fragments appears to have 
been oxidized in a fire. 5 em 

Vessel: 63 

Alnorlrzt This vesse1 is represented by a single small rim sherd. 

forrrr The rim is verticallyoriented. The lip is slightly Vessel 63 

Finish 

rounded; the imer corner bulges out a trace. 
The profile from the lip tapers in slightly then 
thickens in the punctate area. 

The exterior of the sherd is covered with a 
highly smoothed, nearly obliterated fabric im- 
pression. The interior has been srnoothed. 

The paste is moderatel y well crinsotidated,con- 
taining a small amount of temper. The exterior 
and interior sidesof thesherd are tan coloured, 
with a greyish stain in the Iip area. 

Decmation T?ie exterior lip has been impressed with short $ cm - 
cwt indents, at an irregular spacing. Traces of "- 
two widely spaced punctates are present. The 
have been pressed deeply into the rim, foming interior bosses which bear finger- 
print impressions. 

Co~nirrents There is not much here to interpret. The staining may be due  to boiling use, or may 
be related to soi1 conditions in which the sherd was recovered. 

Vessel: 64 Vesse1 number not used 



Vessel: 65 

A?riorint 

Fonrz 

Finish 

D e c m  tion 

Vessel is represented by two small conjoined rirn sherds. 

The rim is short, slightly curved and slopes outward. 
The rim lip is flattened with a trace of an interior fillet. 

An obliterated fabric finish covers the exterior of the 
vessel below the lip. The interior is smooth with some 
striation lines above the bosses. 

The paste is only moderztely well consolidated with a 
tendency to crack on the interior. A small amount of 
feldspar temper is present. The exterior is red orange 
in colour, as is the interior. 

Vessel rim has a flattened lip with exterior wedgelike 
notches . A single punctate is present well below the 
lip, Ieaving a poorly formed interior boss. 

The smallness of the vessel sherds and the form sug- 
gests that the vessel may have b e n  a miniature, 
perhaps a bowl. ~ l t e rna tke ly ,  the profile rnay also represent a larger 'Sr rim vessel. 
ln any case the vessel was not used for cooking or boiling. 

Vessel: 66 

A~rlount This vesse1 is represented by a few frabmented rim sherds. 

Fonn The rim has a visible inci pien t 'Sr  profile. Orien- Vesse1 66 
tation can on1y be estimated because of srnall 
sherd size, bÜt the rim appears to be nearly 
vertical. The rim lip has an interior and an 
exterior fillet. 

Finish The exterior of the sherds is fabric finished. The 
interior is smoothed. 

Paste The vesse1 paste is poorly consolidated, with a 
tendency to exfoliate. A small quantity of tern- 
per is present in the paste, represented by large 
and small pieces of dark coloured quartzite and 
some lighter feldspar fragments. The vessel 
exterior is grey in colour, with some sherds 
blackened by firing. The vessel interior is a 
lighter tan colour with some carbon stains. 

Decorntion The vessel rim ha5 a flattened lip with diagonal 
cwt impressions placed altemately on the imer  and outer corners. Punctates are  
found on theinterior of the vessel remnants withcorresponding bosseson the exterior. 

Corn~nents Al terna ting indents on the Iip and reverse punctates are aberrant for the Bushfield 
West collection and are replicated on Vessel 48, found nearby. The two vessel 



Vessel: 67 

A rnozrnt 

Fonn 

Decmtion 

Vessel: 68 

Arnortnt 

Fonn 

Finish 

Pnste 

Decorn tion 

remnants rnay in k t  represent a single vessel; however, sherd thicknesses and rim 
profile Vary significantly between the two and they do not crossmend in any manner. 
Use cannot be interpreted. 

This vessel is represented by a single rim sherd. 

The rim flares outward and has a flat 1 ip with a 
sharp interior fillet formed by applying and 
smoothing a small strip of clay to the Iip imer  
edge. The rim rnay be slightly incurvate as well. 

The exterior has a smoothed fa bric finish below 
the lip. The interior is smoothed. 

The paste is wellconsolidated with a smallamount 
of finely ground dark quartzite temper. The 
exterior is tan coloured but stained black while 
the interior is tan grey with faint carbon spotting. 

The outer edge of the smooth lip has been ob- 
liquely impressed from right to Ieft going down 
with wide cwt impressions. No punctates are 
visible, possibly because of the srnall size of the 
sherd. 

It appears that this vessel rnay have been a cooking pot, based upon the presence of a 
black stain on the exterior of the sherd, and on the Iip. This rnay be a thin layer of 
ccioking resid ue. 

This vessel is represented by a single small rim 
sherd. Vesse168 
Therimflaresoutward. Ithasa flatlipwithatrace 
of an interior fiIlet. 

The sherd exterior has a horizontally smoothed 
fabric finish. The interior has been smoothed. 

The   as te is moderatelv consolidated and not 
very kense. There is on l i  a little feldspar temper 
present in the paste. Theexterior is blackand grey 
in colour, as is the interior. 

A series of vertically oriented cwt impressions 
have been lightly impressed o n  the outer corner of 
the rim lip. A line of deeply impressed punctates 
are present weII belorv the lip, leaving prominent 



bosses on the interior which bear fingerprints. 

Coinrnents X standard Bushfield West vessel. Thesherd is too srnall to interpret use Wear, but the 
black patches on the exterior and interior may represent traces of food residue. 

Vessel: 69 

Arrtozmt 

Fonn 

This vessel is represented by a single rim sherd. 

The sherd has a fla t lip with a rounded outer edge. .... . 

The interior edge is sharp and splayed outward. 
Sherd orientation appears to be vertical. 

The exterior has a smoothed fabric finish. The 
intetior is smoothed. 

< . . , . , . . . . . . . . . . . 

The paste is well consolidated, with large and small 
pieces of white feldspar ternper mixed in the paste. 
The exterior and interior are an orange tan colour. 
The interior paste is grey in colour. 

S a n  
Decoration A series of obliquely oriented (right to left going 1----1 

down) cwt impressions have been placed on  the 
outer edge of the lip. There is no definite trace of a Vesse1 69 
punctate, although the rim rernains are very short. 

Co~nirmts The well formed lip is typical of Bushfield West. The vessel appears to have been 
oxidized and rnay never have been used for cuoking. 

Vessel: 70 

Arrrmnt This vesse1 is represented by a tiny rim sherd- 

Fonn The lip is flat with exterior and interior splaying. 

Finish The exterior has an obliterated fabric finish. The 
interior is srnoothed. 

Pnste 

Decoration 

Corn men ts 

The paste is moderately consolidated with an 
abundantquantity of large white feldspar temper 
fragments. Theexterior is a yellow tan colour, the 
interior and iip are stained grey. The paste inte- 
rior is grey. 

A seties of small vertically oriented cwt irnpres- 
sions have been placed on the outer edge of the 
iip. 

The lip is well formed, and is typical of Bushfield West. There is not enough of the 
sherd present to determine if punctates were present. The dark stain may be the 
product of cooking use, although there is no definite trace of cooking residue. 



Vessel: 71 

A !nmrn t Vessel is represented by a single fragmented rim sherd. 

Fonn The rim Iip is rounded, with a sharp exterior edge 
and a rolled interioredge. The rim itself is straight. 

Vesse1 71 
- - 

Finish The rim exterior has a fabnc finish. The interior is 
smoo thed. 

Pnste The paste is moderately consolidated with a srna11 
amount of finely ground dark quartzite temper. 
The exterior is bla-ck in colour. -l'le interior is a 
ligh ter black, atmost grey, with traces of coo king 
residue presen t. 

Decmtiun The outer edge of the lip has been impressed with 
a wedge shaped object to the centre of the brim, 
giving it a notched appearance. A square punc- 
tate is present below the upper rim. 

Cotntnents Unwrapped notched lip decoration is a Iittle unusual for Bushfield West, but other- 
wise the vessel is pretty standard. it was apparently used for cooking. 

Vessel: 72 

d4~noz~nt This vesse1 is represented by two crossrnended rim sherds which d o  not quite extend 
Jown to thevessel neck, but cornpriseapproximately 10% of the vesse1 circumference. 

Font1 The rim is slightly outtlating, with a 

Finish 

pointed lip caused by lip decoration. The 
profile is thin at the lip, gradually thicken- 
ing as  the nec k area is approached. 

The vessel exterior is covered with a 
smoothed and horizontalty brushed fabric 
finish from the lip down. The interior is 
slightIy roughened with brushing just 
above the neck area. 

Pnste The paste is moderately well consolidated .$ 
with some cracking apparent on the e x t e  
rior and interior. The paste is tempered 
with a small amount of dark feldspar tem- 
per and possibly some sand. The exterior 
is grey blackin colour. The interior is more 
grey, and bears a heavy encrustation of 
food residue above the punctate line. 

S a n  
Decmtion The lip is rather crudely decorated from - 

the interior edge across the brim to the 
exterior with uneven notching or pinch- Vessel72 



ing. This gives the ou teredge of the Ii p a sharp edge. A single row of unevenly formed 
punctates has beendeeply impressed below the lip, leavingindistinctbosses whichare 
cracked and poorly formed. 

Cotntnents Although the vessel strongly resemb les the Bushfield form, the level of crafts rnanshi p 
is much lower in this vessel than in others from the collection. This was apparently a 
small cooking pot. 

Arrrormt This vesse1 is represented by a large rim sherd which extends to just below the neck. 

Fonn Although there is Iittlelip area avail- 
able to obtain an orientation, a par- 
tial crossmend with a non-conjoin- Vesse1 73 
ing sherd aids in obtaining the ori- 

Finish 

Paste 

Decorrt tion 

enta tion. The vessel rim appears to 
angle outward. The lip is fIat and 
thin but has a very pronounced flare 
to the interior which gives it more 
surface area. The rirn is long and 
thin, leading up to a moderately 
curving and somewhat thickened 
nec k 

The exterior from the edge of the lip 
down is covered with smooth fabric 
impressions. The interior is srnooth. 

The paste is dense and well consoli- 
dated, containinga srnall amount of 
feldspar temper. Theexteriur is g e y  
in colour, with black patches of car- 
bon encrus tation, especially around 
the punctates. The interior is black, 
with heavy deposits of coo king resi- 
due present. 

The inflaring lip is lightly impressed 
with slightly diagonal (right to left 
moving outward), very wide cwt 

- 

impressions, appearing more as 
stamps than impressions. Located 
dircctly below the lip is a single row 
of large, shallowly impressed, closely spaced punctates. These puncta tes have Ieft 
broad, prorninent bosses on the interior, which bear well formed fingerprints. 

Cotntnmts This vessel isa little unusual in that the lip is rolled inward to createa pronounced flare, 
giving it a very plains-like appearance. This vessel appears to have been a large, 
heavy-duty cooking pot. 



Vessel: 74 

Arrrmtnt This vesse1 is represented by a large section of rirn, neck and upper shoulder. 

Fonn The vesse1 has a flat, thin lip 
with an interior fillet which 
sharuens the in terior edge. The d 

Finish 

barely perceptible bulge which 1 

moderately curved. 

A prominent knotted fabric 
finish covers the vessel exte- 
rior frorn the rirn lip d o m  to 
below the neck. The interior is 
highly smoothed and appears 
to be possibly floated. 

The paste is dense, well con- 
solidateci and tempered with 
a small amount of white feld- 
spar temper. The vesse1 exte- 
rior is grey brown in colour 
with traces of carbon stain in 
the neck area. The interior is a 
lighter grey and unstained. 

DecornCion The rim lip is smooth, with an 
intermittently occurring inciwd Line r u ~ i n g  paraIIel with the rimcircumference. The 
outer corner of the lip isdecorated with tiny vertically oriented cwt impressions which 
may contribute to the appearance of the incising. A single row of tiny, deeply 
impressed and very round punctates appears at about the midpoint between the rim 
lip and neck, leaving small but very prominent interior bosses with fingerprints. 

Coînrrrerrts This vessel is verv well made and fits well within the Bushfield collection. The fabric 
is clearly defined, suggesting a Grass River type of finish. Although the vessel was 
v e l  we11 made, and appears to have been stained by heating, it bears no cooking 
residue. It was perhaps a water boi Iing vessel. 

Vessel: 75 

Ammtnf 

Fonn 

Finish 

This vessel is represented by a large rim and necksherd. The neck area is only partially 
present. 

The rim is long and orientedatan outward angle, restingonasharplyoutcurvingneck. 
The vessel lip is slightly rounded and thickened. Beiow the lip the profile thins, 
becoming qui te thin below the neck juncture. 

The exterior of the vessel is covered with a fabric impression starting at the outer edge 



D r c m  t ion 

Vessel: 76 

Ainorint 

For! rr 

Finish 

of the nrn lip. There has been some smooth- 
ing in the neck area. The interior has been 
smoothed, particularly in the upper rim 
area. 

The paste is dense and well consolidated, 
containing a moderate amount of dark and 
light quartzite temper. The exterior is a 
greyish tan colour; the interior is darker, 
primarily due to an extensive covering of 
coo king residue, especially in the region of 
the punctate bosses. 

Coarse cwt impressions decorate the outer 
corner of the rim lip. A single row of wideIy 
spaced round punctates is deeply impressed 
slightly below the midpoint of the rim lip 
and the neck, leaving well-formed bosses 
with barely perceptible fingerprints. 

This is a standard Bushfield form, charac- 
teristic of the collection. It was probably a 
well used coo king vessel. 

Vessel 75 

This vessel is represented by a section of rim, neck and upper shoulder. 

The lip is flat, with a very pronounced i m e r  
flare which sharpens the interior edge. The 
rim is long,anglingslightly outtvard, leaning 
inward below the lip before straightening at  
the neck, giving the vessel a slightly '5' rim 
appearance.  The neck is shallowly 
outcurving. 

A prominent vertically oriented fabric finish 
extends from the interior lip edge, across the 
brim, and over onto the vessel exterior to 
below the neck. The interior is smoothed, 
with some horizontal brushing at the neck. 

The paste is dense and well consolidated, 
containing a very s m l l  amount of finely 
ground quartzite temper. The exterior is 
brown in colour, with black patches of car- 
bon encrustation in the vicinity of the Iip and 
around the neck. The interior is blackened 
with carbon encrustation and food residue, 
particularly around the punctates. 

Decora t ion Apart from fabric impressions, the vessel lip 



Vessel: 77 

Atnuirnt 

Fonrt 

Finish 

Pflsf e 

Corn men ts 

is undecorated. A single row of small, widely spaced punctates encircles the rim 
midway between the rim lip and the neck, just below where the rim appears to bulge 
outward. These punctates have created small but prominent interior bosses which 
bear cibliterated fingerprint traces. 

The vertical fabric finish is unusual for the Bushfield collection, resembling the finish 
found at the Aschkibokahn site in west central Manitoba. This vessel resembtes Vessel 
74, except that it was obviously a well used cooking vessel. 

This vessel is represented by a small section of tim, neck and upper shoulder. 

The vessel lip is slightly rounded, and 
rests on a very short, slightly outflaring 
rim. The interior of therimshowsasharp 
neck angle which is not apparent on the 
exterior of the vessel. The upper shoul- 
der appears to be quite long. 

h obliterated fabric finish covers the 
exterior of the vessel from the rirn to the 
upper shoulder. The interior has been 
partially smoothed, but appears rough. 

The pasteis well consoiidated withabun- 
dant large and small white feldspar tem- 
per fragments. The vessel exterior is 
greyish brown; the interior is a Iight tan 
colour with some darker staining near 
the lip and on the upper shoulder. 

The lip is decorated with tiny cwt im- 
pressions on the exterior and interior. 
The impressions appear to parallel each 
other, and also seem ta correspond in 
spacing toa lineof round punctates which 

Vessel 77 

appear just above the neck. The lip impressions angle from right to left going down 
on the exterior, and from left to right going down on the interior. The punctate line is 
slightly wavy, and has created a line of somewhat irreguhrly formed though promi- 
nent bosses on the interior. 

The f o m  and decoration of this vessel is not standard for Bushfield West. It wouid be 
more appropriate farther east in the Clearwater Lake region of Manitoba. Although 
stained on the interior, and fire blackened on the exterior, this vessel was not 
extensively used for cooking. It may have been a small water-boiling pot. 



Vessel: 78 

.ii~rrorrnt 

Fonn 

Finish 

Vessel: 79 

Vessel: 80 

Arnoztnt 

Fonn 

This vessel is represented by a single large, long rim and neck sherd. 

The rim lip is flat with a slight interior 
fillet giving the inner edge a sharp cor- 
ner. The rim is very long and vertical1 y 
oriented. The neck is shallowly angled. 

An obliterated fabric finish coven the 
vesse1 exterio r frw m the exterior lip edge 
down to below the neck. The interior is 
smoothed, although rough in texture. 

The paste is moderatel y conso lidated. 
Crack lines are apparent on the vessel 
surface, particularly on the interior. The 
paste is moderately well tempered with 
large and small fragments of light col- 
oured feldspar. The vessel exterior is a 
vellow tan colour. The interior is also 
tan in colour, with some grey staining in 
the vicinity of the bosses and upper rim. 

The outer corner of the lip has been 
impressed or pinched with f igert ips 
diagonally from left to right goingdown. 
The lip brim is smoothed but 
undecorated. A single rww of round 
punctates encircles the vessel high up 
on the rim, leaving low, unevenly formai 
bosses. 

This is a standard high rim Bushfield 
West vessel. Although darkened on the 
interior, this blotching may have corne 
about from the initial vesse1 firing proc- 

Vessel 78 

5 cni 

ess. The vessel does not appear to have been used [in a fireat ail. 1 t may have been some 
sort of storage vessel. 

Vessel number not in use. 

This vesse1 is represented by two crossrnended rim sherds with a portion of the neck 
present. 

The rim lip is flat with a slight interior splay. The upper rim is vertically oriented but 
curves in sharply near the neck before cuwing outward again at the neck. This @es 
the vessel a pronounced '5' rim appearance. The rim profile is of uniform thickness 
down to the neck, which appears to be slightly thickened. 



Vessel: 81 

Arriuzrrtt 

Fonn 

Finish 

Decoraf ion 

The vessel exterior is smoothed, with hori- 
zontal scraping just above the neck. The 
interior has been horizontally smoothed as 
well. 

The paste is well consolidated, despite the 
useofonly a very small amount of quartzite 
temper. The exterior of the vesse1 is a light 
tan colour, with grey staining in the neck 
area. The interior is a uniform tan colour. 
The paste interior, however, is dark grey, 
suggesting the vessel had been fired in a 
highly oxidizing atmosphere, both on the 
exterior and interior. 

Thevessel lip brim bears irregularly shaped 
notches or stamps set at  widely spaced 
intervals. A very wide but shallow uneven 
impression is presenton theinterioredgeof 
the rim, possi bly representing a quartering 
decoration. This decoration is so pro- 

Vessel 80 

nounced that it de foms  theentirelip,&ving the rimacastellatedappearance. 
Iine of round, deeply impressed punctates encircies the rim about midway between 
the lip and the neck. The punctates have created uneveniy forrned bosses which bear 
obliterated fingerprint impressions. 

I 
A single 

This vessel is unusual in many respects. It is very reminiscent of plains pottery in its'S' 
rim profile, possible rirn quartering and subsequent castellation, and Iack of a fabric 
finish, . Yet the presence of the single row of punctates is a sirong Selkirk motif not 
found on the plains. The vessel is rather coarsely decorated except for the punctates, 
which are fairly precisely applied. It suggests a hybrid in which Selkirk potters were 
trying to mimic a plains vessel yet maintain some of their own important decorative 
attributes. The vessel was never used for cooking, and probably was not even used on 
a fire a t  all. It may have been a storage pot. 

This vessel is represented by a rirn and neck sherd, and part of the upper shoulder. 

The rirn lip is ilat with a slight intenor fillet. The rim angles slightly outward, is long, 
and rests on a moderatety angled neck. 

A slightly smoothed fabric finish covers the extenor of the vesse1 from the interior of 
the rirn edge, over the brim and outer rirn edge, to below the neck. The interior is 
smoothed, although rough in texture and slightly cracked in places. 

The paste is well consolidated, containing a moderate amount of large and small 
feldspar temper fragments. The exterior is dark grey with black staining below the 
neck. The interior is a light grey /tan colour with a tiny patch of residue in the upper 
rirn area. 

Apart from some burnishing on the outer edge of the brim and a fabric finish, the rim 
lip is undecorated. A line of deeply impressed, round punctates encircles the vessel 



midway bettveen the rim lip and the neck. The 
punctates have crea ted prominent 
interior bosses with fiigerprint traces. 

Cornwnts Although this vesse1 bears no lip 
decoration, the form and punctate 
row are standard for Bushfield West. 
The fabric may resemble that of Grass 
River. Although there is possibly 
some coo king residue on the vessel, 
it does not appear to have been heav- 
iiy used for cooking. It appears to 
have been used on a fire, however, 
and may have been reserved for boil- 
ing water. 

Vessel: 82 

Ainmu~t This vessel is represented by a large 
section of rim, neck and upper shoul- 
der. 

Fonn The rim lip is rounded (primarily 
due to lip decoration) and is very 
slightly filleted on the interior. The 
rim is quite long and verticatly ori- 
ented, resting on a moderately 
outcuwing and slightly thickened 
neck, which leads to an apparently 
long thin upper shoulder. The vessel 
appears to be quite large, and may 
have a very shallow 'S' rim, since the 
upper portion tlares inward stightly. 

Finish A fabric finish covers the area above 
the neck. BeIow the neck the fabric is 
Iess prominent but has a vertical ori- 
entation. The interior is smooth, al- 
though rough in texture. 

The paste is moderately consolidated 
and contains a moderate amount of 
white feldspar temper. The exterior 
is tan in colour wi th some dark stain- 
ing near the shoulder. The interior is 
a tan colour, with a lot of surface 
temper present, perhaps suggesting 
that the interior was not completely 
paddled during manufacture. 

Vessel 81 

....*-.-.. 5 tri1 
. .......... ..................... 

Decmtion A series of vertically oriented cwt z rm 
. - R  

impressions is present on the outer 
corner of the rim lip. The impres- Vesse182 



Cornrnen ts 

Vessel: 83 

Arnount 

Fonrr 

Finish 

P nste 

Decornt ion 

Corrt r nen ts 

Vessel: 84 

Arnount 

Fonn 

Finish 

sions have been impressed deepty, to the centre of the brim. A single row of circular 
punctates encircles the vessel midway between the lip and the neck, creating tvide, 
well forrned interior bosses which have obliterated fingerprint impressions. 

m i s  large vessel is typical of the Bushfield West collection. It does not appear to have 
been used on a fire, and may have been used for storage rather than boiling. 

This vessel is represented by a single srnaIl 
rim sherd. 

Vessel 83 
The vesse1 Iip is wide and flat with an 

interior flare, probably caused by Iip deco- 
ration. The nm, though short, probably 
bulges outward before turning inward at 
the neck, giving the vessel an 'S' rim profile. 

A smoothed fabric f i i sh  covers the extenor 
of the rim sherd from the outer edge of the 
lip down. The interior is srnoothed, with 
brushing apparent iust below the lip, plus 
some surface cracking. 

The paste is only moderately well consoli- 
dated, containing an abundant amount of 
coarse ground feldspar temper. The exte- 5 cm 
rior is grey in colour; the interior a light ! - ' -  ---. 
yellow tan. 

The wide lip bears a twisted cord line runningparallel with the rimdown the brim. On 
the ou ter Iip corner a series of tiny cwt impressions are present, placed at an angle from 
right to left going down. The imer corner of the lip bears similar cwt impressions, 
oriented verticailv. h apparent wavy, widely spaced and deeply impressed line of 
round punctates is present below the lip. 

The lip treatrnent on this vessel is unusually complicated and is not standard for 
Bushfield West. Although this vessel appears to have been used on a fire, it does not 
bear cooking residue. It may have been used to boil water. 

Vessel 84 
This vessel is represented by a neck section 
only. 

The vessel is quite small (possibiy a mini- 
ature) with a moderately curving neck area. 

A fabric finish covers the neck area. The 
interior has been smoothed, very nearly bur- 
nished. 



Priste The paste is well consolidated containing a tiny amount of sand temper. The exterior 
is a yellow tan colour; the interior is shiny black. 

Decorntion This vessel has two or more rows of tiny puncta tes present near the neck, which have 
produced srnall but pronounced interior bosses wi th visible but incomplete finger- 
print impressions. 

Cornrnents This sherd is unusuat. It is included asa vessel becauseof the multiple lineof punctates 
present. 

Vessel: 85 Vessel number not used. 

Vessel: 86 

A~rlorint This vesse1 is represented by a single rim sherd. 

Fonn The rirn lip is splaved on the exte- 
rior and interi&, eossibly as n re- 
sult of ttie application of Iip deco- 
ration. BeIow the lip the rirn is 
quite thin. 

Finish A coarse fabric finish covers the 
sherd exterior below the lip. The 
interior il; smooth. 

S a n  

Poste The  ast te is moderatelv well con- 0 
solidked. rvith a tende& to exfo- 
h t e  on the exterior. It crintains a 

Vessel 86 

small amount of dark quartzite 
temper. The exterior is grey with carbon encrustation. The interior is also grey, with 
a heavy deposit of cooking residue below the punctate row. 

Decumtion The splayed lip has been decorated with a line of deep circular stamps or punctates 
which traverse the rim brim. Immediately below the nm is a line of deeply impressed 
punctates which have created large bosses on the vessel interior. 

Cornrrfents Lip punctates are unusual for Bushfield West, but not uncornmon on Clrarwater Lake 
Punctate vessels. This vesse[ was used for cooking. 

Vessel: 87 

A!nozint This vesse1 consists of a single rim sherd which just approaches the neck. 

Font1 The rim Iip is flat with a poorly formed interior fillet. The rim is vertically oriented 
with a slight 'Sr rim curve down to the neck. 

Finish An obliterated fabric finish covers the exterior of the sherd. The interior is smoothed. 



Decorn t ion 

Vessel: 88 

Atnozlnt 

Fonn 

Finish 

Pcrste 

Decorn tion 

Corri /nerf ts 

The paste is moderately consolidated but mini- 
mally tempered with the odd quartzite frag- 
ment. There is some exterior cracking. The 
exterior is tan coloured with blackcarbonstain- 
ing, especialiy near the rim lip. The interior is 
a yellow tan colour. 

The Iip is smooth except for zi single oblique 
(right interior to left exterior) elongated finger 
or stick impression which penetrates the inte- 
rior edge of the lip and causes theclay to bulge 
out. This may be a quartering mark. A single 
row of punctates encircles the vesse1 just below 
the rim leaving low interior bosses. 

The punctates on this incipient 'Sr rim vessel 
are located veryclose to the rim lip and are thus 
not usual to the Bushfield collection. The quar- 

Vessel 87 

tering mark is also unusual. Although thire is 
evidence that this vessel was fire blackened, it was apparently not used for cooking. 

This vessel is represented by a single tiny rim sherd. 

Tne rim lip has an interior splay. The rim 
profile is quite thick but cut off well before the 
neck area. It appears to angle outward, but 
there is so little lip present that the true profile 
orientation can only be estimated. 

Theexterior of thesherd has a smoothed fabric 
impression, which is almost obliterated. The 
interior has been roughened. 

The paste is well consolidated and dense. It is 
unevenly tempered with a moderate amount 
of light feldspar temper. The exterior and 
interior of the vesse1 are black. There is a trace 

Vessel 88 

of cooking residue on the interior, belriw the ,-------------- .-...--.-..-.. __^___._______..._._.,_.._... 
. .. . .. . .... .. ..HlwNM .......... .. . . 

boss line. 
..-.-..-..-.-. 

The lip issmooth (almost bumished) witha singIesquarenotch impressedon the i ~ e r  
lip edge. A single row of small deeply impressed punctates are present just below the 
rim lip, creating minimal bosses on the interior. 

Although very poorly represented, this vesse1 is unusual for Bushfield West. It was 
probably a small cooking vessel. 



Finish 

This vessel is represented by hvo small rim sherds, one which extends to the neck. 

The lip is fiat with a slight exterior splay and a 
prominent interior fillet. The rim appears to 
be vertically oriented, resting on a weakly Vesse1 89 
outcurving neck. Unfortunately, there is too 
Iittle lip present to properly orient the vessel 
profile. 

A smoo thed fabric finish covers the vessel exte- 
rior. Below the rim Iip the fabric appears verti- 
cally woven. The intetior is smooth, aImost 
floated, with some surface cracking. 

The paste is well consolidated, with a moderate 
amount of variable sized fragments of light 
feldspar temper. Theexterior is black incolour, 
with occasional patches of grey. The interior is 
light bTey in colour with occasional patches of 
coo king resid ue. 

---W. 

Decoration The rim lip exterior bears a series of elongated ii -. ' 
vertical notches which appear to have been 
forrned by fingemails. The lip brim is smooth. 

Coinrtmts Despite the presence of two rim sherds, there is no trace of punctates or  bosses. They 
are eitherwidely spaced, ornonexistent, which would make thisvessel unusual for the 
Bushfield West collection. This vessel mny have been used for cooking, but not 
extensively. It was probably more commonly used for boiling water. 

Vessel: 90 

Arnoltnt This vesse1 is represented by a single small rim sherd. 

Fortrt The rim lip is rounded, with a slight 
interior splay. The rim profile is slightly 
excurvate and may represent an inci pi- 
ent 'Sr  rim. The profile thins appreci- 
ably below the lip. 

Finish An obliterated fabric finish covers the 
exterior of the sherd. The interior ap- 
pears to be smoothed. The lip is bur- 
nished. 

S a n  - 
Vessel 90 

Paste The paste is well consolidated, contain- 
ing a moderate amount of large and smatl feldspar temper particles. The exterior is 
black. The interior is black with a heavy encrustation of cooking residue deposited 
below the lip. 



Decwation A series of vertically oriented cwt impressions is present on the ou ter corner of the rim 
lip, pushed in to nearly the centre of the brim. 

Cornmrnts Not enough of the vessel is present to determine if it has punctates. It was a srnaIl 
coo king vessel. 

Vessel: 91 

14~rrcnm t 

Finish 

Pris te 

Vessel: 92 

A ~ n m n f  

Fonn 

F inislt 

Pnste 

Vessel is represented by a single large rim sherd 
which does not quite extend down to the vesse1 neck. 

The lip is flat, and squared off on the interior. The rim 
angles outward. [ t  has a uniformly thick profile from 
the lip to near the neck. 

A smooth, horizontaIly oriented fabric finish covers 
the sherd exterior. The interior is smoothed with 
some surface cracking. 

The paste is dense and well consolidated, containing 
a srnall amount of light feldspar temper. Theexterior 
is black, and encrusted with cooking residue. ïhe  
interior is a dark tan colour. 

The outer corner of the rim lip is decorated by wide 
spaced, shal low and indistinct notches or finger 
pinches. A single row of wide spaced, deeply 
impressed round punctates is located well down the 
rim, forming low, wide bosses on the in terior, which 
have faint fingerprint impressions. 

Vessel Y 1 

This was apparently a large cooking vessel, which appears to fit in well with most of 
the Bushfield West collection. 

Only the rim and neck portionof this vesse[ has been reconstructed, although over 50% 
of the rirn is present. 

The rim is long and straight, with a distinct outwardly angted orientation. The neck 
is shallowly angled on the exterior, although the interior angle appears to be more 
prominent due to bulging. The vessel construction is more robust than most vessels 
from Bushfield West, in that the rimdoes not taperas it approaches the neck, and there 
is no su bstantial thiming of the vessel wall below the neck. The vessel profile appears 
to be uniform in thickness. 

A fine vertical cord fabric finish has been impressed on the vessel exterior from the 
neck to theouteredgeof the rirn lip. The fabric finishis less pronounced below theneck 
as far as the vessel is represented. The interior finish is srnoothed. 

The paste is unusually dense and very finely tempered. There may be some shell used 
as temper although most appears to be crushed quartzite. The exterior of the vessel 



D e c m  t ion 

Coin men ts 

Vessel: 93 

.-i !noilnt 

Finish 

Pnst e 

Decom tion 

is greyish black in 
colour with a red- 
dish tinge, sug- 
ges ting tha t i t ma y 
have been bumed. 
The interior has a 
moderate to heavy 
encrus tation of 
coo king residue 
overall partsof the 
represented ves- 
sel. 

The vessel nm has 
a flattened Iip with 
diagonal stick in- 
dentations on the 
outer edge. Ob- 
long, upwardly- 
i m p r e s s e d  Vessei 92 
punctates have 
been regularly spaced midway between the rim lip and the neck. The punctates have 
produced verv minimal bosses. A single no tch resembling a thurnb impression has 
been placed on one section of the rim. This may be a quartering decoration, but was 
probably just accidental, since the mark appears nowhere else on the rim. 

In terior encrusta tion and exterior blackening suggest tha t this vessel was a well-used, 
heavy duty cooking pot. Its robust nature is unusual for the Bushfield West collection, 
as is the dense paste and vertical corded finish. 

This vessel is represented bv two tiny joined rirn sherds, which do not extend to the 
neck. 

There is insufficient rim available to determine 
the orientation o f  the vessel fragment, but it ap- 
pears that the rim may angleoutward. The rim is 
relatively thin and has a pronounced outward 
flartl at the lip, with a lesser inward flare. 

The sherd exterior is covered with an obliterated 
fabric finish, up to and including the rirn lip. The 
interior has been smoothed. 

Sherd paste is grey in colour, dthough the inte- 
rior and extenor face are orange and appear 
oxidized. A rnoderate amount of white fe!dspar 
ternper is present in the paste. 

The rim lip is flat and deeply impressed on the 
exterior byclosely-spaced notches which give the 

Vessel Y3 

lip a serrited appeaknce. These notchesmay be "piceated", that is, impressed with 
a tool much resembling the twig of a spruce tree. No punctates are visible, perhaps 

315 



because of the incomplete nature of the rirn. 

Corrrrrwnts Piceation is a decorative form found in pottery from Southern Indian Lake in 
Manitoba. It is not found on any other vessel from Bushfield West. This vesse1 does 
not appear to have been used on a fire. 

Vessel: 94 

Amntnt The vesse1 is represented by the upper portion of two conjoined rim sherds. 

Fonn Due to the incompleteness of the sherds no pro- 
file is obtainable. Vesse1 94 

Finish Both the exterior and interior of these tiny rim 
sherds have been smoothed. 

Pnste The paste is friable and perha ps has a tendency to 
exfoliate on the exterior. The temper has been 
moderately to finely ground and is composed of 
white feldspar. 

Decorntion A stamp or shallow punctate has been impressed 
a t  an  angle on the Iip brim. The rectangular form of the punctate is oriented 
perpendicular rather than parallel to the edge (if the lip. 

Comnents Apart from the presenceof the lip stamp o r  punctate, this vessel is poorly represented 
and is difficult to compare with other vessels. 

Vessel: 95 

Arnorrnt This vesse1 is represented by a single small rim sherd. 

F onrt The rim is oriented in a near vertical 
position, although there is sufficient 
rim toaccurately determine the profile 
stance. It shows a slight 'S' rim profile. 
The rim lip is flat, and has a splayed 
exterior and sharp imer edge. 

Finish 

Pnste 

Decorn t ion 

A smoothed, horizontatly oriented fab- 
ric finish covers the sherd exterior. The 
interior is smoothed. 

The paste is moderately well consoli- 
dated, containing a small amount of 
light feldspar temper. The exterior is 
anorange tan colour, while the interior 
is a grey tan colour. The paste interior 
is grey. 

A series of long thin twisted cord im- 
pressions have been placed obliquely across 

Vessel Y5 

the Iip brim from interior left to exterior 



Corn men ts 

Vessel: 96 

.4rnozmt 

Fonn 

Finish 

Priste 

right looking down. A single row of deeply impressed punctates is present far down 
the rim, forming prominent but irregularly shaped interior bosses. 

The diagonal lip markings are more common for Saskatchewan Cleanvater Lake 
ceramics, but the vesse[ fits in with Bushfield West. The vessel was not used for 
cooking, and may never have been used on a fire. 

The vessel is represented by a long section of rim sherd, with onty a tiny portion of the 
rim lip present. 

Tlie form is unusual, because the neck juncture is 
not present, despite the unusual length of the rim. 
The lip is thick and rounded, thiming somewha t 
below the rim. 

The exterior of the vesse1 is covered with a 
smoothed fabric impression. The interior is 
smoo th. 

The paste is modera tely well consolidated, con- 
taining a mocierate quantity of white feldspar 

Extenor 
/ 'w - 

.t- lm- 
S0.I. - s oi. 

temper. Theexterior i~ -~ reywi th  dark patchesd carbon, particularly near the rim. The 
intrrior is also grey, but a large section is covered with black deposits of cooking 
residue, particularly below the lip. 

The lip brirn is undecorated. The outer corner of the lip has been decorated with a 
series of oblique notches angling €rom right to left going down. A line of very 
elonga ted upward penetrating punctates circles the vessel. The punctates are posi- 
tioned right up against the edge of the rim. 

The unusual shape of this rim sherd suggests that it is either a wide bowl, or possibly 
a plate. If  it is a plate it probably strongly resembles the plates from Southern Indian 
Lake and would be the fi rst known occurrence of such a vesse[ outside of northern 
Manitoba. Thesherd formsuggests that if it was partofanSlL type plate, it would have 
corne from near one of theend points of the ova te vessel rather from the side. Brea kage 
patterns on similar vessels in the SIL area resemble this sherd. Dave Riddle says that 
the rim lip of and SIL plate is usually thimer and rounder than flat. He doesn't think 
this vessel is a plate (personal communication 1988). It is possible that the sherd 
represents the very Iargeoutf aring lip of a large pot, but the position of the punctates 
and the curious twisted forrn of the profile are at odds with this interpretation. 
Whatever the vessel was. plate, bowl or pot, it was obviously used for cooking. If it 
was a plate, it would have been like a frying pan. 



Vessel: 97 

.-\rrrozlnt Vessel is represented by a single small rim sherd. 

Fom The flat rim lip has an interior fillet and a slight 
exterior flare. The rim profile appears to be 
vertical, perhaps leaning outward a bit. There is 
not enough sherd to orient the profite correctly. 

Finish A smooth fabric finish covers the exterior of the 
sherd. The interior has been smoothed. 

Prist e The paste is moderately well consolidated, con- 
taininga small amount of finely groundquartzite 
temper. The exterior isgrey brown in colour. The 
interior is a darker brown, with food residue 5 4323 
encrustation. 

Vessel Y 7  
Decomtion The rim lip has widely spaced (approxirnately 2.5 cm) cwt impressions on the outer 

corner. ~Ünctate traces a re  present at  the base of the truncated sherd. 

Cotriments Apart from the unusually wide spacing of the lip decorations, the vessel does not 
appear to Vary significantly from most other vessels in the Bushfield West crillection. 
[t was used as a cooking pot. 

Amount Vesse1 is represented by a small rim sherd fragment. 

Fortrt The lip is fIat with an interior fillet, making the 
interio; edge qui te sharp. The rim leans ouhvard 
but curls in slightly a t  the lip, suggestinga possible Vesse1 98 

- - 

incipient ' S r  rim profile. - 

Finish The exterior of the sherd is covered with a fabric 
finish. The interior is smoolhed. 

Pnste The paste is well consolidated, containing a mod- 
erate amount of dark quartzite temper. The exte- 
rior is black and stained wi th coo king residue. The 
interior is grey. 

Decorntion The rim Iip is smooth and apparently undecorated. 
A punctate remnant is present well down the rim, 
near where the neck would be. 5 i .tn . . . . . . . . . : :"~'~"""-..~~~.~...-. .  

-....-.--m.--- ..-.----.-*. ...--..-...--- 
Comrrents This vessel resembles Vessel 97 but the two sherds 

do not crossmend, and have differing rirn thick- 
nesses. It was probably a cooking pot. 



Appendix D 

Bushfield West Pottery Vesse1 
Metr ics/Provenience 

Pages C-2 to C-5: R Height, R Diam, R Angle, R Length, R Circum, R %, Wall Thick, A, C, Mouth Flr, Lip 
Thick, LL Thick 

Pages C-6- to C-9:P Length, P Width, P Depth. P Space, P DBL, S Height, S Diam, S. Thick, S Angle, 
Neck Diam, Neck Thick, Block Provenience (RS=Reworked Sand; *=UncertaÏn Con- 
text) 



Vcsscl R Heinht R Diam R Angle R Lcnnrh K Circum K % Wall Thick A C Moulh Flr Lip Thick LLThick 



Vesse1 R Heinhi R Diarn R Annlc K k n n i h  K Circurn K % Wall Thick A C Mouh Flr LipThick LLThick 



Vesscl K Hcinht K Diam R Ande K Lcnrrth K Circum K %  WallTtiick A C Moufi Flr Lip Thick LL Thick 



Vesse1 R Heiaht R Diam K Annle K Lcnnth K Circuni K % Wall Thick A C Mouth Flr Lio Thick LL Thick 



m . . . . . .  



Vcsscl P Length P Width P Deph P Spacc P DRL S Hcighi S Dimi S. Thick S Angle Ncck D i m  Neck Thiçk Rlock k o v .  



Vesse1 P Length P Widih P Dcpth P Spacc P DRL S Height S D i m  S.  Thick S Angle Neck Diani Neck Thick Rlock Prov. 

23 0.6 0.4 0.5 0.8 3 a a a 8 3 

Surface 

2.1 

1 O 

2.3 

2.1 

1 O 

Surfacc 

2 

2.1 

Surfacc 

2.3 

RS 

2.3 

2.3 

2.2 

2.2 

2.2 

2.2 

2.2 

2.2 

2.2 
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